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FOREWORD 

When energy and material resources are extracted, processed, con
verted, and used, the pollution to our environment and to our aesthetic 
and physical well-being requires corrective approaches that recognize 
the complex environmental impact these operations have. 

The Industrial Environmental Research Laboratory - Cincinnati uses 
a multidisciplinary approach to develop and demonstrate technologies 
what will rectify the pollutional aspects of these operations. The 
Laboratory assesses the environmental and socio-economic impact of 
industrial and energy-related activities and identifies, evaluates and 
demonstrates control alternatives. 

This report presents a comprehensive model for mine drainage simu
lation. The model predicts pollution loads for given situations and 
then recommends optimum allocation of resources for treatment of abate
ment procedures. The work presented in this report is the first of 
several projects aimed at computer analysis of mine sites. 

The model described herein has not been fully tested against a 
real situation. Other contracts are planned to continue this type of 
research. The product of this study, and following studies, will be of 
use to planning agencies and the mining industry. Through use of tools 
such as this, we may be able to increase production of vital energy 
resources while continuing to improve the environment. 
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ABSTRACT 

A comprehensive model for mine drainage simulation and optimization of 
resource allocation to control mine acid pollution in a watershed has 
been developed. 

The model is capable of: (a) producing a time trace of acid load and 
flow from acid drainage sources as a function of climatic conditions; 
(b) generating continuous receiving stream flow data from precipitation 
data; (c) predicting acid load and flow from mine drainage sources using 
precipitation patterns and watershed status typical of "worst case" con~ 
ditions that might be expected, e.g., once every 10 or 100 years; and 
(d) predicting optimum resource allocation using alternative methods of 
treatment and/or abatement for "worst case" conditions during both wet 
and dry portions of the hydrologic year. 

The model 
required. 
be easier 

is comprehensive and may, therefore, be more detailed than 
This attention to detail was given in the belief that it will 

to simplify the model than to modify it to increase detail. 

Because of the detail incorporated in the model as now constituted, a 
large amount of field data is required as input. In most cases, the 
desired field data are not now available. 

The model has not been fully tested or compared to real systems, nor has 
sensitivity to input data been determined. Therefore reliability of the 
model, and the necessity of detailed field data, have not been established. 
Comparisons with real systems are necessary to determine the level of 
simplification that can be permitted before the validity or usefulness 
of the model is impaired. 

This report was submitted in fulfillment of Contract Number 68-01-0724 
by The Ohio State University Research Foundation under the sponsorship 
of the Environmental Protection Agency. 

KEY WORDS: 

Mine Drainage, Computer Models, Watershed Models, Deep Mines, Refuse 
Piles, Stripmines, Coal Mine Drainage, Acid Generation, Acid Drainage 
Treatment 
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SECTION I 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Source models for predicting the time dependent acid production 
from deep (underground) mines, refuse piles, and spoil bank.S h~ 
been developed. 

2. The source models simulate flow and acid load data from the prin
cipal sources of mine acid. 

3. In the deep mine and combi.ned refuse pile-spoil bank model, over
land as well as subsurface flows are determined by the Ohio State 
University Version of the Stanford Watershed Model. Stream f'lOMs and 
acid concentrations. are calculated from the watershed model output• 

4. The deep mine source model has been validated, but the refuse 
pile-spoil bank model has yet to be compared to suitable field ~ata~ 

5. In general, sufficient field data is not now available to f'ul+y 
utilize the present models; additional hydrologic data is usuall¥ 
needed. '· 

6. The optimization models provide a compact and efficient cost 
optimization algorithm capable of determining the least cost set 
of pollution control decisions for a branching array of acid SdUl'.'ces. 

7. The optimization model can also determine the distribution of 
pollution control decisions over the total array of acid sources 
which will produce the most desirable water quality for a fixed upper 
limit on dollars for pollution control. 

8. The optimum resource allocation may vary with the "worst case" 
situation: (a) high flow, high acid load, or (b) low flow, high acid 
concentration. 
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SECTION II 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The validity of the unit source models as related to "real world" 
situations should be established. The performance of the acid genera
tion models should be evaluated by comparing predicted acid loads and 
in-strearri concentrations with actual field data. 

A sensitivity study of the key parameters in the models should be made; 
the degree of precision needed for these parameters, and methods for 
simplifying the amount and type of required, input data need to be 
evaluated in relation to the degree of simulation success wanted. 

Deficiencies in (normally) available field data should be described 
8f1d guid~lines for f'uture acquisition and collection methodology 
developed. 

Prepare readily usable models for EPA personnel, including instruc
tional material for potential users with both detailed guidelines, 
card decks, tapes, as well as short courses when desired. 

A predictive model should be developed for analyzing unmined areas 
to predict level of pollution to be expected as a f'unction of the 
type and scale of mining anticipated, and to provide a basis for 
selecting mining and abatement methods to minimize pollution and cost 
of abatement. 

The Optimization Model should be applied to analyze an existing water
shed to assess the model's utility, ease of application, and potential 
results. 

The effect of a reservoir as a component part of a watershed should 
be included in the Optimization Model so it could be evaluated as an 
aaternative abatement method. 

2 



SECTION III 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the work reported herein was to develop a planning and 
management tool for use in determining cost-effective actions to elimi
nate or abate acid mine drainage from coal mining operations. Specifi
cally, computer based modeling techniques have been developed for the 
description and/or prediction of acidity levels in the drainage from 
deep and surface mines, and from coal ref'use piles. Using these source 
models, the acid load from a given acid source or grouping of related 
sources can be predicted for any desired time period, with geological 
conditions and rainfall variation accounted for in the models. Knowing 
the acid load from each source, as a £'unction of time, alternative mine 
drainage treatment and at-source abatement techniques can be identified 
and their costs estimated, together with their effectiveness in terms 
of reduction of the unabated acid loads. Alternative cost and effec
tiveness estimates for the individual acid sources are then used as 
input to an optimization model, which can be used to calculate the 
mlllimum cost for a given level of abatement in the basin, or, alterna
tively, the maximum water quality attainable for a given cost. 

The approach used in the development of the computerized models out
lined above was dictated by the current level of knowledge concerning 
the formation of acid in mines and refuse piles, the transport of acid 
to the receiving streams via ground and surface water runoff, and the 
cost and effectiveness of possible abatement and treatment alterna
tives. Due to the extremely short-term and seasonal variability in 
mine drainage quality and quantity from a given source, which is 
closely associated with local hydrology and precipitation patterns, and 
due to the extreme differences in the behavior of different mine types 
with regard to acid drainage production, caused by widely differing 
geologies and physical characteristics of the disturbed areas, empiri
cal techniques for the description and prediction of acid load and 
drainage quantity have met with little success. Just as modern hydro
logic models have developed into relatively detailed simulations of the 
actual physical processes occurring during rainfall and runoff, so must 
realistic acid mine drainage models simulate in some detail the physi
cal and chemical processes known to occur. Thus, the source models 
developed in this work are mathematical simulations of the chemical 
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reactions and water movements occurring in the actual sources as con
trasted with empirical relationships derived by the fitting of curves 
to water quality data collected in the field. The use of determinis
tic, predictive models to describe the acid output from sources in a 
basin for a selected annual or multi-year precipitation sequence leads 
to the capability of being able to identify "worst cases" for each 
source, in terms of acid concentration or acid discharge rate. These 
worst cases often correspond to the spring flush from a deep mine, or 
an intense summer thunder storm on a refuse pile. By selecting feasi
ble treatment or at-source abatement techniques, designed on the basis 
of "worst case" acid loads and total flows, corresponding alternative 
costs for abating and controlling mine drainage pollution can be opti
mized across the basin by a suitable optimization technique. The 
nature of the input cost and acid load data generated by the above 
techniques makes a partial enumeration algorithm for solving nonlinear 
integer programming problems the most suitable optimization technique. 

The project approach outlined above led to the advisability of dividing 
project activities into four major subject areas. These were the 
hydrologic sub-model, the acid generation sub-model, abatement and 
treatment cost and effectiveness data accumulation, and the resource 
allocation optimization model. Work in these four major areas over
lapped to a high degree, and frequent meetings of all project person
nel, together with periodic meetings with the Project Officer were 
utilized to maintain coordination of effort. In the following sec
tions, the theory and structure of the overall model are presented on 
a step-by-step basis, covering each component of the model, in turn. 
Illustrative examples of each of the model components follows, together 
with critical evaluation of the technique, and comments on the future 
development of this approach. 

4 



SECTION IV 

SHORr DISCUSSION OF THE PROJECT MODEL CONTENT 

AND OPERATION 

This section presents an overview of the various components or sub
programs of the total project model, in a low key technical format, to 
provide the reader with a general understanding of its content and 
operation. Detailed technical discussions are given and are referred 
to in the Appendices. Hopef'ully, this method of presentation will per
mit the reader to understand the overall picture of the report contents 
without unnecessarily, at this phase of the reading, being burdened 
with highly technical, mathematical, and computer language passages. 

The total model consists of rather distinct sub-parts and, therefore, 
for readability, these components are first discussed separately and 
then the complete project model can be seen by their integration. The 
discussion at this point will be limited to the basic composition of 
the sub models. Section V presents illustrative examples of the 
application of the model. 

Component discussions will trace the project model development from 
basic physical phenomena through its cost effectiveness stage to the 
final phase of optimization of resource allocations. 

BASIC PHYSICAL PHENO:MENA 

There are two basic physical phenomena associated with acid mine drain
age. The first is the determination of the amount and movement of 
water associated with the various mine types; the second is the de
scription of the rates of pollutant generation in these mines. 

Hydrologic Model 

The quantities bf minewater flow or drainage are closely related to the 
concept of the hydrologic cycle. Hence, by modeling the hydrology of a 
watershed, the water activities in the various mine types can readily 
be accounted for by observing the respective portions of the hydrologic 
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cycle model that apply to the waters involved in the mines. Discus
sions herein will now be limited, more or less, to the actual hydro
logic model used in this project. 

Hydrologic Cycle and its Model -

Three zones of hydrologic events can be assigned to describe a hydro
logic cycle. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the cycle as used 
by the model. 

Upper Zone--This zone is above the soil surface. rt is used to 
describe the activities at and after precipitation above the soil 
surface. The activities include interception, transpiration, 
evaporation, overland flow, surface detention and depression 
storage. 

Lower Zone--This zone is the soil between the water table and 
land surface. It is used to describe the activities of infiltra
tion from the upper zone, percolation, interflow, and the degree 
of soil moisture saturation. 

Deep Lower zone--This zone is the soil below the water table. It 
is used to determine groundwater flow to the stream, and to deep 
storage (or aquifer). Because moisture percolates through the 
cracks and crevices of the aquifer, a time delay occurs between 
moisture entering the aquifer and leaving the aquifer as mine
water flow. 

The hydrologic cycle is a continuous process. Precipitation falls on 
the upper zone and some of it will enter into the lower zone and deep 
lower zone. The balance will enter the upper zone (interception plus 
depression storage). To complete the cycle, evaporation and transpir
ation occur from all three zones. 

History of the Hydrologic Model Development -

The various components of the hydrologic cycle can be described by 
mathematical expressions which can then be integrated to produce a 
total hydrologic model. These models, programmed for the high-speed 
digital computer, simulate the hydrologic cycle behavior in a basin. 
Several such models have been developed over the past decade. A very 
versatile and successful one, the Ohio State University version of the 
Stanford Watershed Model (SWM), was used, with slight modifications, in 
this project to calculate the quantities of water generated at the mine 
sites. A brief review of the history of this particular model follows. 

The basic Stanford Watershed Model (SWM) was developed by Professors 
Crawford and Linsley at Stanford University in the early sixties. 
Dr. James, while at the University of Kentucky, modified the model 
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slightly and translated it into FORTRAN computer language in the mid
sixties. Various researchers at universities, governmental agencies, 
and consulting firms have worked with and proven the acceptabilities of 
the model over the years. Since 1968, researchers at The Ohio State 
University have made modifications to progress the model along these 
lines: the model was flow-diagrammed and a detailed expose/on the 
mechanics of its operation was written; computer plotted hydrograph and 
hyetograph programs were developed; key parameter sensitivity studies 
were performed; multiple groundwater recession phenomena were included; 
swamp and excessive soil shrinkage crack storage routines were created; 
snowmelt considerations for the Midwest areas were included; modifica
tions for handling small watersheds were made; and finally, a User's 
Manual for the total modified model was written. The complete model 
and detailed evolution is presented in Appendix A. 

Model Operation -

The basic scheme for the model's operation, that is, moisture account
ing in a watershed, can be seen quickly in the logic block diagram of 
Figure 2. 

In addition to the climatological data (precipitation, evaporation, 
wind, solar radiation, and temperature), 21 input parameters related to 
the physical aspects of the basin (12 measurable, 11 trial and adjust
ment, and 8 assigned or selected parameters), are required for the 
model. Tables in Appendix A describe these inputs and detailed 
explanations are given to determine their values. The mathematical 
formulations of the hydrologic concepts involved and the technical 
aspects of the computer programs to simulate these, along with their 
linking mechanisms represented by the various blocks in the logic dia
gram, are of little interest at this point. Full explanations are 
given in Appendix A. 

Of particular interest at this time are the blocks in the diagram 
flagged by asterisks to indicate points in the total hydrologic model 
where specific water quantity information is accessed for individual 
mine water generation information. 

Polluted Water Generated by Mining Activities -

The overall discharge from a basin containing mining activity can be 
considered as a composite of natural unpolluted flow emanating from the 
unmined portions of the basins plus the various polluted discharges 
associated with the mines in the basin. The mining activities could 
produce polluted water discharges from deep mines, strip mines, or 
associated ref'use piles. 

The modeling procedure for quantitizing these discharges is basically 
the same in all cases, that is, the use of a hydrologic model to 
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predict the quantities of water involved and application of the 
appropriate pollution generation model to ascertain the quality of 
these waters. 

The nature of the various mining activities dictates that the water 
generation will originate at different locations both in the earth's 
crust and in their counterparts in the model. 

Referring to Figure 2, water for the deep mine situation is obtained 
from the model component of Groundwater Storage (point* on Figure 2). 
In the case of a strip mine or refuse pile, wherein acid products may 
accumulate at or near the soil surface, water may be obtained from the 
Upper Zone Soil Moisture and Overland Flow Surface Detention blocks 
(points** on Figure 2), and from Interflow Storage and Lower Zone 
Moisture Storage (points*** on Figure 2). Details of just how this 
water quantity information is obtained and how it is further processed 
through the models are briefly described later in the source model por
tion of this section, and are technically explained in Appendix A. 

Acid Generation Model 

For purposes of this report,, the term "acid generation rr will be defined 
as the removal of acid from a mine or refuse pile via the drainage from 
the system. The acid materials so removed are provided by the oxida
tion of pyritic materials in the mine by oxygen, leading to the forma
tion of the predominant products, sulfuric acid and ferrous or ferric 
iron. The acid generation rate or acid load from a pyritic system such 
as a deep or strip mine, or a refuse pile, is determined by the amount 
of acidity picked up by the flowing water. The net acid concentration 
in the discharge will be the acid generation rate, in weight per unit 
time, divided by the drainage flow rate. 

The hydrologic model described above provides a definition of the 
amounts of water flowing through the system. It is the task, then, of 
the Acid Generation Model to describe two additional processes which 
are, for practical purposes, largely independent of one another. These 
are (1) the rate of pyrite oxidation (or acid formation), and (2) the 
rate of transfer of oxidation products (acidity) to the drainage water. 
The linking of the Hydrologic Model and the Acid Generation Model will 
then provide the Source Model, described later in this section. 

Pyrite Oxidation -

There are two factors which may determine oxidation rate, depending on 
which is controlling: (1) the chemical reaction, and/or (2) rate of 
transport of reactant (oxygen) to the reaction site. Before this con
cept can be explained, the "reaction site" must be defined. Basically, 
it is an exposed pyrite surface together with the gas, liquid, and 
solid interfaces at this surface. Its characteristics are described by 
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the interfacial area per unit volume of pyritic material and the 
conditions at this surface, particularly oxygen concentration. For 
practical purposes, bacterial catalysis of pyrite oxidation is in
significant, and, under conditions encountered in the field, the 
reaction can be considered first order with respect to oxygen (i.e., 
the rate varies in direct proportion to the oxygen concentration)., 
A finite concentration of oxygen must be present at the pyrite sur
face before the surface can be termed a "reaction site". 

A deep mine element, as shown in Figure 3 is a typical example of a 
pyritic system. Assuming the mined-out volume of a mine has an oxygen 
concentration of 21 percent, reaction sites will be exposed to oxygen 
concentrations varying from 21 percent at the working face to 0 percent 
back into the coal strata. The oxygen concentration profile and the 
net oxidation rate in a particular pyritic system depends on the void 
volume (porosity) and the exposed surface area of pyrite per unit 
volume. The calculation of the oxygen concentration profile is simply 
a problem of diffusion plus chemical reaction for which quantitative 
mathematical solutions are available. Specific examples are given in 
Appendix B. 

Note that "reaction sites" extend as far into the porous media as 
oxygen diffuses. The greater the void volume, or porosity, of a 
pyrite-containing stratum, the greater the rate of oxygen diffusion 
because of the larger gas flow cross-sectional area available for dif
fusion. At the same time, more pyrite surfaces are exposed in a porous 
material simply because of the larger void space available for diffu
sion and because of the greater total surface exposed to the vapor 
phase. Conversely, the tighter the formation, the lower the quantity 
of oxygen which will diffuse through it, and the less oxygen which is 
available for oxidation per unit volume of material. 

Since oxygen diffusivity in water is 1 x 10-4 that in air, essentially 
all oxygen must be transported to the reaction site as a vapor. Diffu
sion through water is insignificant, and the quantity of dissolved 
oxygen in water entering an underground mine is too small in itself to 
produce a significant acid load. This leads to the important fact that 
pyrite submerged under a pool of stagnant water, or enclosed in a 
porous medium which is saturated with water, will not be oxidized to 
any significant degree. 

The general principles of Figure 3 still apply, in the case of a strip 
mine or refuse pile, except that oxygen diffusion would be from the 
soil-air interface down through the soil. 

Another fact brought out by the conceptual model that must be kept in 
mind when interpreting discharge data is that the quality of effluent 
water is not directly related to· the quality of water at reaction 
sites, that is, discharged water does not describe the aqueous 
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environment at reaction sites in terms of concentration of oxygen, 
oxidation products, ferric/ferrous ratio, or other factors influenc
ing the oxidation rate. 

Sandstone 
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Clay 
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Reactive Sites 
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2 
Diffusion 

Figure 3. Idealized deep mine element 

Removal of Oxidation Products -

For purposes of discussion, the case of a deep mine will again be 
considered. In this case, the rate at which pyrite oxidation products 
enter the effluent stream is determined by three basic mechanisms: 

l. Flushing by a rising groundwater table. 

2. Percolation by water flowing down through. porous zones 
and open channels or fractures during or after periods 
of heavy precipitation. 
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3. Diffusion or "weeping" of saturated solutions of reaction 
products caused by water condensing on reaction sites due 
to the lowered vapor pressure of the highly concentrated 
solutions at these locations. 

The particular removal mechanism (or mechanisms) involved at a specific 
reaction site depends on its location in respect to the water table 
and/or flow channels through which ground water percolates. If a re
action site is isolated from these sources of direct removal, oxidation 
products will build up until the degree of saturation at the site and 
surrounding area is high enough that the rate of transport to points 
of direct removal by percolation or flushing is equal to the oxidation 
rate. Note that the build-up of oxidation products has no effect on 
the oxidation rate. 

Obviously, the instantaneous rate of oxidation product removal, or acid 
generation rates, is a complex resultant of both pyrite oxidation rate 
and water movement in the system. Over a long term (measured, at the 
minimum, in years) the total amount of oxidation products removed may 
be equal to the total amount of oxidation product formed, but the 
daily or weekly acid loads, as measured from the discharge, cannot be 
related directly to the rate of pyrite oxidation. 

All three of the above removal mechanisms have been observed either in 
the laboratory or in the mines. The flushing and percolation mechan
isms are self-evident. The diffusion, or "weeping" process is too slow 
to be observed directly, but has been measured in the laboratory. 

In the case of a refuse pile, pyritic material will generally be dis
tributed throughout the pile, with only pyrite at and near the surface 
being exposed to oxygen. Spoil banks in a strip mine complex, on the 
other hand, may contain pyritic materials near the surface, or may be 
buried under a layer of nonpyritic, and hence, nonacid producing soil. 

In either case, the same basic oxidation product removai processes can 
be active as in the case of the deep mine. However, due to the forma
tion of acid at or near the surface, significant amounts of acid may 
appear in direct runoff and/or interflow, as well as in the base flow 
from the system. The direct runoff component is more of a "surface 
rinse" than a percolation or infiltration induced action, while the 
interflow is closely related to the percolation mechanism in a deep mine. 

The differing physical structure of a deep mine, as contrasted with 
spoil banks and refuse piles, makes it impractical to develop a com
pletely generalized Acid Generation Model applicable to both. Rather, 
separate models have been developed; namely, the Deep Mine Model, and 
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the Combined Refuse Pile and Strip Mine Model. Both operate in accord
ance with the same principles in that they calculate both the rate of 
acid formation in the system and the release of acid to the system 
drainage in accordance with the predominant oxidation product removal 
mechanisms; both are linked with the Stanford Watershed Model to pro
vide overall Source models. Block diagrams of the essential mechan
isms of the two Acid Generation Models are shown in Figures 4 and 5. 
Detailed descriptions are given in Appendices A and B. 

Pollutant Source Models 

An acid source is defined, for purposes of this report, as a deep mine, 
strip mine, or refuse pile in which pyrite oxidation occurs. Depend
ing on the scale of the system being simulated, a source might be a 
single mine or refuse pile, or a grouping of individual mines or piles 
having similar characteristics and treated, in aggregate, as a single 
source. All sources, regardless of type, have three basic characteris
tics which must be adequately simulated; the rate and physical location 
of pyrite oxidation in the source system, the transport of acid products 
from reactive sites to the effluent drainage from the source, and the 
dilution of this concentrated drainage by water in the receiving stream. 
As indicated previously, the net pyrite oxidation rate for a source is 
the solution to one or more sets of equations describing the diffusion 
of oxygen to the reactive sites and the consequent oxidation of the 
pyrite. The Acid Generation Models perform this calculation, giving 
the amount of acid produced in specific reaction zones. Transfer of 
this acid to the mine or pile drainage depends on the flow of water 
through or near the zones where the acid is formed, as reflected in the 
transport mechanisms. While it is computationally convenient to in
clude in the Acid Generation Models the calculation of acid movement 
within the source and into the source drainage, these calculations re
quire input from the Hydrologic Model to define the location and extent 
of water movement through the source. The Stanford Watershed Model, 
through its capacity to separately account for water storage and move
ment in the upper zone, lower zone, and deep lower zone, provides this 
input data. To the extent that water movement in the system will affect 
pyrite oxidation rates, this information must also be supplied by the 
Hydrologic Model. Lastly, the identifiable source drainage, together 
with its acid load, must be mixed with surface water flowing from non
acid portions of the basin under consideration, and a continuous 
accounting must be made of all water and acid in the basin. Thus, 
three requirements must be satisfied in the linking of the Hydrologic 
Model to the Acid Generation Models; the determination of acid movement 
and acid flow as a ~unction of pyrite oxidation rate and a mass balance 
on both acid and water for the entire source-basin system. 

Two source models have been constructed by linking the Hydrologic Model 
with the respective Acid Generation Models, yielding the Deep Mine 
Source Model, and the Combined Refuse Pile-Strip Mine Source Model. 
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These models are presented through the use of block diagrams paral
leling the actual sequence of the mathematical and computer processes 
(Figs. 6 and 7). Appendices A and B give detailed technical informa
tion on the model linking. 
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Figure 6. The Deep Mine Source Model 
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Deep Mine Source Model -

In the case of the deep mine, the major point of linkage between the 
Hydrologic Model and the Acid Generation Model is associated with sub
surface flow and water storage in the region of the mine. Since the 
deep mine generates acid in regions not directly affected by overland 
flow or interflow, these components are not involved with the transport 
of acid, or the inundation of reactive sites which influences both 
acid transport and pyrite oxidation rate. Because of the frequent 
occurrence of relatively impermeable clays underlying coal strata, the 
acid formed in the mine, if not flushed out in the drainage, tends to 
stay in the reactive zone. While exceptions to this reaction do occur, 
the present model has not been extended to cover such cases. 

Combined Refuse Pile-Strip Mine Source Model -

In the case of the Refuse Pile-Strip Mine Source Model, the linkage 
between the Hydrologic Model and the Acid Generation Model is neces
sarily more complex than in the case of the Deep Mine Source Model. 
Since, in this case, acid is generated at or near the ground surface, 
the reactive sites may be flushed directly by direct run-off and by 
interflow, as well as by percolation going to groundwater storage and 
base flow. Further, acid formed at or near the soil surface may be 
temporarily stored at intermediate depths, and carried deep into the 
ref'use pile or spoil bank, to remain there until released by under
ground flow at a much later time. Therefore, all of the flow compo
nents of the Hydrologic Model, as well as precipitation itself, are 
required input in this case since pyrite oxidation is assumed to cease 
during periods of rainfall, due to direct blockage of oxygen diffusion. 

The primary difference between the strip mine option and refuse pile 
option is the presence of an inert layer overlying the reactive pyrite 
in the former, and direct exposure of reactive pyrite in the latter. 
The option names are for convenience only, since some spoil banks would 
require the "ref'use pile" option, and a covered ref'use pile would re
quire the "strip mine" option. Both options can be used simultaneously 
in the Acid Generation Model, and the linking mechanism to the Hydro
logic Model is common to both. 

Basin Model 

In the application of the source models described above to a large 
drainage basin, the overall basin would normally be divided into sub
basins, each of which may or may not have one or more acid sources 
within its boundaries. The sub-basin size definition would be deter
mined by the variability of hydrologic characteristics across the total 
basin in question, the degree of resolution required with regard to 
both water and acid discharge rate predictions, or both. (The factors 
underlying such decisions are discussed in more detail elsewhere in 
this report. ) 
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Figure 8 is a schematic diagram of a basin subdivided into three sub
basins, two of which have acid sources . 

A 

..... - ...... 
I 1...-. 

\Deep\ 
1Mine \ __ _. 

Strip Mine 

B 

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of subdivided basin 

Sub-basin A includes a deep mine, strip mine, and ref'use pile, while 
Sub-basin B has only a deep mine. In the application of the Source 
Models to this example, both the Deep Mine Source Model and the 
Combined Refuse Pile-Strip Mine Source Model would be applied to Sub
basin A, with the latter model including both the strip mine and refuse 
pile in the same application. The Hydrologic Model would be applied 
only once over Sub-basin A, as it is common to both Source Models. The 
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dual Source Model application would give the acid source drainage flow 
and acid loading rates at points 1, 2, and 3, and the flow rate at the 
basin outlet, point 5, all as a function of time for any time period 
(e.g., one year) and precipitation sequence desired. The source models 
identify the drainage flow rates and acid loading rates at the indi
vidual sources, but identifies the sub-basin flow only at the sub-basin 
outlet. Further, flow times in the stream above the sub-basin outlet 
are not calculated by the model, and water quantity upstream from point 
5 can not be directly computed. In most applications, the simplifying 
approximation that all acid sources discharge into the stream at the 
sub-basin mouth will yield satisfactory results. If required, stream 
routing techniques could be applied within the sub-basin, but this is 
now considered to be an unwarranted refinement, and has not been built 
into the model. 

The application of the Deep Mine Source Model to Sub-basin B would 
yield the mine drainage flow and acid load rates at point 4, and the 
sub-basin outflow at point 5. Again, the mine acid load would normally 
be assumed to discharge into the stream at point 5 for purposes of cal
culating the acid concentration at point 5 as a function of time. 

Having estimated the flow and concentration at point 5 from both Sub
basins A and B, the flows can be added, normally with the assumption of 
complete mixing, to calculate an average acidity concentration. 
Between points 5 and 6, there are no acid sources tributary to the 
stream, and acid from above point 5 is diluted further by flow from 
Sub-basin c, and may be neutralized in some degree by alkalinity pre
sent in this flow. Stream routing times from point 5 to point 6 may or 
may not be taken into account, depending on the degree of accuracy re
quired in estimating acid concentrations at point 6. The most appro
priate method of combining sub-basin flows into the basin model varies 
with the individual case, and has not been included in the computer 
programs presented here. While decisions as to the degree of refine
ment required in accumulating sub-basin flows and acid loads depends 
heavily on field data available and judgment of the analyst, it is 
anticipated that stream routing requirements can be held to a minimum, 
particularly in the application of the "worst case" optimization pro
cedure. 

COST-EFFECTIVENESS MJDEL 

It is appropriate at this point to recapitulate the overall structure 
of the acid mine drainage abatement resource allocation procedure which 
has been developed on this project, to put cost and effectiveness 
determinations in the proper perspective. 

The first step in the sequence is to define the nature and extent of 
the problem, which requires an estimate of the acid load from each 
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source, as a function of time. This step, together with an estimate of 
the stream flow throughout the basin, provides a basis for the calcu
lation of acid concentrations throughout the basin again as a function 
of time. The Source Models described are designed' to supply the acid 
loading information from each source and to provide the individual 
characteristics of each source. 

The second step is the selection of alternative treatment and/or at
source abatement procedures which may be feasibly applied at the indi
vidual sources. The associated costs of each control alternative at 
each source, together with the effectiveness of each alternative in 
terms of acid reduction, becomes the basic input data for the selection 
of the optimum mix of treatment or at-source abatement efforts at each 
source. Further, the application of a uniform quality standard over 
the entire basin may be unrealistic, since existing or proposed land 
and water use may vary widely from point to point in the basin. Thus, 
some mechanism is necessary for varying the required water quality, or 
for weighting the value of good quality at different points throughout 
the basin. Considerations concerning these questions of cost, effec
tiveness, and valuation are discussed. 

The third step is to determine the optimum distribution of resources to 
the control of acid drainage within the basin, using input from both 
Source Models, which define the pre-abatement condition of the basin, 
and the cost-effectiveness estimates for the various acid control 
alternatives. 

Acid Control Alternatives 

There are basically two approaches to acid mine drainage control, at
source abatement, and chemical or physical treatment of the drainage. 
Examples of at-source abatement include the sealing and flooding of 
deep mines, the inert gas blanketing of deep mines, and the regrading 
and covering of spoil banks and refuse piles, with or without lime or 
limestone application to the soil. All at-source abatement procedures 
have the common aim of eliminating, by some means, the exposure of 
pyritic materials to atmospheric oxygen. The primary advantage of at
source abatement is that, once accomplished, maintenance costs are low, 
or are eliminated altogether. The primary disadvantage is that the 
effectiveness of at-source abatement procedures in terms of acid load 
reductions are not very spectacular, or require long periods of time to 
reach maximum apparent effectiveness, due to the slow bleed-out of acid 
accumulated in the system prior to abatement activities. 

Chemical or physical-chemical treatment, as opposed to at-source abate
ment, has the advantage of being quite positive in its effect. All of 
the acid can be neutralized and the soluble metals removed by appro
priate chemical neutralization and precipitation. Even the anions, 
particularly sulfate, can be removed by such processes as reverse 
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osmosis. However, operating costs can be quite high, sludge or brine 
disposal problems may be extremely difficult and expensive, and, the 
most sobering prospect of all, the required period of treatment may be, 
for all practical purposes, interminable. The "natural" burn-out of 
pyrite in mines, refuse piles, and spoil banks is measured not in 
years, but in decades or centuries. 

The problem of estimating the cost and effectiveness of at-source 
abatement techniques is a difficult one, and procedures cannot be 
generalized. Field demonstration project results available at this 
time are disappointing, primarily because pre- and post-abatement 
drainage monitoring efforts have been generally inadequate for a defin
itive evaluation of the techniques applied. While the cost of sealing 
a mine or covering a refuse pile can be estimated by conventional pro
cedures, the anticipated effectiveness of a given technique is diffi
cult to predict. The effectiveness values estimated and reported for 
existing cases can not, in general, be taken at face value, and the 
judgment and experience of the analyst is an important factor in evalu
ating existing data. 

As an alternative to the prediction of the effectiveness of proposed 
at-source abatement procedures on the basis of existing data, the use 
of the Source Models as predictive models for the evaluation of at
source abatement alternatives is strongly encouraged. These models are 
designed to respond to changes in oxygen availability to the pyrite in 
the system, and to changes in the hydrologic regimes affecting the 
system, all of which can be estimated for a given at-source abatement 
technique. 

The costs and effectiveness of chemical and physical-chemical treatment 
alternatives can be closely estimated by conventional techniques once 
the drainage flow and acid loading characteristics of a given source 
are known. A review of reported costs of treatment by alternative 
methods was made, and is included in Appendix D. In general, cost will 
be a function of flow and loading, with unit costs decreasing with in
creasing scale of the treatment system. Details of the formulation of 
such functions are also given in Appendix D. Plant size is determined 
largely by the flow rate of the drainage to be treated, while the cost 
of treatment chemicals required is determined by the average annual 
acid load to the plant; both flows and loadings are provided by the 
Source Models. Identification of the capital cost of the treatment 
system, together with the estimated annual maintenance and operation 
costs, and appropriate amortization rates, provides the basis for cal
culation of an effective annual cost estimate for use in the optimiza
tion model. Here again, the wide variety of treatment alternatives 
available and the importance of taking the characteristics of the 
individual source into account in selecting feasible alternatives make 
a generalized computer program for this cost estimation step impracti
cal. 
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Socio-Political-Economic Considerations 

The decision to implement pollution control measures at mine sources in 
a watershed is influenced by socio-economic and political considera
tions. The importance associated with maintaining stream quality 
varies throughout a watershed. In particular, the land use in the 
vicinity of the stream should influence the requirement and importance 
of achieving desirable stream quality levels. Accordintly, the basin 
effectiveness measure defined in the following section provides for the 
influence of socio-political-economic considerations on the relative 
importance of individual stream reaches. 

BA.SIN OPI'TMIZATION MODELS 

The Source Models can predict the acid load emitted from a particular 
site as a function of time; moreover, the acid load can be predicted 
for situations resulting from the application of pollution control 
measures taken to improve environmental quality. In addition, the 
Source Models can predict stream flows, and cost estimates can be 
generated for chemical treatment control measures at each pollution 
source. The Basin Optimization Models take these pollution loadings, 
control measures, and costs to determine optimal allocations of pollu
tion control effort at each source with respect to the following 
criteria: (1) least cost allocation to achieve a specified quality 
level, and (2) most effective allocation for a specified cost. Rela
tionships among these models are shown in Figure 9. The structure and 
use of the optimization models developed during this study follows. 
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Figure 9. Input-output diagram for Basin Optimization Models 
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The Basin Optimization Models represent the basin as a network of 
streams and a set of individual pollution or mine sources feeding these 
streams. Deep mines, strip mines, or refuse piles are all referred to 
as mine sources in the optimization model. The effluent from a mine 
source is assumed to enter one of these streams at a single point on 
the stream called a node. A single basin outlet stream is assumed to 
exist, and this basin outlet stream may have tributaries, and these 
tributaries may have tributaries. This network of streams creates a 
hierarchy among the streams which has, at most, a level of three. That 
is, the basin outlet is a third-level stream being fed by second-level 
streams, and the second-level streams are fed by first-level streams. 
A typical stream network is shown in Figure 10. 

Level 2 
Stream 

Stream 

0 Pofllltion Source 

e Stream Node 

Figure 10. Stream network 

Each mine source, noted as a small square in Figure 10, is represented 
as providing pollutant influent to the stream at a node point, and 
values for these pollutant flow rates in kilograms per hour are pre
dicted by the Source Model as input data to the Basin Optimization Models. 
For example, the pollutant might be acid, and the pollutant flow rates 
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wou..Ld specif'y the total acidity of the effluent from each mine source. 
Also the stream carries a fluid flow, exclusive of pollutant, and the 
stream flow rates in cubic meters per second are predicted by the Unit 
Source Model as input data to the Basin Optimization Models at each 
node point. Values of these stream flow rates are assumed to be 
unaffected by actions to control stream pollution levels. 

In addition to pollutant inputs from mine sources, the streams have 
natural pollutant inputs occurring throughout the network. These 
natural inputs are assumed to be distributed continuously between 
nodes, but the stream reach between each pair of nodes may have its own 
unique input rate. Thus, the natural pollutant input rate in kilograms 
per hour occurring between each pair of nodes is specified as input, 
and these natural pollutant inputs may have either positive or negative 
values. For example, a natural acid input rate of -0.05 kilograms per 
hour between two nodes would indicate an alkaline condition alleviating 
part of any potential acid mine drainage. 

The nodes in the stream network are convenient points for specifying 
alternative pollution control decisions. A survey of possible methods 
for controlling mine drainage pollution indicated three general cate
gories of pollution control methods as far as the optimization model 
is concerned: (1) Abatement at the mine source, (2) treatment at the 
mine source, and (3) treatment in the stream channel. Abatement is 
assumed to reduce pollutant flow but not necessarily eliminate it. A 
mine source produces pollutant flows, specified by input data to the 
optimization model, where the flow with abatement is less than the flow 
without the benefit of control measures. Examples of abatement are 
flooding or sealing of deep mines; covering, leveling, compacting, 
burying or grading of gob piles; and grading, covering, or replanting 
of strip mines. All of these methods have the potential for reducing 
pollutant flows, but their effectiveness varies from site to site. 

Treatment, whether in the stream channel or at a site, is assumed to 
reduce pollutant flow to zero (without affecting the stream flow exclu
sive of pollutant), but treatment will not affect a condition where the 
stream pollutant measure is already negative. Using our acid mine 
drainage example again, the treatment facility will neutralize an acid 
stream until it has no total acidity, but it will not affect an alka
line stream. The assumption is being made here that once the decision 
is made to install a treatment facility, the most economical solution 
is to remove all acid conditions but do not change alkaline conditions. 

Treatment facilities may be either at a mine source or in the stream 
channel. Source or site treatment is an option which is assumed to be 
available at any source, and site treatment is regarded as being able 
to treat all pollutant effluent before it reaches the stream. Only 
certain nodes, designated by input data, are capable of being locations 
for instream treatment facilities. These facilities, if implemented, 
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will treat all fluid passing through a node; moreover, an instream 
treatment facility would treat the effluent from its local mine source 
before its effluent enters the stream channel. A typical stream net
work with potential instream treatment sites is shown in Figure 11. 

e Stream Node 

0 Mine Source 

Ill Stream Node with 
Potential lnstream 
Treatment Facility 

Figure 11. Illustration of stream network with potential 
instream treatment facilities 

In addition to stream quality, pollution control costs are explicitly 
considered by the optimization algorithms. All costs incurred by these 
pollution control measures are assumed to be average annual costs which 
include recovery of capital, operating and maintenance costs. The cost 
to perform abatement at each site is specified by input data from the 
cost estimation step. Annual treatment costs involve two cost compo
nents, i.e., a variable cost that is directly proportional to the 
average annual amount of pollutant processed and the average annual 
cost exclusive of the variable cost component. An example of the 
variable cost component would be the cost of chemicals for neutraliza
tion of acid. The Cost Model provides as input data the variable cost 
to treat one unit of pollution in dollars per kilogram, and this value 
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is assumed to be constant for all treatment processors. To calculate 
costs for treatment processors, the following cost data are specified 
by input for each mine or instream treatment site. 

(1) Average annual cost of a treatment processor exclusive of 
variable cost for both instream processors and mine sources 
($). 

(2) Average annual pollutant load in kilograms emitted from mine 
sources without site abatement. 

(3) Average annual pollutant load in kilograms emitted from mine 
sources with site abatement. 

(4) Average annual natural pollutant input in kilograms between 
each pair of stream nodes (maybe either positive or nega
tive). 

Note that the optimization model must consider the fact that the in
stream treatment processors will experience an annual pollutant load 
that is a function of upstream abatement and treatment pollution con
trol decisions. 

A mathematical analysis of the optimization problem formulated to find 
a set of decisions at each node that constitute either a minimum cost 
of maximum effectiveness solution is described in Appendix C. This 
analysis revealed the following characteristics of the optimization 
problem: (a) the set of possible decisions is discrete, (b) the number 
of possible decisions increase very rapidly with the number of mine 
sources and instream treatment facilities considered; for example, two 
instream treatment facilities and fourteen mine sources imply over one 
billion uniquely different possible decisions, and (c) the constraint 
equations and criteria functions are nonlinear functions of the deci
sion variables. For the above reasons, standard optimization methods 
such as linear programming and linear integer programming are inappro
priate algorithms. Thus, an efficient nonlinear discrete optimization 
method had to be devised as a part of this research effort. 

Another factor complicating any solution procedure is the dynamic 
stochastic nature of pollutant and stream flows; i.e., the pollutant 
flow rates and stream flows as predicted by the Pollutant Source and 
Hydrologic Models are time varying functions. Moreover, since these 
functions are strongly influenced by precipitation patterns, they are, 
in fact, stochastic. One way of handling their stochastic nature is to 
adopt a conservative approach by selecting very long time traces :from 
the Source Models and analyzing these traces. Preferably, analyses of 
the Source Models can be conducted to indicate which precipitation 
patterns give the maximum pollution concentrations. Optimizing, using 
these precipitation patterns, will generate confidence that quality 
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constraints will be maintained and that effective decisions will be 
generated. The basic assumption being made is that optimizing in this 
manner will yield a solution that provides quality and/or effectiveness 
measures at least as good as the worst case analyzed so frequently that 
any violations can be ignored. 

Going one step further, a usef'ul optimization algorithm can be 
obtained by completely suppressing the dynamic stochastic nature of the 
pollutant and stream flows. This approach will be called the 
11 deterministic worst-case analysis." The basic idea inherent in this 
approach is to select a set of single values for pollutant and stream 
flows that represents the most adverse situation from a quality view
point. Then, an optimal solution using these values should almost 
always give better quality or more effectiveness in actual practice 
than considered in the solution procedure. 

Two deterministic 11worst case" Basin Optimization Models have been 
developed as a result of this research effort. They are defined below 
along with their identifying mnemonics: 

1. Deterministic "worst-case" minimum cost (DWMC) model. 

2. Deterministic "worst-case" maximum effectiveness (DWME) model. 

The DWMC model takes a specified quality standard expressed in parts 
per million (ppm) that must be maintained throughout the stream network 
and determines a least-cost set of decisions achieving this standard. 
This set of decisions amounts to a specification of the treatment and 
abatement decisions at each mine site and treatment processor. There 
may be more than one set of decisions that give the same overall mini
mum cost; however, the DWMC model only provides one of these decisions 
as output. 

The purpose of the maximum effectiveness (DWME) model is to allocate a 
fixed budget in the most effective manner. The maximum pollution con
trol budget is specified as input data. The effectiveness measure also 
requires input data, but these inputs must be consistent with the 
measures used in the DWME. 

The effectiveness measure has been designed to indicate the relation
ships between pollution levels, envirorunental impact, and land use in 
the vicinity of the watershed. These relationships are reflected in 
the effectiveness measure using two concepts: 

1. The basic value of a stream based upon maximum pollution 
concentration level. 

2. The relative importance of the stream between two nodes based 
upon its land use. 
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The above concepts are applied to individual stream reaches between 
adjacent stream nodes to compute a reach effectiveness measure which is 
the product of its relative importance and its basic value. Total 
watershed effectiveness is assumed to be the sum of the individual 
reach effectiveness measures. These concepts are described in more 
detail below and illustrated by examples. 

The basic value of a stream reach is a number between zero and ten that 
indicates the reach's value based on observable effects from pollution 
concentrations. These effects include phenomena such as aquatic life, 
aesthetics, and water supply processing, which are assumed to be 
related to the maximum pollution concentration experienced. To portray 
the variation in basic value, maximum pollution concentrations are 
classified into intervals within which the observable effects are 
assumed to be constant. Table 1 illustrates the variation of basic 
value with pollution concentration. 

Table 1. ILLUSTRATIVE VARIATION OF BASIC VALUE WITH 
MAXIMUM POLLUTION CONCENTRATION 

(ppm) 

Maximum pollution 
concentration Observable effects Basic value 

> 10 

8-10 

6-8 

4-6 

< 4 

Fish cannot survive, noticeable 
odor, strong discoloration, water 
treatment costs increased by lOCY{o. 

Game fish cannot survive, high 
scavenger fish mortality, notice
able odor, water tre_atment costs 
increased by 5CYfo. 

High game fish mortality, scavenger 
fish will not reproduce, water 
treatment costs increased by 253. 

Game fish will not reproduce. 

Aquatic life unaffected. 

0 

2 

4 

7.5 

10 

For each stream reach between two nodes, the basic value is determined 
and is weighted by the relative importance of the stream reach to give 
the effectiveness measure for this same stream reach. Relative 
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importance is a quantity varying between zero and ten that specifies 
the importance of controlling pollution levels in each stream reach 
between adjacent nodes, land use in the vicinity of the stream reach, 
the impact of pollution on this land use, and the length of the reach 
to be considered in assigning relative importance values. The distri
bution of relative importance values throughout the watershed is deter
mined in several steps. The first step is to select the most important 
stream reach (as defined by the stream between two adjacent nodes) 
which is given a relative importance value of ten. Then all other 
stream reaches are assigned values consistent with the difference be
tween their importance and that of the most important stream reach. 

The application of the above concepts is illustrated by the stream por
trayed in Figure 12. The predominant land uses are noted in the 
figure. The most important reach, with respect to the impact of pollu
tion, is the reach between nodes 1 and 2; thus, this reach is assigned 
a relative importance of 10.0. The other reaches are evaluat€d to have 
relative importances of 7.0 downstream of node 4, 5.0 between nodes 
2 and 3, and 2.0 between nodes 3 and 4. Using these relative impor
tances, the effectiveness measures for each stream reach can be 
obtained by determining basic values for each reach and multiplying 
these basic values by their respective relative importances. For 
specified abatement and treatment decisions, let the maximum pollution 
concentrations be 6.8, 5.9, 5.5, and 6.1 ppm, starting at the head of 
the stream (node 1) and proceding downstream. Using Table 1, the basic 
values for each reach are 4, 7,5, 7.5, and 4, respectively. Multiply
ing by the reach relative importances, the individual reach effective
ness measures are 4o.o, 37.5, 15.0, and 28.o, respectively. Summing 
these reach effectiveness measures, the stream effectiveness measure 
is 120.5. 

Recreation 

I 
Agriculture 

2 
4 

Industrial 

Figure 12. Single stream with adjoining land uses 
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Thus, to use the DWME model, a maximum annual cost budget, basic 
values, and relative importances must be specified as input data. It 
is possible, perhaps even likely, that there are many possible solu
tions that yield the maximum effectiveness solution. When additional 
solutions are encountered in the solution procedure giving maximum 
effectiveness within the budget constraint, the least-cost solution is 
recorded as optimal; however, the DWME algorithm was not explicitly 
designed to find the maximum effectiveness solution and then to deter
mine the least costly way this solution was obtained. Thus, lower cost 
solutions for maximum effectiveness may exist. If the maximum effec
tiveness solution has the same basic value on all reaches, then the 
DWMC algorithm can be used to determine the least costly solution for 
maximum effectiveness. 

Several other suggestions are offered to assist in the application of 
these models. 

1. When 
with 
This 
cost 
very 

a potential instream treatment site is not colocated 
a mine source, then a dummy mine source can be created. 
dummy source should have no pollutant effluent, and the 
to perform site abatement or site treatment should be a 
large number. 

2. Mines may exist that can not be controlled for technical 
reasons or because of legal or political constraints. When 
this case occurs, then the effluent from these mines may be 
regarded as a natural pollutant avoiding the use of nodes or 
decision variables. 
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SECTION V 

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 

Since the basic composition and operation of the component project 
models have been discussed, we will show in this section, by sample 
applications, the operation of the models. The procedure will be to 
indicate what types of inputs are required and what typical results or 
outputs can be expected. 

Critical discussions, on the rather limited applications to date, will 
be given later. Details on parameter value determinations, various 
types and format of data inputed, and the modeled results are given in 
the appendices. 

For ease of reading, the two basic types of computer based sub-models 
developed on this project, the Source Models and the Optimization 
Model, are presented individually. 

SOURCE MODELS 

As seen earlier, the two types of source models, deep mine and combined 
ref'use pile-strip mine, are basically of the same structure--a hydro
logic model coupled to an acid generation model. Examples are given 
below of applications of both Source Models. 

Finding suitable test sites poses great difficulty in that complete 
data on simultaneous hydrologic and acid minewater discharge are non
existent or unknown to us. However, for a test of the Deep Mine Source 
Model, we were able to utilize a mine site where good mine drainage 
data were available, partial hydrologic data had been collected, and 
enough climatological data was available in the immediate region to 
reasonably assemble the remaining data. In a preliminary test of the 
Combined Refuse Pile-Strip Mine Source Model, field data were much less 
complete than in the case of the deep mine, and it was necessary to 
superimpose hypothetical strip mine and refuse pile areas on a real 
watershed for which hydrologic data were available. 
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Input Requirements 

Given below is a descriptive list of the major information items 
required to operate the models: 

Basin Information -

Watershed drainage area 
Land use and distribution 
Flow capacity of main channel 
Mean overland flow path length 
Retardance coefficient for surface flows 
Average ground surface slopes 
Interflow and baseflow recession constants 
Channel routing parameters 
Index parameters reflecting interception, depression storage, 

infiltration, soil moisture storage, interflow movement, and 
groundwater movement 

Climatic Data -

Precipitation records 
Streamflow records 
Evaporation rates and coefficients 
Meteorological information for snowmelt 

Deep Mine Information -

Mine area 
Coal seam descriptors, materials, thickness 
Pyrite oxidation rate parameters reflecting diffusion, reac

tion, and temperature 
Acid transport parameters reflecting gravity diffusion, 

inundation, and leaching 
Initial acid storages 
Alkalinity conversion factors 

Refuse Pile-Strip Mine Information -

Strip mine and refuse pile areas 
Representative soil profiles of acid producing areas 
Pyrite oxidation rate parameters reflecting diffusion, reac

tion, and temperature 
Initial acid storages 
Acid transport mechanism parameters reflecting depth leached 

by direct runoff, leaching parameters, effective acid 
solubilities 
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Discharge Data -

Drainage flow records 
Drainage quality records 

Detailed descriptions of the information requirements, as applied to 
the examples shown, are given in Appendices A and B. 

Examples of Output 

Deep Mine Source Model -

A small drift mine (McDaniels) in Southern Ohio was chosen for a test 
application of the Deep Mine Source Model. Details of the history of 
this mine site and sources of data are given in Appendix A. 

Simulation outputs are obtained both in tabular and graphical form. 
All of the following sample output is shown in expanded form in 
Appendix A. The figures (13,14,15) below are not actual ones but, 
rather, condensations to show what a typical plotted output of a 
computer run gives. The plots are labeled and what they represent 
is self evident. 

Figure 13. 

DAYS 

Stream Flow Rate 
ot the Basin Outlet 
for o Particular 
Water-Year 

Streamflow hydrograph at the Big Four Watershed Outlet 
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Figure 15. Daily acid load discharge from McDaniels' Mine 
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If the model is to be used to evaluate a proposed at-source abatement 
technique such as mine sealing, the specific deep mine input informa
tion is modified to reflect the effects of sealing, and the model is 
run as above. In this manner, both the short and long term effect of 
at-source abatement alternatives may be tested. The analyst so engaged 
is referred to Appendix A, and to the report by Morth et al. entitled, 
"Pyri tic Systems: A Mathematical Model." 

Combined Refuse Pile-Strip Mine Source Model = 

Since an adequate test site for this Source Model was not available, 
hypothetical strip mine and refuse pile areas were superimposed on 
Watershed 94 of the North Appalachian Experimental Watershed near 
Coshocton, Ohio. The strip mine and refuse pile area of this water
shed were assumed to be 10% and 23, respectively. Details of the 
sources of data, site history, and assumed acid producing character
istics are given in Appendix B. 

For this model, simulation outputs are obtained only in tabular form 
and may be plotted by machine. The figures (16 through 20) shown 
below are graphical representations of the output. The plots are 
labeled, and what they represent is self evident from their titles. 
Note that only simulated data are shown, since there was no recorded 
data for this hypothetical example. 

.. 
0 g 
0 
(.) 
cl: 

HOURS 

Flow 
in 

m3/s 

Refuse Pile or 
Stripmine Acid 
Load Rate 
Acid Flow Rate 
at the site . 

Figure 16. Acid load nonuniform short duration rain 
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Figure 17. Stream flow hydrograph at the basin outlet 

- --- Refuse Pi le 
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Daily Flows from Acid Producing 
Areas for a 9 Month Period 

Figure 18. Daily flows from acid producing areas 
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Figure l9. Daily acid loads from acid producing areas 
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Flow and Load in Direct Runoff 
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Figure 20. Flow and acid load from acid producing 
areas - short duration rain 
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As in the case of the Deep Mine Source Model, the Combined Refuse Pile
Strip Mine Source Model can be readily applied to the prediction of the 
effectiveness of at-source abatement techniques. For example, regrad
ing and covering of a refuse pile effectively changes the location of 
the pyritic material with respect to the soil surface. This will have 
the effect of decreasing oxygen availability to the pyrite, and making 
the acid produced inaccessible by direct runoff. When these changes 
are made in the input parameters describing the system, the model can 
be used to predict both short and long term effects of the proposed at
source abatement procedure. An example of such a predictive run is 
shown in Appendix B. 

Other Information -

Both of the Source Models are programmed to produce many aspects of the 
details of the process as well as final outputs. Tabular output is 
available for items such as: 

(i) Daily infiltration water reaching the mine aquifer. 

(ii) Average daily streamflow rates leaving the watershed. 

(iii) Average daily flow rates from dri~ mine opening. 

(iv) Average daily acid load (by origin component and total) 
issuing from drift mine. 

(v) Daily acid load from a refuse pile direct runoff, inter
flow, baseflow, and then total contribution. 

(vi) Portions of the above that eventually reach the receiving 
stream. 

(vii) Monthly and annual sum of the above quantities. 

(viii) Specific details of the above items on a 15-minute basis 
for any specified period 

Basin Optimization 

To illustrate the application of the basin optimization models, a 
stream network with a variety of pollution sources was constructed. 
These models were applied, answers computed, and the results described 
in this section. The stream network is shown in Figure 21. The basin 
outlet stream has three tributaries, and four additional streams feed 
these tributaries. Thus, there are four level one streams, three level 
two streams, and one level three .stream. Note the three potential in
stream processor sites, and also observe that the third instream 
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processor site is not colocated with a mine source. Thus, a dummy mine 
source will be used at the fifth node on level three stream number 1. 

Tables 2 through 5 present the input data for this basin required by 
the optimization models. Table 2 presents a short description of the 
mine sources represented and the abatement and treatment costs. The 
variable chemical cost to treat one kilogram of total acid is $0.264. 
Table 3 gives the average annual pollution loads in kilograms for each 
source for calculating treatment variable costs. Two different condi
tions were selected as ''worst-cases" and analyzed. Spring pollutant 
and stream flow rates are used to represent a situation where early 
spring rains are releasing winter pollutant accumulations. Surrnner flow 
rates depict a low stream flow situation where pollutant concentrations 
are severe. Tables 4 and 5 present the spring and summer flow rates, 
respectively. These values are estimates selected to illustrate the 
basin optimization models and are not based upon actual cost predic
tions or predictions from the Pollutant Source Models. 

The results from the minimum cost and maximum effectiveness models are 
shown in Tables 6 and 7, respectively. Two cases are depicted where 
the eight stream case is the entire basin as shown in Figure 21 and the 
three stream case is a subsystem consisting of level-one streams three 
and four and level-two stream three. The minimum cost model was oper
ated with a specified quality standard of five parts per million. 
Total pollution control costs for the minimum cost model results are 
shown in Table 8. The maximum effectiveness model was operated with 
the effectiveness measure given in the example of Section IV. Each 
stream reach was assigned a relative importance of 10 with the excep
tion of the basin outlet stream where each reach was given a relative 
importance of l. An annual pollution control budget of $300 ,OOO was 
allowed for the entire basin, and the three stream network was allowed 
$85,000 per year. In each case, the maximum effectiveness model 
stopped calculating when it determined that the solution shown in 
Table 7 gave the maximum possible effectiveness measure. Thus, a 
minimum-cost maximum-effectiveness solution would have to be obtained 
by operating the minimum cost model with a four parts per million 
quality standard. 

Although the input data are hypothetical, several observations concern
ing the results in Tables 6 and 7 are instructive. There is a marked 
difference between the solutions obtained from the DWMC and the DWME 
models; however, this difference should be discounted because the DWME 
solutions are not necessarily least-cost solutions. After running the 
DW:MC model for the higher quality standard, these differences should be 
reduced. 

Another comparison can be made between the optimal solutions 
three stream subsystem and the complete eight-stream basin. 
tions are identical in all cases for the minimum cost model; 
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Table 2. MINE SOURCES AND POLLUTION CONTROL COSTS 

Treatment pro-
Abatement cost cessor cost 

Node Description ($1/yr) ($1/yr) 

Level 1 streams 
Number 1 

1 Small drift mine 3000 2500 
2 Small gob pile 2250 2000 
3 Small drift mine 3000 1800 

Number 2 
1 Large underground mine 30000 15000 
2 Large gob pile 15000 5000 

Number 3 
1 Large drift mine 22500 11000 

Number 4 
1 Large drift mine 30000 10000 
2 Large gob pile 22500 6000 
3 Small drift mine 3750 2500 

Level 2 streams 
Number 1 

1 Large underground mine 15000 2200 
2 Spoil banks 15000 2000 

Number 2 
1 Large underground mine 30000 17000 
2 Large gob pile 22500 4000 
3 Spoil banks 15000 5000 

Number 3 
1 Small drift mine 6000 4000 
2 Large gob pile 30000 4000 
3 Large underground mine 22500 12000 

Level 3 streams 
Number 1 

1 Small drift mine 3000 3000 
2 Spoil banks 7500 2500 
3 Small dri~ mine 3750 7000 
4 Small drift mine 4500 2000 
5 Dummy source 9999999 9999999 
6 Large gob pile 22500 2200 
7 Large underground mine 22500 10000 
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Table 3. AVERAGE ANNUAL POLLUTANT LOADS 
(kg) 

Annual pollutant Annual pollutant 
no abatement abatement 

Level 1 streams 
Number 1 

1 2041 680 
2 2041 227 
3 2041 680 

Number 2 
1 163292 54431 
2 49895 4536 

Number 3 
1 30617 2268 

Number 4 
1 20412 9979 
2 6804 3402 
3 3084 

Level 2 streams 
Number 1 

1 14968 1361 
2 6123 2268 

Number 2 
1 76657 36287 
2 113398 4536 
3 18144 1361 

Number 3 
1 4536 907 
2 113398 3629 
3 25401 11340 

Level 3 streams 
Number 1 

1 998 454 
2 3084 454 
3 3084 1361 
4 6123 2722 

5 0 0 
6 49895 2268 

7 12247 4082 
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Annual natural 
pollutant 

-181 
-181 
-181 

-181 
-227 

+45 

0 
-45 
-45 

+45 
+45 

-91 
-136 
-181 

-227 
-227 
-181 

-91 
-91 
-91 
-91 

0 
-181 
-272 



Table 4. POLLUTANT AND STREAM FLOWS SPRING RATES 

Natural 
Pollutant flow Pollutant flow pollutant Stream 

no abatement abatement flow Flow 
Node (kg/hr) (kg/hr) (kg/hr) (m3 /sec) 

Level 1 streams 
Number 1 

1 0.91 0.27 -0.009 0.15 
2 0.009 0.005 -0.009 0.18 
3 1.00 0.32 -0.009 0.20 

Number 2 
1 68.04 22.68 -0.009 0.30 
2 0.91 o.45 -0.014 0.70 

Number 3 
1 36.29 2.27 -0.005 0.18 

Number 4 
l 20.41 9.07 -0.014 o.46 
2 1.36 0.91 -0.014 0.70 
3 1.81 0.91 -0.014 0.79 

Level 2 streams 
Number 1 

l 18.14 6.80 -0.009 0.30 
2 0.91 o.45 -0.009 0.82 

Number 2 
1 45.36 22.68 -0.014 0.24 
2 1.81 1.36 -0.014 1.52 
3 2.27 o.45 -0.014 1.65 

Number 3 
1 3.63 0.91 -0.018 0.37 
2 0.91 o.68 -0.018 1.40 
3 25.40 11.34 -0.018 2.07 

Level 3 streams 
Number 1 

1 1.81 o.68 -0.009 4.57 
2 0.36 0.09 -0.009 5.49 
3 0.91 o.45 -0.009 5.52 
4 4.54 2.27 -0.009 7.47 
5 0 0 0 10.21 
6 0.91 o.68 -0.014 10.21 
7 18.14 6.80 -0.018 10.36 
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Table 5. POLLUTANT AND STREAM FLOWS SUMMER RATES 

Natural 
Pollutant flow Pollutant flow pollutant Stream 

no abatement abatement flow flow 
Node (kg/hr) (kg/hr) (kg/hr) (m3 /sec) 

Level 1 streams 
Number 1 

1 0.23 0.009 +0.005 0.02 
2 2.04 0.227 +0.005 0.02 
3 0.045 0.014 +0.005 0.06 

Number 2 
1 0.91 0.32 +0.009 0.09 
2 54.43 o.45 +0.009 0.12 

Number 3 
1 0.544 0.023 +0.014 0.09 

Number 4 
1 0.227 0.18 +0.005 0.21 
2 68.04 1.81 +0.005 0.24 
3 0.036 0.027 +0.005 o.46 

Level 2 streams 
Number 1 

1 0.36 0.14 +0.005 0.06 
2 0.36 0.14 +0.005 Ool8 

Number 2 
1 1.81 0.91 0 0.09 
2 68.04 2.27 0 0.36 
3 1.36 0.09 -0.005 0.55 

Number 3 
1 0.023 0.004 -0.005 0.12 
2 56.70 18.14 -0.005 0.76 
3 0.27 0.14 -0.009 1.10 

Level 3 streams 
Number 1 

1 0.023 0.009 0 1.83 
2 0.18 0.045 0 2.59 
3 0.023 0.009 0 2.71 
4 0.068 0.036 0 3.66 
5 0 0 0 5.33 
6 68.04 1.81 -0.005 5.33 
7 0.36 0.14 -0.009 5.52 
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Node 

Level 1 streams 
Number 1 

1 
2 
3 

Number 2 
1 
2 

Number 3 
1 

ti; umber 4 
1 
2 
3 

INSTa No. 1 

Level 2 streams 
Number 1 

1 
2 

Number 2 
1 
2 

3 
INST No. 2 
Number 3 

1 
2 
3 

Level 3 streams 
Number 1 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

INST No. 3 
6 
7 

Table 6. MINIMUM COST (moc) 
M:>DEL RESULTS 

Spring rates Summer rates 
ti streams 3 streams b streams 3 streams 

Treat Abate __ b 
Treat 

Treat --

Treat Treat 
Abate Treat 

Treat Treat Treat Treat 

Treat Treat -- --
Abate Abate Treat Treat 
Treat Treat -- --
-- -- -- --

Treat Treat 
-- Treat 

Treat Treat 
-- Treat and 

abate 
Treat Treat 
-- --

Treat Treat -- ---- -- Treat Treat 
Treat Treat -- --

-- ---- --
-- --
-- --
-- ---- ---- Treat 

Treat --
aINST Instream treatment site 
b No action 

Table 7. MAXIMUM EFFECTIVENESS (DWME) 
MODEL RESULTS 

Spring rates Summer rates 
b streams 3 streams b streams 3 streams 

Treat Treat 
-- Treat 

Treat --
Treat Treat 
Treat Treat 

Treat Treat Treat Treat 

Treat Treat -- --
Abate Abate Treat Treat 
Treat Treat Treat ---- -- -- --

Treat Treat 
-- Treat 

Treat Treat 
-- Treat and 

abate 
Treat Treat 
-- --

Treat Treat Treat Treat 
Treat -- Treat Treat 
Treat Treat -- --

Treat Treat 
Treat Treat 
Treat Treat 
Treat Treat 
-- --
-- --

Treat Treat 
Treat Treat 



Table 8. MINIMUM ANNUAL POLLUTION CONTROL 
COSTS FROM THE DWMC MODEL 

Spring rates 
8 streams 
3 streams 

Sumrner rates 
8 streams 
3 streams 

Annual Cost 

$229,000 
84,ooo 

259,000 
77,000 

however, there is a different solution at two nodes for the maximum 
effectiveness model. Thus, the subsystem or sub-basin results and 
basin results are similar, but different solutions can occur. It 
should be noted that the case chosen would ·not be as sensitive to 
changes from a sub-basin to a basin because there are no upstream 
inputs to the sub-basin. 

The differences between the results for spring and sununer rates 
obtained from the DWMC model will present more problems in actual 
application. An examination of the DWMC computer runs indicates that 
the optimal solution based on the summer flow rates would not satisfy 
the five ppm quality standard using spring flow rates. The opposite 
comparison cannot be made without rerunning the computer program. This 
comparison would imply that "worst cases 11 are somewhat unique and a 
solution for one "worst case" is not necessarily adequate for another. 
This problem in applying the models needs f'urther investigation. 

The computer times from these runs indicates that the algorithms devel
oped can be operated for systems of this size economically. The long
est computer times were required by the maximum effectiveness model to 
solve the complete basin problem with summer flow rates. For that 
case, approximately two minutes of CPU time was used on Ohio State's 
IBM 370 Model 165 computer for a cost of thirty dollars. The computer 
times required by the DWMC model were about one-half of the DWME times. 
Thus, computer costs for these optimization models will be inexpensive 
for problems of this magnitude. 
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SECTION VI 

EVALUATION OF OVERALL TECHNIQUE 

The major contribution which has been made in the development of the 
overall resource allocation model described in the preceding sections 
lies in the specific capabilities of the two major sub-model types 
incorporated in the overall model; the source models, and the optimiza
tion models. The source models provide a rational means of describing 
and predicting the complex time dependent acid production phenomena 
which occur in the predominant types of mining environments. Until 
now, no such analytical tool has been available for simulating acid 
flow and load data. The optimization models, utilizing flow and load 
data, together with appropriate cost information, provide a compact 
and efficient cost optimization algorithm capable of determining the 
least-cost set of pollution control decisions for a branching array of 
acid sources, with the option of either drainage treatment or at-source 
abatement at each acid source and a given specific water quality 
standard. Alternatively, the optimization sub-model can determine the 
distribution of pollution control decisions over the total array of 
acid sources which will result in the most desirable water quality 
obtainable, given an upper limit on dollars available for pollution 
control. This sub-model also represents an analytical tool which has 
not been heretofore available . 

./ Of th~two sub-models, the source models will be the most difficult to 
apply realistically to field situations. The complexities inherent in 
the natural phenomena of pyrite oxidation and mine drainage formation 
are reflected in the multitude of parameters required for even a mar
ginally accurate description of acid flows and loads by the source 
models, and the calibration of the source models to field conditions 
will never be an easy task. However, this should in no way be used as 
an excuse to rely on more simplistic approaches for the estimation of 
acid flows and loads, as such methods have consistently demonstrated 
their inability to provide useful answers. The output of the optimi
zation models may be severely limited by inadequate acid flow and load 
data used as input to this model, and attempts to use the optimization 
model without high quality input data will have questionable value 
until the sensitivity of optimization model results to input data vari
ations is clarified. The value of the resources being mined and of the 
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resources being threatened by the effects of mining justify and demand 
a high degree of sophistication in the analysis and solution of mine 
drainage problems. 

Although the optimization model structure is simpler, thus making it 
appear easier to apply, most field situations will be difficult to 
evaluate realistically because of this simpler structure. Situations 
are likely to be encountered that are unlike the set of assumptions 
selected in formulating this model. Many of the requirements for 
extending and enriching the optimization model will only become appar
ent when they are actually used; thus, f'urther development should be 
coupled with actual use rather than attempting to cover every contin
gency. 

The following discussions are intended to give a realistic evaluation 
of the strengths and weakness of the overall resource allocation model. 
Since the source models are coupled in series to the optimization 
model, with no feedback from the latter to the former, the two sub
models will be evaluated separately. 

SOURCE M)DEL 

The deep mine and the Combined Refuse Pile-Strip Mine (CRPSMM) Source 
Models have been specifically designed to provide a means of predicting 
time traces of the drainage flow and acid load from a given acid 
source, for any period of time desired, and under any presumed precipi
tation sequence. 

At present, advances in the basic understanding of pyrite oxidation and 
acid transport mechanisms over the past decade, together with an 
already well developed science of hydrologic modeling, have made it 
possible to frame the source models in rational, mechanistic terms, 
thus avoiding the inherent and proven inadequacies of empirical or 
statistical predictions of mine drainage behaviors. The model param
eters which have been used to describe acid formation, and water/acid 
movement are subject to rational interpretation. Many of these param
eters are, to varying degrees, open to independent determination in the 
laboratory or in the field. Others can be determined only by calibra
tion of the models to field data. 

The source models are themselves composed of a hydrologic model coupled 
to an acid generation-acid transport model. In the interest of keeping 
the acid generation/transport sub-models as simple as possible, it was 
necessary to develop the two separate models, deep mine, and CRPSMM. 
While both describe the same phenomena, the physical differences be
tween deep and surface mines made dual model development preferable to 
a highly complex generalized model. Of the two source models, only the 
Deep Mine Source Model has been tested in the field. Realistic testing 
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of the CRPSMM model awaits the availability of more complete field data 
than were available during the course of this study. While the ability 
of the deep mine model to describe field observations with reasonable 
accuracy has been demonstrated, the CRPSMM model is offered only as a 
first generation model and it may require significant modification 
before it can be used as a practical tool. 

Recalling that both source models utilize the same hydrologic model 
(the OSU version of the Stanford Watershed Model), remarks as to the 
strengths and weaknesses of this hydrologic model are in order. Many 
hydrologic models are currently in use for purposes ranging from flood 
plain delineation to low-flow water quantity prediction. When water 
quality is not a consideration, it is often possible to utilize a 
special purpose model of relatively simple form. For example, in flood 
studies a model specifically designed to reflect flood flows might be 
used. Such a special purpose model would normally have little or no 
capabilities for the accurate prediction of subsurface flows and low
flow conditions. In the analysis of mine drainage, however, critical 
acid concentrations may occur under either high- or low-flow condi
tions, and in all cases, acid concentrations and loads are determined 
by both subsurface and overland flow components. Even in ref'use piles, 
much of the acid load is transported in subsurface flow at extremely 
high concentrations, and this transport requires accurate accounting of 
subsurface flows by the hydrologic model. Upon the appearance of 
highly acidic subsurface flow components at the ground surface, dilu
tion by overland flow may provide a major moderating influence on acid 
concentrations in the stream, and accurate accounting of overland flow 
is a necessary characteristic of the hydrologic mode. Of the hydro
logic models available, few are designed to provide a high degree of 
capability for both surface and subsurface component accounting. The 
Stanford model has demonstrated such capability, and was chosen for 
this reason. However, it must be recognized that this complex hydro
logic model, together with its formidable array of descriptive param
eters and input data requirements, also demands caref'ul calibration to 
specific field conditions, with the availability of three years of 
stream flow data being considered necessary for optimum calibration of 
the model. While the possibility of hydrologic model simplification 
exists, only eXPerience in application of the current form of the model 
to mine drainage situations will tell whether, and to what degree, such 
simplifications may be possible. 

The acid generation and transport portion of the Deep Mine Source Model 
is described in detail in Appendix A of this report. In the simpli
fied description of a mine according to this model, the coal seam is 
divided into discrete elements by using a three-dimensional rectangular 
coordinate system, and acid production, storage, and removal are calcu
lated for all elements in a manner which ensures a complete mass 
balance for oxygen, oxidation products, and water moving within the 
system and its surroundings. To avoid unnecessary complexity in the 
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model, many of the constants used in the mathematical description of 
oxidation rate, product transport, etc., are assumed to be constant 
for the entire system, or for an entire layer in the multilayer coal 
seam. For example, the coefficient DIP, used to calculate product 
removal from each element by gravity diff'usion, is assumed to be a 
constant for the entire mine. Since DIF is defined as the fraction of 
acid formed in an element which is transferred each day to the next 
lower element, the application of the same value of DIF to all ele
ments is an obvious but necessary simplification. Data simply do not 
exist to justify estimation of individual values of DIF to each ele
ment in the mine. 

A second example is the assignment of the same value of reaction rate 
constant to all elements in a given layer or slice of the strata being 
modeled. While this is approximately correct, it cannot be expected 
to hold true except as an average effective value for the layer. 

While numerous other examples of the assignment of naverage effective 11 

values to model parameters can be cited, the above is sufficient to 
make the point that the highly complex nature of the mine system is 
idealized to a high degree. As long as the model simulates historical 
records to an acceptable degree, a higher degree of sophistication is 
unwarranted. The validity or fallacy of the degree of simplification 
currently used in the model can be determined only by f'uture experi
ences in applying the model to a range of geographical locations and a 
range of mine sizes. The model as it now stands has a sufficiently 
large number of constants, factors, etc., so that it is possible to 
fit the model to any set of field data whiGh is reasonably complete. 
Whether this will be an empirical exercise in curve fitting, or cali
bration of a basically valid model reflecting the fundamental mecha:
nisms controlling water movement and pyrite oxidation remains to be 
determined. Indications to dat~ are that the Deep Mine Source Model 
is indeed valid, and that the various factors and coefficients used do 
reflect the basic phenomena they are intended to describe. It, thus, 
holds the promise of being a usef'ul tool not only in the prediction of 
f'uture acid loads from an existing mine, based on model calibration 
using historical data, but also in the prediction of acid loads a~er 
specific at-source abatement programs are carried out, such as partial 
flooding, mine sealing of various types, etc. Such predictions are 
possible only on the presumption that the intended abatement technique 
will affect various model parameters in a predictable way. Experience 
to date at the McDaniels Test Mine in Southeastern Ohio has indicated 
that the model has this capability, but further testing is desired. 

A constraint on the current model is the fact that it is written for a 
single mine, having a given set of descriptive parameters. When the 
Deep Mine Source Model is to be applied to a complex of mines, the 
analyst has the choice of applying the model separately to each mine, 
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or of aggregating the individual mines into a single effective mine, 
and handling the effluent from this effective mine as if it discharged 
at a single point. Alternately, the total discharge from an effective 
mine might be reallocated to the individual mine locations on the basis 
of individual mine areas, with or without consideration given to other 
factors. 

The manner in which a complex of mines should be approached will depend 
largely on the degree of uniformity of characteristics expected among 
the mines in a given area, and the use to which the model is being put. 
For a basin study, it is likely that the aggregation scheme outlined 
above would provide sufficient simulation, with the exception that 
mines in different seams would probably require separate handling due 
to large probable differences in the hydrologic characteristics of the 
different seams. However, for at-source abatement design and simula
tion for specific mines, the individual miries would almost certainly 
have to be modeled separately. 

The complexity of the system being modeled, together with the number of 
input parameters which must be determined or estimated for the calibra
tion and operation of the Deep :Mine Source Model, make it necessary 
that the analyst be closely familiar with mine drainage systems. The 
model in its present form cannot be approached as a black box system, 
and is not amenable to operation by personnel who are not well versed 
in the subject. 

Many of the above comments relating to the acid production and trans
port component of the Deep :Mine Source Model also apply to the corre
sponding component of the combined Refuse Pile-Strip :Mine (CRPSMM) 
Source Model, described in detail in Appendix B. The major difference 
between the deep mine and refuse pile-spoil bank simulations is that 
the former utilizes only the underground flow components of the 
Stanford model in the simulation of acid transport, while the latter 
uses both surface and underground flow components in this capacity. 
The fact that the acid is produced at or near the surface in the strip 
mine-refuse pile case, rather than in a deep cavity, makes the problem 
of simulation simpler in some respects, but more difficult in others. 

In the strip mine-refuse pile models, consideration must be given to 
underground flow phenomena. A large percentage of the total acid load 
leaving these sources of acid drainage come from, or are carried by, 
the underground water flow. This flow tends to dampen the effects of 
storm runoff from refuse piles unless the slopes are unexceptionally 
steep or the surface unusually compact. 

In strip mined areas, over half the acid load (over an extended period) 
is carried by underground flow. This chronic flow from strip mines has 
a major effect on acid concentration in receiving streams during low 
flow periods. 
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A major difficulty in estimating input parameters for the CRPS:MM model 
is that while coal seam characteristics are relatively constant 
throughout a given deep mine, the actively oxidizing pyrite in a strip 
mine or refuse pile represents disturbed material, at or near the sur
face, in which pyritic material is mixed to varying degrees with rela
tively inert materials from the overburden. A careful study of the 
area, including physical and chemical analysis of both surface and sub
surface samples, is necessary to give a basis 
pyrite location and reactivity. 

OPTIMIZATION MODEL 

Given cost estimates and inputs from the source models, the Optimiza
tion Models were formulated to determine the optimal resource allocation 
to different point sources involving treatment and abatement alterna
tives. The initial formulation of the optimization problem showed that 
it is discrete, nonlinear, and stochastic. Moreover, pollution and 
stream flows vary as a function of time and are inherently stochastic 
principally due to precipitation patterns. To simplify the mathe
matics, the problem was solved by assuming that a single worst case 
could be identified. That is, a single condition could be identified 
where any resource allocation giving a particular stream quality for 
the worst case flows would never give lower quality at other points in 
time. With this assumption, a nonlinear discrete optimization algo
rithm has been derived and is ready for use for a complex of mines and 
streams as described in Section IVo 

Problems are likely to be encountered in using this Optimization Model 
in several areas as outlined below: 

1. The single worst case assumption has been shown to be false 
as shown by the example presented in Section V. 

2. Pollution and stream flows are known to be stochastic. 

3. The sensitivity of resource allocation to input data vari
ations needs definition. 

4. Situations are likely to be encountered which are unlike the 
mine and stream complex depicted in Section IV. 

These problems are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

The example in Section V involved two worst case flow situations where 
one situation was identified as a high flow situation during the spring 
and another was a low flow situation representing summer conditions. 
If the resource allocation deduced from spring flows would satisfy 
quality standards in the summer or vice versa, the existence of a worst 
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case would be confirmed and the decision problem would be to decide 
which situation to use as the input to the model. However, the results 
show that a spring least cost solution may not meet quality standards 
in the summer and vice versa. Moreover, other 11worst cases 11 may exist. 
Possibly year A may produce a worst case that gives a poor quality 
solution in year B. To ignore this problem invites the possibility of 
introducing pollution control action that is thought to guarantee good 
stream quality but does not exist in actuality. 

The stochastic nature of stream flows and pollution flows introduces 
additional problems in the analysis, but recognition of the stochastic 
nature of flows may lead to increased understanding and efficiency in 
the pollution control process. For example, assume that the planner 
knows the cost of meeting quality standards with a 0.8 probability in 
a given year as well as the added cost to give a 0.95 probability; 
then the search for the absolute worst case may be regarded as unneces
sary. 

The facts that multiple 11worst cases 11 exist and the flows are sto
chastic generate questions concerning the resolution and accuracy of 
input data required by the Optimization Models. The model has been 
shown to be sensitive to changes in input data values but little is 
known concerning the degree of sensitivity. How accurate do the input 
values from the pollution source models need to be to result in good 
decisions concerning pollution control actions? Can rough actual data 
values be and somehow give 11ballpark11 estimates of the effectiveness of 
pollution control actions? 

Even with all of the above questions answered, actual situations will 
present new problems in applying the Optimization Models. For example, 
the Lake Hope area in Ohio has underground mines with multiple open
ings. Control costs vary with the number of openings sealed and these 
openings must be sealed in a particular order since the elevations of 
the openings vary. This decision concerning which openings to seal 
cannot be handled by the existing model. In addition, individual mines 
in the vicinity of the Clarion River in Pennsylvania drain into several 
different streams with different quality characteristics. What if 
mines drain into a lake or reservoir? These real situations may pre
sent problems in the application of the Optimization Model. 

Although the above discussion indicates the existence of problems, the 
current Optimization Models represent a significant advance in the 
capability of analyzing mine drainage pollution problems. The current 
algorithm is efficient and presents a challenge to construct since the 
discrete nonlinear nature of the equations involved eliminates the use 
of available algorithms such as linear programming and integer linear 
programming. 
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SECTION VII 

PUBLICATIONS 

The following publications have resulted from research conducted under 
this project: 

Ricca, v. and Chow, K., "Acid Mine Drainage Quantity and Quality 
Generation Model," presented at the Annual Meeting of the .Ameri
can Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers, 
Chicago, Ill., Feb., 1973. Accepted for publication in the 
Transactions, Society of Mining Engineers of AIME, Salt Lake City, 
Utah, December, 1974. 

Johnson, s., "Computer Simulation of Acid Mine Drainage from a 
Refuse Pile," Master of Science Thesis, Department of Civil 
Engineering, The Ohio State University, March, 1973. 

Maupin, A., 11 Computer Simulation of Acid Mine Drainage from a 
Watershed Containing Refuse Pile and/ or Surface Mines, 11 Master 
of Science Thesis, Department of Chemical Engineering, The 
Ohio State University, August, 1973. 

The following presentations were conducted using material derived from 
this research project: 

Clark, G., Ricca, v., Smith, E., "Presentation of Project Results 
to EPA Personnel and Guests," Washington, D. c., Feb., 1974. 

Ricca, v., "Hydrologic Modeling," guest lecture presented at the 
Third Short Course on the Hierarchical Approach in the Planning, 
Operation and Management of Water Resources Systems, Case West
ern Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, May, 1974. 

Ricca, V., "Acid Mine Drainage Modeling," Environmental Engineer
ing Seminar, The Water Resources Center, The Ohio State University, 
May, 1974. 

Ricca, v., CE 820 Advance Hydrology, course lectures on modeling, 
The Department of Civil Engineering, The Ohio State University, 
Jan., 1974. 
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APPENDIX A 

DEEP MINE POLLUTANT SOURCE MODEL 

TECHNICAL DETAILS AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

This appendix contains details on the pollutant source model as to its 
history, modifications, and linking mechanisms. 

An in-depth discussion of their application, showing input parameter 
values and selection methodology, data assembly, and typical graphical 
and tabular outputs is included. 

The section concludes with a set of procedures to operate the deep mine 
pollutant source model. 

The material presented herein was taken as much as possible from publi
cations (papers presented and Master of Science Theses) written as part 
of this project during the research period. 

INTRODUCTION 

Acid mine drainage is a serious water pollution problem, for its con
taminants will eventually affect the quality of the receiving streams. 
According to the Appalachian Regional Commission (1969)*, 10,500 miles 
of streams have been polluted by mine drainage, and 70 percent of this 
acid pollution is accounted for by underground mines. Due to the severe 
damage to aquatic life, to recreational and industrial use, and to 
domestic water supply, more stringent mining and anti-pollution laws 
have been legislated and coal mine operators are required to treat the 
mine water discharges to meet the standards. For years now, abatement 
and treatment methods have been extensively studied. Progress reports 
presented in the Fourth Symposium on Coal Mine Drainage Research, 1972l 
suggest that a thorough investigation and understanding of the basin 
discharge is necessary in order to cope with the mine drainage problem. 
The extent of mine water discharge contamination can be considered as 

*References listed at the end of this unit pollutant source model. 
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a function of the basin streamflow and acid generation load. A conserv
ative treatment cost estimation these days is $0.40 per 1,000 gallons 
for water with 100 ppm iron, 500 ppm acidity. These figures need not 
include collection and pumping costs nor the cost of dispersing of 
chemical waste by-products. To achieve optimal abatement and treatment 
of mine drainage, predictions of the quantity and quality of mine water 
discharges are needed. 

Basin discharge is a continuous process and it can be considered as a 
macro-system. This system can be subdivided into micro-systems to 
describe the various mine discharge types in the basin. The mining 
activities could produce acid water discharges from deep mines, strip
mines, or associated gob piles. 

In this appendix we will discuss only one micro-system, the drift 
(deep) mine type by looking at a single mine and its watershed. The 
total research project considers a multiple mining complex in an exten
sive stream basin. 

The system (a mine and its watershed) will be studied and described by 
mathematical relationships which will be processed with the aid of a 
digital computer. Once the mine discharge is formulated as functions 
of mine water and acid generation within, continuous output of mine 
drainage to the receiving stream flow can be simulated. From these 
the watershed discharge and quality can be predicted. 

Mine drainage simulation models can be useful in: predicting mine 
water quantity and quality, quantitizing the cost for treatment prior 
to discharge, evaluating the effects of abatements efforts, and above 
all, helping to cope with mine drainage pollution problems. 

The model that is presented herein is a hybrid of computer programs 
for the hydrologic behavior of a watershed and for the generation of 
acid mine water. The former is structured on hydrologic cycle concepts 
and the latter on pyrite oxidation kinetics and oxidation product re
moval. The total model is programmed for the high speed digital com
puter (IBM 370/165). 

The major inputs to the model are: climatological, watershed charac
teristics, and mine characteristics data. By the use of the hydrologic 
portion of the model the amount and timing of water that flows through 
the pyritic system is determined. From this information, the acid pro
duction portion of the model predicts acid load generation due to 
leaching, inundation, and gravity diffusion. The outputs from the 
total model include: average daily minewater discharge, the associated 
acid concentration or load, plus the average daily flow in the receiving 
streams or at basin outlets. 
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CONCEPI'S OF THE SIMULATION MODEL 

The simulation model consists of two major components: rninewater flow 
and acid load. The former is related closely to the concept of hydr~
logic cycle, whereas the latter is based on the concept of pyrite oxi
dation kinetics and oxidation product removal. A clear understanding 
of these concepts is needed in formulating the mathematical models. 

To study the workings of the total model we will look at the two major 
portions separately then show how they are joined. Before getting into 
the model components a brief review of the hydrologic cycle, reaction 
kinetics, and oxidation product removal may be helpful. 

Hydrologic Cycle 

Three zones of hydrologic events can be assigned to describe a hydro
logic cycle. Figure A.l shows a schematic diagram of the cycle as 
used by the model. 

1. Upper Zone - This zone is above the soil surface. It is 
used to describe the activities at and after precipitation 
above the soil surface. The activities include intercep
tion, transpiration, evaporation, overland flow, surface 
detention and depression storage. 

2. Lower Zone - This zone is the soil between the water table 
and land surface. It is used to describe the activities 
of infiltration from the upper zone, percolation, inter
flow, and the degree of soil moisture saturation. 

3. Deep Lower Zone - This zone is the soil below the water 
table. It is used to determine groundwater flow to the 
stream, and to deep storage (or aquifer). Because mois
ture percolates through the cracks and crevices of the 
aquifer, a time delay occurs between moisture entering 
the aqu_ifer and leaving the aquifer as minewater flow. 

The hydrologic cycle is a continuous process. Precipitation falls on 
the upper zone and some of it will enter into the lower zone and deep 
lower zone. The balance will enter the upper zone (interception plus 
depression storage). To complete the cycle, evaporation and transpira
tion occur from all three zones. 
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Figure A.1. Schematic of hydrologic cycle 

Pyrite Oxidation Kinetics 

Acid mine drainage is caused by the natural formation of acid by the 
oxidation of iron pyrites (FeS 2 in the coal seams) in the presence of 
water and air. The reaction in its simplest form can be represented 
by equation A.1. 

(A.1) 

The oxidation kinetics of pyrites have been thoroughly investigated. 2 - 5 

Lau et al. 6 have reported that bacterial catalysis is not likely in 
underground environments. Smith and Shumate7 have also shown that zero 
order reaction kinetics enhanced by microbial activity are not signifi
cant in underground pyritic systems. Morth and Smith have stated that 
the oxidation rate can be satisfactorily approximated as first order 
with respect to oxygen concentrations between the range of zero to 21 
percent in mines. Equation A.2 shows the rate of oxidation: 
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(A.2) 

where r is the rate of oxidation, kr is the reaction rate constant, and 
C0 is oxygen concentration. Because pyrite oxidations occur along the 
small channels in coal or shale, the reaction rate depends on the avail
ability of oxygen at exposed reaction sites. 

Oxidation Product Removal 

Oxidation product removal is a f'unction of the hydrogeologic character
istics including porosity and permeability of the overburden, sizes of 
cracks and crevices, position of the oxidizing material and fluctuations 
of the water table. 7 Three removal mechanisms (see Figure A.2) have 
been proposed and tested by laboratory observations and physical con
siderations. 8 These three mechanisms are: 

1. direct leaching by ground water which percolates through 
channels and fractures and removes oxidation products 
formed at times when the channel was not full of water, 

2. flooding of products from an inundated volume by a rising 
water table, and 

3. gravity diffusion of saturated solutions of reaction 
products. 

Clay 

j 
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}--k 

Oxidation 

Figure A.2. Underground pyritic system 
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The first two mechanisms which cannot be readily determined experimen
tally are closely related to underground water flow patterns, whereas 
the third mechanism which has been observed in laboratory studies is 
independent of water flow. Data of a high and a steady period of mine
water flow and acid load are needed to evaluate the parameters for the 
determination of the amount of acid removal by various mechanisms. 

EVOLUTION OF THE MODEL 

Once the concepts of the simulation have been established, mathematical 
models can be formulated to simulate the hydrologic cycle. The Ohio 
State University version of the Stanford Watershed Model with slight 
modifications is used to calculate the amount of moisture reaching the 
mine aquifer. A model described by Marth, Smith, and Shumate9 can be 
used to simulate the pyrite oxidation kinetics and oxidation product 
removal. Evolution of these models are briefly described as: 

Stanford Watershed Model (SWM) 

The Stanford Watershed Model was developed by Crawford and Linsley in 
the early sixties.lo James 1 l modified the model and translated it into 
FORTRAN language in the late mid sixties. Various researchersi2 , 13 

have worked with and proved the acceptability of the model in the late 
sixties. Since 1968 researchers at The Ohio State University have made 
modifications to progress the model along these lines: Balkl4 flow
diagrammed the model in detail and wrote an expose on the mechanics of 
its operation. Briggsl5 developed a computer plotted hydrograph pro
gram and made a sensitivity study of the key parameters. Owenl6 added 
multiple recession constants and a swamp and soil crack storage rou
tines to the model. Mease 17 developed a snow.melt subroutine for the 
Midwest. Valentinel8 made modifications to make the model applicable 
to small watersheds. Warnsl 9 compiled a user's manual. The completed 
model in its present form has been summarized by Ricca and presented 
in a three-part report. 20 All programs can be executed by an IBM 
370/165 time sharing computer system. 

The original model consists of 15 input-output control options. The 
Ohio State University version has been extended to 20. Besides the 
climatological data (precipitation, pan evaporation, wind speed, solar 
radiation, and temperature) 31 input parameters (12 measurable param
eters, 11 trial and adjustment parameters, and 8 assigned or selected 
parameters) are required by the model. Table A.l lists the definitions, 
names, and sample values (see Case Study later in this appendix) of 
these variables. A detailed explanation to determine these variables 
is provided by Ricca. 20 The SWM is formulated by using these variables 
together with ~he concept of hydrologic cycle discussed in the previous 
section. A block diagram of the program for the model is shown in 
Figure A.3o 



Table A.1. SWM PARAMEI'ERS 

Model 
Parameters Parameter Definitions Sample Value 

Measurable Parameters 

A Impervious area thatdrains directly into the stream channel 0.00 
AREA Watershed drainage area in square -miles 1. 01 

t----~---

CHCAP ~dex c:_apacity_-9.!_!_hc existi11g channel in cubic feet per second 39. 
COE Empirical constant for convection 0.00177 

ETL ~-ti mate of the stream and lake surface area as a fraction of AREA 0.001 

IRC Daily interflow recession constant 0.0313 

Kl Long term ratio of average basin rainfall to average watershed ppt. 1. 0 

KK24 Daily baseflow recession constant 0.0226 

KSC Streamflow routing parameter for low flows 0.966 
KSF Stream routing parameter for flood flows 0.737 

f-------

L Mean overland flow path length in feet 1120. 

SS Average ground slope in feet/foot of the overland flow surfaces 0.0122 

Trail and Adjustment Parameters 

CB Index controlling the rate of infiltration 2.2 
ex Index to estimate interception, depression storage capacity of 

the soil surface 0.7 
·------

CY Index controlling time distribution, quantities of moisture 
entering- interflow 3.0 

EDF Index for estimating soil surface moisture storage capacity 0.4 
EF Factor relating infiltration rates to evaporation rates for 

seasonal adjustment 4.0 
EMIN Minimum value of EN 0.1 
GWS Current value of groundwater slope index in inches 0.100 
KV24 Daily baseflow recession adjustment factor 0.75 
LZS Current soil moisture storage in inches 4.5 
LZSN Soil profile moisture storage index, in inches 6.0 
SGW Groundwater storage increment, in inches 0.100 

Assigned or Selected Parameters 

EPXM Maximum interception rate for dry watershed 0.2 
K3 Soil evaporation parameter 0.3 
K24L Index for groundwater flow leaving basin 0.0 
K24EL Groundwater evaporation parameter 0.0 
NN Manning's n for overland flow on soil area 0.400 
NNU Manning's n for overland flow on impervious area 0.10 
RFC Index for routing 1. 0 
uzs Current soil moisture storage 0.0 
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MAJOR INPUT 

Pree ipitation MAJOR OUTPUT 

Pan Evaporation and Coefficients Synthesized Streamflow 
Physical Watershed Parameters Synthesized Evapotranspiration 
Initial Soil Moisture Conditions j • '~ 
Initial Groundwater Storage Conditions - --1 Evaporation from Exposed Water Surfaces I -

::: : Runoff from Impervious Surfaces : --
~ Interception ; : : Upper Zone Soil Moisture Storage I 

T 4 Upper Zone Soil Mositure : 

rl Overland Flow Surface Detention : -: Overland Flow : i - I Routing : 
- I 

H Interflow Storage : 
_, 

Interflow 1 -, I 

~ Lower Zone Moisture Storage ... -

~ 
Groundwater Flow 

-E-
out of Basin 

1 I ~ 

,, 
I Groundwater Storage I ] Evapotranspiration I 

-I _, 
Groundwater Flow 1 LEGEND 

- I I 

· A 3 Mo~sture accounting in Stanford Watershed Model Figure • • ..... 

Operations performed 
in 15 minute intervals 
(or smaller if specified) 

Operations performed 
in 60 minute intervals 



Acid Mine Drainage Model (AMD) 

The Acid Mine Drainage Model was based on the conceptual model of an 
underground pyritic system by Shumate and Smith. 2 l Chow8 formulated 
the conceptual model to produce a mathematical model for a dri~ (deep) 
mine. Chow22 utilized field data to progress and test the model. A 
more recent description of the model is given by Morth, Smith, and 
Shumate. 9 

The mine system can be divided into many micro-volumes and equations 
can be written to describe the events (oxidation and its product re
moval mechanisms) occurring in each micro-volume. The total mine 
behavior is then the sum of events in each micro-volume. Figure A.2 
can be used to illustrate this. 

In addition to the daily climatological data, twenty three parameters 
are to be determined to run the model. Nine are used to describe the 
mine system, five to describe the pyrite oxidation kinetics and nine to 
describe the oxidation product removal mechanisms. Table A.2 lists the 
definitions, names, and sample values of these variables. A block dia
gram of the model's oxidation kinetics and product removal mechanisms 
is shown in Figure A.4. 

TOTAL M)DEL (SWM-AMD) 

In this section we will attempt to present only the basic modifications 
made to link the two aforementioned models. Readers who will be study
ing the combined model in detail are urged to study the individual 
models by reviewing the pertinent references mentioned for we will not 
backtrack unnecessarily over this material in this discussion. 

The SWM involves calculations of hyd.rologic phenomena to describe the 
events that occur in the hyd.rologic cycle. From the lower zone, mois
ture percolates to the groundwater. The relationships for the fraction 
of moisture that percolates to groundwater (l-PRE)* and the degree of 
saturation (LZS/LZSN) in the lower zone can be shown in Figure A.5. 
Mathematically, infiltration moisture reaching groundwater (Fl) can be 
expressed by equations A.3 and A.4. 

Fl = (l.0-PRE)*(P4-SHRD)*(l.O-K24L)*PA (A.3) 

for infiltration reaching groundwater from the lower zone storage, and 

*These quantities are the actual computer program variable names and for 
the sake of consistency we will retain these names in this discussion. 
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Table A .2. AMO PARA.METERS 

Model 
Parameters Parameter Definitions Sample Value 

Mine System 

WSHED Watershed area of mine in square miles o. 00168 
NFEET Number of air-solid waterface increments 1 
NLAYER Number of layers in coal seam 10 
NDEPTH Number of depth increments in model 25 
DK Length of depth increments in feet 1 
DI Length of air-solid interface increments in feet 100. 
TOP Datum plane for top of coal seam in feet 13.8 
ROCK, TYPE Literal description of stratums COAL 
ALT Elevation of stratum relative to datum plane in feet 10.0-13.8 

Pyrite Oxidation Kinetics 

REACT Oxygen consumption rate of pyrite 2. 55, 0. 55 
PY CON Void fraction of the stratum 0.30;0.005 
TEMP Mine temperature correction factor 0.15 
FTGMOL Volume occupied by gram mole gas in cubic feet 0.79 
CCPRFT Constant for calculating rate constant 28287.36 

Oxidation Product Removal 

TANI~ Aquifer storage in inches 0.5 
CONFH Constant relating mine water flow and aquifer storage 0.0165 
ALKALI Alkalinity conversion factor 20. 
FLOW MI Minimum flow rate to cause acid removal by flooding 260. 
HEAD MI Minimum flow rate to cause acid removal by leaching 0.00010 
PER Constant to determine the inundated distance 1.1 
WSLOPE Hypothetical slope of the water level 0.08 
FRACT Fraction of stored products remov~d daily by inundation 0.02 
DIF Base gravity diffusion constant 0.001 
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MAJOR INPUT MAJOR OUTPUT 

Mine Descriptors Calculation of Infiltration Synthesized: 
Oxidation Rate Parameters .. Water Reaching Ground- Minewater Flow 
Initial Acid Storage ....- water (Being Replaced By Acid Load 
Flow And Acid Load SWM) .. ~ Coefficients + Minewater j Aquifer Storage ; 

.. .. Flow 
~, 

Calculation of Oxidation .. I Oxidation of Pyritic I .. Oxidation ... 
Rate Constants -1 Material I ...- Product ... 

A t. 

~, ~" 
Comparison of Water Inundation Doe~ Not ~ Acid Removal By .. 

Level Relative To 
.... 

Occur In The Leaching .... , .n ....-
The Strata System + 

Acid Removal By 
Gravity 

.... .. 
Diffusion 

+ 
4 Inundation Occurs .... Acid Removal By ... 

In The System ... 
Inundation ....-

Figure A.4. Schematic of Acid Mine Drainage Model 
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Fl (l.O-PRE)*RECE*(l.O-K24L)*PA 

for infiltration reaching groundwater from the upper zone, where 

PRE is the fraction of incoming moisture retained in the soil 
surface or soil storage, 

P4 is the residual rainfall after soil surface moisture 
depletion, 

SHRD is the sum of current moisture entering surface runoff 
plus interflows, 

K24L is a parameter indicating groundwater flow leaving the 
basin, 

PA is the pervious fraction of the watershed, and 

(A .4) 

RECE is the current rate of soil surface moisture infiltration. 

Values of Fl in equations A.3 and A.4 are calculated in 15 minute inter
vals. The sum of equations A.3 and A.4 is the total infiltration water 
reaching the groundwater in a period of 15 minutes. As shown in 
Figure A.l, the groundwater will either leave the basin as strearnflow 
or it will go to deep storage (aquifer). It is the latter that enters 
the mine aquifer and trickles through channels in the pyritic system. 
These 15 minute interval Fl values can be summed up to provide the 
daily infiltration moisture reaching the groundwater (SA.DD). The 
reason for using daily values of SA.DD is that the time lag or delay 
between the groundwater entering an aquifer and the outflow of mine
water from the aquifer is quite long and therefore the minewater flow 
varies slowly on a daily basis. These daily values of SA.DD can be 
punched out on IBM cards or written on magnetic tapes and then fed into 
the AMO model. These procedures can be summarized by the following 
formulations: 

Hourly infiltration moisture reaching groundwater: 

4 
ADD 'E Fl 

1 

for four 15-minute intervals. 
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Daily infiltration moisture reaching groundwater: 

for 24 one-hour periods. 

24 
SADD L ADD 

1 

There are 365 (or 366) SADD values in a water year. Once the daily 
SADD values can be determined by the SWM, daily aquifer moisture storage 
(TANK) and daily minewater flow (FLOW) can be calculated by using the 

AMO model. 22 The relationships are: 

TANK 
HEAD = 
FLOW = 
TANK = 

TANK + SADD(I) 
f(TANK) 
f (HEAD) 
TANK - FLOW 

where I 1,2-----365 

Once the amount of water that flows through the pyritic system can be 
determined, acid loads removed by leaching, inundation, and gravity 
diff'usion can be obtained. The sequence of input parameters for the 
AMO has been modified due to the changes employed in linking the indi
vidual models. Subroutine MINE is added to read the input parameters 
to describe the mine and subroutine ACID is used to calculate the oxi
dation and removal of the pyritic materials. The MAIN program of AMO 
is to coordinate the linking of SADD and TANK, to calculate FLOW, and 
to write the outputs in tabulated form. A complete logic diagram to 
describe the SWM-AMO model is shown in Figure A.6 and Figure A.7. 

APPLICATION TO A DEEP MINE 

To determine the success of the simulation, the capability of the model 
must be tested. This suggests comparing the predictions from the model 
against existing data. 

Finding a suitable test site poses great difficulty in that complete 
data on simultaneous hydrologic and acid minewater discharge are non
existent or unknown to us. However, we were able to utilize a mine 
site where good mine drainage data was available, partial hydrologic 
data had been collected and enough climatological data was available 
in the immediate region to reasonably assemble the remaining data. 

A small dri~ mine (McDaniels) in Southern Ohio was chosen for testing 
the model. The following will include a description of the mine water
shed, a listing of the model input parameters developed for this site, 
the simulation output, and a disqussion of the results obtained. 
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Initialization 
REAL 
INTEGER 
DI:t-TENSJON 
LOGICAL 
CO~DION 

Read Input 
Including: 

Options, \VS Parameters, 
Soil ~loisture Parameters, 
Overland and lnterflow 
Parameters, Channel Routing 
and Groundwater Parameters, 
Hydrograph axis data 

Calculate Recession 
Constants 

Read and Write Detail 
Storm Data 

Read Detail 
Storm Hydrograph 
axis data 

Call Subroutine RTVARY 

Calculate Groundwater 
Flow 

Calculate Overland 
Flow 

.! 

Initialization of 
Snow Variables 

Plotting the Detail 
Storm hydrograph 
axis 

Labeling ordinate of 
Runoff Hydrograph 

Calculate Infiltration 
Parameters 

Calculate Soil Surface 
Moisture Storage 
Index 

Plotting of Rainfall 
Distribution as used 
in the model 

Call Subroutine DYLOOP 

Plotting on the IBM 
1627 or 1130 

~ 

Call Subroutine LOGPLT 
if DKN (16) = 1 _Q 

Call Subroutine LOGPL 
if DKN (16) = 1 

Call Subroutine ARITIIP 
if DKN (1 7) = 1 

Call Subroutine ARITH 
if DKN (1 7) = 1 

Call Subroutine DA YOUT 

1 

Call Subroutine DA YPUN 
(See Figure 7) .§. 

Write results 

Subroutine RTVARY .! 

Dummy Subroutine in the 
OSU Version. Used in the 
Kentucky Version to vary 
streamflow routing time 
according to streamflow 
magnitude 

(Continued next page) 

Figure A.6. Logic diagram of The Ohio State University version 
of the Stanford Watershed Model 
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. Subroutine DY LOOP _g 
Performs most of the 
hydrologic computations 

Initialization 
REAL 
INTEGER 
DIMENSION 
LOGICAL 
COMMON 

Compute Lake 
Evaporation 

Compute Variable 
Groundwater Recession 
Constants 

Make Evapotranspiration 
Adjustments 

Call Subroutine SNOWMELT 

J1. 

Begin Variable Time 
Accounting and 
Rm1ting 

Rainfall Upper Zone 
Interaction 

Lower Zone and 
Groundwater 
Infiltration 
Calculations 

Calculate Amount of Water 
Entering Aquifer From 
Lower Zone 

Calculate Amount of Water 
Entering Aquifer From 
Upper Zone 

Routing Calculations 

Storm Output 

Plotting of Storm 
Output 

Hourly Overland Flow 
and Rainfall Sorting 

Adding of 
Groundwater Flow 

Draining of Upper 
Zone Storage 

Figure A.6. Continued 
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Calculate Total Amount 
of Water in Aquifer 
(Lower and Upper Zones) 

Group 15 Minute Intervals 
into Hourly Interval 

4 P. M. Adjustment 
of Values 

Infiltration Correction 
Calculations 

Calculation of Evapo
transpiration Loss 
from Groundwater 

Daily, Monthly, Yearly 
Summary Storage of Ground
water Reaching Aquifer to 
Be Used by 1l_ 

Store Errors and 
Flow Durations 

Monthly Summary 
Storage 

(continued next page) 



Subroutine S'.'u\\':,rvLr .!! 

Determination of 
Vapor Pressure 

Determi1ntion of 
Temperature 

Ila in or Snow 
Test 

Snow Details are 
Stored 

Criteria for Refrozen 
Meltwat.ir 

Subroutine DAYPUN §. 

Set-up and Punch-out data 
for output for one 
particular day 

Subroutine DA YOUT 1 
Set-up data for 
output for one 
particular day 

Subroutine TEST 
Tests the value 
of C2 

* 

Figure A.6. 

Sub rout inc Head 
Dummy Subroutine in 
the OS U Version to 
replace 3GO Subroutine 
for a compilation 
check 

* 

Subroutine LOGPLT .:J. 
Plots Jlccorded Flows on a 
5 cycle log scale from 
0. OJ to 1000. O cfs 

SubroLtline LOGPL .'! 
Plots Synthesized Flow in 
cfs with a dashed curve 
same scale as LOGPLT 

Call Subroutine DASHC * 

Subroutine AmTHP ~ 

Plots Hecorded Flows on an 
arithmetic scale of the 
user's choice in cfs 

Subroutine AIUTH §. 

Plots Synthesized Flow 
in cfs with a dashed 
arithmetic curve of the 
same scale as ARITI!P 

* Not used in the SWM-AMD 

~ Details of Corresponding Subroutines 

* Subroutines not called from the MAIN 
program 

Concluded 
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Initialization 
REAL 
INTEGER 
DIMENSION 
COMMON 

Read Headings of Program 

Call Subroutine :-.nNE 1 

Read Groundwater Reaching 
Aquifer From SWM 

(See ~' Figure A.6) 

Read Recorded :.'vlinewater 
Flow and Acid Load 

Echo Check Inputs 

Calculate Minewater Flow 

Call Subroutine ACID 2 

Call DAYOUT 

Call GRAPH 

Write Results 

Subroutine '.\llNE 1 
Read in Last of the 
Parameters to Describe 
The Mine, to Calculate 
Oxidation Reaction Rate, 
l\li newater Flow, and 
Acid Load 

Subroutine ACID 2 
Calculation of Oxidation 
Heaction Rate 

Initialization 
REAL 
INTEGER 
DIMENSION 
COMMON 

Enter ACIDIC 
To Determine Water Table 
and to Calculate Acid 
Removal 

Calculate Water Level 

Calculate Acid Removal 
by Inundation 

Calculate Acid Removal 
by Leaching 

Calculate Acid Removal 
by Gravity Diffusion 

Subroutine DA YOUT 3 
Set-up Data 
For One Particular Day 

Subroutine GRAPH _i 
Punch-out Cards to Plot 
the Minewater Flow and 
Acid Load (Simulated vs. 
Recorded) on a 113'.\I 1627 

~ Details of Corresponding Subroutines 

Figure A.7. Logic diagram of the Acid Mine Drainage Model 
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Description of the Study Area and Data Available 

The Site -

The watershed under study is located in Southern Ohio, about 10 miles 
northwest of McArthur, Ohio. It has an area of about one square m~le 
and a relief of 800 to 1040 feet mean sea level. The main stream in 
the basin is Big Four Hollow which drains into Lake Hope 4 miles down
stream. The flow in this stream has been monitored for the last two 
years and will be the basic hydrologic data collected. Within the 
site, numerous deep mining activities were conducted. One of these 
deep mines, McDaniels Mine, is of particular interest in this study 
because Smith and Shumate7 have developed this mine into a 'natural 
laboratory'. Through many years of continuous effort, flow and acidity 
data for the mine have been collected and reported. It is the purpose 
of this case study to apply the SWM-AMD and test its simulated values 
against the existing data. Figure A.8 shows the location of the study 
area in Ohio and the Big Four Hollow watershed area. 

The Climate -

Precipitation in this area follows the general pattern of Ohio River 
Valley. Long duration, low intensity rainfall covering large areas 
occurs in the winter, whereas short duration, high intensity storms 
covering a small area dominate in the summer. Since the SWM requires 
precipitation data of hourly intervals and these data are not avail
able for the exact location of McDaniels Mine, data from McArthur is 
used. Figure A.9 shows double mass plotting analysis used to test this 
data against three surrounding station's data. The McArthur record was 
judged to be representative of the precipitation at the mine site. 
Evaporation data for the study of this watershed were computed by using 
the meteorological data from nearby stations and processing it via the 
Penman method. 23 This method had been proven to work well in other 
Ohio areas therefore it was deemed adequate for this application. 

The Geology -

The area consists of shales, clays, coal, sandstones and limestones. 
The mine is in the Middle Kittanning (#6) coal bed. The sandstone over 
the coal bed is about 40 feet thick. On the top of this is a thin 
layer of the Lower Freeport zone. The remaining upper part of the 
geologic section is of sandstone or silt composition with minor occur
rences of shale, and thin coal seams. 

Physical and Hydrologic Characteristics of the Watershed -

These characteristics are listed in Table A.3. 
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Figure A.8. The test watershed site 
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Table A.3. BA.SIN AND MINE CHARACTERISTICS 

Characteristics 
Drainage area, sq. miles 1. 01 

The Length of principal water course, feet 1120. 
Basin Average slope percent 0.0122 

Peak discharge of record, cfs 27 (2/22/70) 
Land use heavv forest cover 
Area, sq. ft. 600. 
Average height, ft. 3. 

The Peak minewater flow recorded, gallons per day 788 (5/27 /68) 
Mine Peak acid load recorded, lbs per day 1. 9 (5/27 /68) 

Principal materials in coal seam I Coal, shale 

Mine Characteristics -

Also shown in Table A.3. 

Program Input -

l. For Groundwater and Streamflow--Input parameters to calculate the 
groundwater reaching the mine aquifer and the streamflow are listed 
in Table A.l according to their actual program name. See reference 
20 for a detailed description of the variable names, their dimen
sions, and the methodology for obtaining their value. 

2. For Minewater and Acid Load--Input parameters to calculate the 
minewater f'low and acid load are listed in Table A.2 according to 
their actual program name. See reference 9 for a detailed descrip
tion of the variable names, their dimensions, and the methodology 
for obtaining their values. 

Program Output -

Simulation outputs are obtained both in tabular and graphical forms. 

1. Daily infiltration water reaching the mine aquifer is listed in 
Table A.4. A hydrograph of the stream.flow at the watershed outlet 
is shown in Figure A.lo. 

2. Daily minewater discharge and its acid load are listed in Tables 
A.5 and A.6 respectively. Their graphical output are shown in 
Figures A.ll and A.l2. Monthly and annual summaries of minewater 
flow and acid load by component source generation are tabulated in 
Table A. 7. 
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Table A.4. DAILY INFILTRATING WATER REACHING THE MINE AQ,UIFER 

CAILY JNFILTPATION WATER REACHING GRCUNDWATER, BIG FOUR HOLLC'rl 

~~TFR YEAR 1970-1971 UN I T I N l NCH f S 

GAY OCT NCV CEC JA'll FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEPT 

l o.o 0.00250C O.OC3100 0.002500 0.003400 o.o o.o a.o o.o o.o o.o o.o --- --;i. ---0~©07 lOO 0.067600" 0.002200 o. 002000 0.003000 o.o 0.009200 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
3 o.o O.OC8900 0.018500 O. 007CC·O 0.002100 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.027900 0.056500 
4 o.o C.005900 0.002700 0.054400 o.aC240'.) o.o o.a a.o o.o o.o 0.0308ao 0.000300 
5 a.o o.0047aO 0.001700 0.004800 o.054300 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0. 036600 0.0074_00 o.o 

6 o.o O.CC3600 0.001500 o.0025co O.OC6300 0.031800 o.o 0.092100 o.o o.oaa3aa a.aa1aaa a.o --------,- a.o o.c021co o.oc12oa O. 002 lCa 0.01aciaa o. 0093ao o.a o.t5720o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
8 c.o C.000600 o.ococioo 0.00l90C 0.051500 o.0035aa o.o a.a51500 o.a o.o a.a o.a 
q o.o o.0001ao O.OOC70C a.0015CO 0.010100 o.o::n8oo c. 0 0.006300 a.o o.o o.o o.o 

10 0.006300 o.coo100 0.00030a 0.001100 o.ocsoao o.a436ao o.a a.aaa1ao o.o 0.112100 o.a o.o 

co 11 0.002500 o. 0 0.038000 o.001aoo o.aa42oa o. a04000 a.a o.o o.o 0.053100 o.o o.o 0 ----- 12" c.000100 o.o o.04570a o.0009ac O.CC34aO 0.0a3oao o.o o.066900 o.o 0.003900 o.o 0.005900 
13 o.o o.o 0.004200 o.o3t3oo o.C19400 0.001700 o.o o. 085500 0.043000 0.000500 o.o 0.005700 
14 o.11osoo 0.051700 O.CC3100 a. 0 1.;> 300 O.OC3800 O.OOC6CO o.o 0.002500 0.078600 o.o o.o o.o 
15 0.007900 o.015ooa 0.001800 o. 005300 o.OC3300 0.012600 o.o 0.000100 0.004600 0.024900 o.o o.o 

16 0.004600 0.004200 o. 045200 o. 003900 o.002soo o. 000500 o.o 0.014000 0.001200 0.000100 o.o 0.081100 ----n -·-o.ool600 0.003300 O.Gl570C o.oo9soo a.018700 c.aoa1oc o.o o.a 0.000100 o.o o.o 0.000900 
18 0.000300 0.002100 O.OC4500 0.004500 o.OC3900 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.ooosoo 
l'l 0.000100 o.co2100 O.CC3600 0.003800 O.OC7900 0.016200 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.000200 
20 0.036700 0.038300 0.002600 0.013500 o.al0300 o. 007100 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.036100 

?l C.043200 o.004400 0.041HOO 0.003100 o.oc1000 o.ooosoo o. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.002400 
----z2·----o. 0 Cl CJOO 0.013400 o. 053<;00 o. 009500 0.065900 o.o o.o o.o a.o o.o o.o o.oao3ao 

23 0.001100 0.004300 0.057800 o. 009 800 0.008000 o.oo4<Joo o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
74 0.000100 0.002500 0.007500 0.0063('0 0.003000 0.000100 o.o o.o o.o 0.003500 o.o o.o 
25 o.o 0.002000 C.010300 0.0033(,0 o.oc2100 o.o o.o o.c o.o 0.001000 0. 102400 o.o 

26 o.o 0.001100 o.oc6800 0 0 01R600 o.oc1100 o. 0 o.o o.o 0.088000 o.o 0.120400 0.056500 
-- ----- 2 ,--- - ·o. o 0.001300 O.C05300 o. 003000 0.000500 o. 0 o.o o.o 0.001900 o.o o.002soo c.000000 

28 o.o o.ov1000 0.004400 0.002100 o.o o. 0 o.o o.o 0.007500 o.o 0.000500 0.000400 
?9 0.009600 0.016700 O.OC3800 0.032000 o. 0 o.o o.o 0.000100 o.o o.o o.o 

30 0.011000 0.003100 C.CC3300 0.012600 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

31 0.010000 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
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Table A.5. SYNTHESIZED DAILY MINEWATER DISCHARGE 

s vr-- MlNEWATER FLOW !N GALL CNS cllR MINE # 
WATER YEAR l "70- l 9 71 

r'AY ···oCT - NOV CEC JAN FER MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEPT 

l 220. 310. 252. 267. 239. 367. 276. 175. 260. 248. 233. 255. 
2 219. 333. 248. 262. 236. 362. 271. 1 77. 256. 245. 229. 251. 
3 216. 331. 251. 260. 232. 356. 267. 174. 253. 241. 238. 212. 
4 213. 327. 247. 279. 229. 351. 263. l 71. 2.tt9. 23 7. 248. 268. 
5 ?1 o. 322. 243. 275. 248. 346. 250. 169. 245. 250. 247. 264. 

6 206. 31 7. 239. 271. 246. 355. 256. 207. 241. 246. 24lt. 260. 
7 203. 312. n5. 266. 245. 353. 252. 305. 238. 243. 240. 256. 
R 200. 306. 231. 262. 263. 3'.:>G. 248. 390. 234. 239. 237. 252. 
9 197. 300. 226. 2 5 7. 262. 345. 244. 383. 231. 235 • 233. 248. 

.. -10 197.· 294. 2 22. 253. 259. 359. 241. 365. 227. 281. 230. 245. 

():) ll 195. 288. 234. ?48. 256. 35'.:>. 237. 345. 224. 300. 226. 241. 
N 12 192. 282. 249. 244. 252. 351. 233. 461. 220. 297. 22 3. 240. 

13 190. 277. 246. 2 52 •. 256. 347. 230. 612. 236. 293. 220. 239. 
14 262. 2'14. 243. 266. 252. 342. 226. 594. 26 7. 289. 216. 235. 

--··15 - 261. 2'74. 239. 2l3. 391. 342. 223. 5 71. 265. 295. 213. 232. 

16 ?59. 290. 254. 259. 386. 337. 220. 576. 262. 291. 210. 264. 
17 256. 286. 255. 2 58. 389. 332. 216. 5~3. 258. 28 7. 207. 260. 
18 252. 282. 252. 255. 385. 327. 213. 531. 254. 282. 204. 257. 
19 249. 277. ?49. 252. 382. 330. 210. 509. 250. 278. 201. 253. 
20 261. 2A8. 245. 253. 381. 328. 207. 487. 246. 274. 198. 265. 

21 2 76. 2A4. 26 l. 249. 3 78. 323. 204. ·465. 243. 270. 195. 262. 
22 273. 284. 280. 248. 402. 318. 201. 444. 239. 266. 192. 258. 
?3 269. 281. 299. 247. 399. 316. 198. 423. 235. 262. 189. 254. 
24 265. 276. 297. 245. 395. 311. 195. 403. 232. 259. 186. 251. 
25· 261. 272. 295. 241. 390. 306. 192. 382. 22 B. 258. 228. 247. 

26 257. 26 7. 292. 245. 384. 302. 189. 362. 264. 255. 278. 268. 
77 25 3. 262. 289. 241. 379. 297. 186. 343. 260. 251. 274. 264. 
28 250. 257. 285. 238. 371. 293. 183. 323. 260. 247. 211. 260. 
29 2fl5. 260. 281. 247. 288. 180. 3G4. 256. 243. 267. 257. 

----- ··J"a-·-··-·-- 'H5. 256. 277. 247. 284. 178. 286. 252. 240. 263. 253. ·-

31 315. 271. 242. 280. 267. 236. 259. 



Table A.6. SYNTHESIZED DAILY ACID LOAD 

SYN TOTAi ACID LOAD IN FrUNDS/rAY FOR MINE II 
WATER YFAR 1<;70- 1971 

- - --- ... [jj\ y ·-ucr · · NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEPT 

l 0.013 0.117 0.114 0.148 0.138 o.384 0.220 0.138 o.313 o. 211 0.225 0.252 
2 0.0?4 0.125 0.113 0.146 o. 138 o.380 0.214 0.137 0.290 0.210 0.222 0.251 

3 Q,032 G.131 0.112 o. 143 C.137 0.368 0.209 0.136 0.212 0.209 0.221 0.25F3 

4 o.03!'1 0.13·+ o. 112 0.145 0.136 0.358 0,204 0.135 0.256 0.206 0.222 0,264 

5 o.044 C.136 0. l 11 0.146 0.138 U,349 0,198 0.134 0.244 o.2c9 0.223 0.266 

6 0.048 C.138 C. 11 D D.146 0.139 D.343 D.194 0.139 0.233 0.209 0.224 0.265 
1 o.051 0.138 C.109 0.146 c. 140 0.338 0.189 o. 168 0.224 0.209 0.223 o.263 

8 0.053 0.138 0.108 0.144 C.144 0,333 0.186 o. 2:18 0.216 0.209 0.223 0.260 
9 0.055 0.136 0.101 0.142 0.148 o. 329 0.182 0.294 0.210 0,208 0.222 0.258 

. 10 0.056 0.135 0.106 0.140 C.149 0.328 0.179 o.324 o. 204 0.222 0.220 0.255 

(X) 11 0.058 (\,132 0.106 0.138 c. 150 0.326 C.176 o. 334 0.199 0.239 0.219 0.253 

\....> 12 0.059 0.130 C.108 o. l36 Col 50 o. 324 0.174 o. 368 0.195 0,252 0.211 0.250 
13 o. :J5') o:. 12 7 0.109 o. 136 c. 151 o. 321 c .1 71 Q,446 0.194 0.262 0.215 0.249 
14 0.065 0.128 0.110 0.138 o. 151 0.314 0,169 0.507 0.200 o,267 0.213 0.246 
is· - o. 07 0 O. l 2'l o. 110 0.139 o. 208 o. 308 o.167 o.545 o .• 205 C.274 0.211 0,244 

16 <;,073 c. 129 c. 112 0.139 0.252 C.3C2 C.164 o.575 0.208 c.280 0.209 0.252 
17 o. 076 o.128 o. 113 0.139 0.288 0.297 0.162 0,589 o. 208 0.281 0.206 0.255 
!A 0.(178 0.127 o. 115 0.139 0.316 0.293 0.160 o. 597 0,208 0.281 C.204 0.256 
19 0.079 0.125 0.115 0.138 0.338 0.289 0.158 0.594 0.201 0.278 0.202 0.257 
20 o.os2 0.126 0.116 o. 138 o. 355 0.286 0,157 o. 584 0.206 0.215 0.200 o.263 

?1 0.086 0.126 o. 118 o. 138 c. 359 o. 28 l 0.155 o.567 0.205 o. 271 0.197 0.266 
22 0.089 0.126 0.124 0.138 0.357 o.21t- 0.153 0,546 o. 203 0.266 0.195 0,265 

23 o. 091 0.126 o. 133 0.137 o. 372 0.212 0.151 0.526 o. 202 0,261 0.193 0.265 

24 0 • .)92 c.125 C.140 C.137 0.383 o. 266 0,150 0.5C4 0.200 0.255 0.191 0,263 

25 ·o.o93 0.124 0.145 0.137 o. 391 o. 261 0.148 o. 504 0,198 0.250 0.1')7 0.262 

26 0.092 0.122 C,150 0.137 C.397 0,256 0.146 0,490 0.205 0.246 0.211 0.269 
21 o.092 0.120 o. 151 0.137 0.393 0.250 0.145 0.466 0.208 o.242 0.232 0.274 
2fl 0.092 0.118 0.153 0.136 o. 388 0.244 0.143 o.434 0.210 0.238 o.·242 0.274 
29 0.097 0.117 o. 153 o. 137 0,238 0.141 0.403 o. 211 0.234 0.249 0.212 

30 0.105 0.115 c.1s2 0.138 0.232 0.140 o. 371 o. 211 0.231 0.252 0.211 
31 o. 113 o. 150 o. 138 o. 225 0.340 0.228 0.252 
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Figure A.11. Daily minewater discharge from McDaniel's Mine 
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Table A. 7. SYNTHESIZED MONTHLY AND ANNUAL MINEWATER DISCHARGE AND ACID LOAD 

ANNUAL su~•APY FOR ~ATER YfAR 1970-1971 MINE # 

llCT - NOV CEC -- JAN- FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG StP 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • * • * * • 
-,,_--- S-'i'N::--Ir;<F-tl TPATfON WATER REACHING -GR-OUNDWATER * o.462 o.264 o.Jgs o.296 o.315 0.141 o.o 0.486 0.225 0.242 0.293 0.248 3.371 INCHES 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* SYN. ~INF. WATER FLOW * --·---- 0.0115 0.0134 0.0123 0.0122 0.0131 o.01ss 0.0103 o.01s1 0.0114 0.0126 0.0109 o.011a· 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • 

* SYN. MINE WATER FLOW * 7480. 8708. 7987. 7895. 8888. 10256. 6697. 11757. 7363. 5136. 7093. 7631. 99910. GALLONS 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * • • * 
SYN. TOTAL ACID LCAD 

2. 2 3. 8 

SYN. ACID LOAD BY LtACHING 
2.8 3.8 

3.8 4.3 

3. 7 4.0 

6. B 5.1 12. l 

5.2 4.0 8.6 

• 
1. 5 6.7 7.8 76. l LBS 

• 
5.2 6.2 5.4 6.4 61.8 LBS 

* * * * • * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • * * • * * * 

• SYN. ACID LOAD RY GRAVITY CIFFUSION 
1.0 l.C 1.3 1.5 

• 
1.3 1. 5 1.8 1. 5 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.5 20.2 LBS 

* * * * • * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * • * * * • * * * * * * * * * * • • * * * • * * * * * * * * 

* SYN. ACTOloiDBY fNUNCATION 
0.1 0.4 0.2 0.1 2.8 2.5 o.o 4.8 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.2 11.9 LBS 

* • * • • • • * • • * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * • * • • 



Discussion of Results 

The general trends for the streamflow, minewater flow and acid load for 
the single water year tested are reasonably well simulated. Because 
streamflow and minewater flow are based on hydrologic cycle concepts 
and acid load generation is based on the concept of oxidation and pro
duct removal mechanisms, the first two outputs are discussed together 
and the latter one separately. 

Groundwater is the source of moisture supply to the minewater flow and 
a contributing source to the streamflow. The amount of groundwater 
available is determined by the hydrologic cycle modeling of SWM. 
Climatological data (extensive if snowmelt is involved) are needed to 
use the model. Generally speaking, these data are important to decide 
the accuracy of the simulation and they are usually scarce in isolated 
mining sites. In order to utilize the model, it is suggested that the 
availability of data should be checked. If it is not readily at hand, 
efforts should be made to collect these data a priori, if reliable 
predictions of mine drainage are to be obtained. In the present case 
study, the climatological data were for the most part approximated. 
For example, precipitation was estimated by utilizing three nearby 
stations' data. Furthermore, pan evaporation data are important to 
determine the evapotranspiration of the area, and again, these data 
were synthesized in this case study. 

Besides climatological data, model parameters such as EF, EMIN, CB, 
EDF, are very sensitive to the values of groundwater. Numerous trials 
and adjustments are performed to choose their best values as judged by 
comparing simulation results to flow records. It is essential to note 
that all these parameters are interrelated so that it is necessary to 
adjust each one separately and check the effects on the groundwater 
behavior. A general guideline is to produce sufficient SADD which is 
required to simulate the minewater flow (as a function of aquifer 
storage) while at the same time match the recorded streamflow as 
closely as possible. 

In the present case study only one year of data was used. This presents 
a problem in achieving equilibrium in the soil moisture balance in the 
watershed. The reports on the model state that at least three years of 
modeling are recommended for the adjustment period. Hence our single 
year of data falls short of this requirement. 

The results of streamflow indicate a trend of undersynthesis in spring 
and oversynthesis in summer and fall. The under/or oversynthesis can 
be modified by adjusting the parameters such as EF, EMIN, CB, EDF to 
improve the simulation of streamflow. However, on the other hand, 
values of SADD will be too small ~r too large due to the adjustments. 
No definite explanation will be attempted at this time for these be
haviors since the data used is too limited. A possible explanation 
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to the undersynthesis is that snowfall during winter is unable to . 
infiltrate into the frozen soil so that the modeled groundwater soil 
moisture in spring will not be representative of the actual watershed 
conditions. Again, the model is capable of handling the snowmelt prob
lem but the data was not available. Possible explanations to the ove:
synthesis are: local rain storms occur in summer and fall seasons which 
are not represented correctly by the approximated precipitation data; 
evapotranspiration values are not large enough for the two seasons; and 
actual soil moisture may be considerably lower than the modeled volume 
during these seasons due to dry summer conditions. 

The simulation of minewater flow is mainly based on values of SADD and 
TANK. These two values were optimized to give the best simulated re
sults. However, in the spring the hydrologic model appears to be under
synthesizing the amount of water reaching the mine aquifer, that is, 
groundwater allocation, and this in turn causes the minewater discharge 
to be correspondingly undersynthesized. This adding of small or zero 
increments of SADD in the spring causes a reduction in the aquifer 
storage value, the effects of which propagate undersynthesis of mine 
flow into the early summer months. 

The trend for acid load closely follows that for the minewater discharge 
because two of the removal mechanisms (leaching and inundation) are 
functions of the minewater flow. On the other hand, the gravity dif
fusion mechanism is relatively constant throughout the year. The major 
contribution to the sustained acid load removal is the leaching. Inun
dation accounts for the peak loads. 

Generally speaking, the results obtained in this limited data study can 
not be used to justifiably evaluate the model's ability. Both of the 
individual models have been shown to work well with the proper quantity 
of data. At least two more years of data are needed to permit the model 
to reach equilibrium status. Also better climatological data including· 
snow conditions should also improve the simulation. 

In conclusion, taking all of the above discussion into consideration 
it is strongly felt that the model will be capable of predicting the 
minewater discharge quantity and quality. 
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PROCEDURES TO RUN THE DEEP MINE POLLUTANT 
SOURCE MODEL COMPUTER PROGRAM 

Since this model was created by linking two previously established and 
published models, the program listing of both of these models will not 
be duplicated herein. They are available in the references (20) for 
the hydrology and (22) for the acid generation •. 

The following will be details on using the two models along with needed 
modifications, etc., to form the deep mine pollutant source model. 
Sample values of parameters used for the examples discussed in Chapter 
V, as they were listed on the computed cards, will be included in these 
instructions. 

Basic Requirements 

1. The computer programs for: "The Ohio State University Version 
of the Stanford Streamflow Simulation Model" (herein referred 
to as the Stanford Watershed Model - SWM) ref. 20 and ''Com
puter Simulation of Acid Mine Drainage - .AMD) ref. 22. 

2. Digital Computer - this model was run on an IBM 370/165 at 
the Instruction and Research Computer Center (IRCC) at the 
Ohio State University (osu). 

3. Plotter facilities - either an IBM 1130 or IBM 1620 computer 
is used to drive an IBM 1627 plotter at the IRCC at OSU. 

Operating Steps 

1. Part One - To generate SADD by using SWM. 

a. Determine the watershed parameters. See ref. 20 for 
methods of evaluating the parameters and suggested values. 

b. Transfer these values onto IBM cards. See ref. 20 for 
details. 

c. Run the SWM program. Class N Job at IRCC, OSU. 
d. Along with the normal SWM output optioned, punched output 

cards of SADD values are to be obtained (31 cards/water 
year). One may also obtain punched cards to plot the 
watershed hydrographs if this option has been requested 
in SWM. 

2. Part Two - To calculate Minewater flow and Acid Load by .AMD. 

a. Determine the parameters. These will be listed below, 
their definitions given, and sample values shown. Methods 
to determine these parameters are explained in ref. 22 
and/or 8. The Sample values here are based on McDaniels' 
Mine, Big Four Hollow, Vinton County, Ohio. 
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6(1 

Card #1 
basin. 
time. 

lMINE number of mines being considered in the 
This program is designed to handle up to 3 mines at a 

FORMAT (13) 

Card #2 N - the parameter to control the number of 
to be read in to label the title of the printed output. 
example: if it takes only 1 card to label the title, N 
if 2 cards, N = 40, etc. FORMAT (13) 

cards 
For 

= 20; 

11 2 31 41 5 6 7 ~ 
• • no o o o o o o o u u o o o·o " c o o. o o o o u10 o o o o o o o o 010 o o o n!o o o o o o o o on n n n n n n n n no o o o o o a o o o olo o o o o 

.... 1l 0" ·~::s 11 18 19 ;:J,21 221J1.I 2::10 21 2a ?9 lOl~l J1 JJ H J5h6 ll JG ji 4;'1~~ f2 tJ 44 ~1·16 41111 ... ~ ·- n 7J 74 1sj76 11 13 ;:; s: 

·•• 1111111111111111111111111111.. . ... 11111 
I I 

Cards #3 to 5 WWW 
title of the output. 
FORMAT (20A4) 

r: 
l .J 1 1l 

- alphanumeric input to label the 
Here we have 3 cards, therefore N = 60 

I 2 31 41 5f aj 7 8 
4 

no o o.~ ~ ~ ~ .~~~~.~~I~~~ ~~,,~~~"~~12~~~ 1~,~~~~~~~-~~ o o o o o o olo no o nln on n nln o o o 010 o ~~.JJ~.~"~!~ 1i; ~'~'~'~i~~ ~ ~ ~' 
...... ' 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 ti 1 ' , • • • 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 ~ I 
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,/' -- 3--, 

Card #6 CONTOL 
FORMAT (I2) 

.. ~--

- program controlling device set 3 

,--·- '· .•·:- .... ~-.; .. -

I t l c !i Ii 1 $ 9 10 11 12 13 \( 1516 !J 18 '.'.i 2:J 11222JH254!i 211!:s~n JI 3233 ]4 3536 ]138l94C 4142 044 4$-tli 47 484BOS1~2SE•~Bli57 ~Ii 5HJ 61UH.1646H6S163'910 n 12 JJ 74 75 75 1; 18 ;~PO 

'l 21 31 4 ! sl 61 11 a 
loo o o olo o o o alo o o o olo o o o 010 o o o 010 o o on o o o o 010 on o a'a o o o o!o o o o ~'loo o o o o o o o o o o o o olo o o o olJ o o o o o o o o o 

'" • s(s 1 1 t 10 n 12 1l 1.i 1s{1~ n 1, is 7~1=· 222lH 2~!;5 21 :325JJl11 n :i; it ~~!:s JI ?9 l9 HJl1 t2 u.a .1:~~~ .;; 18 49 ~o ;1 s2 SJ S4 ssfss !115& !i96 61 '2 lil"' ,~lrifi61'86S10 r. 12 n '' ~1;; n 11113 HJ 

• ' 1 111111111111l111lll11 Ill 11111111 I 1
1
11111111 l t''. . ' ' 11111111l11 

I I I . . 
. -.................. .. 

Card #7 {between As and Ae, i.e., cards #7 to #61 is a 
DO LOOP from 1 to I mine times} 

WSHED 

TANK 

CONFH 
CONM 

watershed area of mine in square miles. 
- aquifer storage in inches. 
- constant relating minewater and HEAD. 
- program constant see reference 22 

CONB - program constant see reference 22 
FORMAT (F20.10, 4Fl0.3) 

--.~· -·-· n.-00168 o.so - · 0.01~1; s.s -·13.o 
I 1 t J 4 s s 1 , , 1!11 12 1J 1" 1s 1s 11 1a ;;:i 20J21 12 23 z4 25 ts 'z~ =~ ~o Jin Jl H JS JG Jl1 39 40 41 c2 43 ~ ~s 45 · "e <!I ~01s1 s2 n s.i ss ~'i se sHiu u1 ;2 &H• 6S s& 616869' 10 n n n 74 1:> 1; n 1' 1' ao 

10 o o o ulo o o o o o o o o o o o u o o o o, o o o o o o o o o o olo o o o o o o o o o o o o o olo o u o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o_ 
• , 1 • s(a l • t 10

1
111 12 13 14 1sl;o 17 18 IS=~ '21Z'2ZJ2C15!2& 2718~$ :c :;t l2 JJ ~· J5:f;S l133JS40 ~142 43•-i e{4G .JJ 4Bof95C SI !.1$354 ssfss 57 5! 5S6Cl6l £2 SJ 64 6~biili1Sl! 6910 Jl n ;3 741~16 Tl flj 

79 f,; 

.,, I 11 I 11 I 1111 111 1 1 111111111 I I 1111111 1 1 l 1 1 11111 I 1 I'•• •· •• •' ' 1 1 11111111 1I111111 1 I 1 

I I I I .!. ? , 2 2 
••• ? ? ' 2 212 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ? ?I? •• -

,, 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Card #8 NFEET 
NI.AYER 
NDEPI'H 

FORMAT (315) 

10 25 

- number 
- number 
- number 

of air-solid interface increments 
of layers in the coal seam model 
of depth increments in the model 

I 21 31 4f 5 . G 7 8 

• • 10 n 111~ 1• 1sj;s n ie 1! 2r.:·;122nn ~:.j:& ~7 Zt2'lJc ll J2Jll4 JS~6J7J!l!l•o ~1,2 o« ,,,~14s~1 uos 51i!5:J~s~l:.s57 ~ssH s1 i?&Je•s;joss1s3n :;;i 111213 1• nt~s TT ra l!l _,J 

r.~.-n-0-0-.-0 .,..0 .,..0 .,..0 -'iiiOITGTflO 00 0 0 0 0 0 ol 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lo 0 6 0 0 0 n v 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 a 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

• • 111 I 1 I 1j11 I 1 111 l 1 11 11 I 1 lit 11 1 111 I 1 ill I 1 I 1 1 I 1 ' '
1
' ' • . ••• • 111 I I I 1 I 111 Ill 1 1 I l 

I I I I 
····•112222122??•·. . •• 
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Card #9 DK 

ALKALI 

FIOWMI 

PER 

WSLOPE 

- length of depth increments in feet. 
- conversion factor of acidity to alkalinity 

of CaCOs 
- minimum minewater flow rate to cause 

acid removal by leaching 

- variable to determine the distance that 
is inundated. 

- hypothetical slope of water level. 

COND - program constant, see ref. 22 

FORMAT (2F6.2, Fl5.3, 3Fl0.3, Fl0.5) 

1. (10 20. (I 2E.o. 00 o. 0001 1 • 1 o. o:::: (1.80 
I 1 l ~ 111 1113 !4 lj 16 11 1a •<J 2~ ii l'llJ I :st~ 21 ;e~e 'IJ 1132 ;)4 3536)7 J&3$41414]4J 4546., 4~4~!:C ~1 52~1 .ssss 5158 591i01SI ·~Jli4 656661681i9 )0 n 1] 73 74 7$16 7J IS 79 BO 

11 21 3 4 5 6 7 8 
loooo I oo o· 000010000000 o I 00000 o ooooooaoolooooo1uo o 00000 oo o.ooooooooocoaooo 

• sh J t I 1011112 13 M 1d1s 1118 '9~1?1 222J24:5/::i11 ~S2SJ!l 31 J2 lll4 35h~37 l8J9(~ 4142 4)4~.45f464} 4849~J.51 t;')t"
0 uf..,. nu t•K 6162&J&46~!i661681i9 70 7112 7314 7*6 ii IS 79 5!) 

' ' I I I I I 111 I 1 I 1 1 I 1 I 111 1 I I 1 1 I 1 I 111 1 J 1 1 J 1 '' ' • ' 1 1 I 1 111 I I f 1 
I I I . ····· 

Card #10 DI 

• "•?I?? 1 7 11? ? ' ••· 

- length of air-solid interface increments 
in feet. 

TOP 
FORMAT (2Fl5.5) 

datum plane for top of coal seam in feet 

100. (I 13.SO 
I 1 2 1 • s ' 1 t 9 . 1(11 11 ll 14 a Hi o 18 •9 20!21 22 n 1• 1 1s n n =~ .,0111 J2 JJ 34 JS Jli J7 JB J~ •ol•1 •2 o « •s 4£ 41 •a o sojs1 s2 SJ s• ss ss s1 ss 59 so!s1 G? 51 !i4 ris 66 51 ss 63 10!11 n 7J H 75 i6 n 1s 1' 110 J 

Card #11 to Card #20 {Bs to Be, DO IOOP from 1 to NIAYER 
times} 

ROCK TYPE - literal strata descriptors 

ALT 

REACT 

- elevation of stratum relative to datum plane 
in feet 

- oxygen con~umption rate of pyrite 
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PYCON - void fraction of the stratum 

FORMAT (2A4, 2X, 3Fl0.3) 
Here NLAYER = 10, therefore 10 cards 

COAL 10.0 0.55 0.005 
' 

5 6 1 
@ 

9 10 !I 12 13 14 fi ~!i lS l'l /O ?! ?~ :'3 :.; ]j 2_s '~ :!! ~(; 3! 3111 ;4 '.15 36 ::a J9 ~:'I 41 4~ .fJ (4 ~s J6 47 48 4'l ~(' 51 5253 St 55 S& 57 58 jHO 51 G.? '.iJ b4 6J 6!:> 6168 6~ IQ /I 12 73 H JS 7; 77 ;9 J<j ~IJ COAL l l1. 4 u. ::.::1 Ct. O o:::',~ ------L.c::...::.:.:..::..::..::_:::_::_::.t.'...:'.:c:::::_=.:::..:~r..c~::..'..::::...::..:.:.:.~ 

I). 4 & 1 II 9 I!} 11171314 IS 16 13 19 2oz1 ~ ·n:~·o ::1 )]JJ:l43536 J3J9.tl'.l 4!A2414445464l484'l51'.l~l S2SJ'i4S55ii~1S8SSHliilti.?GJ646S5667f:asg;o It il 7J J~ 151611181980 

COAL 10.9 0.55 0.005 
l 2 4 5' 1asrnln11 !J !.t !516 ~~ 'Z~:l!~o 1!323114:536 33H{fl.\1424JH45~~·i4849~ilS15253S.\55SS~158S91i051G.?6lt>46S6667636970 i'I 721J1'75r:711~ ;q~;} 
COAL 11. 4 0. 55 O. (i"i):5 . . 
12 4s'18s10111121314 15l!; ~::.-2~ '22~1!'0 ]1J2~J34)53S 38J94(.!'•t.i243H4545474841:150S15~5JS455%515~5'1Hl>i!G.?5l646:i'ili610a691:J 1172D741'57;1/7S7~SO 
COAL 11.9 0.55 0.005 

C 5 6 1 I 9 10 11 !11l l4 15 Hi 'l~ i9 20 2! '..'2ll2t i52~ 'l~ ;~~(! 1112 31l~ 1526 J!iH¢0 ~1424H4 45464l 4ll49l05-152535~55~6 5158 5!160 51C'.'SJ 64 6566675~ 69 ~!J 71 12 7J 74 'SiG 11 ;a'(} &O 

COAL 12.4 0.55 0.005 
12... • 5 6 1 I ! 10111 12 1314 IS Hi ~2~ ':z~9'0 )13J 33;4 3536 ~~ 3540 4142 4344 ~545 414S49~C515253545S~:i57 5E 59€0 51 C.:!'i364£51i61il Ge59 ;(i II 72 n 14 7)76 77 iS Jlj ~o 

SHALE 12.9 2.5 0. 
,a: • li 71910!11211141516 'ld<9ilJ,1;JJJn;375 'te=~"l)JIJ~~~)4J5JS 383'Jt(Jt1•24JH4':i46414~4950~1~BJSl<:.jS6l15S~H0~1\i?'iJ&H5566169&9/0;1/l737~i5iS177~19a1 

co4L' 12. 95 --c-.1. 55 o. oos 
(..!.. • 5; 11 91oln121J14lj!~ :..2_;~2~ 'i8.~'::!!)13J)4J'jJlj ~41424J44454604~49505!525lS45555':15d59&·;!;1UJ~646S&;616869Hll!127l14il)67716HaD 

SHALE 13.40 2.S 0.30 

Card #21 TEMP 
FTGMOL 
DIF 
CCPRFT 

p 

DIFF 

GASC 

DTHETA 

SOX 
FRACT 

- mine temperature correction factor. 
- volume occupied by gm moles gas 

- base gravity diffusion constant 
- constant to calculate pyrite reaction 

rate constant 
- mine pressure 

gas diffusivity in square feet per day 

- gas concentration under mine conditions 

- time increments length in days 

initial total acid storage in pounds 
- fraction of stored product removal by 

inundation 

FORMAT (3FG.3, Fl0.3, F6.0, F6.3, 4F6.4) 
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Card #22 to Card #61 (Cs to Ce, DO LOOP from 1 to NFEET, 
1 to NLAYER, 1 to NDEPI'H} 

STORE - oxidation produce storage array. Here, 
NFEET = 1, NLAYER = 10, NDEPI'H = 25, with 
8 values of depth increment per card, and 
4 cards for 25 depth increments. Therefore 
total cards number 1 x 10 x 4 = 40 cards. 

FORMAT (8Fl0.2) 
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1.S4 1. 35 1.15 0.97' 0.84 0.72 0. ;; ! 
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0. 15 o. 1 ·-· . ;:. 0. 1 1 o. 1 (I 0. (1:3 0. ·07 o. ~1i:. • 0. o~sl 
(I: 04 

s. 15 E ... 7'3 ::1, 7:::: 4.95 4.:::::::: ::::. 80 :::: .. :::: 1 2.931 
2.-64 2::3·~ 2. 15 1 .69 1 ....... -... ,,._, 1 ' 14 1 o:::: o. ·;.~:I 
(l.90 (I. ::::4 o. ..,-, 0.72 0 .. 67 0.64 0.£.(1 (I. j:)I ' ' 
0.50 
2.27 2. 00 1 -, .- 1 .: .: 1 .::::7 1 .21 1 oi:. 0' ·;:.;11 ~ { t• ., ._1._1 

(I. ~::3 o. 7:3 (I. !::.4 (I,:% 0.4:::: 0.41 (I.::::::. (I, 2·~-1 

0:25 0:22 (I. 19 o. 16 (I. 14 (I: 12 (I. 1 1 (I, 091 

(I. 08 

2:25 1 99 1 • 77 1 .:-,. 1 .40 1 2~ 1 1 (I 0.9."I 
• ·-' f 

0. 86 o. 76 0.6? 0 .. 59 0 .. 52 0.4:5 (I. :::~:: 0. ::::::! 
0.29 o. ;::5 0.22 0.20 o. ,.., 0. 1 :5 ~. 1 ::: o .. 1 rl . { 1) • 

o. 10 
2. 18 1. 94 1 • 7;:: 1 .:.-. 

•• _1.;:_, 1 :::~E, 1 .21 1 07 o. 9~:1 
o:~:s 0. 7t. (I,.:.? o. 60 o.::.:::: 0:4( (I, 4 (I (I :::::11 
0.29 ·O. 26 0. 2:::: o: 20 o. t::: 0. 16 o. 14 (I, 1; 
o. 11 
1 ;94 1 , EA 1 • 4E. 1 ":30 1 16 1. o::: o. 91 (I, .::: 1'I 
0.72 0. EA Ct. 57 o. 51 0.4:5 0.40 o.::::s o. :::ul 
0.26 0. 2:3 o. 20 (I, 1 ·-· ·=- o. 16 (I, 14 0. 1 ·:· 

~· o. 1 rl 
(I. 1 (I 
4.71 4.22 3.:30 ::::.44 .-. 12 2.s::: 2. 50 2.2:;1 . .:1. 

2. (1:3 1 .-. .:: 
... :i._1 1 .70 1 .:.: . ·-'·-' 1 .41 1 .28 1 14 o. :::::'.!I 

o. 6::: o. i:.o o. :57 0.5:5 o. :5:3 0 :· :51 0:·49 (1,471 
0.-4:5 
1 .64 1. 47 1 .-.. -. 1 19 1 07 0.% o. t:E. o. 771 ·=·c. ' 
0.70 (I • .;:::: o. :57 o. :51 o. 46 0.42 o.--::::s o. :::4'1 
o. :::o o. ;::6 0.24 0.22 o. 20 (I. 1 ·=· ·-· (I. 17 (I. 1 ::;I 
o. 14 - ' 
8.% 8.40::: 8. 12 7 .. 78 7.46 .., 

'. 1 E0 E .. 84 6 .. ·5~11 
6.2S E .• (14 .: ::: (I .: .: ,-, 5 .. :~:,:. .: 16 4.% 4. 7.;I ·-· .. ._1. ·-··=· ·-· .. 
4. :5(1 4. 27 4. 1 0 :3. 97 .-. .-. .:: .-. 73 ;;:. 61 :3. ::.ol .;::. .. :;:-.._• ·~· 
3.39 

I 2 • 3 4 5j 6! 7 8 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OiO 0 0 0 u10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o~o 0 0 0 OIO 0 0 0 olo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

.. ' •. sJ' J I t ,, II 11 ll Jt n{'i 1118 1! 'fJ 2122:U.'.!t 2;!11; 27 2il2§ JC }I 22 lll4 l~p, 37 J8 n (\: n '2 04.: 4~•i 0 4110~ 'ii 515] !.l 55~S 57 53 SSS(l ;1E261'4 ,~1~lj 'i1DE97!l n 12 73 71 r:{;s n 13 ;9 so 
. ' 1 111111Illll1Il11111111 l 111111111111111 111111111111 11111111111111111111 I I Ill I 11 I 

I ·- I I I . I . - I 
-- .,_, ' 112 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 71? • • • • • ••• ' ? ' 
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Card #62 IY 
YEAR 1 

YEAR 2 

- number of water years being studied. 

- beginning year of the water years 
- ending year of the water years 

FORMAT (I2, 2I4) 

119701971 
I 1 l .f S ' 1 I ' 1 0 ;1 ~: IJ 14 15 l' 11 1S !9 :''.' ;i U 73 1' 2"~ 26 ?7 it ;9 ,~ Jl J~ Jl l4 :?S JS JI JI 39 ttl 41 U 41 « ,5 4& H <18 49 :.J :,1 51SJ ~.f 55 56 51 SS ~ HC iii ii:' SJ 64 65 fib 61 68 69 JO 11 11 13 ;, i5 16 11 18 19 BO 

~~~~~' 21 31 41 51 6J 7 8 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 oe O OD OIJ 0 O O CG O 0 O oio O O O 010 O o O olo o o O G 3 O O G olo O o O O'il O o O ulo o o O 010 O O o olo O O 0 Oil 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 1 ' 4 s[s 1 I 'IQl:1111J M 15[.i 1118 l!I ;i; 21222JH2sl2s :7 282930 llJlJl H 35j,;s J1JJ3940 .f!O CH1 ·l5{.;S4148•95l'l'll ~2 Sl54 s~1% ~158 S96C,'i1616JS41i:j&o67 68E9 7C .'1727J 1• l517S n 18 JSS.) 

• Ill 11 11 11111111I11111111111111111!1111111111111 11111I1111I1-' ' ••••••• I I 1 1111 1111111 
I I I I • 

• • • ' ' ? ? '212 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 212 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 21? ? •• 

Card #63 IYR 
AMN 

I .• J .. ·- ·- ·-

- the last two digits of YEAR 2 

- alphanumeric input to label the months of 
the water year for the plotter. 

FORMAT (I4, 12A3) 

~ ~ _ .. ~ ~ .... ~ -~ ~ :~:!!~0)1~2JJJ4 ~ 2!_ 40~142UH4546'14849~~5!525J5.t5S5&~)15859~0F.lt.ZSJ6<15566676S69ii.l1!727li415!S77781!180 

I 2 3 4 5f Ej 7 8 
no o o o o o o o o o o 010 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o c o o o o 010 o o o 010 o o o olo o o o 010 o o ff o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

• '" 1 1 9 10 11 12 fl w rsh 11 ia n 20

1

21nn24 2)1;; 21~529 JC ~1 n J3 J4 :is!n J7 :?B J9 H! 4;·~2 o H 4511,; n 41149 !>~•a,..· - •• ~~i:s s1 63 :;g 10 11 i2 13 1.c 1~11~ n 'fl 19 ao 
. ' 1 I I I 11 I l I 1 1 1 11 t 1 I 1 1 I It 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 • • • • 1 I I 111 I 1 1 I 

,- I I 
- ...... "'" " ., 1 ? ? ? ? ., .,,,. " 

Card #64 c 

FORMAT ( 6A4) 

UATER YEAR 1970-1971 

- alphanumeric input to label the water year 
of the plotting output. 

, 'I 21 31 4' sl ~' 7
1 

81 o o olo o o o o o o o loo o o o o o o o clo o o o a-o o o o n!o o o o :'Joo o olo o o o o o o o o oto o o o ojo o o o olo o o o o o o o o ol;i o o o o 
I, 1 1 • sf• 1 1 9 '°In 12 IJ 14 1sl1s n 1a 13 t'."ljZ1 nnz~ r:,[2s ~i ia2s1:

1

1Jl 32 3334 J~!Js H n39c;::l~142 4J·U~Sf~6 .n ~o•"""''"· ~--- •· -- 1
• ••• ....... A c-:lc~fi7686970 n 12 73 74 i~j;s T11~13 an 

• 1111 11 11!11 11 1111111111111111!1111 11·· ·• 1 1111111 
I I ' 

I I 
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Card #65 DPY 

FORMAT (I3) 
- number of days in the water year 

1 2 3 4 5 I 1 • 9 10 111213 14 1516 il 18 19 20 212723 Z4 2526 'lJ 21:.:s::o )J 32 JJ 34 J:i:uil7 )83940 4~ 414344454641484950S1 525154 SS56 5158 SHO 31(i~6JS46'..i6S676!6S10 71 n iJ 74 751" 71 '8 ~9-·l 

•noon olo o o o o ·o o o o olo o o o 010 o o o olc o o o o o o o o 010 o o o o o o u o olo o o o Ii o o o u 010 o o o o\o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o u 'I 21 3~ 41 sl 6J 1 s 
·•• J a • •+ "1114"'""""1'.'1• 1213241•!2111 '319JC """" "'"" '""'lli1•24J<~ "~w.o 4a49s~s15'""r· ·' '"- -·0Ji910 1112 nu tjrs n 1519 ec 

• ' 1 1 I 111 1 1 1 111 1 I I 111 1 I I 1 1 I 1 1 111 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 Ii 1 ' • . ' 111 I 1 I l 
I I 
• .. ......... 1) ..... 

Card #66 N same as card #2 

20 
( 1 J 3 • 5 g , e: 9 10!11 12 IJ 14 15 Iii 11 18 19 2of 21 22 ]3 24 25 26 21 ;s ;::9 ~o 31 J2 33 34 JS )6 37 33 39 4(1 4! 42 4H4 45 •6 47 48 ·~ ~(! SJ 5153 54 ~s 56 5; ~s 5560 Iii "2 SJ~· liHii ;111a 69 70 II /2 7J 1C 15 iii /1 79 79 6[1 

I 2 3 4 5j 6 7 8 
o o o o o o o o o o o o o 010 o o o o o o a o o o o o o o o o o o 010 o o o o'!o o o o o o o o o Oiu o o o 010 o o o o o o o coo o o o o a o o o o o o o o o 
t I 't 4 ~1s 1 I t 10 1112 13 K 1::J1;:; 111819 <011112.'.'J 2• 15!:s ~J 18:.'9 3~ 3132ll34 2r;bs :n 3839 4~ ·'1410444~1~~ 4148U~rJ.;, ._., .... c:~ ukit'" u r"r" "'" ott~64 6~56 616lS!l7C n 111314 n11s n 1319 en 

• ., 111111111111111111 1111111 11111111111111111"' • '1 1111 lll I l I I 
I I I I 

- •• , ' 2 2 212 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ' ,,. -

Card #67 ZZZ 

FORMAT (20A4) 
- alphanumeric input to label output heading 

. DAILY INFILTRATION WATER REACHING GROUNDWATER, BIG FOUR HOLLOW 

I 21 3j 4 5 6j 7 8 
GOOOO 000030 ool 0000 0 uoiooooojOOOOGtOOO 00 0 00 0000000 loOOOL•OO 00!0000010000000000 
t :z 3 • sJc 1 I I 10t1 11 D .. tsf~s !J 18 19 ;rl!T 22 2J H '~l:i 27 ?0113 J:J 11 )2 )J J4 35\;J:i )l 33 )'l 40 (! 42 ~H~ ~~~6 41 4aOi 11 !>?J)~~:.l;is 51 s.a !IH~1~l blll'4 ~*al liS 6'31{) ;t 11n14. 1;,\.f. H '* l] !G 

• 1: 1111111111111 11111 I I 1111111 11111111111111 11111111 '' •• ·•· .•• ' ' ' 11111111111111111111 
· I t I I I 

• ~,' 212 2 2 2 212 2 2 2 212 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 212 2 2 2 2?. • •• , ? 2 2 2 
.J ... """" 24 zsl2& v ~19 l J1J23J3C ,J .. ~. 

Card #68 to Card #98 SADD 

FORMAT (12F6.4) 

- infiltration reaching ground
water from upper and lower 
zones. These data are output 
from the SWM 
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Card #99 to Card #136 

FORMAT (lOF8.5) 

FWRECD 
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Card #176 blank card 

b • Run program 
c. Obtain printed output plus punched card output to 

plot on IBM 1627 the minewater flow and acid load. 

3. Part Three - To plot Hydrograph (from Part 1) and Minewater 
Flow and Acid Load (from Part 2). See instructions on use of 
IBM 1627 plotter or whatever model is being used. 
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APPENDIX B 

THE REFUSE PILE .AND STRIP MINE POLLUTANT SOURCE MODELS 

TECHNICAL DETAILS .AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

This appendix contains details on the pollutant source model as to its 
history, modifications, and linking mechanisms. 

An in-depth discussion of their application, showing input parameter 
values and selection methodology, data assembly, and typical graphical 
and tabular outputs is included. 

The section concludes with a computer program listings for the source 
model. 

The material presented herein was taken as much as possible from publi
cations (papers presented and Master of Science Theses) written as part 
of this project during the research period. 

INTRODUCTION 

Today, with the shortage of some natural fuels, the coal industry may 
again start to grow rapidly. In the early period of America's history 
it was the coal industry that realized tremendous growth due to the 
abundance and the relative ease of obtaining the coal. Since the turn 
of the century through World War I the bituminous coal industry produc
tion increased from 111 million tons to 579 million tons and the number 
of mines increased from 2,500 to 9,300. Presently, bituminous coal 
production remains at about 400-600 million tons per year. Similarly, 
the anthracite coal industry saw a steady climb in production to a peak 
output of 100 million tons in 1917; in 1971 the output has declined to 
about 9 million tons.7 * 

*References listed at the end of this appendix. 
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The coal mining industry uses two types of mining operations to extract 
the coal--drift or deep mining, and strip mining. Each type of mining 
and coal preparation operation produces a waste pile or refuse pile of 
varying size, physical and mineral nature, and degree of homogeniety. 
Refuse piles are composed largely of shales, clays and low grade coals 
and o~en exhibit a high pyrite content. Strip mine spoil banks may be 
highly variable in regard to both pyrite content and location with "hot" 
strata and mass inclusions common. Since pyrite material near the sur
face is exposed to both moisture and oxygen the pyrite is chemically 
oxidized to produce the acid mine wastes of sulfates, ferrous iron and 
sulfuric acid. Significant acid production at or near the surface re
tards or prevents vegetative growth, and when precipitation falls on 
the pile, the acid materials and sediment are washed down into receiving 
streams where fresh pyrite material is exposed. This can lead to a 
continuous cycle of acid from the pile entering the nearby receiving 
streams. If pyrite is distributed throughout the pile, the acid load 
will stop only when the pile is completely washed away or when the 
pyrite is protected from exposure to oxygen by a natural or artificial 
barrier. 

Today, State and Federal agencies have recognized this pollution problem 
and have established laws to control future mining operations. The 
State of Ohio has put into effect, as of April 10, 1971, the Strip Mine 
Act •. 3 One requirement for obtaining a strip mine license, as stated in 
the Act, requires the operator to provide a plan that gives: 

"a description of the methods and practices the applicant in
tends to employ in strip mining and to prevent pollution of 
waters of the state, erosion, deposition of sediment, land
slides, accumulation or discharge of acid water, and flood
ing." 

The Federal government in 1969 passed the Environment Policy Act which 
will stop all degradation of the environment. 18 This act attacks the 
problem from both directions in that it calls for both future pollution 
prevention and for existing pollution sources to be corrected. 

Acid mine drainage easily qualifies as a major pollution problem. It 
has been estimated that approximately 500 billion gallons per year of 
acid mine water containing from 5-10 million tons of sulfuric acid 
pollute 10,000 miles of streams and receiving waters. 12 A United 
States Department of Interior report indicates that surface mining 
operations alone seriously affect 4,800 miles of streams. 17 

The task of correcting this adverse situation can be approached in two 
ways: (l) by treatment of the waste or, (2) by an abatement program at 
the source. As in any type of pollution control, the optimum treatment/ 
abatement alternatives for regional problems can seldom be identified 
through a simplistic analysis. In general, the economic, physical, and 
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chemical interactions across an affected basin must be accounted for in 
greater or lesser degree. One approach would be to model a watershed 
of coal mining operations and then work out an optimized program con
sidering both treatment and abatement. 

In order for this type of program to work, the acid loading from the 
various sources must be known so that an effective program can be set 
up to abate or treat the acid. The deep mine pollutant source model 
was presented in the previous appendix. Efforts will be concentrated 
in this section to modeling the refuse pile and strip mine pollutant 
sources. The basic phenomenon for acid generation can be considered 
the same for both sources; differences in the hydrology and reaction 
kinetics do occur but these can be handled simply by modifications in 
the model. The reader will be informed of these differences and shown 
how they are modeled at the appropriate location in the narrative. 

There has been limited prior work in strip mine and refuse pile models. 
Morth8 has presented techniques that can be used in principle to esti
mate the oxidation or the acid load for either system. Sternberg and 
Agnewl6 have undertaken the development of a model of drainage in a 
surface mined area, where they were concerned with changes in ground 
water elevation and ground water flow that would occur in response to 
a uniform rate of deep percolation over the spoil bank. 

In looking specifically at developing a working model for a strip mine 
or refuse pile there are two major areas that must be explored; how the 
acid is produced, and how the acid is removed. 

Good's work4 with acid production from a refuse pile at the New 
Kathleen Mine, near Duquoin, Illinois, comes to three general conclu
sions: (1) the zone of reaction extends only several inches into a 
pile, (2) pyrite oxidation proceeds at a relatively constant rate be
tween rains with the acid produced accumulating in the outer mantle 
and, (3) only about 703 of acid salt appears in runoff, the remaining 
is carried into the interior of the pile later reappearing in seepage 
around the pile. 

Brownl studied the transport of oxygen through layers of soil and 
material from the New Kathleen refuse pile. In attempting to model the 
transport, difficulty was encountered in estimating the diffusivity 
through the soil. Brown's use of zero order reaction kinetics in a 
refuse pile is also of questionable validity from a kinetics stand
point, although the effect on calculated pyrite oxidation rates as com
pared to a first order would not be great. 8 

Morth, 8 in developing his drift mine model, suggests that the same 
first order oxygen gradient developed for coal and shale binders could 
be used for a refuse pile. Morth's model did reasonably predict drift 
mine acid load. The main problem Morth had in utilizing his model for 
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the other mining operation was in the hydrology of the acid mine drain
age. The previous appendix showed linkage of the deep mine model with 
a more complicated and advanced hydrologic model than employed by Morth 
by using The Ohio State University version of the Stanford Streamflow 
Simulation Model. 

The Ohio State University version of the Stanford Streamflow Simulation 
Model, 10 or simply the Stanford Model, is a mathematical model which 
synthesizes a continuous hydrograph of streamflow from climatological 
data and watershed parameters. The Stanford Model is designed to 
describe mathematically the hydrologic cycle, and Figure B.l shows the 
hydrologic cycle on a ref'use pile. The model keeps a chronological 
account of the quantities of moisture allocated to the various compo
nents of the cycle. The model is good for large watersheds, and can be 
applied to small watersheds down to one square mile. Thus, by knowing 
the various hydrological parameter needed to run the Stanford Model the 
strearnflow hydrograph can be reasonably determined. 

Therefore, if a description of the refuse pile is known, which includes 
the hydrological parameters and the acid production and removal param
eters, a computer model can be developed that could provide reasonable 
predictions of acid loads in the receiving streams. 

DESCRIPrION OF REFUSE PILE ACID 
MINE DRAINAGE MODEL 

Description of a Ref'use Pile 

In order to write a general computer program for acid mine drainage 
from a ref'use pile, a general sketch of a refuse pile must be given. 
The following outline can be used to describe most piles. A refuse 
pile of a coal mining operation is exactly what is says; it is a "refuse 
pile," or a pile made out of the material that is mined with the coal 
and rejected as being worthless. A pile normally consists of shale, 
clay and low grade coal and o~en exhibits a high pyrite content. 
Refuse piles are located near the mining operaticn and are associated 
with both deep and drift mines. The pile shape will vary with the ter
rain, with steep-sided piles o~en found in mountainous country, re
sulting from the dumping of material over existing steep slopes. In 
flat terrain, as in Illinois, the piles may be broad, and almost flat
topped, as shown in Figure B.l. On large piles there may even be ponds 
of water or the ref'use may be used as a dam for slurry ponds if open 
space is available. 

The typical pile (see Figure B.l) can be divided into three zones. The 
outer mantle, or first zone of the pile, may constitute a stratum where 
much of the fines (clays, powdered shales, and coal dust) have been 
washed out by precipitation. Thus, this zone is where the pyrite 
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oxidation occurs rapidly and where the acid products form and inhibit 
any vegetative cover from forming. The second zone is a layer composed 
of the clayey fines tightly packed by rain action into the pile and, 
thus, having a low permeability. The layer does have discontinuities 
so that water may enter the main pile but it is, on the whole, an effec
tive water and gas barrier, preventing significant pyrite oxidation 
from occurring any further into the pile. The third zone is the main 
body of the pile and shows little evidence of weathering or pyrite 
oxidation. 

Acid Production of a Refuse Pile 

In looking at the description of a refuse pile it can be seen that the 
acid is produced in the outer mantle, wherein the two ingredients re
quired for pyrite oxidation, oxygen and water, are available. 

The oxidation of pyritic material can be represented by the following 
equations: 

FeS2 + 7/2 02 + H20 

Fe+ 2 + 1/4 02 + ~ 

These equations are stochiometrically balanced, but do not define reac
tion mechanisms, intermediate products which may cancel out in the 
overall equation, or factors affecting the rate of reactions. The first 
equation describes the initial reactants and final products of the oxi
dation of pyrite by oxygen in the presence of water. The products of 
this initial step are the major pollutants; sulfates, ferrous iron and 
sulfuric acid. 

Refuse Pile Model 

Once the acid products have been produced in the outer mantle, water 
flow dictated by the hydrologic cycle is the vehicle which flushes the 
acid products into the stream. Now attention will be given to the 
hydrologic parameters needed in the actual modeling of the pile. 

Hydrologic Parameters -

In looking at Figure B.l, a schematic of the hydrologic cycle, each one 
of the thirteen parameters will be analyzed as it applies to a refuse 
pile. Linsley et al. 6 provides a brief description of each parameter. 
When rain falls, the first part of the storm is stored on the vegetal 
cover as interception and in surface puddles as depression storage. As 
rain continues, the soil surface becomes covered with a film of water, 
known as surface detention, and flow begins downslope toward an 
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established surface channel. Enroute to a channel, the water is desig
nated as overland flow. At the same time, water is moving through the 
soil surface into the soil as infiltration which is distinguished from 
percolation, the movement of water through the soil. As the water is 
absorbed by the root systems of plants, where only minute portions of 
water remains in the plant tissues, virtually all of the water is dis
charged to the atmosphere as vapor through the process known as transpi
ration. The water known as soil moisture is near the surface where the 
pore space contains both air and water. Some of the water which infil
trates the soil surface may move laterally through the upper soil layer 
until it reaches a stream channel. This water, called interflow, moves 
more slowly than the surface runoff and therefore, reaches the streams 
somewhat later. Some precipitation may percolate downward until it 
reaches the water table, a theoretical line where the pore space con
tains only water, and move into the ground water flow. During the rain 
and afterwards, there is a continuous exchange of water molecules to 
from the atmosphere; thus, the hydrologic definitions of evaporation is 
the net rate of vapor transported to the atmosphere. 

The objective here is to state if the parameter is needed in the refuse 
pile model. Transpiration is the only parameter that might be totally 
excluded, if the pile does not have any vegetal cover due to the acid 
products being produced in the outer mantle. All of the other param
eters must have quantities of moisture allocated to them. It will be 
up to the model to see that the general water balance, inflow equals 
outflow plus storage, is satisfied at all times. Referring to the 
schematic, Figure B.l, precipitation is the inflow. The outflow con
sists of evaporation, transpiration, overland flow, interflow, ground
water flow, infiltration and percolation with interception, soil 
moisture, depression storage and surface detention as the storage. For 
a refuse pile the main concern is with the outflows of overland flow, 
interflow, and groundwater flow, since these will have the opportunity 
to transport the acid mine products. 

Acid Production Parameters -

In keeping with developing a general model that will be applicable to 
many refuse piles, the pile volume within which oxidation occurs, the 
rate at which the oxidation occurs, and the rate of acid removal in 
runoff must all be described. As a first approximation, the zone of 
oxidation can be represented as a finite thickness outer layer of the 
pile, in which acid is produced at a constant rate, and from which acid 
is assumed to be removed at an assumed effective "saturation" concen
tration in the surface or subsurface runoff. For piles meeting these 
criteria, only the depth of outer mantle, the volumetric acid production 
rate, and the acid solubility are needed to describe the pile. This 
relatively simple model will be used for initial developments, and more 
complex assumptions will be discussed later. 
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Linking Process 

In order to link the two processes it is important to know the specific 
amounts of four quantities: 1) acid products available, 2) precipita
tion falling, 3) acid products being removed, and 4) acid products re
maining. Looking at Figure B.l, a schematic of the refuse pile, it can 
be seen as the precipitation falls on the pile, the water will saturate 
the area and will leave it by three main routes, overland flow, inter
flow, and groundwater. Initially, it will be assumed that in each case 
the water will become saturated with acid before it leaves. A small 
explanation concerning the three routes is in order. Overland flow is 
the water that does not enter the pile but simply runs down the outside 
of the pile. Once the water enters the pile it will percolate either 
into interflow or groundwater flow. Interflow will move through the 
pile laterally until it reaches the side surfaces of the pile, where it 
will seep out and flow overland to the stream. Because of the path 
interflow water must make it will take longer than overland flow to 
reach the stream. In order for the water to reach the groundwater flow 
the water must pass completely through the pile. Upon reaching the 
groundwater pool, the water will become baseflow to a stream or it will 
move to a deep storage zone if one exists in the basin. 

The refuse pile model will utilize The Ohio State University version of 
the Stanford Streamflow Simulation Model to generate the hydrologic 
cycle, and to keep account of the quantities of moisture assigned to 
each parameter in the hydrologic cycle. The main quantities of water 
needed are the amount of water that is assigned to overland flow, inter
flow and groundwater flow. The acid in the outer mantle will be found 
by calculating the acid produced since the last rain and adding it to 
the existing acid in the mantle. Then when precipitation falls on the 
pile the amount of acid products that become soluble in water and leave 
the pile via overland flow, interflow and groundwater flow must be 
calculated. The ·precipitation waters will continuously be saturated 
with acid until there are no acid products left in the outer mantle to 
be removed. If the precipitation stops before all the acid products 
are removed, this remaining amount is added to the amount of acid being 
produced between precipitation inputs. Once precipitation falls again 
the cycle is restarted. 

CALIBRATION OF PARAMETER COEFFICIENTS 

Based on the general description previously stated, a refuse pile model 
can be constructed. Figure B.2 shows a step diagram of the refuse pile 
model. A detailed discussion of the operation of the program will 
occur in a following section. Attention will now focus on how the main 
hydrologic and acid production parameters will be formulated as needed 
in Step 1, 3, and 5 of the sequel below. The identification variable 
as used in the computer programs will be written in parentheses where 
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Step l 

Step 2 
Step 3 

Step 4 
Step 5 

Step 6 
Step 7 

Step 8 

Establish acid production characteristics of the refuse pile. 
l. Depth of outer mantle. (DEPI'H) 
2. Acid production rate. (ACDPRO) 
3. Solubility of acid products. (SOLACD) 
Compute initial amount of acid available to be removed. 
Find precipitation falling on the pile and apportion the rain 
into 4 parts: 
1. Precipitation entering the upper zone. (ENTRUZ) 
2. Precipitation entering the lower zone. (:ENTRLZ) 
3. Precipitation as interflow storage. (RGX) 
4. Precipitation as direct runoff. (VFLST) 
Find amount of acid products removed by the precipitation. 
Determine the amount of water entering the receiving stream by: 
l. Overland flow. (DIRRNF) 
2. Interflow. (INTF) 
3. Baseflow. (BASFLW) 
Calculate the amount of acid reaching the stream. 
Ascertain the amount of acid left in the pile after the rain 
has stopped and no flow is reaching the receiving stream. 
Return to Step 2. 

Figure B.2. Step diagram of the Refuse Pile Model 

applicable. A complete listing of the variables along with their units 
and definitions are given in Tables B.l, B.2, and B.3. 

In the first step, finding the acid production* characteristics of a 
refuse pile, the following parameters need to be calculated; the depth 
of the outer mantle (DEPI'H), the acid production rate (ACDPRO) and the 
solubility of the acid products (SOLACD). These parameters are variable 
and will have to be determined for each specific pile under study. 

The depth of the outer mantle, the layer where the acid products are 
produced, can be found only by field observation. As stated earlier, 
the outer mantle is separated from the main pile by a second zone. The 
second zone, about one inch thick, is composed of clayey fines tightly 
packed by rain action and thus has a low permeability. In digging a 
hole in the pile the second zone should be easily observed and the depth 
of the outer mantle can be found. Where the outer mantle is of variable 
thickness or composition, the decrease in oxygen concentration with 
depth may require description in the modeling process, a refinement 
which will be discussed in a later section. 

*Acid Production is defined as the net result of dynamic acid formation 
and product removal 
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Variable 

BASFLW 

DAY 
DDYRl 

DD23 

DIRRNF 

ENTRLZ 

ENT RUZ 

FA 
INTF 

J 
OVFLST 

PR 
RGX 
TOTFLW 

Table B.l. INPUT VARIABLE'S OBTAINED FROM 
THE STANFORD WATERSHED MODEL 

Units 

in. 

in. 

in. 

in. 

in. 

in. 

in. 
in. 
in. 
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Definition 

Current rate at which baseflow is 
entering channel 
Day of month 
Last two digits of first year in 
water year 
Number of 15-minute periods 
varies from 1 to 4 
Current rate at which direct 
runoff is entering channel 
Current rainfall entering the 
lower zone 
Current rainfall entering the 
upper zone 
Current month of the water year 
Current rate at which interflow 
is entering the channel 
Hour of the day 
Current rainfall entering direct 
runoff 
Current rainfall rate 
Water entering interflow storage 
Total flow 



Variable 

ACDPRO 

AREA 
DAY l 
DEPI'H 
FACDEP 
FACDIR 

FACFB 

FACFD 

FACFI 

FACINT 

FACLZ 

FACRDS 

FACREB 

FACRED 

FACREI 

FACUZ 

IDNTH 1 
NDAY 

OPI'I 

SOLACD 
YEAR 1 

Table B.2. INPUT VARIABLES INTO THE REFUSE PILE 

Units 

lb acidity/acre-day/ 
unit depth 

sq. ft. 

feet 

mg/liter 
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Definition 

Acid production rate 

Area of refuse pile 
Day to start specific output 
Depth of outer mantle 
Factor for depth of outer mantle 
Factor for amount of acid going 
into direct runoff 
Factor for amount of water coming 
from baseflow 
Factor for amount of water coming 
from direct runoff 
Factor for amount of water coming 
from interflow 
Factor for amount of acid going 
into interflow storage 
Factor for amount of acid going 
into lower zone 
Factor for amount of acid going 
into deep storage 
Factor for amount of acid going 
into channel by baseflow 
Factor for amount of acid going 
into channel by direct runoff 
Factor for amount of acid going 
into channel by interflow 
Factor for amount of acid going 
into upper zone 
Month to start specific output 
Number of consecutive days of 
output requested 
Variable to call temperature 
change option 
Solubility of acid products 
Year to start specific output 



Table B. 3. INTERNAL VARIABLES OF THE REFUSE PILE MODEL 

Variable 

ACDDIR 
ACDINT 
ACDLZ 
ACDUZ 
ARB 
ARD 
AREBFL 
AREDIR 
AREDSR 
ARE INF 
ARI 
AMrACD 
CF 

CFBAS 
CFDIR 
CFINT 
CFS 

CFTOT 
CK 
COUNT 
DAYEND 

DDAY 
EXADIR 
EXAINT 
EXALZ 
EXAUZ 
I 
J 
SAB 
SAD 
SAI 
SBAS 
SDRR 
SINT 
SLYEAR 

SS BAS 
SSDRR 
SS INT 
STACD 

Units 

lb 
lb 
lb 
lb 
lb 
lb 
lb 
lb 
lb 
lb 
lb 
lb 

cf s 
cfs 
cfs 

cfs 

lb 
lb 
lb 
lb 

lb 
lb 
lb 
cf s 
cfs 
cf s 

cf s 
cf s 
cfs 
lb 

Definition 

Amount of acid going to direct runoff 
Amount of acid going to interflow storage 
Amount of acid going to lower zone 
Amount of acid going to upper zone 
Daily acid in baseflow 
Daily acid in direct runoff 
Amount of acid being removed by baseflow 
Amount of acid being removed by direct runoff 
Amount of acid being removed by deep storage 
Amount of acid being removed by interflow 
Daily acid in interflow 
Amount of acid being produced 
Conversion factor to convert inches to cubic 
feet 
Flow entering channel by baseflow 
Flow entering channel by direct runoff 
Flow entering channel by interflow 
Conversion factor to convert inches to cubic 
feet per second 
Total flow in channel 
Temperature correction factor 
Counter 
Number of periods specific day output is 
requested 
Day 
Excess acid in direct runoff storage 
Excess acid in interflow storage 
Excess acid in lower zone 
Excess acid in upper zone 
Day 
Month 
Monthly acid in baseflow 
Monthly acid in direct runoff 
Monthly acid in interflow 
Daily basef'low 
Daily direct runoff 
Daily interflow 
Variable to see if current water year is a 
leap year 
Monthly baseflow 
Monthly direct runoff 
Monthly interflow 
Monthly total acid 
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Variable 

STSTR 
SUMAB 
SUMAD 
SUMAI 
SUMSB 
SUMSD 
SUMS I 
SUMST 
SUMTA 
T 
TACD 
TIME 

TO 

TOTAL 
TSTR 
YEARPR 
YFARST 
YFARLP 

Units 

cfs 
lb 
lb 
lb 
cfs 
cfs 
cfs 
cf s 
lb 
OF 
lb 
hr 

OF 

lb 
cfs 

Table B.3. CONTINUED 

Definition 

Monthly total flow 
Yearly acid in baseflow 
Yearly acid in direct runoff 
Yearly acid in interflow 
Yearly baseflow 
Yearly direct runoff 
Yearly interflow 
Yearly total flow 
Yearly total acid load 
Current temperature 
Daily total acid 
Time interval constant (Same as used in Stanford 
Watershed Model) 
Temperature at which acid production rate was 
determined 
Total amount of acid in outer mantle 
Daily total flow 
Counter by years 
Beginning water year 
Variable used to find what water year is a 
leap year 

The acid production rate (ACDPRO) could be empirically calculated. If 
the bulk porosity of the ref'use pile and the pyritic content were known, 
the oxygen gradient could be calculated using a first order exponential 
expression. 8 Another way, which was undertaken by Good, 4 presents the 
rate information on the basis of pounds of acid formed per day per acre 
of refuse pile area. Good's field data was checked by Brown 1 s 1 labora
tory rates and agreed quite well. Brown determined laboratory scale 
oxidation rates which can be used to estimate a rate constant for the 
exponential gradient calculation. At this time it is believed that the 
first approach would be to use Good's method in finding the pounds of 
acid formed per day per acre of refuse pile area. Good4 set up a 
small test plot (0.109 acre) and installed a sprinkler system. Then 
by applying a known quantity of water and collecting all of the runoff, 
the acid production rate can be estimated. The second approach would 
be to run a laboratory study. Brown's work1 details the approach used 
to obtain laboratory scale oxidation rates for ref'use pile materials. 
The third approach would be to determine the bulk porosity (and associ
ated oxygen diff'usivity) of the xefuse and the pyrite content to find 
the oxygen gradient as developed by Morth, 8 that would lead to an acid 
production rate. 
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The third parameter needed for the pile is the solubility of the acid 
products. This is an "effective" solubility, which reflects the varying 
availability of acid to the runoff components on and within the pile 
and will reach, as a maximum value, the true solubility of the acid ' 
products. In general, the effective solubility will be less than true 
solubility, and must be determined by trial and error, with field water 
quality data as a rough guide. 

Step 3 deals with the initial precipitation, that must be assigned to 
four zones in the pile. In the program this data will be input data 
generated from a hydrologic model. In this study, The Ohio State 
University version of the Stanford Streamflow Simulation Model will be 
employed. The Stanford Watershed Model will also provide the amounts 
of water reaching the streams, which will be needed in Step 5. 

The Stanford Watershed Model is a complex program that keeps a chrono
logical account of the quantities of moisture allocated to the various 
components of the hydrologic cycle. The model simulates the actual 
hydrologic condition of the watershed and works best with watersheds 
of 100 acres or greater. 

In order to understand how the Stanford Watershed Model computes the 
parameters needed in Steps 3 and 5, a brief description will be given 
of each parameter. The variable notation as used in the Stanford 
Watershed Model will be retained. For a detailed explanation of the 
parameters refer to the Stanford Watershed Model.io 

The current rainfall rate (PR) is the current amount of precipitation 
entering the pile. The Stanford Model includes a snowmelt subroutine. 
In order to utilize this snowmelt option, the basic operation of the 
subroutine will have to be recalibrated, as the snow on refuse piles 
normally melts sooner than on the surrounding terrain. 9 If the snow
melt subroutine is used in the Stanford Model, then the precipitation 
falling may be in the form of snow. The snow may not enter the pile 
immediately, but will enter later when the snow melts by additional 
rainfall, radiation, conduction, convection or condensation. Thus in 
the winter months, November to March, the precipitation is checked to 
see if it is rain or snow and then by considering the various snowmelt 
mechanisms the current rainfall rate entering the pile is found. This 
rate is based on hourly data, but can be subdivided into fractions of 
an hour by linear approximation. 

The current rain entering the upper zone (ENTRUZ) is equal to the cur
rent rainfall rate (PR) minus the residual rainfall a~er soil surface 
moisture depletion (P4). P4, the residual rainfall after soil surface 
moisture depletion is found by finding the residual rainfall after 
interception multiplied by the fraction of incoming moisture that is 
not retained in the upper zone storage. The above calculation is based 
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on several factors; current interception rate, maximum interception 
rate for a dry watershed, soil surface moisture index, lake evaporation, 
daily pan evaporation and monthly pan evaporation coefficient. 

The current precipitation entering the lower zone (ENTRLZ) is equal to 
the residual rainfall after soil surface moisture depletion (P4) minus 
the sum of the current moisture entering surface runoff plus interflow 
(SHRD). This latter sum equals the square of residual rainfall after 
soil surface moisture depletion (P4) divided by twice the current peak 
infiltration rate (D4F). The two quantities, D4F and P4, depend on 
evaporation, infiltration index, soil moisture index, interception and 
moisture not retained in the upper zone. 

The current direct runoff (OVFLST or RX) equals the sum of current 
moisture entering surface runoff plus interflow (SHRD) divided by a 
variable controlling entry of moisture into interflow (c3). SHRD has 
already been defined. The variable controlling entry of moisture into 
interflow (C3) is dependent on the interflow index and the current ratio 
of soil moisture storage to the soil moisture storage index. 

The current water entering interflow storage (RGX) equals the sum of 
current moisture entering surface runoff plus interflow (SHRD) minus 
the current direct runoff (RX). These quantities have been previously 
described. 

A check to see that the current rainfall rate equals the sum of its 
four parts can be made as follows: 

Current rainfall rate (PR) = current rain entering the upper zone 
(ENTRUZ) + current rain entering the lower 
zone (ENTRLZ) + current direct runoff (RX) 
+ current water entering interflow storage 
(RGX) 

or 

PR= (ENTRUZ = PR - P4) + (ENTRLZ = P4 - SHRO) + (RX 
SHRO - RX). 

Therefore, PR = PR. 

RX) + (RGX 

After the initial precipitation is calculated, the Stanford Watershed 
Model can then route the water through the pile or watershed; it simu
lates the total stream flow and its component parts, overland flow, 
interflow, and baseflow. 

The current rate at which overland flow enters the stream is based on 
turbulent range equations.lo The Chezy-Manning equation was used to 
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derive a relationship between surface detention storage at equilibrium, 
the supply rate to overland flow, Manning's n and the length and slope 
of the flow plane. An empirical relationship developed by Crawford and 
Linsley between outflow depth and detention storage for reproducing 
experimental hydrographs was used. By combining the above equations a 
rate of discharge from overland flow can be found. 

Thus the Stanford Watershed Model simulates overland flow by continu
ously solving the continuity equations, by setting the surface detention 
at the end of the time interval equal to the surface detention at the 
end of the previous time interval plus the increment added to surface 
detention during the time interval, minus losses. 

The current rate at which interflow is entering the channel or stream 
(INTF) is modeled by a logarithmic decay equation, St = -qt/&iKr, where 
St is the storage at time t, qt is the flow at time t, and &IKr is the 
natural logarithm of the interflow recession constant. 

The baseflow (BASFLW) is equal to the ground water baseflow (GWF). The 
ground water baseflow (GWF) is computed by a logarithmic decay equation. 
The equation is the same as for the stream's interflow, with a modifi
cation which permits increased groundwater flow to reflect changes in 
the recession constant due to wet antecedent conditions. 

A basic description of the data needed for the Stanford Watershed Model 
has been presented; a brief description of the input parameters needed 
to run the Watershed Model now will be given. For detailed calculations 
and formulas see reference (10). 

DATA NEEDED 

Topographic Map or 
Aerial Photographs 

Soil Borings or 
Observation Wells 

DERIVED INPUT PARAMETERS 

1. Time of concentration and time area 
histograms 

2. Watershed drainage area 
3. Impervious f'raction of watershed surface 
4. Estimate of stream and lake surface areas 
5. Mean overland flow path length 
6. Average ground slope of overland flow 

surface perpendicular to the channel 

1. Soil type 
2. Soil porosity 
3. Soil specific yield 
4. Soils permeability 
5. Groundwater fluctuation 
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Climatologic Data 

Streamflow Data 

Physical Inspection 
of the Area 

1. Daily dewpoint temperature 
2. Daily wind movement 
3. Daily solar radiation 
4. Maximum and minimum daily temperature 
5. Daily lake and pan evaporation 
6. Hourly recorded rainfall 
7. Storage-gage daily rainfall 

1. Daily streamflow records 
2. Daily diverted flows 

1. Watershed cover 
2. Swamps and extensive soil cracks 
3. Manning's roughness for overland flow on 

soil surface 
4. Manning's roughness on impervious surface 
5. Manning's roughness value for stream 

surface 
6. Capacity of channel. 

There are additional parameters that must be determined by a trial and 
error approach. Therefore, for optimum calibration results, 3-5 years 
of climatologic and streamflow data are required to permit the Watershed 
Model to stabilize its soil moisture condition. 

MODEL TESTING 

Based upon the descriptions presented earlier, a computer program to 
model a refuse pile was written. The program is very general in nature, 
the intent being that it will be applicable to various ref'use piles. 
In developing the program three assumptions were made. 

l. The Ohio State University version of the Stanford Stream
flow Simulation Model, models a watershed in which the 
ref'use pile or piles are located. It is also possible to 
have the total watershed as a refuse pile. 

2. The acid is produced at a uniform rate and is stopped 
when precipitation is falling because the outer mantle 
will become saturated and insufficient amounts of oxygen 
will be present for oxidation of the pyritic material. 

3. The solubility concentration of the acid products is con
stant, and the total volume of water will always be 
saturated. 
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Tables B.l, B.2, and B.3 list the nomenclature as used in the computer 
program, i.e., the input variables obtained from the Stanford Watershed 
Model, the input variables into the Ref'use Pile Model, and the internal 
variables in the Ref'use Pile Model. 

A step diagram was presented earlier (Figure B.2); at this time a 
detailed explanation will be given to the computations in each step 
using the actual computer language to explain all equations. The 
computer variables are listed in Tables B.1-B.3 and the program state
ment listing is included at the end of this presentation of the Ref'use 
Pile Model. 

Since the acid production rate varies with a change in temperature, a 
temperature option is available which will reflect the acid production 
rate change as seen in equations (B.l) and (B.2). 

CK= 2.**((T - T0)/18.) (B.l) 

Unit analysis: 

None 

ACDPRO ACDPRO * CK (B.2) 

Unit analysis: 

lb lb 
ACRE - DAY UNIT DEPrH(FT) ACRE - DAY UNIT DEPrH(FI) 

The change will double the acid production rate for every l0°C temper
ature change. 22 Note: The above equation uses fahrenheit units. 

Computing the initial amount of acid available to be removed was done 
in Step 2. This amounts to keeping track of the amount of acid in the 
outer mantle. When no precipitation is falling the acid in the outer 
mantle is produced at a uniform rate, but if precipitation is falling 
no acid products are being formed because the oxygen required for oxi
dation is assumed to be absent and some of the products are being 
washed out of the mantle. The program will check the input and if 
there is no rain, the amount of acid formed is given by equation (B.3). 

AMTACD == 
ACDPRO* TIME* AREA* DEPTH* FACDEP 

24* 43500 
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Unit analysis: 

lb 

lb 
ACRE, DAY, UNIT DEPrH(FT )* HRS* FT 2 *FT* None 

HR * FT2 

DAY ACRE 

If it is raining, some of the acid products are washed out of the outer 
mantle and the amount of acid remaining is found by equation B.4. 

TOTAL .A.M:rACD - ACDINT - ACDLZ - ACDUZ - ACDDIR 

Unit analysis: 

lb lb 
~~~~~~- = ~~~~ 
Time Interval Time 

Interval 

lb 
Time 
Interval 

lb 
Time 
Interval 

lb 
Time 
Interval 

(B.4) 

lb 
Time 
Interval 

In Step 3, finding the amount of precipitation falling on the pile and 
apportioning the rain into four parts, upper zone, lower zone, inter
flow storage, and direct runoff, is done by the Stanford Watershed 
Model. Refer to earlier dicussions for details. 

Once the precipitation starts falling the water will become saturated 
with the acid products. These products will move into the same four 
areas along with the precipitation. Step 4 finds this amount by the 
following equations: 

Unit analysis: 

ACDDIR = FACDIR* SOLACD* OVFLST* CF 

ACDINT FACINT* SOLACD* RGX* CF 

ACDLZ 

ALDUZ 

lb 
Time 
Interval 

FACLZ* SOLACD* ENTRLZ* CF 

FALUZ* SOLACD* ENTRUZ* CF 

None * lb * _i_n~~~ * _F_T_3 

FT 3 Time in 
Interval 

(B.5) 

(B.6) 

(B.7) 

(B.8) 

The above four equations ascertain the amount of acid removed by the 
rain during one time interval. In order to keep track of the acid in 
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each zone at all times, the products removed must be added together, as 
accomplished by equations (B.9)-(B.12). These four equations show how 
the computer updates the amount of acid in each zone after each time 
interval; the variables are defined in Tables B.l-B.3. 

EXADIR ACDDIR + EXADIR 

EXAINT ACDINT + EXAINT 

EXALZ = ACDLZ + EXALZ 

EXAUZ = ALDUZ + EXAUZ 

Unit analysis: 

lb lb 
~~~~ = ~~~~ + 
Time Time Time 

lb 

Interval Interval Interval 

(B.9) 

(B.10) 

(B.11) 

(B.12) 

In Step 5, the amount of water entering the receiving stream; by over
land flow, interflow, and baseflow, was determined. This was explained 
in detail earlier. 

By knowing how much water reaches the receiving stream, it is possible 
to calculate the amount of acid being carried to the stream by the 
three routes of overland flow, interflow, and baseflow, as done in 
Step 6. The equations used are: 

Unit analysis: 

AREDIR = DIRR.NF* SOLALD* FACRED* CF 

AREINF = INTF* SOLACO* FACREI* CF 

AREBFL = BA.SFLW* SOLACO* FACREB* CF 

lb 
Time 
Interval 

in. * lb FT3 

= -T-im~e--"-~ FT3 * None * -i-n-. 
Interval 

(B.13) 

(B.14) 

(B.15) 

The computer variables are defined in Tables B.l, B.2, and B.5. The 
above equations would determine the amount of acid products that would 
reach the stream providing there were sufficient products available 
throughout the runoff period; if not the quantities would become zero. 
The acid products being conveyed in the overland flow would come from 
storage on the surface and in the direct runoff until it is depleted. 
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Next the acid products would be supplied by the acid stored in the 
upper zone. Acid products being conveyed by interflow would be con
trolled by the amount of acid retained in interflow storage and then 
from the acid accumulated in the lower zone. Baseflow can only obtain 
the acid products from the lower zone. There are also acid products 
given to the groundwater which may not appear as baseflow but will go 
to deep storage. This acid is obtained from the lower zone. 

In ascertaining the amount of acid products le~ in the pile, done in 
Step 7, the products leaving the pile to go to the receiving stream or 
deep storage are subtracted from the acidic products brought to the 
four areas in Step 4. The following equations show how this continual 
updating was done 

EXADIR = EXADIR - AREDIR (first this) (B.16) 

EXAUZ EXAUZ - AREDIR (then this) (B.17) 

EXAINT EXAINT - AREINF (first this) (B.18) 

EXALZ EXALZ - AREINF (then this) (B.19) 

EXALZ EXALZ - AREBFL (always) (B.20) 

EXALZ EXALZ - AREDSR (always) (B.21) 

Unit analysis: 

lb lb lb 
Time Time Time 
Interval Interval Interval 

Tables B.1-B.3 define the computer variables. The Ref'use Pile computer 
program (near the end of this Appendix) is listed for the operators 
described in Steps 1 through 8 of Figure B.2. Prior to the program 
listing are instructions detailing the necessary changes needed in the 
Stanford Watershed Model to generate the information required by the 
Ref'use Pile Model. 

Presently, the program outputs various tables plus specific day(s) 
information. The following Tables B.4-B.7 show the standard output 
items for the daily acid load in direct runoff, interflow, baseflow and 
the total acid load. Tables B.8-B.10 gives the daily flow reaching the 
receiving stream by direct runoff, interflow and baseflow, and the total 
flow reaching the stream is presented in Table B.11. Monthly summaries 
of acid load and flows are given an Table B.12; Table B.13 shows spe
cific day output. The values listed in the tables have no specific 
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Table B.4. DAILY ACID LOAD IN DIRECT RUNOFF 

---------------·-------
ANNUAL SUMMARY FIJR WATER YEAR 1958 - 1959 

-----------------~YNIHESII.ED ACID LOAD IN DIRECT RUNOFF IN POUNDS 

--------------------------·--------- --------·-·------ --------
OAY NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP 

i o.a o._o o •. o ___ .. 3..5.04 .. __ o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
2 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 576.86 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
3 o.a oLo ____ _o.o ____ o.o _____ 6.97.. o.o 0.30 o.o o.o _ o.o. o.o o.o 
4 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
s o.o o.o o.o _____o .. o __ ___o.o o..o_ _ ___o~o ______ o.o._. __ o.o _____ _o_.o o._.o ___ _o_.._o_ 
6 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
1 o.o __ __o.a. ____ o.o ____ o.o o.o ___ o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
8 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

_9.___Q.o o.o ___ o.o. ___ o.c. __ 2.2.34.0L _____ . a .o .o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
10 o.o o.o o.o o.o 12498.32 o~o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
11 a.a o.o a.a a.a o..a o.~ ___ __n.o _____ o.o. __ o.o _____ o~o ____ _o_._o_ ___ _o.o._ 
12 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 68.83 o.o o.o o.o 

__u _ ___o.o ____ o.a.. ___ o.o___ __ o.o ··--·-- 2.32 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
14 o.o o.o o.o 2.84 6.32 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
15 o.Q ___ Q.O .0 ___ 9.03 ____ .. O.u . _______ .3B.22. O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O 
16 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
11 o .a a.o a.o o.o __ u • .o. ___ __o_.o _______ o. o. o.o ____ o.o. ____ J_.o__ ___ o_.o ___ _o_ .. .a__ 
18 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

...J._9 a.a o.o _____ o.o ______ o.o o.o --·-- o.o .... o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
20 o.o o.o o.o 142.48 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

-21. __ o .• o ___ o.o ____ o.o ... 3.7035.92 o.o __ o.o .... o.o o.o o.o o.o. o.o o.o 
22 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.a a.a o.o o.o 7.61 o.o o.o o.o 
n o.o a.a o.o o.o o~o.. ____ .Q....c; _______ o.o ___ .o.o ___ . ___ a.o ____ o..o ---.o~o. ___ o.o__ 
24 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
2s o.a_ ___ o.o _______ o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
26 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o· e.3o o.o o.o o.o 

2i___o.o ____ o.o _____ .1s.32 _____ 0.o ____ o.o o.o 65.35 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
28 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 757.91 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
29 o.o a.a o.o o....o__ ****~*** __ _o.a.. ____ 5.29 ____ s.eu _____ o.o _____ o_.o ____ o.o _____ o.o__ 
30 o.o o.o o.o ·5.72 ******** o.o 4.69 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

_31_. ___ o.a "'*"'*****·-·- __ o.o o.o ******** o.o ******** o.o ******** o.o o.o ******** 



Table B.5. DAILY ACID lOAD IN INTERFIOW 

ANNUAL SUMMARY F(!R WATER YEAR 1956 - 1959 
-----------------~ .. YNTHES.IZED ACID l.OAO IN INTERFLOW IN POUNDS 

- --------------·------·-- .. ----------- ---~---------

DAY OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP 
__ 1 ____ o.o_· _ __o.o ____ o.o__i152s.12 24. 76 1079.42 16.94 651. 53 63.80 o.o o.o 0.04 

2 o.o o.o 139.04 1155.39 24.76 628.75 12779.44 24.76 26.67 o.o o.o o.o 
3 0 .o - o.o .. 112.l 7 24.76 1430.74 42.99 1309. 74 24.76 o.o o.o o.o Ci.O 
4 o.o o.o 390.39 24.76 1655.42 o.o 58.64 24. 76 o.o o.o 21.24 o.o 
:1 Q,O Q,Q 10.Q.2. .. 21 2_4_._l~_lu~1e_1e9,9_5 ____ 24. H ___ 24. 7.6 o.o _____ o.o ___ 24. 76 ___ o.o_ 
6 o.o o.o 102.97 24. 76 24.76 205.51 24.76 24.76 o.o o.o 24.76 o.o 

- 7 o.o o.o -- - 24.76 
. - 24. 76 24.76 16.51 24.76 24.76 o.o o.o 20.64 o.o 

8 o.o o.o 24. 76 24.76 24.76 16.51 24.76 24.76 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
9 o.o - o.o 24.76 24.76 10560.96 676.43 20.64 24.76 o.o o.o o.o o.o 

10 o.o o.o 24.76 24.76 41393.79 92 .. 52 o.o 17.28 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
-1L __ ~.o _____ g.o ___ Z!f_.7~._ __ 1:l.'tl. ___ u 14,91 ___ 24. 71;> __ ·--· o.o 16.51 o.o - o.o o.o ('. 0 

12 o.o o~o 24.76 o.o 24. 76 24.76 o.o 856,62 4626.77 o.o o.o o.o 
1.3 o.o o.o 24.76 o.o 1701.34 24 .. 76 o.o l9.6'i 4136. 71 o.o o.o o.o 
14 o.o o.o 24.76 1464.92 2022.99 2657.29 o.o o.o 31.13 o.o o.a o.o 
15 o.o 0.47 24.76 7051.47 666.06 11634.86 o.o o.o 24. 76 o.o o.o o.o 
16 o.o o.o 30 .6 l 733.61 24.76 446 .. 15 o.o o.o 24. 76 o.o 0 .o o.o 
17-.. _ o.o ___ o.o_ ... 10.36. __ - 240 76 . 24. 76 2't .. 7t, - o.o o.o 24.76 o.o o.o o.o 
16 o.o o.o 8.60 24.76 24.76 12.38 o.o o.o 24.16 o.o o.o o.o 
19 o.o o.o 82.42 9.29 24. 76 o.o o.o 238.49 24. 76 o.o o.o o.o 
20 o.o o.o 25.84 5985.09 24.76 o.o 3.57 24. 76 24.76 o.o o.o o.o 
2l o.o o.o 24. 76 80054.87 156.20 o.o ... 13 27.56 20.64 o.o o.o o.a 
22 o.o o.o 223.10 5163.65 276.07 o.o 4.13 24.76 2815.42 o.o o.o o.o 

_2.3__,_0 .. o O.o____..5.09 •. 3.L __ 34. 2 7 -11.H!S .ZS . Q. \) 4.13 't.13 336.08 _ o.o _ - o. 0 O.Ci 
24 o.o o.o 226.58 24.76 200.36 o.o 4. 13 o.o 24.76 0.09 o.o o.o 
25 o.o o.o 63.37 24.76 24.76 o.o 4.13 o.o 244.30 o.o o.o o.o 
26 o.o o.o 457.93 24. 76 24.76 1.20 15. 44 4.73 3146.36 o.o o.o o.o 
27 o.o o.o 2552.98 24.76 24.76 3.22 11302.31 60.67 636 .21 o.o o.o o.o 
28 o.o o.o 125.50 24.76 ll.35 b.25 36$64.66 22.83 24. 76 o.o o.o o.o 
22 o .. o Q,..0___-2..4 .. ~.....bSZ.27 . .!.~****** ---- e .2s ... 21>66 .21 1302.l't. 20.6't ... o.o o.o - . 0 .o -
30 o.o o.o 24.76 .3996.66 ******** 8.25 3236.04 773.68 o.o o.o o.o 0.69 
31 o.o ******** 2.4.76. 265.92 ******** 8.2:;; ******** 24. 76 ******** o.o o.o ******** 



Table B.6. DAILY ACID LOAD IN BASEFLOW 

ANNUAL SUMMARY FOR WATER YEAR 1958 - 1959 
SYNTHESIZED ACID LOAD IN BASEFLOW IN POUNDS 

DAY OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP 
__ l_ ___ 0.64 __ .6 •. 84 __ 67.07. ____ 7.34.69 1444.79 975.11 507.16 1793.39 679.83 1702.07 178.86 2.8.72 

Z O.O 33.0Z 143.43 1010.37 1338.16 1077.79 651.79 1657.0l 693.24 1596.30 l65.Z7 45.40 
._.3 ___ 0.Q ___ -33.0Z ___ .32.4.18 ___ 943.47 .1248.22 .1043.7:1 704.0b 1530.95 640.62. 1474.89 152.72 . 44.20 

4 o.o 29.06 576.81 876.40 1317.01 %5.l•\. 713.36 1414.69 592.63 1362.76 198.64 41.27 
5 0 .o 28. 38 170.29 612. 42 --13..8.3~02_-'1.0.C..l!L __ 659~6B __ 1307. 38 _. 547 .S.7 __ 1259. 91 _ __203---62___3.7 • .l!i_ 
6 o.o 24.76 866.60 752.06 1289.84 964.ll 609.83 1207.97 505.96 1163.60 188.14 34.74 

_]'__ __ o.0 ____ 12.64- ___ a21.39_695.65 11'13.18 922.n 563,57 1116.:31 467.95 1015.21 174.04 33.02 
B 0.0 6.28 782.67 64~.88 1103.24 852.15 521.27 1031.87 432.70 993.17 160.97 28,89 

-9----15.84__25.28 ___ 737,44 ___ .595.04 - 1106.16 851.4•) 481.54 953.62 399.85 917.84 148.76. ·-- 28.20. 
10 o.o 32.50 692.04 549.98 1667.50 883.97 445.42 899.27 369.75 848,02 137.41 26.83 
11 O .o 21l. ll9 · 647.6'/ .2QJi .. 5~10.B .. 1.tl----3.16~8L.._'t.U .. 1.L __ 842. 52 __ _3_41. 72. ____ 764.2.2__..lll.1.8-_28..1.2____ 
12 o.o 27.69 603.64 470.01 1590.45 754,9g 380.41 1162.06 454.19 729.70 123.48 24.76 

_l3 ___ Q.0 ___ 24.76 ___ 5H.5L __ 434.42. 1570.33. 697.71 351.52 1242.03 l3ll:>.15 674.49 114.37 24.76 
14 o.o. 24.08 521.78 429.94 1537.31' 855.24 325.04 1148.99 1224.14 623.25 105.59 20.98 

_l5 __ Q.0 ____ 28.B9 __ 41l3a43 ___ 682.23 1573.26 .1490.19 300,45 1U6l.96 1131.96 575.95 97.51 20.64 
16 O.O 35,43 452.99 881.04 1461.81 1570.51 277.92 981.30 1045.97 532.27 90.12 19.26 
17 12.30 33.02 ~.73 BlllL4.4_ _ __l3:i3_._3Q__l45l • .32 __ 257.ll. 907.18 ... %6.69 492.20. __ n83.75 ____ l.6.5.l_ 
18 5,68 31.64 420.31 759.ll lZ:;0.62 1340.91 237.50 838.05 893.42 4~5.57 76.87 16.51 

-1.9 ___ o.o ____ 34.57 __ 434,41 ____ 104.25 1155.52. 1240.31 219,44 845.44 825.84 4z4.09 11.54 15.99 
20 o.o 33.02 435.97 787.49 1067.98 1144.51 222.37 790.92 763.24 409.31 65.87 12.38 

...z.i__ __ o.o 28.89 ____ 407.42 1663.89 io11.23 . 1057.49 212.51 754.29 705.62 378.35 60.88 12.38 
22 o.o 20.20 416.02 l94b.ll 1002.63 977.35 196.40 699.26 1128.18 349.80 56.41 12.38 

..23 0 .o 24. 76 5.!>.'hll--1.B2.2 .. .b.L..-1.Q8.l_,.Q_5_ __ _2Q3 .. 23. lfll .9!i _6't9. 39 ... 1641. 71 .. -· _32.3. 66 ____ .52.11_ __ _12. 38.._ 
24 o.o 24.59 670.02 1696.74 1182.18 835.12 168.02 612.93 1520.98 310.08 48.33 8.94 
25 ..l0.32_ 20.64_ 695.65 ___ 1573.60 1092.92 - 771.32 155.30 566.67 1480.91 298.55 44.89 8.25 
26 15.48 25.11 686.54 1456.14 1009.85 717.32 144.46 539.66 1802.85 276.02 41.27 8.25 

_2:z_ __ 2.50 ____ 2a.3s ___ 705.45_ 1346.93 _ 933.15 690.66 125.06 551.10 2320.33 255.39 39.38 8.25 
28 7.48 24.76 690.l<t 1244.61 872.44 695.13 1376.52 563.57 2145.95 235.78 37.15 8.25 
22 o.o z4...:u_~....l._2.___l.234 •. l.L!'~*~~*"'*---6~2...l 7 __ 11:>so • .:,e 564.43 1962 .22 ... 21a .01 ____ 33 ._71 ___ 11.zL 
30 o.o 22.01 601.75 1478.67 ******** 593,49 1721.33 754-~4 1832.94 206.72 31.99 32.85 

_31 ____ o.o "'******* _____ 553,93 1556.75 ******** 548.7& ******** 699.u9 ******** 193.30 20.89 ******** 



........ 
!\.) 

CX> 

•rable B. 7. DAILY ACID LOAD 

ANNUAL SUMMARY FOR WATER YEAR 1958 - 1959 
__________________ _.,yN_T.JiES.lZ.ED_TOTAL .ACID. LOAD IN POUNDS 

---·----------------
DAY OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP 
_.1 ___ o.6~-· __ l!.._e_'t ___ 6_7._Q1__1_22.95 •. 44 ..... l469.5 5. 2054. 54 524.10 2444.93 763.62 1702.07 178 .86 28.76 

2 o.o 33.02 282.47 2165.77 1362.93 1706.54 14008.09 1681.78 720.ll 1596.30 165.27 45.40 
3 _____ o.o ___ '33.02 ___ 436.35_ 968.24 2685.92 1086.73 2014.13 1555. 71 640.62 1474.89 152.72. 44.20 
4 o.o 29.06 967.21 901.16 2972.44 96 5 .14 772.0l 143'1.46 592.63 1362. 76 219.87 41.27 
5 Q.O 28.~8 l llhil __ JD.7_..l'LJ5.Q~.!l:L __ lQ9_6 .10 ___ 684. 64._ 1332.14 --- 547.57 _1259 .91---228 .39 __ 37 .15. 
6 o.o 24. 76 969.56 776.82 1314.60 1169.62 634.oO 1232.74 505.96 1163.60 212.91 34.74 

- 7 o.o 12.64 --- 852.15 .720.41 1217.95 938 .• 83 588.33 1141.07 467.95 1075.21 194.68 33.02 
8 o.o 6.28 807.43 t.68.65 1128.00 8b8.66 546.03 1056. 63 432.70 993.17 160.97 2 B.IJ9 
9 75.84 ,_ 25.28 762.20 61'1.81 13901.14 1527.90 502.17 'HS.38 399.85 917.B4 148.76 28 .zo 

10 o.o 32.50 716.80 574.75 55559.64 976.49 445.42 916.56 369.75 848.02 137.41 26.83 
_l_l. ___ Q.Q 21t.a2.____P1£...~l._-221_ss ___ 28s3.69 __ e41,66. 411.71 i:,59. o3 _ 341. 72 784.22 _127.78 _,_ ze.12 .. 
12 o.o 27.69 628.41 470.0l 1615.22 779. 75 380.41 2018.68 5349.79 729. 70 12 3. 48 24.76 
13 o.o 24. 76 - 586. 2·1 434.42 3274.00 722.48 351.52 1261.72 5452.7'1 674.49 114.37 24.76 
14 o.o 24.08 546.54 1897.70 3566.63 3512.54 325.04 1148.99 1255.27 623.25 105.59 20.98 
15 o.o 29.:37 508 .19 7742.75 2239.33 13163.27 300.45 lOol.96 1156.72 575 .95 97.51 20.64 
16 o.o 35.43 483.60 1614.66 1486.58 2016.66 2 77 .92 981. 30 1070.73 532.27 90 .12 19.26 

_i 7 ___ .lZ .3°---33.02._ .. _'r/;4...09 __ 843.21 __ 1378.06 1476.09 257.ll 907 .1a 991 .45 492 .20 83.75 16.51 
18 5.68 31.64 4213.91 783.87 1275.39 1353.30 237.50 838.IJ5 918.19 455.57 76.87 l 6.51 
19 o.o 34.57 516.84 713.53 1180.29 1240.31 219.44 1083.94 850.60 424.09 71.54 15.99 
20 o.o 33.02 461.80 6915.05 1092. 75 1144.Sl 225.94 815.69 788.00 409.31 65.87 12.38 

21 o.o 28.89 432.18 ******** 1167.43 1057.49 416.69 781.85 726.26 378 .35 60.88 12.38 
22 o.o 28.20 639.ll 7109.73 1278.70 977.35 200.53 724. 03 3951.22 349 .so 56.41 12. 38 

_2..3__.0 .o __ __z't:. 76 _ _lQQ8.42- .. l85t..b9 296.6.33 903.23 186.08 - 653.51 1977. 79 323. 66 52.11 - 12.38 
24 o.o 24.59 896.61 1721. 50 1382.53 835.12 172. 15 612.93 1545.74 310.16 48.33 8.94 

25 10.32 20.64 759.02 1598.37 1117.69 771.32 159.42 566.67 1725.20 29 8. 55 44.89 A.25 

26 15.48 25.ll 1144.47 1480.90 1034.62 718.52 159.90 544.40 4957.49 276.02 41.27 8.25 

27 2.58 2b.38 3276.76 1371.70 957 .92 693.89 l.<.092. 70 612.37 2956.61 255. 39 39.38 8.25 
ZS 7.48 24.76 815.65 1269.37 883.79 703.39 38999.08 586.40 2170.71 235.71.l 37 .15 8.25 

_z_'L___.o.o ___ z't. 10 _610_.e1.L_ l886.39. ******** - .650.42 43.22.04 1872.38 2002.86 218.07 33. 71 8 .25 -
30 o.o 22.01 626.51 5481.0l ******** 601.75 4962.05 1528.33 1832 .94 .<.06.72 31.99 33.54 

31 o.o ******** 5&3.69 1822.67 ******** 557.03 ******** 723.85 ******** 193. 30 28.89 ******** 



Table B.8. DAILY DIRECT RUNOFF REACHING RECEIVING STREAM 

ANNUAL SUMMARY FOR WATER YEAR 1958 - 1959 
---------------~;uMIHESlZED.JllRE!:T RUNOFF IN CUBIC FEET PER SECOND 

DAY OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP 
_l___o.o · o.o o .... 0 ____ 0.12 .. 1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

2 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.0528 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
_i_-.0 .... 0. ____ o_..a_ ____ o.~ ___ o.o 0.02.48 o.o 0.0011 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

4 o.o o.o o.o o~o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
s o.o o.o o.o o.o ___o_.o o..n ______ o_.o ______ o.o ______ _o_.o o.o __ __o,.o_____o. • .a___ 
6 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

_i_o.o ___ o.o. ___ o.o ___ o.o ________ o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o _ o.o 
8 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

_2_0.o ____ o.o ____ o.o. ___ o.o. ____ 7.9499 ____ o.o __ _ o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
10 o.o o.o o.o o.o 44.4763 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.c o.o 
u o.o o.o o.o o.o o.cL____o._cL _ _______o_._o_ ____ o.o ___ _o.o ____ __o.o_ ____ o.o_ o.o._ 
12 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.2450 o.o o.o o.o 
.J.3.__o.o o.o ___ o_.o_ ____ o.o _____ 0.0003 _____ 0.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
14 o.o o.o o.o 0.0101 0.0225 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
_15__D.D o.o o.0 ___ 0.0321 ___ 0.o ______ o.1360. o.o c..o o.o o.o o.o o.o .. 
16 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
11 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o __ _o_._c o.o _____ o.o__ ____ o.o ___ a.o ____ o.o__ o.o 
18 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
i.2__0._a_ ____ o..o ___ o.0 ___ 0.0 ____ o.o _o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o _ 
2.0 o.o o.o o.o 0.5070 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
21__0 .. o. ______ o.o _____ o.0 ____ 131.1953 __ o.o o.o ... o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
22 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0211 o.o o.o o.o 
23 o.o o.o o.o o.o o_..o___J)_._1 Q_.o ______ o__._Q__ ___ o.Q ____ J).o_ ____ o_._o ____ _o._u____ 
24 o.o o.o o.o 0.01 o.o o.o o.o c.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
2s o._o o.<Lo ____ o.Q ______ o.o ____ o.o _______ o.<)____ o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
26 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0295 o.o o.o o.o 

_2L_Q.o o.cL __ o.06.52 ___ 0.o ___ o.o _______ o.o o.2.32.6 o.o o.o o.o o.o ___ o.o 
Z8 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.6971 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
z9 o .. o o.o o.o o.o ****~_o_.._iL __ o_.01ee ___ o_ .. oz.01 __ o.o ______ o.o ______ ___o.o ___ o.o __ 
30 o.o o.o o.o 0.02.03 ******** o.o 0.0167 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

_3J ___ o.~•**-**-~o.o_ _______ o.o _____ ******"''°'-- _ o.o ******** o.o ******** o.o o.o ******** _ 



Table B. 9. DAILY INTERFLOW REACHING RECEIVING STREAM 

ANNUAL SUMMARY FOR WATER YEAR 1958 - 1959 
~YNTHESJZEO INTERFLOW~N CUSIC FEET PER SECOND 

DAY OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
_1 ___ 0.0 ___ Q._o ___ o._0_~1.0152 0.0881 3.8412 0.0603 2.3185 

2 o.o o.o 0.4948 4.1115 0.0881 2.2375 45.4767 0.0881 
__ 3 ___ o.o _____ o.0 _______ 0.3992 ___ o.088l 5.0914 0.1530 4.6608 0.0801 

4 o.o o.o 1.3892 o.0881 5.a909 o.o o.2os1 0.0001 

JUN 
0.2982 
0.0956 
o.o 
o.o 

JUL AUG SEP 
o.o o.o 0.0002 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o 0.0756 o.o 

5 o.o o.o 3_.2771 Q_._Q!lJH ____ J)_.~40!i __ .Q_.676Q ____ o.0881- __ .0.0681 ____ o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

_____ Q.O ____ Q.0881_0.0 ___ _ 
6 o.o o.o 0.3664 0.0881 0.0881 0.7313 0.0881 0.0881 

__ 7 o.o - o.o - ___ 0.0881 0.0881 0.0881 - 0.0588 0.0881 0.0881 
a o.o o.o o.0881 0.0001 0.0001 o.o5a8 o.oa01 o.oaa1 
9 o.o ______ o.o ______ 0.0881 0.0081 ;;i1.s021 2.4011 0.0734 o.oa01 

10 o.o o.o 0.0881 0.0881 147.3032 0.3293 o.o 0.0615 
_i~._o o_.Q_ ___ Q_.Q!Hl_L__o__.Q'tH __ 4.161.0 __ o.ohal o.o 0.0508 
12 o.o o.o 0.0881 o.o 0.0881 0.0881 o.o 3.0484 
13 o.o o.o ___ 0.0001 o.o 6.0544 0.0801 o.o c.0101 
14 o.o o.o 0.0881 5.2130 7.1990 9.4562 o.o o.o 
15 O.O __ O.OOl7 0.088l .. 25.0932 2.3702 41.4035 O.O O.O 
16 o.o o.o 0.1009 2.6106 0.0001 1.5&77 o.o c.o 

_1:z__o._o ____ o_.o ___ · _o.o3t-'il __ o.oa8l o.oas1 ___ o.oee1 _ o.o o.v 
18 o.o o.o 0.0306 0.0881 0.0881 0.0441 o.o o.o 
19 o.o o.o 0.2933 o.033o 0.0801 o.o o.o o.8467 
20 o.o o.o 0.0920 21.2904 0.0001 o.o 0.0121 o.OB81 
21 o.o o.o 0.0881 284.8818 0.5559 o.o 0.0147 0.0981 
22 o.o o.o o.7939 18.3752 o.9824 o.o 0.0147 0.0&01 

_23____0.0 _Q_.O L.8124- __ o.1219 __ b.7089 __ o.o 0.0147_ 0.0147 
24 o.o o.o o.u063 o.0881 0.1130 o.o 0.0147 o.o 
25 o.o o.o 0.2255 0.0881 o.os01 o.o 0.0141 o.o 
26 o.o o.o l.0296 0.0881 0.0881 0.0043 0.0549 0.0168 
27 o.o o.o 9.0850 0.0881 0.0881 0.0115 40.2201 0.2159 
28 o.o O.O 0.4466 0.0881 0.0404 0.0294 131.1858 C.0812 

_z_'l__o_.o_ ___ o.u__ ___ o.008L ___ 2.3212 -******** _o.oz.94 9.4B81 4.6338 
30 o.o· o.o o.0881 14.2225 ******** 0.0294 11.5151 2.15~2 
31 o.o ******** 0.0881 0.9463 ******** 0.0294 ******** 0.0881 

o.o 
17 .1765 
14.7209 
O.ll08 
0.0881 
0.0!381 
0.0881 
0.0881 
O.O!l81 
0.0881 
0 .0734 

10.0189 
.l.1960 
0.0881 
0.8693 

11.1966 
2.2642 
0.0&81 
0 .0734 
o.o 

******** 

o.o 0.0881 o.o 
o.o 0.0134 o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o _____ o.o __ _ 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
0. 0 -0 • 0 0 • 0 -- --
o. o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o . 
0.0003 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

o.o 
o.o 

.o.o ___ _ 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o - -
0.0024 

******** 



Table B.10. DAILY BASEFLOW RF.A.CHING RECEIVING STREAM 

ANNUAL SUMMARY FCR WATER YEAR 1958 - 1959 
SYNTHESIZED BASEFLOll' .IN CUB IC FEET PER SEC.ONO 

OAY OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB l'.AR APR MAY JUN 
_L_-2...'t10L--1L • .l.0.95_0.... 2387 __ 2. 6144 .5 .1414 3.4700 . 1.8048 6.3819 2.4192 

2 1.0667 0.1175 o.5104 3.5955 4.7620 3.8354 2.3195 5.8966 2.4670 
_J __ o.9865 ___ a.1175 __ 1.1536 .... 3 .3574 _ 4.4419 3.7142 2.5055 5.4480 2.2797 

4 0.9119 0.1034 2.0526 3.1187 4.6867 3 .4345 2.5386 5.0343 2.1089 

JUL AUG SEP 
6.0570 0.6365 0.1022 
5.6806 0.5881 O.lbl6 
5.2485 0.5435 0.1573 
4.8495 0.7069 0.1469 

5 o.a~32 Q.lQlQ 2. H.l.1-.......2...8.91.l ... 2211 .3. 22't6_ --· 2..3482.._ - 4.6524 . .1. 9486 ___ 4.4835 __ 0 ~7246_.Jl..J.322.._ 
6 o.7803 0.0881 3.0839 2.6763 4.5900 3.4309 2.1101 4.2987 l.8005 4.1408 0.66C,5 0.1236 

_7___0.7215 __ - o.uSBL_Z.9443 ·- 2.4755 4.2460 3.2821 2.0055 3.9725 l.6652 3.8262 0.6193 0.1175 
8 o.6677 0.0759 2.7852 2.2913 3.9260 3.0324 l.8550 3.6720 l.5398 3.5343 0.5728 0.1028 

.... 9 ___ 0.6218-_ 0.0900_ 2 .6242__ __ 2.1175. 3.9364 . 3.0~·uO 1.7136 3.3935 1.4229 3.2662 0.5294 0.1004 
10 o.5826 0.1157 2.4&27 1.9572 5.9339 3. l 45 7 l.5851 3.2001 l.3158 3.0178 0.4£:90 0.0955 

_ll_Q....2392 o.1D.2.a__z_..~4JL...........1.Ji0.9 7 6 .illjQIL__.Z.9070. __ ,l. 41>51 . 2. 9982 - 1. 2160 ... - 2. 7907 __ _J) .454.7 ___o.1022 _ 
12 0.4988 o. 098 5 2. 148 l l. 6 726 5. 659& z.H;67 1.3537 4.1353 1.6163 2.5967 0.4394 u.0881 

_13 ___ 0.4608 -- 0.0881__ 1.9982 ___ l.5459 5.5t1t12 2.4b29 1.2509 4.4198 4.6636 2.4002 0.4070 0.0881 
14 0.4266 0.0857 1.8568 l.5300 5.4706 3.0 ... 35 l.1567 4.0888 4.3562 2.2179 0.375{1 0.0747 

_15 ___ o.394L ... 0.1023 __ 1.1203 __ ._2.4278 5.5986 5.3030 1.0692 3.7791 4.0282 2.0496 0.3470 C.0734 
16 0.3648 0.1261 1. 6120 3.1353 5.2020 5 .5E;B8 0.9b90 3.4921 3.7222 1.8941 0.3207 0.0685 
11 Q.3:H2 Q.111!1 I .5432-__Z_..2.l.2._5 __ -,. 8158 .. __ 5. H·4 L __ O. 9149 _3.2283 . 3.4400 - l. 7515 - 0. 2 980 ___ o. 0!188. __ 
18 0.3152 0.1126 l.4957 2.7014 4.4504 4. 7i'l 7 0.8452 2. 98 23 3.1793 l.6212 0.2736 0.0588 

-1..2__.Q .2 90 l ___ Q .12 30 ___ l • 5459 ,.5061 . 4.1120 4.41.37 o.7809 3.0086 2.9388 1.5092 0.2546 0.0569 
20 o.2699 0.11 75 1.5514 2.8023 3. bOO 5 4.0728 o.7</13 2.8l't6 2.7160 l.4565 0.2344 0.0441 

_21 __ o.2485 __ 0.1028 _ 1.4498 5.9211 3.5985 3.7632 0.7564 2.6842 2.5110 1.3464 0.2166 o.0441 
22 0.2295 0.1004 1.4804 6.9254 3. 56 79 3.4780 0.69b9 2.4884 4.0147 1.2448 0.2001 0.04'tl 
23 0.2130 Q ...OJHU __ _L.2_8.9.Q____f,_,_4a60 _ 3 .!l 4 7Q ____ .3, 2 l.4L ___ O .64 75 _.2.?109 .5.8421 1.1518 _P.1854 __ 0.0441 _ 
24 0 .1971 o.0875 2.3()43 6.038U 4.2069 2.9718 0.5979 2. 1812 5.4125 1.1034 0.1120 0.0318 

.. z.5 __ 0.ll.ll8 ___ 0.0734 __ 2.4755 5.5998. 3.8892 2. 7•t48 0.5526 2.0165 5.2699 1.0624 0.1597 0.0294 
26 0.1 726 0.0894 2 .4431 5.1818 3.5936 2.5~>26 0.5141 l.9204 6.4156 0.9823 0 .1469 0.0294 

-2.J __ _Q.1603 0.1010 - . 2.5104 4. 7932 3.3207 2.'t!i78 2 .5 802 l.9633 b.2571 0.9088 0 .140 l o.u294 
28 0.1475 0.0881 2.4559 4.4290 3 .104 7 2.4737 4.8984 2.0055 7.6365 0.8391 0.1322 0.0294 
22 o •. L3..b.5 Q.Q881 2.2223 4 .. 39..l.L..!.~-**u** _ .. 2.2 b52 5. 8733 2.0086 7.0539 0.1160 - 0.1200_. 0.025'4 __ 
30 0.1285 0.0783 2.1414 5.2620 ****"'*** 2.1120 6.1255 2.6b54 6.5227 0.7356 0.1138 0. 1169 
31 ... 0.1175 ******** .l.9890. 5.5398 *"'****** l .'1!>29 ******** 2.4878 ******** (;.6879 0.1028 ******** 



Table B.ll. DAILY FLOW REACHING RECEIVING STREAM 

--· . - - ---- -

ANNUAL SUMMARY FOR WATER YEAR 1958 - 1959 
----·-·- _______ .SYNTHfSIZ.f.O __ STREAMFLCJW IN _CUBIC FEET PER SECOND_ 

---- ------------------.-- ---------·--------------------
DAY OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 

l Z.4307 ____ 0 •. 1095 __ 0.238-7 ____ 43.7543 5.2295 7.3113 1.8651 
2 l.0667 0.1115 1.0052 7.7071 4.8501 6.0729 49.8490 
3 0.9865 0.1115 _l.5528 3.4455 9.5581 3.8o72 7.1~74 
4 0.9119 0.1034 3.4419 3.2069 10.5777 3.4345 2.7472 

_!i __ Q._!!_439 _ __Q_._l-9H> __ 6._3l8_3 __ 2.nn 5.3622 __ 3.900<1 ___ 2.4364 
6 0.7803 0.0881 3.4503 2.7644 4.6781 4.1622 2.2583 
7 0.7215 0.0881 3.0324 2.5637 4.3342 3.3409 2.0936 
8 0.6677 0.0759 2.8733 2.3794 4.0141 3.0912 l.9431 
9 0.6210 0.0900 2.1124 2.2056 49.4683 5.4372 1.7870 

10 o.se26 0.1157 2.s5oa 2.0453 197.7135 3.4749 1.5851 
~0.5392 __ 0.102s_--2.~~"!Z.9 __ 1.0574 __ 10.2619 2.9951 _ 1.4651 
12 0.4988 0.0985 2.2362 1.6726 5.7479 2.7748 1.3537 
13 0.4608 0.0861 2.0863 1.5459 11.6508 2.5710 l.2509 
14 0.4266 o.0857 1.9449 6.7531 12.e921 12.4997 1.1567 
15 0.3941 0.1045 1.8084 27.5531 7.9688 46.8420 1.0692 
16 0.3648 0.1261 1.7209 5.7459 5.2901 7.1765 0.9690 

_ii___o.337z___o •. 1115 __ 1.sso3 __ 3.oooo 4.9039 _ 5.2s2e o.91'>9 
18 c.3152 0.1126 1.5263 2.7895 4.5386 4.8158 o.8452 
19 0.2901 0.1230 1.8392 2.5392 4.2001 4.4137 0.7809 
20 0.2699 0.1175 l.6434 24.6076 3.e886 4.0120 o.so40 
21 o.2485 0.1028 1.5379 422.5950 4.1544 3.7632 0.1111 
22 0.2295 0.1004 2.2743 25.3006 4.5504 3.47Bo o.7136 
_2_3__J)_,.2l.3_Q__Q.QJHl_l___~.8_92_0 ___ 6 .6079, _ lv. ;.559____ 3 • .;142 . 0 .6t;.22 
24 0.1971 0.0875 3.1907 6.1261 4.9198 2.9718 o.6126 
25 0.1816 0.0734 2.1010 5.6879 3.9774 2.7446 0.5673 
26 0.1126 o.0894 4.0727 5.2699 3.6818 2.5569 o.5690 
27 0.1603 0.1010 11.6606 4.8813 3.4088 2.4652 
28 0.1475 0.0881 2.9025 4.5172 3.1451 2.5031 

_2.'L__0.1.3.65 __ 0 .0881.___2_. 38 74__ __ 6 .• _7129 ·-******** - -2 .3 h-6 
30 0.1265 0.0733 2.2295 19.5047 ******** 2.1414 

43.0::.28 
i::.e. 7814 

15.3803 
17.6579 

31 0.1175 ******** 2.0771 6.4b61 ******** l.9623 ******** 

MAV 
B.7005 
5.9847 
5.5361 
5 .12 24 
4.7405 
4.3866 
4.0606 
3.7601 
3.4816 
3.2616 
3.0569 
7.1836 
4.4899 
4.0688 
3.7791 
3.4921 
3.2283 
2.9823 
3.857::; 
2.9027 
2.7023 
2.5765 
2.3251;. 
2.1812 
2.Cl65 
1.9373 
2.1792 
2.08t8 
6.6630 
5.4387 
2.5759 

JUN 
2. 7174 
2.5626 
2.2797 
2 .100 9 
1.9486 
1.8005 
1.6652 
1.5398 
1.4229 
1.3158 
1.2160 

19.0377 
19.4042 
4.4670 
4.1163 
::..0103 
3.5282 
3.2674 
3.0269 
2.8G42 
2.5845 

14.06()7 
7.0361 
5.5006 
6.1393 

17 .6416 
10.5'13 

7.7247 
7.1273 
t>.5227 

******** 

JUL AUG SEP 
6.0570 0.6365 0.1024 
5.6806 0.5881 0.1616 
5.2485 o.5435 0.1513 
1+.8495 o.7824 o.1469 
4.4835 __ 0.8127-_0.1322 -
4.1408 0.7577 0.1236 
3.8262 o.6928 0.1115 
3.5343 0.5728 0.1028 
3.2662 o.5294 0.1004 
3.0178 o.4890 o.0955 
2.7907 0.4547 0.1022_ 
2.5967 o.4394 o.osa1 
2.4002 0.4070 0.0881 
2.2179 0.3758 0.0747 
2.0496 0.3470 0.0734 
l.8941 0.3207 0.0685 
1.7515 0.2980 0.0568 
1.6212 o.2736 o.o5B8 
1.5092 0.2546 0.0569 
1.4565 0.2344 0.0441 
1.3464 0.2166 0.0441 
1.2448 0.2001 0.0441 
1.1518 __ 0.1854 _ o.0441 
1.1037 0.1120 0.0318 
1.0624 0.1597 0.0294 
0.9823 0.1469 0.0294 
0.9088 0.1401 0.0294 
0.8391 0.1322 O.C294 
o.7760 0.1200 0.0294 
o.7356 0.1130 0.1193 
0.6879 0.1028 ******** 



Table B.12. MONTHLY SUMMARY OF ACID LOADS AND FLOWS 

ANNUAL SUMMARY FOR WAlER YEAR 1958 - 1959 
--------------------------·-----------·· 

~IO I DAD ULfilRB:LRUNOf'l' _ __lN _ PDUNDS-
O. O. 18. 37231. 14748. 38. 1410. 6. 85. o. o. o. 53536. 

SYNTHESIZED ACID LOAD IN lNTERFLOW IN POUNDS 
----~-----o-._~638a.__ll8't7B •. ___ 63606-- 17836_._ ___ 6839:~-- ---4266. _ 16523•- o._. ___ 91.' ··------1·------ 2955B5~ 

__$'!!iil!ES11-ED-J.Cln_LOAJLJJL1lASEFLlliLlN_PQUND S ·- ------ -· ---- __ 
130. 766. 17420. 31110. 35546. 29237. 15373. 29688. 30655. 21140. 3140. 669. 215095. 

01---------------------------
1-' THES I ZED TOTAL ACID LOAD IN POUNDS 

____ J..3Q. ____ 7.86 • ___ 23B21.. __ _l868J.7~.--_113B99. ___ 47 llL __ 6517"7. __ 33963. 47463. 21141. 3232. 610~--.564216. -

_Sl'.111.lHESl ZEO_QlR.EC.T.JWNDF.F_ HLCUB JC . £EH. PER S E.tDND ..... 
o. o. o. 132. 52. o. o. o. o. o. o. 191. 

SYNTHESIZED INTERFLOW IN CUBIC FEET PER SECOND 
----~~----o.. ____ 2.3.. ___ . 422. ______ 226. ________ 63.._____ 243 •. ·-. 15. o. o. Q. __ 1052._ 

-5.'lN.D:!E.SlZEO. BASEFLOW IN CUBlC._fEET PER SECONO ____ _ - - --·- --~ ·---
15. 3. 62. 111. 126. 104. 55. lOo. 110. 75. 11. 2. 781. 

SYNTHESIZED TOTAL AMOUNT OF WATER ENTERING THE STREAM IN CUBIC FEET PER SECOND 
---~~---3~.-- .. 85. ______ 665. 405. __ ... 168.. 303. 121. 169. 75. 12. _2..._ _ . _2023 .• _ 



Table B.13. SPECIFIC DAY OUTPUT 

~-~---~-~ -
CFO IR CF INT CFBA S CF TOT YR MO DY HR PO AREO IR ARE INF ARES FL ARE TOT 

~8 4 20 l l o.o .o.o 1.0512 7.0512 o.o o.o 0.0251 0.0251 

58 4 20 l 2 o.o o.o 1.0512 7.0512 o.o c.o 0.0251 0.0251 

!!8 4 20 __ l._3 __ Q,..Q_ ___ 0& _____ _?.051Z_ .. 1.os1z. o.o o •. o 0.0251 0.0251 
58 4 20 l 4 o.o o.o 7.0512 7.0512 o.o o.o 0.0251 0.0251 

_5e 4 20 2 l .o.o o.o 7.0512 7.0512 o.o o.o 0.0251 0.0251 
58 4 20 2 2 o.o o.o 7.0512 7.0512 o.o o.o 0.0251 0.0251 
58 4 20 2 3 o.o o.o 7 .0512 7.0512 o.o o.o o.02s1 0.0251 
58 4 20 2 4 o.o o.o 7.0512 7.0512 o.o o.o 0.0251 0.0251 

~~ 4 zo 3--1.. __ o_ • .o ____ Q_.Q._ __ 1. 00&2 ..... 7 ,c;os2. .. o. 0 o.o 0.0249 c;.0249 
58 4 20 3 2 o.o o.o 7.0082 7.00R2 o.o o.o 0.0249 0.0249 

-58 .. 4 20 3 3 o.o o.o 1.ooi;2 7.COb2 o.o c..o 0.0249 0.0249 
58 4 20 3 4 o.o o.o 7 .OOb2 7.0082 o.o o.o 0.0249 0.0249 

_58_'t 20 .'t l .o.o o.o 7.00t2 7.0082 o.o o.o 0.0249 0.0249 
58 4 20 4 2 o.o o.o 7.0082 7.0082 o.o o.o 0.0249 0.0249 
~!! ~ 20-.!t Q,Q Q...Q. ___ J,Q082 __ .7 .0082 o.o o.o o. 0249 o.oz49 
58 4 20 4 4 o.o o.o 7.0082 7.0082 o.o o.o 0.0249 0.0249 

__ .sa 4 20 5 l o.o o.o 6.~652 6.9652 o.o o.o 000248 0.0246 
58 .. 20 5 2 OoO o.o 6o9b52 6.9b52 o.o o.o o.0248 0.0246 

__ 58 4 20 5 .3 OoO o.o 6.9652 6.9652 o.o o.o 0.0248 o. 0248 
58 4 20 5 4 o.o o.o 609652 609652 o.o o.o 0.0248 0.0248 
58 ~ 2!L._k. l Q,o__ _ _o..o ______ .6.9M•Z. .6 .9652 o.o o.o 0.0248 000246 
58 4 20 6 2 o.o OoO 6.9652 6.9652 o.o o.o 0.0248 0.0248 
58 4 20 b 3 o.o o.o 6.9652 bo9b52 o.o o.o 0.0248 0.0248 
58 4 20 b 4 o.o o.o 609652 6.9b52 o.o o.o 0.0248 0.0248 

_58 4 20 7 l OoO o.o 6.9222 6 .9222 o.o o.o 0.0246 0.0246 
58 4 20 7 2 o.o o.o 6.9222 6.9222 (;. 0 o.o 0.0246 o.0246 

~L-L2.0. 1 3 Q,Q . ...0.....0....._. t,.9222. __ 6,9ZZZ. o.o. o.o 0.0246 0.0246 
58 4 20 1 4 o.o o.o 6.9222 6.9222 o.o OoO 0.0246 0.0246 

-- 58. 4 20 8 l o.o OoO b,'i222 b .9222 OoO o.o 0.0246 0.0246 
5!! 4 20 2 o.o o.o 6,9222 6.9222 o.o o.o 0.0246 0.0246 
58 4 20 3 o.c o.o 6.9222 6.9222 o.o o.o 0.0240 v.vz.:..u 
58 4 20 8 4 o.o o.o 6.9222 6.9222 o.o o.o 0.0246 C.0246 

--5.8-.."-.ZC!._2._l____O...o__ __ Q..U\!O ... 60~222 .. 700512 .o.o 0.0005 000246 000251 
58 4 20 9 2 o.o o.3b7o 6.9222 7.3091 o.o 0.0014 0.0246 0.0260 
58 4 20 9 3 o.o o.no9 6.9222 7 .653 l o.o 0.0026 0.0246 Oo 0272 
58 4 20 9 4 OoO 1.0319 609222 7.9540 OoO 0.0037 0.0246 0.0283 
58 4 2.0 10 l o.o 1.5478 1. 0512 8.5990 o.o 0.0055 0.0251 o.030o 
58 4 20 10 2 o.o 2. 0638 7.0512 9.1149 o.o 0.0073 0.0251 Oo 0324 
56 ~ 2!Ll..O. 3 O.Q_______i_,4.'131._ _7 .0512. --~·5449 --· o.o 0.0089 0.0251 C.0340 
58 4 20 10 4 o.o 2.9236 7.0512 9.9748 o.o 0.0104 0.0251 0.0355 
58 4 20 11 l o.o 3.<>116 7. 2231 10.834 7 o.o 0.0129 0.0257 0.0386 
58 4 20 11 2 o.o 4.2135 7. 2231 11 .4366 o.o 0.0150 0.0257 000407 
58 4 20 11 3 o.o 406154 702231 12.0386 o.o 0 .0111 0.0257 0.0428 
56 4 20 11 4 o.o 5.3744 7.2231 12.5975 v. 0 0.0191 o.u257 0.0448 

--5.8.._!t_20 J 2 l o ... o. ___ ....b . .l..'tl3. _ _ 3 ._43s1._ .. u .629,._ o .• o o.ozzo 0.0265 o.04S5 
58 4 20 12 2 o.o 609652 1. 4381 14.4033 o.o 0.0248 000265 0.0513 

. .SS 4 20 12 3 o,o 7.0961 7.4381 15.1342 o.o 0.0274 0.0265 0.0539 
58 4 20 12 4 o.o 803840 704381 l5.b221 o.o 0.0298 0.0265 o.0563 

.. 58 " 20 13 l o.o 9.3729 1. 6961 17.0689 o.o 0.0?34 0.0274 0.0001 
58 4 20 13 2 o.o 10.31:>18 7.b9bl 18.0578 o.o 0.0369 0.0274 000643 
:iiB ~ 2Q ..13 3 Q,Q 11, 2!>~ ___ J ,1:>9_(.L__la,_9bQ7. o.o __ _l),0401 0,0274 0.0675 
58 4 20 13 4 o.o 12.0816 1.6961 19.7776 o.o 0.0430 0.0274 0.0704 

_58 4 20 14 l o.o 13 .3284 7.9970 21.325't o.o 0.0474 0.0285 0.0759 
58 " 20 14 2 o.o 14.48'13 7.9970 22o48o3 o.o 0,0516 0.0285 0.0800 

__.se 4 20 lit 3 o.o 1505641 7.9970 2305612 o.o 0 .0554 0.0285 0.0838 
58 4 20 14 4 Oo 0 16. 5960 7,9970 l4.5930 o.o 000591 C.0285 o.oa 75 
SB !t Z0.....12 I o. O __li,!LS-2_2..._ _8 o 22JHL_.2.5 .7.539 __ _o. Q ____ o o 06Zl . 0.0295 - 0.0910_ . 
58 4 20 15 2 o.o 18.2728 8,2980 26.5706 o.o 0.0650 0.0295 0.0946 

_59_4 2.0 15 .. _3 o.o . 19.0037 a. 29~0 27.3017 o.o 0.0676 0.0295 0.0972 
58 4 20 15 4 OoO 19.7346 802980 28.0326 u.o 0.0102 0.029!> 0.0996 

-58......4..20 lb .L. ooo ___ .2002936 8.5990 28 08'125 o.c 0.0122 0.0306 00102e 
58 4 20 16 2 o.o 20.8525 8.5990 29.4515 OoO 0.0142 0.0306 0.1048 
58 ... 20 16 3 o.o 21.3254 8.5990 29.9244 o.o 0.0759 0.0306 O.IOb5 
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meaning; they are meant only to show the data format if the model were 
being applied to a specific refuse pile. 

At the present time there is not sufficient data available to test the 
model. The data lacks in length of record and in determination of acid 
production parameters. A discussion will follow shortly giving what 
data is available and what data is yet needed. Therefore, for now, 
hypothetical data had to be applied (see topic on nsynthesized Data" 
later in this appendix). This synthesized data has no valid meaning, 
the purpose being to test and see that the computer program functions 
and that reasonable results can be obtained. 

Three types of rain period, long drought followed by a long continuous 
rain, short drought followed by a long continuous rain, and a nonuniform 
rain, which would show that the model was working correctly, were 
applied. In each case, the acid load and stream flow hydrographs were 
plotted. The refuse model will print in tabular form the associated 
points (see Table B.13, Specific Day Output) for the hydrographs. 
Later, if desired, a subprogram could be incorporated to plot the curves 
using the IBM l620 plotter. The first case was to find the acid load 
by l5-minute intervals if a long continuous rain was applied to the 
refuse pile preceded by a long drought. The selected storm was plotted 
along with the acid load curve in Figure B.3. The result appears to 
follow the expected trend. The load would increase to a maximum value 
and remain constant, provided the mantle were not depleted of acid. 

The second case was to find the acid load if a long continuous rain 
were applied to the pile, with only a short interval since the last 
rain. Figure B.4 shows the results of a short interval continuous rain. 
Again the acid curve responded as might be predicted, in that it peaks 
and then falls off rapidly, a result of the preceding rain washing out 
most of the acid products. 

The third test was to find the acid load produced by a nonuniform rain 
of short duration, as shown in Figure B.5. The acid load curve appears 
to give the results as would be anticipated. Thus, it is felt that the 
refuse pile model should be capable of reliably determining the acid 
load :from a refuse pile. The lack of field data with which to test the 
model makes validation of the model structure impossible at this time. 
Although the assumption of constant values of ACDPRO, DEPI'H, and SOLACD 
(see Table B.2) may appear to be oversimplifications, it is recommended 
that initial calibrations, when more complete field data become avail
able, be attempted using the Refuse Pile Model variable definitions as 
defined in the preceding pages. If sufficiently accurate calibration 
is not possible, then the modified version of the Refuse Pile Model, 
referred to as the Combined Refuse Pile-Strip Mine Model (CRPSivIM), is 
recommended. The CRPSiv!M modification of the basic Refuse Pile Model is 
described in a later portion of this appendix. 
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The factors in the Refuse Pile Model should be set equal to unity and 
when sufficient field data is available the factors can be adjusted 
accordingly. With each experimental pile, the factors can then be set 
into general classes so that, eventually, the model will be able to 
predict the acid load based only on physical observations. Until that 
time, general guidelines will be given for each factor. The factors 
are listed below. 

A detailed discussion of each of the factors will follow: 

FACDEP 
FACDIR 
FACFB 
FACFD 
FACFI 
FACINT 
FACLZ 
FACRDS 
FACREB 

FACRED 

FACREI 

FACUZ 

Factor for depth of outer mantle 
Factor for amount of acid going into direct runoff 
Factor for amount of water coming from baseflow 
Factor for amount of water coming from direct runoff 
Factor for amount of water coming from interflow 
Factor for amount of acid going into interflow storage 
Factor for amount of acid going into lower zone 
Factor for amount of acid going into deep storage 
Factor for amount of acid going into channel by 
baseflow 

Factor for amount of acid going into channel by direct 
runoff 

Factor for amount of acid going into channel by 
inter flow 

Factor for amount of acid going into upper zone 

The factor FACDEP is used to vary the amount of acid being produced in 
the outer mantle. The acid production rate was from a surface experi
ment and thus expresses a rate based on the unit depth. It is known 
that the production rate changes with depth, but in this model the rate 
was assumed constant through the outer mantle. Therefore, depending on 
the depth of the outer mantle, FACDEP should be increased to reflect 
the fact that more or less acid is being produced. If enough field 
data is available, this factor could be determined by looking at a long 
continuous rain that would wash all the products out of the pile. If 
the synthesized model runs out of acid products before the field data 
then the factor FACDEP should be increased. 

The four factors FACDIR, FACINT, FACLZ, FACUZ all affect the amount of 
acid being taken by the precipitation into the four areas of direct run
off, interflow storage, upper zone and lower zone. If the pile is the 
average condition of the watershed, then the four factors might be 
equal to unity, but if this is not the case, the factors must be 
greater or less than unity. These factors involved the amount of acid 
transported to the four areas of the refuse pile. If, by field inspec
tion, it is felt more water is going into one of the zones than the 
average condition of the watershed, then that factor should be in
creased. If the opposite is true, then the factor should be decreased. 
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Until ample true field data is available it would be best to set the 
factors equal to unity. Once actual detailed data is available the 
factors can be adjusted to reflect the true case. 

To adjust the amount of acid leaving the pile by the four routes of 
direct runoff, interflow, baseflow and deep storage flow, four adjust
ment factors have been included FACRED, FACREL, FACREB and FACROS. 
These factors are dependent on the location of the refuse pile with 
respect to the receiving stream. Once adequate field data is available 
these factors can be adjusted to reflect the variable situation. If, 
by looking at the simulated acid hydrograph and the actual acid hydro
graph obtained from a field refuse pile, it is noted that the simulated 
acid hydrograph 1 s peak is not high enough, this would indicate more 
acid needs to be coming off in direct runoff, so FACRED would have to 
increase. FACREB would have to be increased if the simulated curve 
has less baseflow than the actual refuse pile. If as time increases it 
is noted that the simulated curve lags the true curve, FACREI should be 
increased. As an alternate, if the curve still is lagging, the factor 
for deep storage flow would have to decrease. If the reverse case is 
found for any of the preceding conditions, the factors should be 
adjusted accordingly. 

The actual flow from the pile has three factors for adjustment. The 
factors FACFD, FACFI, and FALFB affect the flow coming from direct 
runoff, interflow, and baseflow. Again the actual and simulated hydro
graphs can be constructed and compared. The adjustments are the same 
as was outlined for the factors affecting the acid leaving the refuse 
pile. 

Once these factors are set for a pile, the pile can simulate any condi
tion desired. 

A brief summary of the information required to use the model follows: 

1. The stream.flow simulation of the watershed from the 
Stanford Watershed Model. 

2. The acid production rate. 

3. Depth of the outer mantle. 

4. The area extent of refuse pile. 

5. The solubility of acid products. 

With this data the Refuse Pile Model can simulate the acid load from a 
refuse pile. There are 12 adjustment factors in the model so that when 
sufficient field data is available the simulation can be adjusted until 
acceptable synthesis is obtained. 
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DATA FROM THE STANFORD WATERSHED MODEL 

At the present time the Stanford Watershed Model has been tested using 
data obtained from the North Appalachian Experimental Watershed located 
near Coshocton, Ohio. This data is commonly known as the Watershed 94 
data. Since this data was available it was chosen to be used as the 
input hydrologic data into the Refuse Pile Data. Because of the length 
of data (5 years) the input data will be kept on a 9 track magnetic 
tape. The tape label is APRPMl and the slot number is Mlll. 

The following will tell exactly what program statements in the Stanford 
Watershed Model must be added or deleted. Three new JCL card must be 
added after JCL statement number SMOOlO. (Reference 10 Part II) 
JCL cards are: 

llGo.F To 3F001 DD DSN = STANDATA, UNIT= T360, LABEL= (l,SL), 
DISP = (NEW, KEEP), 

II 
II 

VOL= (PRIVATE, RETAIN, SER= APRPMl), 

DCB = (RECFM = FC, LRECL = 84, BLKSIZE = 3360) 

In subroutine DYLOOP the following changes must be made: 

Statement 

0983 
0984 
0985 
0986 
0987 
0988 
1000 Write 

1001 
LV0120 

Change To 

If(J.EQ.I. and .0023.EQ. 1) go to 55555 
Delete 
Delete 
Delete 
Delete 
55555 DAY = 1'DD(I, DDLM) 
(3,129) DDYRl, FA, DAY, J, DD23, PR, ENTRUZ, ENTRLZ, 
RGX, OVFLST, DIRRNF, INTF, :M.SFLW, TOTFLW 
Delete 
129 FORMAT (I4, 412, 9F8.6) 

Later two additions should be made: 

1. Baseflow should be made equal to G"WF. 
2. ZTEMP should be added to statement 1000, for temperature 

option. 

Synthesized Data 

The following data was inputed into the refuse pile model in order to 
recreate the synthesized data for the three test cases of long drought 
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followed by a long continuous rain, short drought followed by a long 
continuous rain, and a nonuniform rain. 

In all three cases the hydrologic data was obtained from the Standard 
Watershed Model, applied to Watershed 94, near Coshocton, Ohio. The 
following data was constant in each case: 

ACDPRO = 210. 
SOLACO = 5000. 
DEPTH = 11. 
AREA = 6609666. 
OPTI = 0. 
FACFI = 1. 

FACDEP = 1. 
FACLZ "" 1. 
FACRED = 1. 
FACREE = 1. 
FACREB = 1. 
FACFD = 1. 
FACFB = 1. 

Case 1: Acid Load Continuous Rain used the following input data 

FACDIR = 1. 
FACINT = 1. 
FACUZ = 1. 
FACRDS = O. 

YEAR 1 = 58 
DAY 1 = 10 
MONTH 1 = 4 
NDAY = 30 

The data plotted was from the twentieth day and twentieth hour to the 
twenty-first day and sixth hour. 

Case 2: Acid Load Short Interval Continuous Rain used the following 
input data. 

FACDIR = 0.01 
FACINT = 0.1 
FACUZ = 0.01 
FACRDS = 1. 

YEAR 1 = 58 
DAY 1 = 10 
MONTH 1 = 4 
NDAY = 30 

The data plotted was from the fifteenth day and sixth hour to the 
sixteenth day and first hour. 

Case 3: Acid Load Nonuniform Short Duration Rain used the following 
data. 

FACDIR = 1. 
FACINT = 1. 
FACUZ = 1. 
FACROS = 0. 

YEAR 1 = 59 
DAY 1 = 11 
MONTH 1 = 3 
NDAY = 30 

The data plotted was from the twelfth day and seventh hour to the 
thirteenth day and nineteenth hour. 
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REFUSE PILE COMPUTER PROGRAM 

C THIS IS THF cnl'PllTFll PRnf,Pg1 FnP HiF <:fl'llU\fTnr.t l'lF Af.11) ;;q~'F flilAfN~f,F 

c i:_Rm• -~ ___ 1<_!:£.f_!.~£ ... J~J_u_.___!_H!'~Y·)_ll_'2_l[lt..1._f!F_If:'.£ __ <; Y~_E~ _ '.1R T~ Jl~F_r) -----
c FRni-i THE' f'IHJ[l STATF t·~·JVFPSITY llF~SJnr ni: THF <:TA<,IF!l•rn ST><F~i,1-
c FLnl~ SJ~;llLtlTJn~· "fllrFL. Tl-'IS •·'lf'Fl 1.11,5 r.nw;ro11r:TH> A<; PART nF 

--c------A-;:~·A·s-fFR-1 ... -~s·rs:--:fi::ir~,-rs rHi=_ '=_FPRlil\PY ____ iQ?~ VFP-~1n"1.-- -- ------ - ~ 

c * * ~ * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * c --------------
RFAL IMTF 

-----INTF.f-f:R-VF6R I ;.;~THl,nTY); Yi:. toRT,l.:ri.i"TH";;-;-r;·AY?-.-vi:",\P-i'n-;-r\ny_R_l ;Fc,~-n~v,J~ - -
_____ 1nn21,_r: rl'~F_['' '.f.E_{'_ll P_8_t_ Y£_~P_sT t \J:>l •~·T t fJ~~ .Y t_n_A~ll :r-1.r._A'(!= 1,1n - - - - - -

fl JM F ~·SI n I,' AR n ( 1 ? , 'l l I , ll R ! ( l ? , < l l , AP R ( l ? , < 1 ) , S' n ( 1_?) , <; ~ I ! 1 ? J , S l\F\( l ?.J 

----~ •. IACD.U.?_, 3.Ll...LS_I/• r: ri Ll2J .• .I.S.l'UlZ....3.lJ_, s_T s T "Jl2J. • .s.r!E Q t.12, 3 L > .. _s SL)!·tiiLl.2..L __ 
2' s INT I l? I ~ 1 ) I s s Jf-1 T ( 12 ) ' ~"As ( 1_ 2 1'\l I • s s ",, s ( 1. :> ) • f)(")f, y ( 'I? ) 

__ c ___________ ------------------- --" ------------- --------- --- ---------
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Q ~: * * * * * * * * * 

-~ __ IMITIALJ1,1(; THI' AMnll'>T PF Af.Jf) J~I THI= FOlli> 7f1'.•i=<; DI"" THI= Tn:u.1. _________ _ 
c AMr1iit;·t- ni=-u.-rn p,• fH'-P!LF-- _"___ -------"~---- -- · 

c * * * * * * * * * * * * ~~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~. * * -~:_?-* * -~-
E XAl'l IR= O. 

_____ EXA H•T=O. 
E'XA-LZ;;(1.--

______ EJ(_!J t Z =.D.• __ 
1111.TACP=O. 

c ------
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * c * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * C REAfl!Nf, JM Tf-11= QFFllSI= PJl_F n.H~_: ____ _l_)_ T~-~ __ A_Cf_f'_ J'.'P:_f'_1_~lrT_!_r1~' _RA"fF _ _:' ______ _ 

--C------jlfii1.lfin·-f~1-P( 1 1!~;fS-nF fCTn!TY Pf'R fl(Rl=-f"\AY ?J SPl.ll"llJTY nF f·C!n 
c PRnn11cTS = Sr1LACl1 F• 1 .• r, PFR L IT~R '>.) nFPTH nl' n_llTI=~ HA_'"TI F = 
C OEPTH i ~.- F i'F T ,. l µp "~ nF PiOFliSF---,,-Ti~f:-;--~"Rl="A- I,;. ~i_), ii.ti r:: FF ~T- -- ----
c * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Ri=AI)( 5·;?.mi"f")-AfnPQf1,Sfll o~("il;"""nFPTH~i'-/.-- --- --------- - - " -- ---------

2001 FnRMAT(4Fl0.71 
----,c,--~ -- - - --

c • • • * * • • • * * * • • • • • * * * • * * * • * • • * • • * • • • * 
---=-c-RE-iioI~ir,-1-;;;- THF"l2•1 PJl•sT1-·r:"Nr FAcTn1<s0-!t:Li>F' c1-1A~;r.i:r ~s 1,•t=FnFn--Fofi_i __ _ 

C SPFCIFIC RFFllSI= P.ILF ·---------------
C * * b -**-·* * * * :;: * * * * * * .:;: * * * * * * * * * * * :::: * * * * ~ * 

_____ -,-'-R-'E:C-A"-'0~( 5 I 200:>) F ~r:nF.D 'FA.(.ll IR' FACT ''T 'FAf.l 7 IF~ Cl17' FA (.R Fn, F/ICRI' r' F!\f.KFf'! 
l rFACRi1S, FAf.Ffl, FACF Ir FACFR ------------ ---------------------

c • • • * * • • * * * * • * • * * * * * • * * * • * * * * u * * * * * * 
c IF vnu "'A~T Tn RUM PRrir.RA" Tn An,111sT THF ~nn-PRiii'i!IC:rrwl.R!i"fi: n11i:: rr-,---

__ _,c=-------'T'--'E=-M-'--P"""E_;_;_R AT l IH F. CH f., ''' G);: S TH FM CA L_!, _ _:_r<...!3__!:< P Tl = __ 1 _, __ T !:_'(.f2!_1 _ _G!l!,_l _ _J..f-:!. l °'- ------
C (lPTinN f,IAKF SllRF THAT vn11 RFAn 1'' Tl-'i= TF~":DFR~Tlf<!C 11,\ll!F.S '''ITH 
c THF nTHFP Ii,•PllT SATA FRnM THI' ST/INFnl<fl l·•ATl'DSHFfl r.•nni:i_. !I' vn11 
c 1)0 NnT ~•!SH rn l!SF Tl-'!$ r1PT°i"flhlTP:Fi-I LFT nPri.,;n":--"----------

c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

RF.AOl5,72001 flPTl 
2200 FnRMATIFIO.OI 

* * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * 
CHANGHJC: Sf1Lt>CJJ Tn pn111,1ns P~R c11>11c FF.l=T 
FACTOR Tn CHAM\,!= ,,,ICHFS nF R1i:11nFF nF ~FF!ISF PJLF Tn (111'\TC FFl=T PFR 

sf"cn~·h nF Rll•,•nFF 
FACTOR TO (HM•r.i= T~•CHFS nF PllNnFF FRf"lll RFFll~F PTLI= rn CllR!C FFFT OF 

RUNOFF ( RllSFf1 m1 15 ~· 11\lllTF l~ITFRV/ILI 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
SOLACO= SOLAC0•2.705/(35'll01 
CFS=llRF.tl•0.?4•0.2ARµRR•n.onn35A7 
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c • * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
c THF ~·f'XT LFAP YCAP ··•ILL nrr,11P JM '·'HAT ·-~l!_R_Y_.':.~:...__!~q !..':'.~2 __ n_Jl.!_!Ji_ ________ _ 
c n!v ffi~nkv-- 4 

C THE START Jt-•C: "ATFR YF~I< r•F T'"F !~•Pt1!_~~-T_A_FP~"4__!~<;_T~f1._~f.' __ ~!_1'_:51-t_~-------
C Mn-nt:L 

c 0 * * - * * * 0 * * * 0 * * * * 0 * * * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * -----------
YFARLP=lL..75 

·--=-----Y_FARST=,R 
c ------------ -------- ------- - - --------- ---

c * * * * * = * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * __ _,,c--REllJ1J1,•c, ""f;:-h/.iTll"f'1'iR spt:rfi'fcn~v-Vfil,--,_,f\,,r-7lil-f1 . .-ffr:- Si=r-i=nQ r1i.·i'· r ·y;:i=-- - -----
--~c _____ P~fP 1·'8TFI< YF6'-I.. YFcPJ= ... ATFR Yl'AR, 1'!1'TH1 = >'r"TH, C\f.Yl_ = __ r_•_!i_Y ___________ _ 

c Tn ~TAPTflT'TPi'f, -,:;-flt'Y = ~-liii.t;l'R --riF f.n''~FC-TJ\/C-f'av<. .-;~- rii•TPllT 
C RFnt1FSTH> 

_c _____ THC --cF-E -(Sf>OS01f;r;;-10.•~n:~·vFiR-;:,µ10pcr.:.-c--FJP<"r i:j,,·;iff-i- i~--------------

c nCTUf<l'R 
c * * :.::--**"'"*-* * ~*-*-~-;-*-***;- *_* ___ * __ ~t- :.;~- ·-*·--*-***- * *--:~ __ *.** *- *-*- ----·----

9100 RFAOl~.zoonJ YF"HloM0NTHl,nav1,MnAv 
---c-~ ---- - ---------------- --- ---------------------

c * * * * * 0 * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * --CCHECi<Ti,if.IF-~-,'f1ifGHnif~~·"Asfii::fi~lf'ili'fp1ir"fofl---~-<~f:iii•~C;ri:·n: IF sn- ----. - -- ----
C ~Ill STnD 
c • * * * __ *_*_*_*_~~~*-*~-***-**_*_* __ ::-;-***_*_~_ **-*--* ·7-#_*_*_ * 

IFIYFARl .Fu. nJ ~n Tn 02nn 
2000 FORMl\Tl4J'5) 

DAYH'l.l=l"OAY':_.9~-------- ------------ ·---- __ ·-···-- --·-···--·-------- --··-- .. c 
c * * • * * • • • * * * * • * * * • • • • • • * • • • • * • • • • • • * 

--,..--F=o=R-°"fAC~ '-"ATfR YE~~ -Ti"ITI llTFTµF- riAIL v;-•'ri°MTHL v;·· Ar-·ri· vi:ARLY viL11F'<, ·;- -- -
c SET FllERY THT•'IC: FllliAL Tn 7F~n 
c ~ * * ~--* * * **-;,~·***-"**--*~ *-*-***- * * *-*-··*·*--*--**. ·*--*~-------

011vn11r=1 
---=R"'9"'o-=o~onA·v 1 11 = i-;.---------------- :--

on 2no !=1,12 
-----o~n~ 20 l J;,1-;T1 

ARD(I,Jl=O. 
-----~AR II I, JI =o;----------------
------:o_n_A_Y_I ,I+ l ) "rtnA y I J ) +I • 

TACOI I, J l =O. 
TSTRIJ,,Jl=n. 

-----""snRRII.Jl;O-.'----------------~-----

s INTI I , J l "o. 

STSTRIIl=O. 
SSDRR I I l,,O. 
SS INTI I l=fl. 
SSAASl!l-0. 

200 SABI I l =O. 
SllMAO=O. 
SlJl>IAJ=O. 
SUf.IAf\=O. 
SllMTA= O. 
SUMST=O. 
SllMSFI= o. 
SlJMSJ,,O. 
SllMSO=O. 

---------~--~--

c • * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * • * * * • * • 
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C PROCEDURE SO THAT THf FXTRA flAYS JN THE MfWTH l·ITLL CRFATF AN OV!=R-
C FLOW JN THE OllTPllT [)HA. HILL l\f)JllST FOR THF LFAP YFllR. 

c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
~~~--~S~L~Y~EAR=FLOllT(YF~RST)/4. 

COUNT,,O. 
J=2 

7000 !=31 

7001 ARD(JLIJ=lO~O~O~O~O~O~O~O~.,__-----------------------------~ 
ARR(J,JJ=lOOOOOOOO. 

-~-----'A~R"-'--I~IJ_t_ll=lOOOOOOOO. 
TACO(J,Jl=lOOOOOooo. 
TSTR(J Il=lOOOOOOOO. 
SflRR(J,Il=lOOOOOOOO. 

-----=S~l~NLLJ.,J)=JOOOOOnno. 
SRAS(J,ll=lOOOOOOOO. 
COUNT= COUNT+ 1. 
IFICOUNT .EQ. 1.) J=7 
IF(COUNT .Fn. ~.) J=lZ 
IFICOUNT .FD. ?.I J=9 
IF(COUNT .FD. 4.) J=5 
IFICOUNT .F'D. 'i.) ~o TO 7004 

------::I-::Fc'-(--':COUNT .i::o. 6 •• A~lf), SLY!=llR .En. YEARLP) G_n~T~(1_7~n~n~;>~-----------
IF (COUNT .En. 6. ) GO TO 7003 

c 

IFICOUNT .FQ. 7.l GO Tn 700'i 
GO TO 7000 

7004 1=30 
GO T~0,---,7~0~0-1------~--------~ 

7002 YFARLP=YFARLP+l. 
GO TO J00.~5~-~---------

7003 1=29 
GO TO 7001 

7005 CONTINUE 

c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * * * * * c READING IN HYOROLOGIC OATA FROM THF STANFORn YATFRSHFO MOOFL. THIS 
-----

C INCLUOES THI' RAINFALL fli=POSITIO~' Al••O THF STQFllMFL01,'. THE Tli'IE 
C IS l:lASE 0~1 A \•IATER YFAR IF OCTORFR FIRST TO SFPTF,11:\ER ~3~0~T~H~.~~------
C THE VARAIRLES ARF THF YEAR = nnvRJ, l\!ONTH = FA, OAY = OAY, 
c HOUR= J, HOIJR l~lTERlil\L - nn?::i, Tl-'F RAH'= PR I~' INCHES, THE 
c WATER GOHIG TO UPPFR ZOl•IF = F~ITRllZ 1~· JN(l-'FS, THF '·'ATER Gnl~•G 
c TO LO\-lER ZnNF = HITRLZ I!•I ff:C:Hf'S, - THF ~TRFM-'FL0~1-cnfffi\IG-FRnt'' --·-
c DIRECT RllNnFF = n!RR~IF I~' Jl•ICHFS1 THF STRFMAFLfll" (OMii''G FRflf'I 
c INTERFLOY - INTF IN l~CHFS, THE STRFA~FLnw COf'IJ~G FROM ~ASFFLnH 

c = f\ASFLW IN H 1CHFSt M'D THF TnT/IL STRFA~'FLn 1.i = TOTFLH !~' Ii'-'CHES. 

c • * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
8800 READ! 3, 129 > on YR 1, FA, n11v, J, no23_, PR, F~1TRlJZ, Fl•'T_R_L_Z_. ·~R_G_,_x~,_o_v_F_L_S_T~'----------

1 DIRRNF 1 INTF 1 RASFL~,TOTFLW 
129 FORMATl!4,4I2,9F8,6l 

c 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * c ADJUSTI~IG ACID PRnOUCT!fl~I RATE OIJF TO TFr'•PFIHIT\IRE CHA~IGF 
C TEMPERATURE SHOllUl RF I~' f'FGREfS FllHRF~IHF IT 
c THE ADJUSTMENT IS THE RULF OF THUMA H THF RATF O(IURLES FOR A 10 
C DEGRFE CFNTIGRAOF JNCRFASF 
C TD IS THE TEMPERATURE AT WHICH THE ACIO PRODUCTION RATE WAS 
C DETERMINED. 
C T IS THE INPUT TEMPERTURE FROM THI' STANFORn MOOFL 

c * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * * * * * * * * 
T0=77. 
IF(OPTl .EO. O. J GO TO 5555 
CK=z.••((T-Tn)/18.) 
GO TO 5556 
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c 
c * * * * * * * * * * *· * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * c IF CK=l. THFN THF. AC!n PRr>O\ICT!r>N IS ~!QT PFI~1 G AOJllSTl'n FnR 
C TEMPERATllRE CHf\i\IGES 

c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
5555 CK=l. 
5556 ACnPRO=ACDPRD*CK 

c 
c 
c 
c 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * TIME IS 15 Ml~llJTF.S flR O.?'i HnllR. MIJST Cf1RRfSPf1NO '·'!TH THE T!Mf' 
INTERVAL FRf1M THF STANFf1Rn WATFRSHFn MClOEL 

* * * 

c * * * * * *· * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

TIME=0.25 
IF( PR· .NF.. 0.0) T!MF-o. 

* * * . ,. ,, ,. * * * ,, ~: ,. :::: * * ;':: ~: * ;':: ,. ;':: ,. ,. 

CALClJLAT ING THE AMO(l~IT nF A( In f'F l~'G PRnni IC Fn 

* * * . ,. :::: , . ,. :::~ :::: :i;: ,. ,. ,. ,. :::: ;':: ::~ ,, ,. 
" 

,. * ;;.: 

AMTACD=ACOPRD*TIME*ARFA*OEPTH*FA(OEP/(?4. 

, . ::{ ;':: .,. :::: :::' * :::: " " 
,. ::.:~ 

* ;: ;:!! ;':: ,. ,. :::: ,. :::: ,. * ;':: 

c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * C CALCllLATING THE A!-lf1\INT DF AC!O RF:ING RFf-'f1\IF f111RJNG THF PREC!PIU:_T,_,_l:...D:...1\_1 _____ _ 

c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * 

c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

ACDO!R=FACO!R*Sf1LACO*DllFLST*CF 
ACDINT-FACJNTOSf1LACO*RGX*(F 
ACDLZ=FACLZ*Sf1LACO*FNTRLZ*CF 
ACD\J Z =F ACU Z ':' Sf1L AC fl'' F ~1T RI' Z ;<CF 
T nT AL= AMT AC D-A r. n I ~IT -AC OL z -AC nu .ccz _-_A.ccr._n_n_T_R ______________________ _ 
IF(TOTAL .LE. O.O)Gn Tn 60 

STORING AC!fl IM FnlJR Zflh1FS 
* * * * * * * * * ::,':; * ::;:--,,.-.. ~,-,-*-*-... .,. !!: ~::: ;,;: * ~::. ::: ;':: * :c~ ., .... * ... ;'t .... * *------

EXAOIR=Acnn JR+FXAO IR 
E XA INT= AC n n· T +~F~X_A_I.:..~,~T---------------
E XA L Z= ACnL Z +F XA L Z 
E XAUZ -ACOllZ +FXAl IZ 

* * * * * * * " 
::;: ::,':: :::! !:: * ::: * * ::;: * * * ::: * * ::;: * ~: ::;: * ::,'t * * * * * :'r; 

REMOVING THF AC IO 
CHECKING TO MAKF SURE THFRF IS AC IO Tn RF RFMnVFn 

* * * •r ;: ::,': * :::: " ,. ;': ,. ::~ ,. :::: , . . ,. " ::,': :::: :::: ,, * * }~ t.! * * * * ::,':: * •r * * 
AREDIR=OIRRNFOSf1LACfl*FA(REfl*CF 

-----~l~F~(~E~X~A~O~[R .LF. O.)Gn Tn ?l 
IFIEXAfllR .LF. ARFOIRJ ~RFnJR=FXAO!R 

EXAOIR=EXAOIR-ARFO!R 
Gn rn 23 

21 IF( FXAUZ .LE. o.) r.n Tn 22 
IF(EXAUZ .LE. AR~fl!R) tlRFO!R=FXA\17 
EXAUZ EXAllZ-ARFf11R 
Gn rn 23 

22 AREOIR=O.O 
23 IF(!NTF .En. 0.0) r.n Tn 32 

AREINF INTF*Sf1LACO*FACPFl*CF 
IF(EXA!NT .LF. O.J GO TO 31 
!F(EXAINT .LE· ARE!NF) ARE!NF-EXAJNT 
EXA!NT=EXA!NT-AREINF 
GO Tfl 30 

31 IF!EXALZ .LE. o.) r.n rn 32 
IFIEXALZ ·LE. ARE!NF) ARFINF=EXALZ 
EXALZ=EXALZ-ARF!NF 
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GO Te 30 
32 ARE H'F=O. 
30 IFIRASFL~ .En. n.ul Gn Tn 43 

ARE f\F L= f\A. SFL ~ 'o:: sr~LA Cl:>'·' FA C ~Ff'':'( F 
IF( EXALZ .Lt. n, l r:r1 rr: L3 
IF!EXALZ .LE. ARFRFL) DRESFL=EXALZ 

GO TO 40 
43 ARERFL=O. 
40 IFI H'TF .En. 0.0 J Gn Tn 31 

AREDSR=I~TF*SnLACD*F~cnnsccf 

IFIEXALZ .L~. 0.) Gn Tn 5? 
IF(EXALZ .L~. AR~nsRI tREDSR-EXALZ 
EXALZ=EXALZ-ARFnsr 
GO TD 51 

;!: ... * :::: -.~ ~'1: .,. ••• ~:: ••• ... .,. ::: ... .,. •,• ••• .,. .,. .,. • • •,• ~:: .,. •• ;;~ .,. .,. ::: 

c * * * * * * * ~ ¥ * * * * * * ¥ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~· * ~ ~- ~- ~· ~ ;: ¥ * ~: ~ ~ * 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

51 CFDIR=OIRql'F':'CFS':'Fi··Cf'I) ·------
CFINT=I~TFCCFS*FACFI 
CFRAS=HASFLYC(FSCF~CF~ 

C FTOT =CF 1-1t1S+CF I i"T +C Ft• i r 
AR i::rm -M~Ef) IR +1\ i( r: Ii F+ll. ~ r: :~FL 
ARO( Fi\, OJ). Y) =l1R f'f) IP +MU: (FA, IH Y) 
AR I (FA, OA Y) =i\l(F Ii• F-:-~.,r( I ( F 1\, n 1\Y) 

ARB( Fi'., rwY l=/oV'-·\FL+n•.<.r« ( F.•', 1'1'.V) ____ _ 
Sr\A$( Ft\,-11~Y )=Cf=.-',:.-S+Si,1- SI Fb. 1 P/\Y) 
s I p T ( r /\ ' n 1\ y ) = r: F 1 : T + 50 I I T ( F 1: • r· i• y ) 
SORR(F:l.,l)AYl=Ci-illl(~S '<I'' (Fi4,11;\Y) 
TSTRI F11 n11 Y F1' l'"·.Y 
TACO( Fi\, 

65 IF( Yf'11Rl ,Fn. PllYiil I (:r Tfl l?(~ 

Gn TO loo 

-.- -.- . ,. -.- ;;, ~e ;;, ;;: . , . . ,. ... ··- ~:~ ... ~:~ . ,. ., . ;.;, ., . ;:, ... ... 
CHECK Il·'G I F TH I s I s SP ;:c I F I c Gt\Y ff F.f' '"' ITP 
-.- -·· ... ;;: ;;::: * ;;: ::;~ . ,. ... ... . ,. ,;: ., . ... ;;: :;, -.- . , . -,- ., . .,. 

., . . ,. ., . ... . , . ., . ... .,. -·· ::;~ ;:: ,. ... 
llT en 

... ., . ., . ·- ::{ :;: ;!, -.- ;: ... . ,. :;: ;.;: 

120 IF<Hnh'THl .En. F:l .nf;. U-Yn!IT .GT. 11 r::n Tn l.c.o?_,r_1 ________ . --------

Gn Tn ioo 
130 IF( n11v1 .i:n. OPY .r.i:> .. i'J'Yl'lJT ,r::T. l) r:.~ Tn l ~). 

Go rn lOO 
131 IFIOAYOUT ,En. 1) t:PJTF(f,,3fl3C1) 

* * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * ::;; * * * * * * * ... ::: * :;: :;: -.· :;: 
CHECK!i"IG IF TH IS Is THI: E;in OF 1 J~·~IF-s~p~:::~c~.-P:~T=c~n-r1_Y___,[-Jl~IT0_?_J~IT-------------

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * IF(OA.YOlJT .GT. fi/•YEi•lll) r::n Hr lfl'l 
OA YQl IT=f!i\ yn1n + 1 

3030 FORt·lATC 'l 1 ,94H Yf'! :1r1 PY ~-·q pn f·.l'.~!)Jf" fY:-r:··!F 
lTOT CFn!R CFlfT CFRAS CFTrTI 

::~ -,- .,. ··- ... ... 

1\Rf'P,FL 

!-!RITE( 6, 3031) i)nYR 1, F/ ,CJ!'Y' .J, r1n23' tr:Fn l r' f.';~T''F' ;\f' F.l\FL' /\RETOT' CFn 
lJR,CFlNT,CFRAS,CFTrT 

3031 FOfH·1AT(' 1 ,5( lX,!?.),C(J;'.,r::o,L,)) 
100 Yf'ARPR=YEAPST+l 

IF(YEAR''R .En. novrn .1'-l'D, Ff\ .r:n. 11 r:n Tn 0(\f)[\ 

GO TO 8800 

. ,. 

c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - - ~ * - ~- * * * * - ~ * - * ~ * ~ * 
C F INDIMG THE fifWTHL Y llf>LLIES 
C FH•DING YEt.RLY 1/J).Lllf'S 
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c * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * sooo on 100 J=l,l? ________________________________ __, 

on 101 J=l.31 
IFIAROI l1J> .EC!, lOOOOf)(IOO. l GO Tn 70? 
SAO! I l=AROl ! ,J )+SArll I) 
SAl!ll=ARJIJ,J)+SAI!ll 
SABI I )=ARR! I ,J)+SAR( I> 
SSRASll>=SRASCl,J)+SSRA<.!!) 

------=s-=s-=1:-:-N-:T:-(:-J:-:--) = 5 -11'" T ( I • J ) + s s I ~· T I I ) 
SSDRR(J)=SnRR(!,Jl+SSOPPI!) 
STSTRI I l=TSTR( J,.l)+STSTP( I) 
STA(rl( I l=TflCDC I ,Jl+STACD( I I 

702 Cf'NT IMJE 
701 CONTJN\11: 

SUMAfl=SAf.\( I l+SW'AO 
SllMAl=SAI( I )+~S~t~r•_'A::...!..l _____________ ~-------------------

------:S:-cllo-~,.-,1 A-:R~=-o:-S A f\ (! l +SW' A H 

SllMTA=STACD(~J~>+.:...,:..Sl~l~~1~T~A------------------------------~ 
------=s,,.1'"'"iM'""'S'""'T""=-S"""T=s T It ( I ) +st!' 1 s T 

c 

SllMSR=SSf\AS( I )+Sllli$R 
SIWS I=SSI~•T( I l +S111.15 I 
SUMS[)= SSDRR ( J l +SIJl!SD 

700 CONT Jf,IU E 

c • • • • • • • • * • • • * * • • * * 
C OUTPUT l~'G THF 11' 1 DA !LY HRLFS PLllS 
c * • * • * * • u • • • * • • * * * * 

WRJTFl613012) YFARST,YFARPR 
-----W~R~l=TF(b,3003) 

* * .,,;t • 
THF v ;.~ ,qly 

* * t" :..': * * 
* • • * • * ~ • * * * <;111·-lflARY 

* * * * * * * * * * * 

3003 FORMAT( I • ,3AX,4RHSYillTHFSIZFO ACJO LO.On n• OJRFr:T RIJNOFF IN POlll\l[)S 
11 

IJR ITFI 6, 3013 l 
00 300 I= 1.31 
WRITEl6,30lll nnAYIJ),(ARDIJ,Jl,J=I,Pl 

300 CONT J N\lC: 
WRITF!6,3012l YFARST,YFARPR 
WRITFl6,3002l 

3002 FORMAT(' 1 ,39X,44HSYMTHFS!ZFD ACH1 LOAD JM JMTFRFLOV' JN POl!MOSJ 
~JRIT~l6,3013l 

-----~o--r,...,., 301 !=~1~·~3~17-;o:-;;:-:-7.--;--;-.---.-c;--;:c;-;--:---:--;---:-;---:--:::-::---------------------
wRITF I 6t30l I) f)f)AY( I ),(ARI (J,J l,J=l,12l 

301 CONTINUE 
WRITF.16,3012) YEARST,YFARPR 

--~~,-,--=WR IT FI 6' :mo 11 
3001 FORMAT( 1 1 ,39X,43HSY~.Tl-'FSJZFO AC!O LOAD I~' RASFFLO\·I JN PnlJl'-'OSl 

WRITF(6,1013l 
00 302 l=I,31 
WR ITF( 6, 3011) nnAYI I l, (ARP,( J, I). J=l, l?l 

302 CONTJNUF. 
WRITF(6,3012l YfARST,YFARPR 
WR !TE I 6, 3004 l 

3004 FORMAT(• 1 ,42X.37HSYNTl-'FSJZFO TOTAL ACJn LnAn JN PnllNOSJ 
WRITFl6t3013l 
on 303 I=J, 31 
WRITE(6,30lll DDAYIJ),(TACDIJ,ll,J=l,17) 

303 cm1T !NUE 
WRITF.16,3012) YFARST,YFARPR 
WRJHl6,3006l 

3006 FORMAT( I •,35x,sOHSYNlHESIZEO fl!RECT RllNnFF IN ClJRJC FEET PER SECO 
lNflJ 
WRITF.!6,3013) 
DO 305 I= 1 , 3 I 
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WRJTF(6,3020) nnAY(J),ISORR(J,Jl,J=l.l?I 
305 cnNT J~llJE 

WRJTf(6,3~0:::-:-1~27)~Y~E7A~R~S~T-,~Y~F~A~R~P~R--------------------------

WRJTF(6,3007) 
---3-007 FORMAT!• ~.~.~3~7~x::-,4-:--:-6~H~S7Y~~~1T~H~F~Sc'1~z~F~.o;:-~1~M~T~F~R~F~L~n~1~ .. --=-1~~1--=-c-11~R~I~r.~.~F~F~E~_T:c-~P~E~R--,-S~E~r.~n~~~,n-> ______ _ 

WRJH(6,3013l 
on 306 I=l.31 

______ W_R IT F ( 6, 30? 0) flnA Y ( I ) , l SI NT ( ,J, I ) , ,J= 1 ~l~?~'---------------------
306 cnMTJNUF. 

-----~W~R~l~T~F~(..fu JO 12 l_yF AR ST 1.YF A~R~P R~---
W R JT Fl 6, 3008) 

___ 3"-_"-0,,.0=8 FnRMAT(. '137X,45HSY~ITHFSJZFn PASFFLn•.i w CIJRJ( FFFT Pf'R SECIWDJ_ _____ _ 
WRITF ( 6, 3013 l 

-----"-'n~n-"'3~07_.L:::l.__,_.3,_._ _________ _ 
WRITF(6,30i'O) ODAY(J),(SRAS!J,Jl,J=l,l?l 

307 cnNTI~~llJ~F~. ----------------
WRJTF.(6,3012) YFARST,YFARPR 
WRJTF(6,3005l 

3005 FnRMATl' ',37X ,47HSYNTf-'FS I ZFO STRFAMFLOl·' JN f.llR]C FFFT PFR Si=CONO) 
_____ W_R_I~TF I 6, 3013 l 

DfJ 304 I=l,31 
____ _,W'-'R ITF l 6,_30?0) OflAY( I l, (TS TR ( J, I l, .J=l.tl? l 

304 CONTINUE 
WR!Tf(6,3012) YFARST,YFAPPR 
WRJTF(6,4005l 

___ 4~0_05 FfJRM<!l_!_.'..::-_' '3X I 'l Hnc T' 6X. 3H~IO.Y_i_2.!..!_3Hflf.1i"'-~~-:iH.JHl!_6_X'._d!:!f_Fc.£i_~iJHM~_lh_Q_ ________ _ 
lX, 3HAPR, 6X, 3Ht-'AY, 6X, 3HJtJ~I, AX, 3HJlJL, 6X, oH/\llG, AX, 3HSFP, 3X, lOHYF/\R TO 
2TALl -----WR_J_T_F_l_6_1_4_(_10_0_) __________ _ 

----~W~Rc=-ITF!6,400_0_l _______ _ ·------------·-----------WR I TF ( 6, 4 00 1 l 
4001 FORMn ( 1()1,4RH<;Y~ITHFST7Ff1 Ar. Jn I n11n IN nIRtCT Rll_MnF_F _ __J~1_f'_f1_1!J:'fl5J 

WR IH ( 6;-4()(i2)(SA~T!l;·1=1, 12 l, SI HI· A fl 
WRITF(6,4004l 

4004 FnRMAT( •o•,44HSYNTHf'Sl?Ffl Ar.Ill LnAn ]~I l~'TFRFL0\-.1 HI PnU~'flS) 

WR IT F ( 6, 400 2 l (SA I ( J l , J = l , l? l, SllM I\ I 
WRJTF(6,t.O(l6) 

4006 FnRMAT (I 0 I' 4'.\HS YrlTHFS I 7FO AC TO Ln/ln JN R/\S FFl_Ol_·•~J-~l_P_f)_lJ_~_lfl~S~)---------,-
WR ITF ( 6, 4002 l (SAR( Il,!=1,12),SllMl\R 

WR IT F. ( 6, 4 00---77-c,J ~~-=-~~~::-==-:-:--:-::-:-:::--:--=--c-
---4-007 FnRMAT( '0',37HSY~•THFSJZFO Tf1TAL Ar.Jn LnAn J~I POll~IO<;) 

WRITE(6,4002l fSTACfll!J,I=l,12l1Sllt-<TA 
WRITEl6,4008l 

4008FnRMAT! 10 1 ,50HSY•"THFSl7Fn OJRFr.T P[lf.lf1FF Jhl r.1•RTC FFF.T ~FR SECnNrJ) 
WRJTF(6,4009) lSSORRIJl,1=1112),SllMSfl 
WRITE( 614010) 

4010 FORMAT! 1 0 1 ,46HSY~ITHFSJ7FO Th•TFRFL°"' ]hi CllRJC FFFT PFR SFCn~'f)) 

WR IT F ( 6 , 4 0 0 9 l ( SS I ~1 T ( I ) , I = 1 , 1 2 l 1 S IH·' S I 
HRJTF(614011) 

4011 FORMAT( '0' 14'iHSY~ITHFSJ7F[1 RASEFLO~· Thi CllRIC FFl=T PFR SFCO~lf\) 

WRJTf'(6,4009) !SSRAS(Jl,I=l,12),SllMSR 
WRITE( 6,4012) 

4012 FORMAT! '0 1 ,7AHSYNTHIOS!7Ff) TnTAL l\MnlJNT f1F b1AJl=R FNTfRI~·G THE STREA 
lM IN CURIC FFFT PFR SFCO'lfl) 

WRJTF(6,4009J (STSTR!Il,I=l,12),SllMST 
3011 FORMAT (' •, 3X tf2.1i' ( 1 X,F9, l) l 
3012 FORMAT! 'l',40X,32Hl\~ll,!lJAl Slli"·t-'ARY F('1f< ~ 1 ATF.R YFllR 19,J;>,JX 11H-,JX, 

l2Hl9,!2) 
3013 FfJRMA T ( •- • 13X, 3HOAY, 5X, "IHOC T ,6X t 3H~IOV ,AX, 3HOFf,, 6X, 'lHJA~1, 6X, 3HFER, 6 

IX ,3HMAR' 6X' 3HAPR 16X' 3H~'·j\ y 1fiX' 3HJIJN, 6 x, oH.JllL 16X' 3HAllG1 6X1 3HSEP) 
3020 FnRMAT<• •,3x,12,i211x,FR.4Jl 
4000 FORMAT(• •) 

400!? FORMAT( 1 'tl?flX,FR.OltlX1Fll,O) 
4009 FnRMAT( 1 •,1211x,FA.O),JX1Fll.Ol 

YFARST=YEARST+l 
9000 r.n Tf1 9100 
9200 STOP 

END 
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DESCRIPI'ION OF THE COMBINED REFUSE 
PILE - STRIP MINE MODEL ( CRPSMM) 

The Refuse Pile Model described in the preceding sections is intended 
for use in cases where there is a high rate of acid production at the 
surface of a refuse pile, or strip mine spoil banko In cases where 
acid production rates are relatively low, or where acid producing 
strata may lie buried beneath a layer of relatively inert material, 
then the simplifying assumptions of the Refuse Pile Model relating to 
acid production and acid removal rates may not be sufficient to allow 
calibration of the model within the limits of accuracy required. For 
such cases, the Combined Refuse Pile - Strip Mine Model has been 
developed. The CRPSMM differs from the Refuse Pile Model primarily in 
the handling of acid production and acid removal simulation, with these 
refinements superimposed on the basic Refuse Pile Model. For a more 
detailed disucssion of the CRPSMM, the reader is referred to Maupin.i 9 

ACDPRO Program Description 

So that the Refuse Pile Model may be extended to include the simulation 
of strip mined areas and refuse piles, and to provide for pyrite 
oxidation rate-determining factors other than temperature, the sub
routine ACDPRO has been developed to replace the constant acid produc
tion rate used in the Refuse Pile Model. A second major modification 
in the acid removal simulation will be described later. 

From the standpoint of precise simulation, an ideal approach would be 
to use a three-dimensional finite difference unsteady state model of 
oxygen diffusion and reaction in the spoil or refuse. However, the 
computer program for such a model would require inordinately long com
puter run times even if adequate soil profile information were available 
to build and adjust such a model. 

The alternative chosen for this study is a steady-state model of oxygen 
diffusion and reaction in a column of soil of unit surface area, with 
diffusion constrained to the vertical direction only. By measuring the 
surface areas of a representative acid producing region in a watershed, 
and multiplying the areas by the appropriate specific acid production 
rate (corresponding to similar soil columns), an adequate estimate for 
the entire composite area can be calculated. The assumption of steady
state is considered to provide a sufficiently accurate estimate of the 
average acid production rate since, in the simulation, acid production 
is stopped during periods of rainfall, and the error of stopping the 
reaction too soon (before rainfall infiltration lowers oxygen diffu
sivity and stops the reaction) is somewhat balanced by the error of 
restarting the reaction too soon (before the soil moisture has drained 
sufficiently to allow oxygen diffusion again). The assumption of oxygen 
diffusion in the vertical direction only is justified since the areas 
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to be modeled are large (usually several acres in size) and can be con
sidered as infinite plates on which the edge effects may be neglected. 

ACDPRO is the computer subroutine developed to model the acid production 
of a generalized column of soil as shown in Figure B.6. The generalized 
column is divided into two sections, a pyrite layer overlain by an 
inert soil layer, which may or may not be present. The basic strategy 
of the solution is to find by iteration of steady state oxygen concen
tration at the interfacial boundary between the two layers (XA

2
) which, 

in turn, allows calculation of the rate of reaction in the reactive 
layer. This is possible since at steady-state the rate of oxygen dif
fusion through the inert layer is equal to the rate of pyrite oxidation 
in the pyrite layer. In the special case of no inert layer, the known 
atmospheric oxygen concentration at the air-pyrite interface again 
allows computation of the overall oxidation rate. 

For the pyrite layer, the equation of continuity (Bird et al. 20 ) in 
cylindrical coordinates is 

(B.22) 

where CA = the concentration of oxygen (m/e3
), 

r = the radial dimension Ce)' 
B = the angular dimension Ce), 

z the vertical dimension (£), 

v = the bulk gas velocity ( £ /t)' 

DAB the diffusivity of 0 2 in the other 
gases present (£2/t), and 

R the volumetric generation term 

for oxygen c11_ t)· 

By applying the assumptions of steady-state diffusion in the vertical 
direction only, all derivatives with respect to time (t) and the angular 
and radial direction (£) are set equal to zero. Since diffusion is 
through a porous solid, an effective diffusivity (Deff) is substituted 
for DAB and the first order specific reaction rate equation (Ae-.6.E/RTcA) 
is substituted for RA. Equation (B.22) then becomes 
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Figure B.6. Soil column 
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dCA 
Vz dz 

d2 C _6E 
D A Ae RT CA eff (1'Z + (B.23) 

which is a second order differential equation with a variable coeffi-
dCA 

cient Vz· The term vz dz accounts for the bulk flow of oxygen through 

the reaction layer (this is also known as enhanced diffusion). A 
finite difference solution of equation (B.23) has shown that the 
enhanced diffusion term accounts for approximately 201/o of the total 
reaction rate for the Column. This error is decreased if the upper 
surface of the pyrite layer is not exposed to the full atmospheric 
oxygen concentration. If the enhanced diffusion term is dropped, an 
analytical solution of equation (B.23) is made possible. From a prac
tical standpoint, this is fully justifiable since the error thus intro
duced can be compensated by using a higher diffusivity or higher 
reaction rate constant and in any case the program variables must be 
further adjusted to simulate any available recorded data when the model 
is applied to a watershed. The simplified equation becomes 

(B.24) 

The analytical solution to this equation is given below along with an 
approximate solution (equation (B.25)) which will be used in this work. 
Equation (B.24) can be rewritten as 

since the reaction term for oxygen consumption is negative and where 
6E 
RT 

cF is Ae /Deff• 

The general solution to equation (B.24) is 
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If the constants of integration C1 and C2 are evaluated using the 
boundary conditions 

at z = 0 

at 

the solution is 

If instead the boundary conditions are approximated as 

dCA 
0 at dx - z -oo 

the solution is 

CA CA2 eaz (B.25) 

This approximation is much more readily handled by hand calculation or 
in an iterative computer solution, and has a maximum error of 17%. 19 

This approximation is justified since the model must be adjusted to the 
acid production area based on field data. 

The description of diffusion through the inert layer is based on the 
equation for diffusion through a stagnant gas film given by Bird 
et al. 20 

where 

c DAB(XAl - XA2) 
(Z2 - Z1 )(xB)£m 

the rate of mass transfer through the gas film, 

c the total concentration (lb. moles/~3 ), 
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X.Al the mole fraction oxygen in the atmosphere, 

XA2 the mole fraction oxygen at the interface, 

log mean mole fraction of all gaseous 
components other than oxygen 

XB2 = the mole fraction of other gases at the 
interface, and 

XBl = the mole fraction of other gases at the surface. 

It should be noted that this equation accounts for the enhanced dif
fusion of oxygen in the inert layer. 

Again an effective diffusivity Deff is substituted for DAB and Zi is 
substituted for (Z2 - Zi) in equation (B.26), giving 

NAZ 
c Deff(XAl - XA2) 

Zi (XB) 
(B.27) 

At steady-state NAz is equal to the rate of oxygen consumed in the 
pyrite layer for a soil column of unit area. The consumption rate in 
the pyrite layer can be calculated independently by integrating equa
tion (B.25) over the thickness of the pyrite layer, 

(B.28) 

thereby allowing for the solution of xA2 by iteration. An initial 
estimated value of XA2 is assumed and RAZ is calculated using equation 
(B.28). RA!::Z is set equal to the flux NAz and a new value XA2 is cal
culated by equation (B.27). If the estimated and calculated values of 
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XA2 are not equal, an improved estimate is calculated based on the 
Wegstein convergence method as given by 

where 

X(n+l) X(n-l)*Y(n) - Y(n-l)*X(n) 
X(n-1) - X(n) + Y(n) - Y(n-1) 

X(n+l) = the improved estimate of XA2' 

X(n) 

X(n-1) 

Y(n) 

Y(n-1) 

the current estimate of XA2 , 

the previous estimate of XA2' 

the calculated value of XA2 using 
estimate X(n), and 

the calculated value of XA2 using 

estimate X(n-1). 

(B.29) 

The computer listing of ACDPRO is given in Figure B.7, and a flow chart 
of the program is given in Figure B.8. It should be noted that if there 
is no inert cover the program solves directly for the oxidation rate 
using equation (B.28). After the interfacial mole fraction (XA2) is 
calculated the amount of acidity produced is computed, together with 
the mole fraction of OxYgen at the lower surface of the pyrite layer. 
DO, an input variable having the dimension of length, is then introduced 
to separate the acid produced into two layers, a top layer which can be 
leached by direct runoff, and a lower layer which is leached by water 
going to interflow or baseflow only. The calculation of the rate of 
acid production above DO is calculated by setting Z2 equal to the depth 
of pyrite above depth DO and solving equation (B.28) using the calcu
lated interfacial mole fraction (XA2). The acid production rate below 
DO is then obtained by difference. 

By using this simulation program, acid production can be made responsive 
to changes in the following variables: 

(1) Depth of inert cover 
(2) Thickness of pyrite layer 
(3) Diffusivity of both pyrite layer and inert layer 
(4) Soil temperature 
(5) Total pressure 
(6) Reactivity of pyrite 

ACDPRO inputs and outputs are listed in Table B.14. The inputs R and 
DEDR are known. Zi, Z2 , P, T, and XAl can be measured in the field and 
adjusted if necessary. The variables DOZ, DOZA, A, and DO will probably 
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·-----------
: __ c _____ ].1,,ZERf)_EJlR_Fx!'OSEJU'YJUJE. ___ . _____________________________ _ 

Stlf\ROUTl~1 f ACOPRn 
; COMf·ln." / AHf·12 /Z l • Z2. p 'R. T' nnZ~/\ 1, nEoR' f'\i)ZA, XA2, XA3, AP. A p I. D IEE 
--. ----;;;-;-,:1R-;f\Pff 
~---~o ll'-~tl~J_Q~lf.'.!l.i.._U. < ?.,,,s'""1-----·---

z r,,,-z2 
'-------"'=kliR~Tl, _______________________________ _ 

Yl=A/EXPf DEOR/Tl 
910 Xi\ = 

XRl=l.0-XAl 
r------'~IB:c_.i._ _________________ _ 

NC=O 
------~Z.:O.S.ORT y no Al 

OIFF=O. 
IF ( z}, L F. '000 J ) r;n Tn 1 Q 

920 XB2=1.0-XA2 
925 XRN=!XB2-XR1)/ALOG!XR XR 

RA=Yl ~'XA2CC/ Z 
-----=R~A3=l·O-EX~P~r~z~~'~Z~J~l ____________________________ _ 

RAZ=RA*RA3 
XA2N=<C*OOZ*XA1-I Zll*XRN*RAZl/(C*D07.l 
X=XA2 
y,,XA2N 
JF(ARS((X-Yl/(X+Yll.LT •• lE-9lGO TO 6 
JF(NR.GT.?OlGO TO 6 
JFINC.LE.ll ~OTO 5 
JF(ARS[XAINRl-X+Y-YA[NRll.LT •• l~-91GO TO 6 
XT,,(XAINR)OY-YA(NRl*Xl/(XA(NR)-X+Y-YAINRll 
MR-~JR+ I 
XA(NR)=X 
YA!NRl"Y 
XA2=XT 
GO TO 920 

10 XA2N=XA1 
XA2=XA 1 
RA=Yl~'XA2~'C/ Z 

_____ R_A3=J.O-EX~P'--'-'IZ~~~,z~I~l,__ __________________________ _ 
RAZ=RMRA3 
GO TO 6 

5 XAINRl=X 
YA(NRl=Y 

GO TO 920 
6 XA2-XA 21'1 

AP=RAZ*55, 7 
IF1nn-z11200,2no,2 o 

200 APO=O. 
Gn TO 270 

210 ZD=DO-Zl 
IFIZO.GT.Z;;>l7.0=7.2 
ZO=-ZD 
RA4=1.-~XPIZ*ZDl 

----~A~P~0~55:°7*RA*RA41-L-----------------------------

__ _:2~7~_0'--'"AP!=AP-A~P~O=----,------:----------------------
!FiZl.LF •• 0001 )r,0 Tn 20 

____ __,D'-cAZ= rc•nnu' I Xt. !-Xt.2) If Z 1 ''x;;:.• J J 
OIFF=R,\Z-nAZ 

___ 20 X!°>]:'!~?t.':,::f'~Xc:.P...!!..!cZo.::*~Z2J...!l _______________________ _ 
1001 RETURN 

END 

Figure B. 7. ACDPRO Program listing 
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CRPSMM COMMON 

Z1,Z2,P,R,T,IXlZ,DOZA 

A,IXl,XAJ.,DEOR 

INITIAL CALC • 

C = P/(R*T) 

Z = (Y1/DOZA)'1> 

Z1 = -Z2 

DIFF = O. 

NR = 1 

NC = 0 

XA2 = .10 

Xm = 1.0 - XAJ_ 

XB2 = 1.0 - XA2 

XB2 - Xfil 
XBN = In(XB2/XB1) 

RA = Y1 *XA2*C/Z 

R 
_ l (Z*Z1) 

A3 - -e 

RAZ = RA* RA3 

C*DOZ*XAl - Z1 *XBN*RAZ 
X~ = C*DOZ 

X = XA2 

Y = x~ 

XA(NR) = X 
YA(NR) = Y 

XA2 = y 

NC = 2 

FIRST 
ITERATION 
ONLY 

XR _ XA(NR)*Y - YA(NR)"*-X 
- XA(NR) - X + Y - YA(NR) 

NR = NR + l,XA(NR) = X,YA(NR) = Y ,XA2 = XT 

Figure B.8. ACDPRO flow chart 
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XA2N = XAl 

XA2 = XAl 

RA= Y1*XA2*C/Z 

Z*Z1 
RA3 = 1.0 - e 

RAZ = RA*RA3 

AP= RAZ*55.7 

ZD = Z1 - DO 

RA4 = 1.0 - eZ*ZD 

APO = 55.7*RA*RA4 

API =AP - APO 

DIFF = RAZ - DAZ 

Figure B.8. 
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APO = 0.0 

RETURN TO ACDSEC 

XA2,XA3,AP,API,DIFF, 

NR,APO IN COMMON 

Continued 



Table B.14. ACDPRO PROGRAM INPUT ANil OUTPUT 

ACDPRO INPUTS 

Zi Inert layer thickness (ft) 

Z2 Pyrite layer thickness 

P Pressure (atm) 

R Gas Law constant 

T Temperature ( 0 R) 

DOZ Diffusivity of inert layer (ft2 /hr) 

DOZA Diffusivity of pyrite layer (ft2 /hr) 

A Frequency factor of Arrhenius form (hr-1) 

DO Depth washed by direct runoff (ft) 

XAl Mole fraction of oxygen in atmosphere 

DEOR ~ of Arrhenius form 

API 

DIFF 

NR 

APO 

ACDPRO OUTPUTS 

Mole fraction of oxygen at inert-pyrite interface 

Mole fraction at lower boundary of pyrite layer 

Total acid production rate per hour (as lb CaC0 3 ) 

Acid production rate per hour below DO (as lb CaC0 3 ) 

Final difference between flux through inert layer and oxygen 
consumed in the pyrite layer 

Number of iterations 

Acid production rate per hour above DO (as lb CaC0 3 ) 
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have to be adjusted until the model simulates known data but laboratory 
tests on soil from the site may provide initial trial values. The 
errors introduced by the approximate iterative solution can be compen
sated for and the method is considered adequate and more practical than 
a more exact (but computer time consuming) method since the model must 
be calibrated against field data in any case. The use of ACDPRO by 
CRPSMM will be described in the following section. 

CRPSMM PROGRAM DESCRIPI'ION 

The Combined Refuse Pile - Strip :Mine Model (CRPSMM) is a modification 
of the Refuse Pile Model previously presented and can best be described 
by comparing the CRPSMM with the original program (attached as Refuse 
Pile Computer Program). CRPSMM consists of four parts: an ACDPRO sub
routine described earlier, two other subroutines termed ACDSEC and 
ACSTR, and the main program of the Refuse Pile Model as modified to 
accept the three above named subroutines. 

ACDSEC, along with ACDPRO, replaces the constant acid production rate 
used by the Refuse Pile Model. For each acid producing area in the 
watershed the ACDSEC subroutine inputs the parameters which describe 
each area to ACDPRO, which calculates the acid production rate for that 
area only. These individual acid production rates along with the soil 
volume above the DO line are available to the main program through a 
common storage. Figure B.9 is a listing of the ACDSEC subroutine. 

ACDSTR is a subroutine which, when called, prints for each acid pro
ducing area the amount of acid stored in the watershed and the amount 
of acid removed during the simulation period. There are six storages 
for acid ~n the watershed and four flows for acid removal. The sub
routine subdivides each of these into substorages and subflows corre
sponding to the individual acid producing areas. The ten variables 
output by ACDSTR are described below and have a subscript identification 
which corresponds to the numbering of the acid producing areas. 

AMTACU - acid stored in soil above DO line (lb) 
AMTACL - acid stored in soil below DO line (lb) 
EXADIR - acid dissolved in direct runoff storage water (lb) 

EXAUZ - acid dissolved in upper zone storage water (lb) 
EXAINT - acid dissolved in interflow storage water (lb) 

EXALZ - acid dissolved in lower zone storage water (lb) 
ARDIRT - total acid removed in direct runoff (lb) 
ARIN FT - total acid removed in interflow (lb) 
ARBFLT - total acid removed in baseflow (lb) 
ARDS RT - total acid removed to deep storage (lb) 

The above variables are all cumulative amounts, updated for each time 
increment (15 minutes, normally) in the SWM. A listing of the ACDSTR 
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C ACID PRODUCTION SECTION 

SUBROUTINE ACDSEC 
----~C~0/11-IONLJ\NlilLA Pl I, ti P OL-.A.ll..,..AUl.,...A.E..D !J.-1+14-l-. N------------------

C OMM Ori I ANMZ / Zl , Z2 , P, R , l, DOZ, A, DO, X Al, DEOR, DOZ A, XA 2, XA3, AP, AP I, D IF F 
-------'>;o:_, NR,APU---------------·----

1 FORMATC5Fl2.61 
___ _,LL....fDRl:IAIL!...0--AP..O P 1 --APT! ) ----------------

8 FORMAT! 1 0 THE HOURLY ACID PRODUCTJO"l CALCULATED 15 1 ) 

APOT=O .O 
AlT-
AlD=O. 

----~Dcu04..l-O-J.;..l..~L-------------------------------~ 
Z 1 =A PD ( I , 1 ) 
Z2-6PD(I~~-l---------------------------------~ 
DOZ=APDIJ,31 

----~Dz.A.;;.A.£LJ..i-.l-+4-l---------------------------------
A =AP D 1I,5 l 

----~o..._,o_=:AJ>-0-1.-I-...b-l'------------------------------~----
A l =AP o 11, 1 i 

AlT=ldT+Al 
~llLI-------------------------------

A POT= APO T +APO* Al 
~-1..µ1..i--=-.h.A.L---------------------------------

A PD 11, 9) = X A 3 6PDII,lOl-6Q3.iCA-J _______________________________ ~ 

APD(l,lll=APO*Al 
----~A~PDJl,l2l=A~~l-----------~ 

APD:I,13i=DO:rAl 
----~AE.D .... Ll.1.J.!t.l.::P...E!lLQ.1.1_ _____________________________ _ 

410 APIT=APIT+API*Al 
APT=APOT+AP JI 
WRITE (6,31 

____ __,l.f:UJ.£.l~,----------------------------------
3 FORMAT! 1 1 ACDSEC OUTPUTS') 

----'~~EO~R~MA..~REA XAu2:.._ __ ~x~A~3;i._ __ __,4~pi:__ ___ AR.J:.PuD----""A~P~l---__,,v~oJ1..------
~ RATE• I 

____ 5.._.E~D~RMAIII4,E7.3,E7.3,~£J,~a~.~4~1µE_l~O~.~lw0µE~l~2'--'B~l,__ _________________ _ 

004201=1,N 
420 WR1TE(6,5ll,(APDII, ll,.1--8 0 141 

RATE=APDT/AlD • 
~---~W~R~l~T~E~Lb.~61.API,APDT,.APc:_i_II.L.t.o~ALJDl..Lt,_.,.,..._..LC ____ ~~~~~~~--~-~~~~~~~ 

6 FORMAT( 'OTOTAL WAlERSHEO ,F7.3,2Fl0.3,FlO.O,Fl2.7l 

END 

Figure B. 9. The ACDSEC Subroutine Program 
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subroutine is given in Figure B.10, and the main (CRPSMM) program list
ing is given at the rear of this appendix. All lines which have been 
modified or added to the Refuse Pile Model are identified with the 
initials ANM and a card number on the right hand side in columns 73 to 
80. Internal variables are defined in Table B.15. Lines 1 through 57 
provide common storage for variables (shared with ACDPRO, ACDSEC, and 
ACDSTR), initialize default values, and read in and print out the input 
parameters to the model. These input parameters are defined in Table 
B.16. Many of the input parameters are subscripted so that each indi
vidual acid producing area of the watershed is treated separately. The 
use of individual calculation of acid production and acid removal for 
each area of the watershed that differs in inert cover thickness, pyrite 
thickness, diffusivity in pyrite or inert cover layer, reactivity of 
pyrite, and the depth leached by direct runoff allows much flexibility 
of the model. Each area of the watershed that differs significantly 
from any other area in any of the above six parameters is handled 
separately. Areas that are not adjacent but are not significantly dif
ferent should be combined as a single effective area since the model 
can not differentiate on basis of location within the watershed. The 
choice of size and numbers of effective acid producing areas must be 
based on a site inspection and laboratory analysis of parameters such 
as soil diffusivity, pyrite reactivity, and pyrite location in the soil 
column. The final choice of areas should be based on the accuracy of 
simulation required. For some uses one or two areas would be adequate, 
but in other situations f'urther subdivisions might be made. 

Line 58 calls subroutine ACDSEC, which operates as described above. 
Lines 59 to 63, 74 to 84, and 181 to 194 control the output options and 
the length of time simulated by the model. Output options are con
trolled by input parameter NOPr. If NOPr is O, the program will simu
late several years of data from the SWM but will give storm details for 
any one continuous period of time during each water year, which may be 
an entire year or any fraction thereof. If NOPr is 1, the program 
simulates a short time interval; in this case initial conditions of 
acid stored in the soil and dissolved in the water must be input. The 
storm details are output but the yearly summaries are not. If NOPI' is 
2, the program operates the same as when NOPr is 1 but the yearly 
summaries are also output. They will, of course, be incomplete as the 
simulation would not normally extend over a full year, but the data are 
useful for some types of work. 

Lines 64 and 65 reads the initial value of acid stored in the watershed 
at the start of the simulation. The variables are subscripted so that 
the program reads values for each acid producing area in the watershed. 

Line 66 calls subroutine ACDSTR which prints out these initial values. 

Lines 67 to 73 read the input from the SWM and change the temperature 
of the air over the watershed ZTMP from °F to 0 R as variable T. 
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SUBROUTINE ACDSTR 
___ COMMON/ ANIU/.APJT.,APOT, ALT, AlD, APD UO, 14 l ,N __ --------

COMMON/ANM5/EXAOI RI lO l, EXAI NTl lO l ,E XALZ I lO >, EXAUZ I 10 l, AMTACU( l0), 
~---*~AMIAGLLlQ_,_ ____ ~~--------------~-------~----

COMMON/ANM6/ DDYRl, FA, OAY, J 
____ CntH10N/ANH 7/AR 0 lR1-llO l , A RJ.NET 11...0.L,_.AR_BF..LT LLO l , AA 05 !U..LJ.O_,__ _________ _ 

WR1Tf(6,llDDYRl,FA,DAY,J 
___ _..1__._FORl1A_lL!_l__JliE_Af...liLSIQREJLAL!_, I 2, I/•' 1.z_._~_L1_,.12_,_~j_!__J2}, __________ _ 

WRITEl6,3l 
3 FORMAT! 1 0 AMJACll AHIA(! EX ADIB EXAllZ FXA.J..NT 

* EXALZ'I 
____ QQll)Q_L;;.__,_.~..._------------------·--------------~ 

l 00 WR I TE I 6, 8 l I , A MTACU I I l , A MTACL <I l , EXADI R 1 l l , EX AUZ ( I l , E XA I NT I ll , E XALZ 

8 FORMAT(l6,6Fl0.3l 
WR ITF ( 6 1 4 l 

4 FORMATl 1 0TOTAL ACID REMOVED' l 
___ ___,WRIJEL6.__.~--------------------------------~ 

5 FORMATl 1 0 ARDIRT ARJNFT ARBFLT ARDS RT I) 

----~-n1101-1, 
110 HRITEl6,2lI,ARDIRTCll 1 ARINFTlll,ARBFLTIJl,ARDSRTlll 

2 FD 

RETURN 

Figure B.10. The ACDSTR Subroutine Program 
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EXADIR(I) 
EXAINT(I) 
EXAUZ(I) 
EXALZ(I) 
AMrACU(I) 
AMrACL(I) 
FACDIR(I) 
FACUZ(I) 
FACINT(I) 
FACLZ(I) 
ACDDIR(I) 
ACDUZ(I) 
ACDINT (I) 
ACDLZ(I) 
AREDIR(I) 
AREINF(I) 
AREBFL(I) 
AREDSR(I) 
APD(I,11) 
APD(I,12) 
APD(I,13) 
AA 
I 
ARDIRT(I) 
ARINFT (I) 
ARBFLT(I) 
ARDSRT(I) 
ARRDIR 
ARRINF 
ARRBFL 

Table B.15. CRPSMM INTERNAL VARIABLES 

Weight of acid dissolved in direct runoff storage 
Weight of acid dissolved in interflow storage 
Weight of acid dissolved in upper zone storage 
Weight of acid dissolved in lower zone storage 
Weight of acid adsorbed in upper zone 
Weight of acid adsorbed in lower zone 
Acid concentration in water entering direct runoff 
Acid concentration in water entering the upper zone 
Acid concentration in water entering interflow 
Acid concentration in water entering lower zone 
Acid removed from soil by direct runoff 
Acid removed from soil by water entering upper zone 
Acid removed from soil by interflow 
Acid removed from soil by water entering the lower zone 
Acid load from direct runoff - lb acidity as CaC0 3 
Acid load from interflow - lb acidity as CaC0 3 
Acid load from baseflow - lb acidity as CaC0 3 

Acid routed to deep storage - lb acidity as CaC0 3 
Hourly acid production in upper soil 
Hourly acid production in lower soil 
Volume of acid producing soil washed by direct runoff 
Ratio of acid producing area to area of watershed 
Number of acid producing area 
Acid removed by direct runoff during simulation 
Acid removed by interflow during simulation 
Acid removed by baseflow during simulation 
Acid removed to deep storage during simulation 
Total acid removed by direct runoff during time interval 
Total acid removed by interflow during time interval 
Total acid removed by baseflow during time interval 



CO(I) 
CEU(I) 

OFF(I) 
UZF(I) 

IFF(I) 
LZF(I) 

SOLACD 
AREA 
FACRED 

FACRUZ 

FACREI 

FACRLZ 

FACREB 

FACRDS 
FACFD 
FACFI 
FACFB 

Table B.16. CRP3MM INPUT VARIABLES 

Exponent affecting leaching of acid by direct runoff 
Exponent affecting leaching of acid by water entering the 
upper zone 
Constant affecting leaching of acid by direct runoff 
Constant affecting leaching of acid by water entering 
upper zone 
Constant affecting leaching of acid by interflow 
Constant affecting leaching of acid by water entering 
lower zone 
Acid solubility in mg/£ 
Total watershed area (ft2 ) 

Adjustment factor for acid entering receiving water by 
direct runoff 
Adjustment factor for acid entering receiving water by 
direct runoff from the upper zone 
Adjustment factor for acid entering receiving water by 
inter flow 
Adjustment factor for acid entering receiving water by 
interflow from the lower zone 
Adjustment factor for acid entering receiving water by 
base flow 
Adjustment factor for acid entering deep storage 
Factor to adjust direct runoff 
Factor to adjust interflow 
Factor to adjust baseflow 
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Lines 85 to 88 set ARRDIR, ARRINF, ARRBFL, and ARRDSR equal to O before 
the calculations in the fractional hour loop are made. These variables 
sum the acid removed by direct runoff, interflow, baseflow and that 
routed to deep storage, respectively, for later use in calculating the 
yearly summaries. All acid removed from the watershed is included in 
these totals. 

Lines 89 to 174 is the DO loop, which is run once for each acid pro
ducing area of the watershed. The operations will be described com
pletely for acid removed by direct runoff and other flows will be 
described only when handled differently f'rom direct runoff. The loop 
itself is included in a larger loop which is used once for each set of 
input data f'rom the SWM. The SWM outputs data on a time interval that 
corresponds to the approximate time of water flow between isochrones of 
the basin studied. The CRPS:MM time interval must correspond to the SWM. 

Line 90 computes AA which is the ratio of the acid producing area to 
the watershed area. Lines 91 to 92 add the acid produced to the soil 
storages. The variable TIME is zero if it is raining, so that the model 
simulates acid production only when the watershed is not receiving pre
cipitation. The single soil storage used in the Refuse Pile Model 
(.AMI'ACD) is divided into that part leached by direct runoff (.AMI'ACU) 
and that part not leached by direct runoff (AMI'ACL). Definition of 
these storages conform to the ACDPRO subroutine; i.e., AMI'ACU is above 
depth DO and .AMI'ACL below DO. 

In the Refuse Pile Model the acid removed by water entering direct run
off storage is simulated by 

where 

ACDDIR = FACDIR*SOLACD*OVFLST*CF 

ACDDIR = the acid removed in 15 minutes in lb acidity 

FACDIR = 
SOLACD 
OVFLST 

CF 

as CaC03 
an adjustment factor, 
the assumed value of acid solubility in lb/ft3 , 

the water entering direct runoff storage in 
inches of precipitation, and 
a conversion factor to convert inches of 
precipitation to ft 3 

Essentially this definition .of ACDDIR calls for the removal of acid at 
a constant concentration determined by SOLACD and FACDIR. 

In CRPSMM the definition of FACDIR is altered in accordance with the 
equation in line 94 

FACDIR(I) = OFF(I)*(AMTACU(I)/APD(I,13))/(0VFLST*APD(I,7)/AREA)**CO(I) 
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where FACDIR(I) = the concentration of acid going to direct 

OFF(I) 
runoff storage from area I in lb/ft3

, 

= an input parameter for area I, 
AMI'ACU(I) the acid stored in the upper soil in 

area I (lb)' 
APD(I,13) the volume of upper soil in area I (ft 3

)' 

OVFLST as defined above, 
APD(I,7) = the area of area I (ft2

), 

AREA the total watershed area (ft2
), and 

CO(I) = an input parameter for area I. 

This equation was developed for two reasons: First, the New Kathleen 
Refuse Pile4 data indicated that the log acidity and log flow rate 
followed an approximately linear relationship. This is an equation of 
the form 

Y = K/xn 

where Y is acidity and X the flow rate. Secondly, both fundamental 
mass transfer considerations and the limited field data observed re
quire that the acid in direct runoff decrease as the amount of acid in 
the soil leached by direct runoff decrease. To reflect this the con
stant of proportionality k is replaced by OFF(I)*(AMI'ACU(I)/APD(I,13)). 
The ratio AMTACU(I)/APD(I,13) is an approximation of the 11 effective 
concentration" of acid adsorbed on the soil in the upper layer. Both 
OFF(I) and CO(I) are input adjustment factors used to fit the model to 
actual data. Line 95 tests FACDIR(I) to see if it is greater than 
SOLACD. If so, it is replaced by SOLACD, the limiting solubility input 
to the model. The defining equation for ACDDIR(I) line 103 then be
comes 

where 

ACDDIR(I) = FACDIR(I)*DVFLST*AA*DF 

ACDDIR(I) is the acid going to direct runoff storage 
from area I, 

FACDIR(I) replaces both FACDIR and SOLACD from the 
Refuse Pile Model, and the variables are as 
described above, and 

AA adjusts the amount of acid removed so that 
it includes the precipitation on the 
specific acid producing area only. 

In lines 99 and 104 FACUZ(I), the concentration of acid entering the 
upper zone, and ACDUZ(I), the amount of acid entering the upper zone, 
are determined in an analogous way. However, different input param
eters are used. FACINT(I), the concentration of acid entering inter
flow storage, and FACLZ(I), the concentration of acid entering the 
lower zone, are defined as a fraction of the maximum solubility (SOLACD) 
by input parameters IFF(I) and LZF(I), respectively, in lines 105 and 
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107. The determination of the a.mount of acid removed by these two 
flows ACDINT(I) and ACDLZ(I) are also analogous to ACDDIR(I). 

The acid to be removed from the soil is subtracted from the layer above 
DO (that washed by direct runoff) AMI'ACU(I) in line 111 is there is 
sufficient acid there. If not, the acid removed by water going to 
interflow storage and lower zone storage are removed from the lower 
soil layer. AMTACL(I), in line 113, and the acid removed by direct 
runoff and water going to the upper zone are set at zero, since these 
flows can not contact the lower soil layer by definition. If there is 
no acid in the lower soil storage, then all acid removal flows are set 
equal to zero. The assumption is made in the model that acid will be 
removed preferentially from the upper soil since this is the layer 
leached first by incoming precipitation. 

The acid removed from the soil is stored as a water solution in four 
places; the direct runoff storage (EXADIR(I)), the upper zone 
(EXAUZ(I)), interflow storage (EXAINT(I)), and the lower zone 
(EXALZ(I)). 

It is assumed that the ratio of weight of acid in direct runoff reaching 
the measuring point (AREDIR(I)), to the acid stored in direct runoff 
storage EXADIR(I) is proportional to the ratio of direct runoff to 
direct runoff storage. This is accomplished by line 128, 

where 

AREDIR(I) = (DIRRNF/OVLDST)*EXADIR(I)*FACRED*AA 

DIRRNF = the direct runoff entering the stream in 
inches of precipitation, 

OVLDST = the direct runoff storage in inches of 
precipitation, and 

FACRED an input adjustment factor and the other 
variables are as defined above. 

Aga~n the concentration is tested in line 130 to ensure it does not 
exceed SOLACD. 

The acid removed from the other three storages EXAUZ(I), EXAINT(I), and 
EXALZ(I) is calculated in an analogous manner. This method of calcu
lation assumes that the water and acid in each storage are completely 
mixed. The paths of acid flow from the four water storages are the 
same as in the Refuse Pile Model. A block diagram of water and acid 
flow is given in Figure B.11. Acid removed by direct runoff comes first 
from EXADIR(I), then from EXAUZ(I) if EXADIR(I) is depleted. If direct 
runoff stops before EXAUZ(I) is exhausted the remainder is added to 
AMI'ACU(I) in line 139. This acid is mostly in depression storage from 
which the water will evaporate, thus precipitating the acid back to the 
upper soil storage AMI'ACU(I). EXAINT(I) can only be depleted by inter
flow. If this storage is exhausted the acid in interflow will be drawn 
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from the acid stored in the lower zone, EXALZ(I). The acid components 
removed by baseflow and routed to deep storage are also drawn from the 
lower zone. 

Three variables, UZSN, LZSN, and ZTMP(I,J), which are obtained from the 
SWM, are not used in the present form of CRPSSM. These have been re
tained, however, to provide for f'uture modifications of the model. 
There is a possibility that the diffusivity of the soil can be corre
lated with UZSN or LZSN and that ZTMP(I,J) can be used to define the 
soil temperature if it is found that the acid production rate should be 
calculated on a monthly or daily basis due to temperature changes. The 
latter modification can be made simply by calling ACDSEC when the 
variable DAY = 1 if a monthly calculation is desired or when J = 1 if 
a daily calculation is desired. Another possibility to account for 
temperature variable acid production rate is to input and use measured 
average monthly soil temperatures and call ACDSEC each month. 
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COMBINED REFUSE PILE - STRIP MINE MODEL (C~.MM) COMPUTER PROGRAM 

c 
-------'-OMBJNED-REFUSE-P.U..E-- -S lR I P-1•\I N:-MOOEL-

c • * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * 
____ .._OMlillNL.AN~!l /AP I I, APDI, Al I, AlD...-AE.!lW...0..-~I A~'l'1 

COMMON/ MJ:·12 I Zl, Z2, P ,R, l, DOZ, A ,oo, XAl, DEOR, DOZ A, XA 2, XA3, AP ,AP I, D IFF 
____ _,t,NR,APQ__ _____ · ____ . ------------··· -· AN14---2----

COMMON/ANM3/F,\CD!RllO l ,FACUZC 10! ,FAC INTI lOl ,FACLZl10l AN."I 3 
____ .._c ... oMMON/ANM4/C0( 10 l ,CEU l 10) ,OFF 1.10.1~ IFF ( 10) ,UZF ( 10) ,LZFI 10. ANM..--4---

COMMON/ANM5/EXAO IR< lO l, EXAINT I lOl, EXALZ I 10), EXAUZ I l0) ,AMTACU( 10), 
---~*-A..,M~I-AC ffMH-?5--

COMMON/ ANM 6/ 00YR l, FA, OAY, J AN'1 6 
____ C.O.MliONLAN~J.7/ARD I RT 110 l . ...ARll\E.1.UCU....ARBELt..I 101 .. AROSR.TUO -ANM-1--

REAL LZS,LZSN,INTF,IFF,LZF A"'1 8 
____ ...,I N.1£ GE.R.....Y EARL. MO:'U.Hl , DA Yl-~ £ ARZ-+1'UJN-TH2, OA't.2 ,.¥EAR E ~ 00-¥-R 1-rf-A-.-{>A.'.'h-J~,.., -----

10023, M CNE O, YE ARP R, YE AR ST, COUNT, OD A Y, DA YOUT, OA YE NO 
OIMENSIOll! ""01-l~l-h-A~-r-3+4-Afl.~3-l-h--s.A0+-1-2+.-SAI I 12!, SABI 121 

l 1 TACDl12t3ll,S1ACDl12l,TSTRl12,31l,STSTRl121,SDRRl12,311,SSORR1l2l 
2 oS INT( 12.,31 l ,SS !NII 12I,SBAS112 ,31 I, ~SAS+l.2-l-,.ODA-¥-1-32:...,_------------

c 
c !! !l! !l! !l! !l! !l! ~ ;;:, ~~L.3 !l! = - ;._"* ilE -- - -*-~ - = = = = II: = II: 

DHIENS ION ACODIRllOl,ACDUZllOl,ACOINT!lOl,ACDLZllOI AN1 9 
DHlHlSJO!'.:l AB ED I B I l 0 ) • ABE u· E I la) • ABE BE l I l 0) • A e E 0 s B ll a l AW' 10 

c FORMAT SECTION 

1 FORMAT(6Fl2.61 ANH 11 
2 EORMAII 'l IHE lill211I OAIA ls 1 l ANM J 2 

403 FORMA Tl 1 0 I Zl Z2 ooz OOZA A 

401 FORMATl21101 ANM 14 
___!illL.EU&tlA.liit.El.0--5....E 1 2 • 4 , F 1 ~ iM JS 

4 FORMATl3Fl2.6,El2.4,Fl2.bl AN-t 16 
~n4 FQE~AT<T~_!tl'JO.~.F12.5,F10.5,Fl2,0I At:lt:I 16 __ 
240 FORMAT{ 6Fl2.ll Al'« 18 

3 FQRMATl'Q p B l!l! l C!EDB q l!!:H:I 12 
5 FORMAT{ '0 co CEU OFF UZF IFF 

* FI 
t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * :;:· * * * * c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * :!: * :!: * * ~ !l! 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

6 FORM A Tl '0 SOL ACO AREA• l A~ 21 
7 EORHAil'O.-EA!..R~E~O-~F~A~C,.R~ll~Z-~E-A~C~RE._._J__,~~ ........ __,~,'""-'~--'-....."""~-~"""'.,__ _____ _ E ACRI 7 FACRES EACROS FACFD 

*FACFI FACFB 1 I ANM 22 
____ 9........,FuO~R~M~A.I.L!..O~---X~A~2.._ ___ ~x~4~3._ ___ _,;""""''-----.....,...._----..._.'-'-J'-..A APO 4PI Apt) ANM 23 

2000 FORHAT14ll0) ANM 24 
--2,001 FORMATl2F20 ?] Ar!M 25 

2002 FORMATl9F8.41 Al'lM 26 
----~W~R~l~lEL6,..._.__ _____________________________ ..c.J11K.-2.l---

READ I 5 ,41 P ,R ,XAl ,OEOR AN1 28 
---KIU!E..lb N~9--

WRITE ( 6 ,4) P, R, XA1 ,DEOR AN-I 30 
ANH 31 

C N•NO. OF DIFFERING ACID PRODUCING AREAS 
-~c.._ ____ I~F -1<0 P.l=lL.e.RO.GRA!L.RU:-iS......S EV ER.AL-YRS-Of_{) Al.A. .W l TJ:L!l El All..E D-OUT PuU'-'"T-----

C FOR ONE TIME PERIOD PER YR. *** IF NOPT•l PROGRAM RUNS FOR SELECTED 
__ c.._ __ Po:..Fi:;.lliO!LllNLY....l>lllHOU.Ll:\ON IHLl'-DIL.YE AR.LL..$ Ul1:U!U Es..- *-*·*.....l..E-.NOP r - 2 p R OC>R.A.M..._ __ _ 

C RUN IS SAME AS NOPl=l BUT WITH SUMMARIES 

c * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * *·* * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * ~ * * * 
_c:__u:.UlAU,NG_Ttl~.QUtLLllLAC.lll...l.N. _THE. f OUlLl ONES. PLU5...JHLJ~OL~A~l ---------

C AMOUNT OF ACID IN THE PILE - oeFAULT VALUES 

c * * * * * * (, * "' * * * * * * * * * X,._'l'_t...~~·-'f- * * !l! * !l! 9 !l! * * i 
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K=O A/Ir-I 32 
-----T~~~5L3~~"-------------------------------ANK.~3~3--

D01011 = l, N ANM 34 
----~R.D. . .l.J>..L.L.L..L.=.r..--__________________________ ~.M...35____ 

ARlNFIIIl=O. At.1'136 
---~A.RB.ELTl..Ll':.Jl AN/1 •.. 3-1--

ARDSRTl I l=O. ANM38 
-EXAO..llUll= NIL39--

EXA INTI I I =O. ANK40 

----~~~~~~----------------------------Nll 41 EXAUZII)=O. ANM 42 
----->lillliC Nlo\..43---

101 MIT ACL ( l I =O. ANM44 
----..s11Ul.E..L6.._4 fL,.4_..5 __ 

DO 4001=1,N ANM 46 
R FAD I 5 '402 IA po I I 'I I I A po", 2 I. APP I I' 31, APO! I '41 • APO! I '51 • APO I I. 61 'A 

*POII,7) AN/'147 
400 WR!TEl6 0 '.tCl!tll.....1.APDl I 0 II, I=! 0 71 11N"L.4A-

WRlTEl6,51 A.NM 49 
____ _.....,._.L-'L....,,_.......,"------------------------------NM.-50----

READ 15, 11 CO I I I, CEU I I l , OFF I I I, UZF II ) , I FF I I I, LZ FI I) 
410 WBITFl6 0 l!CO!Il,C~!!fil.OFE!Il.tlZF(ll 1 1EElll 0 !ZE!ll 

READ(5,20011SOLACD 1 AREA 

Aflt't 51 
ANM 52 
AN/i 53 

----JU'-1-Juo.>-<4..D.L--------------------------_..NU.,.S4---
WR I TE C 6, 200lIS0 LA CD, AR EA Al\\'i 55 
READ I 5 r 2002 l EACRFD, EAC Riil t F llCRE I ,F ACRI Z, fACREa..EACBDS, EAC FO, fAC Fl 

*tFACF8 
RJTF(6,2) OIM S6 

WRITE 16 ,2002 ! FACREO, FA CRUZ, FACRE!, FACRLZ, FAC~ E0,FACRDS, FAC.FD, FACE I 
----""+..,......,..,_ ________ ~------+---------------~~ 

c 
c • • * * ! * • * * * * * * * * * • a * e * * * c * * * # = * * = c * -
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
c • * * * * * * * * s * * = * * * c * = = * * * * # # * - * * * * * * = 
C CHANGING SOLACD TO POUNDS PER CUSIC FEET 
c i;• c:m~NGE-I.NC.HE..S....Of;_RIJ.NO~F-R .. U:..usE-J>~b-E~CUS-l~EE~~·-------
c SECONO OF RUNOFF 
C fACTOR TO CHHtGE ItJCHfS DE RllNDFF FROM REFllSF PU F TO CllBTC FEET OF 
C RUNOFF !BASED ON 15 MINUTE INTERVAL) 

c * * * * = ~ * # * * # # * * * * # * * * ; * # # * • * * * * # * * * * 
SOLACD= SOLACD*2.205(C35310l 

~---.-..ES-.\RE.A .. ~4*0·268868*0.0 
CF=(;FS*60»*15. 

c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
~iu.L-L.EA.P-¥.EA~l.l. OCCl!R lN ;p.ojOf WATER YEAR - 1.•sT Two ...... c .... 1,.,G .... 1~r ... s,__ ____ _ 

C DIVIDED BY 4 
C THE-S-UIUING..-.li.u.ER..-¥.E • R OF THE-J~E-Sl'.A+'llf.-OltO-WA+Cfl.StiE:.u------
C MODEL 

c * * * • ~ * * ; ~ t * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * • * 0 • = 
YEARLP=l4.75 

------E.ARS-T...S-3----------------------------------c 
c * * *-*---*__::;:_;_.-. c ... ;:; .;_:~-*-·*-*--*---*--*--=--·~-~~=-*--•-*--*-~*-*-*-.'C=-*._ 
C READING IN DATA FOR SPECIFIC DAY YOU WANT OUTPUT - SET FOR ONE TIME 
c PER WAJC.l!.._¥.C'R, VE.J.Rl- worq v:•q, "Q'1TH1 - ~CNIH, o· Yl - OAY 
C TO START OUTPUT, ND~Y = r>.U~BER OF CONStCTlVE DAYS OF OUTPUT 
C REOUE.S..I~F~D"----~·----------~-----~---------
C THE TIME IS BASED ON A WATER YEAR WHERE THE FIRST MONTH IS 

_ _,_ __ ~OCTOB.E-..---------------------~·~----------
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------------------------------·------------------c •. • * •• * • * • * •••••••••• * •• * • 
--9 l.D!LREAD.15, 2.0 QO.JJ.EAR..l.. l-IO!H Hl , D A.Y l .NO A.'t..__. __ --·-· 

c 
C • * * * * * * * = = * ~ ~ * * $ ~ * * ~ = * ~ * * T ! * 
C CHECKING IF ENOUGH 0A1A HAS BEEN OUTPUTED AS REQUESTED: IF SO 

__ c~---Wl.LL-5.TOP. -------------------------------
c • • • • • * • • • * • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

-----'-l~F+IYEARl~EO---O>-~ll-T0-9200'-------
0AYEND=NDAY•96 . 
IEIK EQ lJGO TO 530 Mill 5'3 

c 
c * * * * ~ * ~ * - • ~ * - = * * ~ * * * * *~~$ *. * * * *. *-~----c FOR EACH WATER YEAR JNITILIZE THE DAILY, MONTHLY, ANO YEARLY VALUES. 
C SET E11E!U'.-1H l~-OUA.l---l"O-ZERO-----------------------

C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * 540 OfiYD!!T=O A~IM i>-0--
8'300 OOAYlll=l. 

----~o~a ........ 2 ..... ~U-~J.-...1..-Z---------------------------------
00 201 J=l ,31 

ARl(l,Jl=O. 
ODAY! It! )-ODAY( 11±1 

TACO( I oJl=O. 

~'-!4-----------------------------S ORR ( l, J l = O. 

SBASII,Jl=O. 

SAOlll=O. 
-----S~A~I~·LLl==u..-----------------------------------

S TACO I Il =O. ____ __,s~r~s ..... rR.1-1-.....,u-----------------------------------sso RR I I>= o. 
SSBAS I II =O. 

SUMAD=O. 

----~tJMAl.;;~-----------------------------------~ SUMAB=O. 

SUMS T=O. 
S!!MSB..=~~-----------------------------------
SUMS I =O. 

c 
c ***.***********#C:*******~*******=*! 
C PROCEDURE SO THAT THE EXTRA DAYS JN THE MONTH WILL CREATE AN OVER-
C EI DlL.l!LlHE.JJUI..e..U..L.DJLIA.....__J;lLL.AD. JIJ5.L£0R_ . .T.H.E....LEAP-Y~·~---------
C * * * * ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ * ~ * * * * * ~ = * * * * * • * * * * ~ # * * * * 

----------5.L'£~A~T~!~Y~E~A~R~S~T . ..u...::..a-------------------------~--C0UNT=O. 

7000 1=31 
_.AR.l..LJ..,_lli.J..000.000 

TACDIJ,11=1000000~0~0~.----~--~----~--~--~~~~-~~~-

~~00QOOOO~-----~~~~~-----~-~~~~~---~~ 
AR6(J,Jl=lOOOOOOOO. 
TSJRI I.I l=JQQOOOQDD~~----~-~--~-~-~------~-----~~ 
SDRRIJ,11=100000000. 

-~---S~I~N-11.Ll..l~l.DOCOOCO..O~----~~---~--------...,.-~~--~~~~-~ 
SBAS(J,11=100000000. 

~---~-Dlltl.J:COUNI~~~~~~-----~~~----~~------~~~~~-~~ 
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JFICOUNT ,EO. 1.1 J=7 
____ JE..lCOUNJ_.ECl.._3 •. L..1..: ........ --------------------------

lF ICOUNT .EO, 2.1 J=9 
----~lli.PJ.INT , FO. 4_ • .l_.!=-2'----------------------------

lf I COUNT .EO, 5.l GO TO 7004 
____ _.t,..E_,lu.COU.NL....E..Q.._b--:....ANn--SLYEAR. . E O. YE.AR.Le.J_GOJ0--1.0Q,,_ __________ _ 

JF (COUNT .EO, b, l GO TO 7003 
----~•~E~l~COUNT ,EO. 7.l GO TO 70 

GO TO 7000 

GO TO 7001 
7002 YE.A.R.LJ?;~ . .,._------------------------------

GO TO 7005 
7003 1-2 

GO TO 7001 

K=l Alll'I 61 

c * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * c IN£.lJ.I-£POM STONE.ORO-¥<A.IFR.S.HE!l-MOOc.1.--------------------

c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 530 IEINOPT.! E OIGO TO 8800 ANM 62 

8810 KCOUNT=O Alll'I 63 
C. INP!IT STllR.ll1il.G-VAI llES OF AC ID STORA.<:4::-------------------

004201=1,N ANM 64 
---4,?0u-REAO( 5,240 IOMlll(ll( I) ,AMIA(L( I I ,ex110 IR II l ,EXAllZ 11) ,EXAINTf ll ,e.u. .. L .. Z.-.1-----

*l) ANM 65 

8800 READ 15,1291DOYR1,FA,DAY,J,OD23,PR,ENTRUZ,ENTRLZ,RGX,OVFLST A~~ 67 
_AE.A.fl_I 5, I 34 I It 7 S, LLS.+S!lG..X..,OllLDS.I..UZ..SN .. llSN.,Lt MP-----------"'A NJ-I 68 

READ C5,135lDIRRNE,INTF,BASFLW,TOTFLW,OUTFLW,SFX ANM 69 
___ 1._.?._,9_EO.RMAIU..~ M 70 

134 fORMATl7FlO.bl ANM 71 
135 EDRMAil6El0 61 ANM 72 

T=ZTMP+460. ANM 73 
----~l~E~(.NQPI,1 F O)GCL.I NM 74 

IFIKCOUNT.GT.llGO 10 71 ANM 75 
____ _,.f..(OOY.R..l-E.O....YEAR.WGO TO 2-l N/4-11>-

GO TO 8800 ANM 77 
2)0 Jf(FA,FQ MQNTHIIGQ IQ 220 ANH 78 

GO TO 8800 ANM 79 
--.... 2 ... 2 .... 0,._..1.£.!.0A Y, EO. OAYl l Ga.....:to..-2 N~ 

GO TO 8800 ANM 81 
---"2~3CL-CON.-TJNU NJ.1-S2--

KCOUNT=KCOUNT+ l ANM 83 

c 
c * * * * # # = * # # • * * = c # * t = ~ - # # ~--*-*--==-=-*--*-·*~-~=~~----~ 
c 

c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * t TH F II MF 1 NIE e v A I M 11$ I CORB..E..S£0N.uO_..w_..J ..&.!.cH-.l.I.cH..:;E-.l.T..Ll..,,M..:;E ____________ _ 

C INTERVAL FROM THE STANFORD WATERSHED MODEL 
C ****C***~*,;:g;;;:~c**:;c*;:*****-*-*~*~#~*~#~#~---

TIME=.25 
~----'"IF~IPJL...NF, o,ol TIME•u..------------

c 
c * 9 ~ * x * ~ * ~ ~ = ~ ~ # * • ~ = ;: * # ~ ; * * ~ = * t * ; * * * * 
C CALCULATING THE AMOUNT OF ACID BE!~G PRODUCED 
c ir = ;: '!1- ~~*--L-L-~_tL_:;_-LJL_~~----f-~_£_~~ 

ARRO!R=O. At-11 85 
----AM.INF..:. .ANK--~ 
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---------·-----
ARRRFL=O. ANM 87 

-----RRDSR=O. ----ANM -88----
004301 = l ,N ANM 89 

~Q(J,?l/A.REA. ________________________ __.uu.__,,Q____ 

AMTACUI l>=APDII ,ll l*TIHE+AMTACUIJI ANM 91 
----~A"iJAC.Ull-=Af>Q(_J_.U.l.*.l IME+A11tACll l.l .. ANM-92---

c 
c • • ~~J_.~_.LJl_O!;._>t;·-~·-·-C;.._·----·-•-*-A<--*···"' * "' * "' * * "' ------
c CALCULATING THE AMOUNT OF ACID REMOVED 
c • ~ t t ~ - ~ ~ - * - * - ~ - - - - * - # - * - * ~ ~ * * * * * • * * 

IFCDVFLSl.LE.O.olGO TD BO Alll'I 93 
-----F ... Ac ... o,...1A.l.-l..) ;=0£E..(.l . .).# C-Alo\.lAC..Ul-W../-AP.0 '-l-r-l 31-1-/..( ov F.ts.T.,;;APO l-l-r7ltAREAl~OC·- -----·-

•I> ANM 94 
----+1E.l..F.ACJ)J.R..U.) ... .!;.:i .• .souc.o.~Ac.o.l-R+.l-l..=..SOt.AGD N M-9 5---

co TO 82 Aw.I 96 
80 EACDIRlll-0 ANH 97 
82 IF(ENTRUZ.LE.O.Ol GO TO 81 ANM 98 

EAClJZ I I l =llZF I I I# ( AMJAC!!U l It.PO 11, 13 l I 'I El'U.IUJ~P.o..w....-+>-.tARE.~-U------
•I> ANM 99 

JEfFACllZ II J,GT,SOLACDIFACllZ CI I-SOLA.CO ANMlOO---
GO TO 83 AN/4101 

81 HC!!Z!Jl:O ANM102 
83 ACODIRI ll=FACOIR!ll*OVFLST*AA*CF ANM103 

ACOllZ I I l =F-AC.ULU-l..i'.UUR.1..1.,U.AA- ANM104--
FACJNTl l l= IFF I I l*SDLACD AN'-1105 

____ _,t.,.F'"'l""'F .... ACJ.H.T..U.L...G.T-SOLAC.0.U:...AG.l.1ilU.l....S Nf'l.lcu,..__ 
FACLZlll=LZFlll*SOLACD ANM107 
IFIFAC!Zlll,GT SDtACQJEAC!Z!ll-SQLACD ANM108 

·ACDINTI I l =FAC INT (I l *RGX*AA*CF ANl1109 
-----C.0L2...l.LL.;: E.A.CLZ. t . .lJ .. ~[t.:J.R.L L~!..7.,.. c NM 11-0--

C TOTALS FOR UPPER ZONE AND LOWER ZONE 
-----"'lilACULU.EA!UACJ.l.Ll..J.~CD.O..lllil.l..D-lN I( I I -AC 011 Z I I I -ACO ... L ... z .... 1 ... 1+1-----A .. NM.U1.--

l f (AMT ACU Ill l 5B,58, 59 A~'lll2 
58 AMTACI fll=AMIACI lll-ACo!NTlll-4CD!Zlll 4NMll3 

AHTACU( 11 =O. At-<'1114 
____ __....,.. ........ ...._......_,o.u...~---------------------------'NMl)5 

ACOUZ I I l =O. A~'lll6 
I Fl A.1::1.IACI II II 69 ,69, 57 ANM.J,.J..7.-

c 
C STORING ACID IN FOUR ZONES 
c 

59 EXAOIRlll=ACDDIR(Jl+EXADIRlll Alflll8 
----~E"""XAULWE.AL.DU.LLLL:r.f:.iAu~~--------------------NIUl-9-

57 EXAINTI ll=ACDINT<IJ+EXAINT!ll AN'll20 
El!A! Z (I) =ACO! 71 I ltE XAI Z II I ANM121 
GO TO 60 ANMl 22 

----'6_...9.._A !il.ACL...U.l.:.O AN loll 2 3--.--
AC O l N Tl I l =O. Al'JH 24 
ACO! 7 I Nlo\12.:>. --

c 
C REMOVING THE ACID 
c CHECK I N..GJO....MAKLS.URL.lilE.R.Ll.S.-tlLULBE-.R.EMmtEU--------------

c * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * • * * • • * • 
__ __.6...,Q"-41 E.L0 lRRNL...E.0.-..0...Cl.l-G ------

If IE XAD IR Ill.LE. O.) GO TO 21 ANM126 
---.,.--'l~E_.( OY.UlS..I..LE-D.-lG£LI.n NM .._.p.._7.___ 

AREOIR! 11=!0 !RR.':F/lVLOSi l*EXAOl'U l l*FACRED*AA Al'.Ml28 
____ _,lu:E'-'LE.XAD1R.1l.l.-.LE.1dtED lR..tll 1 ARED IR tl l =EXAO l Rl Lt -Al<il'\l:Z.'>. ... --

I F C ,\RED IR! l l .GT,SOLACO,;.DIP.RNF*CF*AAl AREOIR( l l=SOLACD*DiR.:0'\NF*CF•AA AMI 30 
----~E .,..x ADlR.ll.L=EXAlH.B...Ul=ARE.D lR..LLl 11_1_3_] __ 
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GO TO 23 
__ __.2._1._.1._.F_.l..E.XAUL(I l. I F a, l.LQ..J0...-22. -ANM132--

J E IUZS. LE .O. l GO TO 22 AN.''1133 
____ _..RED 1 BI I I= ID I RRllE.L.t I ZS I" E XAUl...UlZE.ACRU.LtiA AN.!i..._13""4~--

l F ( E XAU Z I I l. LE. A kE DIR I Ill AR EO IR I I l =F X AUZ I I l ANM135 
-----'~E~l~ARHU1lUJ.~.G.L.SllLACDi'.OlRRNH.C.F-~AAUR.E01Rt-U;;SQLACO*-O-tRRNF->l'C~.ANM13l:>.---

EXAUZ 1 ll =E XAUZ I I )-AREOIR ll l A""1137 

22 AREOIR!ll=D. ANIH38 
61 ,UITAC!!! I )=AHTAC!!f I >+fXllJ!Z ( l I M1Ml39 

EXAUZIIl=O. ANM140 
-----2~3._..J~D-.I0-3.J--------------------ANM14l---

AREINFl I l =I lNTF/SBGX l *EXAINT ! l l*FACRE l*AA AN.~142 
____ _,J..,F=-il..i:E,_.X...,Au.J til I I l • I E 0 l G Cl-I.CL> l M 143--,..-

l FIE XA INT! J l. LE. ARE IN Ell llABEINFII l=EXAINT(ll ANMl44 
tFIABE!NEITl.GT $0!ACO"'lNTF.,_Cf*AAIAREINEIIl=SO!ACD*lNIE*CE*AA ANMl45 
EXAlNTI I l=EXAINTI I 1-AREINFI I) ANo'U46 

31 JFILZS.LE.O.IGO TO 32 ANM147 
AREINEIJ>=II~IFl!ZS>*EXAI Z[Il~E.~A~C~R~l~Z~*~A.._ ____________ _....,Ml48.---
IF(EXALZll).LE.ARE!NF!lllAREINFlll=EXALZIIl A,_,.149 
tE!ABEJNFlll GT $0!ACD:INTF:Cf*AAIAREINE(ll-SO!ACD=INTE*CE*AA ANM150 
EXALZI I l=EXALZ I I I-ARE INF (I l ANM15l 

32 ABEINEIIl=O ANM152 
30 JFIBllSFIW .eo, 0 Ol GO IQ 43 

IFILZS.LE.O.JGO TO 43 A~~l53 
AR EBE! II>= t SA SF! WI! ZS l *FXAr 7 (!UFA( REB#A A MHU54 
JF(EXALZIIl.LE.Q,l GO TO 43 AN/1155 

----~I-F+IE~ltAl..l.-U-~-l-ARE.3E.l..-t-Ll-::.EXAl.L+ . ....,.-------------NM150--
IF(AREBF.Ll l l .GT .SOLACO*BASFLW*CE*AAl AREBFLl l l=SOLACO*BASFLW*CF*AA A~~l57 

XA!ZITl=EHIZ(ll-llRFBEI Ill . ANIU.~ 
GO TO 40 

~---'4~3'"--'A~R~E~BME~l~l~l~l~=~O~-------~-----------------~A-NHJ59 
40 lF!lNTF .EO. 0.01 GO TO 51 

IE!t ZS If D....l.G01_,_.u_~---~-----------------.....,u~l6Q..__ 
AREDSR( 1 l =I lNTF/LZS I *EXA lZ I I l *FACROS*AA AlllMl 61. 

----1£..(..E.XA-l-L.£..O • .l.GOI0-5 Klo.2--
l FIE XALZ I 11. LE. A RE OSR Ill I AR EOS RI l I =E XALZ Ill Al'l-!163 
JFIARED$RI!) GI SDI ACD*INIE*CF#AAJARFDSR(l)-501 ACDtJNif*CFtnA ANM]64 
EXALZ(Il=EXALZlll-AREOSRlll ANM165 

52 AREOSRII l =O~ ANMl 66 

51 CONTINUE A,._"tl67 
ARROJR-ARROJR+ARCQJR(IJ ANM168 
ARRINF=ARBlNF+AREINElll A,._~169 

-----.AR.O.l-~AROIJU.U-l-+~REO ..... -...,__ _________________ A~~l70--

ARINFT! l l =AB INETl I l+AREINF I I l ANM171 
-----AR.aF-U'.t.W-=ARSEL-H-W-+AREE>FU NMll2--

AROSRTl I l=AROSRT 1 l l+AREDSR I I I AIV1173 
430 ARBSFL-ARRBFI +AREQEI I 11 OIM174 

c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • * • * * * * * * 
C FJNO-l-N.G-lHE-n4U.-¥-l/AlUE:~---~-----------------~----
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

-----1.EOU~=OlRRNF*CFS.HACED----------------------
CFINT= lNTE::CfS*FACF I 

----~c~e~s~A~S==~ASE-Ui'LC.E.S...;IJ..~C~COl-------------------------
CFTOT=CF9AS•CF IN T+CFO IR 

-----"RUOI.=.ARRCIR.+A.!t?..lKF.+ARRBF -Al'< Ml 75 ... -- -· 
AROIFA,OAYl=ARRDIR+AROIFA,OAYl A""1176. 

----.-.IU..U:A.,DAY..).i=ARR!NE-toAR.UFA.OAY Af'lMl 7~----
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ARB!FA,DAYl=ARRRFL+ARB(FA,DAY) ANM178 
----->.SBu.AS I FA. DAY l 'OCFBASt StlAS ( FA,DAYl------··-

S INT! FA, DAY l =CF !Nl+S l NT< FA ,DAY l 
____ ....._Q.RR_LEA.....QA'J'...L:..C.Efil.R±..SDRflif.ALilAll---------------------

TS TR I FA, OA Y l =CF TOl +TS fR (FA, OAY l 
------'AC.O I FA, DA 'O"ARRCIR+ARR JNF+ARRBFL+T ACO!E.A,OAYl ---

65 IF!Y(ARl .eo. ODYRl) GO TO 120 
-------ANM179---

____ ....,Q..JO-l.00------------------------------------
c 
c * t t * ~ # # * * * * # • = - - - * - - * * t * - * * - , * * * • • • 
C CHECKING IF THIS IS SPECIFIC DAY TO BE OUTPUTEO 

-C--'L.j_jo__1L_;; "' - = = . <; - ·-=-...;_~--·-=--.:=.--·· .::.. . ...:c:.. . .11<-:o: * * - * * * * 
120 IFIMONTHl .EO. FA .OR. DAYOUT .GT. l> GO TO 130 

GO lO 100--------------------------------~ 
130 IF!DAYl .EQ, DAY .OR. OAYOUT .GT. 11 GO TO 131 

c 
__ ...J1~3Ul--lJUF~(UD~A~Y~O~!U.:ll1-,£FPO-OQ.J_)bGOQ_ITOO--J..l3322----------------------AA~80----

GO TO 133 ANMl 81 
13? WRJIEl6 

c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * = * * * * * * • * C CH"CK ING IF THIS IS THE END QE THE SPECIFIC DAY O!!IPl!T 

c * * = * * * * = = * = * = * = * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 133 DAYOUI.=illAYDU.: 82 
3030 FORMATl 1 1',94H YR MO DY HR PO AREOIR AREINF AREBFL ARE 

!TOT CEQ!R CEINT CF.BA~s.__ _ _.1,(~E~IuO~Tl...J-l _________________ _ 

WRJTE16,30311 ODYRl,EA,OAY 1 j,0023,ARRDlR,ARRJNF1 ARR8FL,ARFTOT,CFD 
JJR.CEJNT,CEBAS,CETDT ANM183 

3031 FORMAT(' 1 ,5flX,J2),811X,F9.4)) 
____ __,.£LDAY.flU.:i • .E.O . .JlA.Y£..NO l GO TO 5 00 AtiJUa/o.--

100 YEARPR=YEARST+l 
~FO DDYRl AND EA FO 11 GQ TO SQ 

CO TO 8800 

c • • * * * • * • * • * • * = * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * C FINDING THE MD 
C FINDING YEARLY VALUES 
c • * * * * * * * * ~ ~ = f * ~ * * • ~ * * * * * * * * * * = * # # * * 

8000 00 700 I=l,12 

lFlARDI I,J) .EO. ·10000-0000.J GO TO 702 
----------5..A.Ru..i...,_.....LJ...:%:.>.A.u..>-.J.J...~---~~~-~---~-~~-~-~~~~~~-

SA l I l I= AR I I I, J l +SA If I l 
-~~-~A..B.J...J.J= , 

SSBASlll=SBASfl,Jl+SSBASfll 
SS IN I! I I =SIN I! I .. ! l + ~ S INT! I l 
SSDRRll)=SDRRll,Jl+SSORR!ll ____ __.S~I~S~TRLl.l.=J.S.IB...LL,.J.l..±.SJSJ-~._,,_,__ _________________________ _ 

STACDlll•TACO(!,Jl+STACDfll 
702 CDN.UNU:-------------------------------~---
701 CONTINUE 

____ _....U~UM 
SUMAl=SAllll+SUM~A~l'---------------------------------

-----Su.llMAB=.5A.al U.:t5UMt;u;~------------------------------
SUIHA=S TACO I I J +SUM TA 

_____ $..,.lll:l.S.l.=.S.LS.I.R1.ll.±.S..U 
SUMSB=SSBAS(IJ+SUwM~S~B----~----------------------~ 

____ ......,;Su.llMS I= SS JtlT I l l +SUfil'.7-----------------------------
SUMSO=SSDRR ! I l +SUMSO 

700 CONTI~,~·"------------------------------------
c 
C * * * * * • 'I< * * * * t * * * * * * * !_.L_'l<-L.L* "' * • * * * * * * * 
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C OUTPUTING THE 1 8 1 DAILY TABLES PLUS THE YEARLY SUMMARY 
C * * * * * * * *~* * * * ¥ Jl;.J .. J_~~--'t-it.. .. ;i;<_ .. L.*-->L-*- *--*-&_L.L.!1<--'i_.'I'__._ ------

CALL ACOSTR Aw-1185 
----~W~R~l~Tf~3..0..l2J.....Y.E~•~R~s~Ti.~Y~E~A,,..._...,_ ________________________ _ 

WR1TEl6,3003l 
__ ... 3~0~0 ... 3_f:_QRM~,.311X.~!tBHS.Yhi.J.HES I ZED AC ID I DA..0-lN-DlREC.L RUNOEF-1.N-P.OUNO.,._ ___ _ 

l) 

_____ w~RLt.E.LQ......,.._.__"...._------------------------------~ 
00 300 l=l,31 
WR J IE I 6, 30 l l l ODAY!! l ,I ARD I 1, I), I: l , I 2 I 

300 CONTINUE 
-----nlU.l.F.lb.,.3Q.J.2.L...¥.EARST,vEARP."'-------------------------

WRITE 16,3002 l 
3002 EORMA..II I I ,39X .• .M•HSYNTHESIZED ACID LOAD IN .U>ll.ERFLOW-l"'-P.QUNO.Vl-------

WRITE (6,30131 

WRITE I 6, 3011 l DOA YI I l , IA RI I J, I I , J= 1, 12 l 
301 CON"ll.NUe---------------------------------

WRITE 16·, 3012 l YEARS T, YEA RPR ____ _,.IU-l£t.o..-30 . .,..._,_ ______________________________ ~ 

3001FORMAT( 1 •,39X,43HSYNTHESIZEO ACID LOAD IN 8ASEFLOW IN POUNOSJ 
'I 

00 302 1=1,31 
-----"R!IE.Lb,30]1) ODAY1ll 1 CAR~B~l~J+,~I~l+9 ~1-•~~~-------------------

302 CONTINUE 
1RITEC6,3Cl.J..2.l.-Y...,....._,_.....,..'-""'"""""""--------------------------

WRITE ( 6, 30041 
3004 FQRMATC' 1 •'•2X,37HSYNIHFSIZED TQTAI A(JD I DAO JN PQllNQ$1 

WR1TEl6,3013l 
no 3 
WRITEl6r30lll DDAYIIl11TACOIJ,ll,J=l,12l 

303 CON.:U.~..__----------------------------------
WRI TE I 6, 3012 I YEARST,YEARPR 

3006 FORMAT!' 1 r35Xr50HSYNTHESIZED DIRECT RUNOFF IN CUBIC FEET PER SECO 

DDAYllJ,(SDRRIJ,Il,J=lrl21 

WRITE(b,30121 YEARST,YEARPR 
-----W-Rl-l.i;.+~~U..l.~------------------------------~ 

3007 FORMA Tl ' ' ,3 iX ,46HSY~:THES I ZED IN TE RF LOW IN CUBIC FE ET PER SEC ONO I 
-----w1u .. :u;.. ., 

00 306 1=1,31 
WRUElb,3020) OOAYII),ISJNT( 1 0 !), 1-1 0 )2) 

306 CONTINUE ---------lilUl:S-'.b.,..3!).12.J.-XEAasr,vcop.£.,,__ _______________________ _ 

WR! TE I b, 3008) 
-30oa-EOR.MA.u...!.-~-l44.SHS-YAl.T»ES-~~S.u;_..s:;EE~E-R--SGc.or,.,.u;i,_,)._ _____ _ 

WRITl::(6,30131 ., 
WRITElb,30201 DDAYIIl,CSBASIJ,IJ,J=lrl2l 

__ _.,,,.30~1..._c~ouN.LiNUe-----------------------------------
WR I TE I 6, 3012 l YEARST,YEARPR 

----WRUElo ... 3005.l----------·-------·-·--·---
3005 FORMAT( 1 1 ,3?X,47HSYNTHESIZED STREAMFLOW JN CUBIC FEET PER SECOND) 

';): l -:. 

00 304 1=!,31 
-----"RU E.t.6..-3020.J-ODA.Y..t..l-44-IS T.R..W,..l l .• .J=..4-12l--------------

304 CONTINUE 
-----nRU .Et t.,.30-l 2-l-Y.EAR.S-! -t-Y~ ARP lL--------------- ----- ·--.. ~-
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WRlTE(b,40051 
__ ,.oos_F.ORMA TL!-=~ ,3X ,3HOC.J ,bX,3HNOV. bX. 3HO EC, 6X. 3HJAN' 6X, 3HFEB. 6Xt 3HMAR .6 --------

lX. 3HAPR, 6X ,3HMAY, bX, 3HJUN ,6X, 3HJUL ,6X, 3HAUG, 6X, 3HSEP, 3X, lOHYEAR TO 

WRITE(b,40001 
-----WR1JEL6,400Q,__ _______________ _ 

WRITE!b,40011 
----400l-EORMA.T t..!.OL, 4 8H~YNTHES l Z ED--AC l D-L.()A0--1 N -4l IR EC l--RUNOFF--1 N---P.QUNOS >-----

WR I TE I b, 4002 l ISADCll,1=1•121,SUMllO 
-------·~R~t~T~E~<~o~,~4..,004-).---------------------------------

4004 FORMAT( '0' ,44HSYN1HESIZEO ACID LOAD IN INTERFLOW IN POUNDS) 
-----R 1-IE I b, 4002 l-I SA-l--U-i H-"-l-~-1-2.) .--SU.'<l.•U -------------------

WR lTE 16 1 40061 
-..lt0()..6___££lRJ.1A.T.l--'--ll-!-.+~-ND!E-S+Z~-O-AC-t.o-L-OA~A-SEf~OW---J.N-POUN~s+--------

WR I TE I 6, 4002 l ISABlll,1=1,121,SUMAB 
--------1iRl.l'£.LJ.4-itJQ.Q.]L_ __ ~-----~----------------

4007 FORMAT( '0' ,37HSYNTHESIZED TOTAL ACID LOAD IN POUNDS) 
-----RU.£.Lb+J,O~I-=-l--.--12-~K.:U.------------------

WRI TE ( b ,4008 I 
----ltO.OtL.EDAAA..ll..!.a..'-,.SO.HS.Y.AIUH:S-LUO--O I REC-L--RU NQE.;;__i~C-US-1 C--f EE-:f-P E'1.-S-EWN~1------

W RI TE! 6, 4009 I ISSDRR(Il,l=l,121,SUMSD 

4010 FORMAT( 1 0' ,4oHSYNlHESIZED INTERFLOW IN CUBIC FEET PER SECOND) 
____ _,,_JU_l£j_a.,.-4Q!l.9..L-!.SS-l-NTIII ,I-1 1 l2h-SIM~S~l--------------------

WRITEl6,40ll l 
4011 FORM AT ( I 0. '45H~YN.UIES. IZ-f0-8-ASEE-~S-I (._f;EE+-PE-R-SEUJNl.U--------

WR ITE I 6 ,40091. I SS8AS I I l, I =l, 121, SUMSB 

4012 FORMAT( 1 0' ,76HSYNTHESIZEO TOTAL AMOUNT OF WATER ENTERING THE STREA 
----~l~H._.._JN_CUBir EEF1 PER-S8:.0Nu'J---------------------------

WRITElb14009l !SlSTRIIl,I=l,121,SUMST 
----30J.l_.EORt1ALL'--l__,_3.X_,J2+12-Ll..X.,£9..J.J.J--------------------------

3012 FORMATl 111,40X,32HANNUAL SUMMARY FOR WATER YEAR 19,12,lX,lH-,lX, 

3013 FORMAT( 1 - 1 ,3X,3HDAY,5X,3HOCT,6X,3HNOV,6X,3HDEC,6X,3HJAN,6X,3HFE6,6 
-----J~X~·-3filll< R , 6 X , 3HA PR 1 6 X , 3 HM A.Y..,..b.X.,.-3JiJJJN . ._6L.-3J:l.il.1L,..bX.,.3HAIJG_~t::+--------

3020 FORMAT( 1 ',3X,!2,12!1X,FB.4ll 

4000 EQB.J-..,._,__,___~1-'-1-'-------------------~---------------
4002 FORMAT!• • .i211x,Fa.01,1x,Fl1.01 
4009 EOBMATfl •.p11x,ER 01,1x,FJJ Q) 

YEARS T=YEARS T+l 

-----"""'-''---------------------------------........ N.141~8~6.,._ __ 
GO TO 9100 ANMl 87 500 IFINC12.L....Gc:.....u..J.>1...1-'-'-'-.;i..,..,_ ______________________ -A~..l.~,.,~...__ __ 

CALL ACDSTR A~l89 

'"' en 
510 JFINOPT,GE.2lGO TO 8000 ANM19l 

CM 1 Aco.~·~·---------- --------------------ANMl'-}2-----
GO TO 9100 ANM193 

9200 CA.~--"--'-_,,_.___.__ ____________________________ ___,AN1'\l94-- -

END 
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APPENDIX C 

OPrIMIZATION MODEL FOR RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

TO ABATE MINE DRAINAGE POLLUTION 

In preceding sections, models and procedures have been described for 
predicting mine drainage pollution levels, stream flow quantities, and 
costs to implement actions for reducing the effects of mine drainage 
pollution. Several distinct methods for reducing or eliminating the 
effects of mine drainage pollution have been outlined, and these methods 
are as diverse as sealing and flooding to slow pyrite oxidation and 
treatment to neutralize the acid in mine drainage effluent. For each 
method, both the effects on stream quality and the implementation costs 
will vary from site to site. Moreover, stream quality is a dynamic 
phenomenon in that weather will cause large variations in stream quality. 
Based upon inputs from the physical models of pollutant sources and the 
cost model, the optimization model has two principal objectives in ana
lyzing the allocation of resources to control mine drainage pollution 
in a watershed: 

l. Determine a least cost allocation to achieve a specified 
quality level, and 

2. Determine the most effective allocation for a specified 
cost. 

The initial research task in designing an optimization model to achieve 
the above objectives was directed toward the construction of a dynamic 
model of a single-stream basin having multiple sources of mine drainage 
pollution. The model is dynamic in that pollutant and stream flows are 
f'unctions of time; however, these functions are regarded as determinis
tic. The effects and costs of resource allocation to reduce pollutant 
effects are represented in this dynamic single-stream model which will 
be identified by the mnemonics DSS. An analysis of DSS indicates the 
types of optimization models which will be required to represent the 
resource allocation options available with varying levels of realism. 
Two optimization models are developed and they are defined below along 
with their identifying mnemonics: 
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l. Deterministic 11worst-case 11 minimum cost (DWMC) model, 

2. Deterministic 11worst-case 11 maximum effectiveness (DWME) 
model, 

A detailed description of the DWMC and DWME models is contained in this 
appendix along with computer program flow charts and input data instruc
tions. Because the DSS model served as a basis for the two optimization 
models mentioned above, the DSS model is described first. 

DYNAMIC SINGLE-STREAM MJDEL (DSS IvDDEL) 

Consider a watershed having N mine drainage pollution sources, and 
resource allocation strategies for this watershed are to be determined 
to satisf'y two different objectives, viz., 1) minimum cost to maintain 
a desired stream quality level and 2) maximum quality for a fixed cost 
budget. Initially a model to satisf'y objective l above is outlined and 
then later this model is extended to satisfy objective 2. To illustrate 
the proposed optimization methods, a simplified stream is considered 
having no tributaries since the extension to include tributaries is 
straightforward. The watershed is illustrated in Figure C.l. 

J 
N 

3 

Figure C .l. Single-stream watershed 
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The first step in the model formulation process will be to define basic 
flows and decision variables. Then, these variables will be used to 
formulate criteria and constraint equations for the two objectives 
(minimum cost and maximum effectiveness) • 

Basic Flow and Decision Variables 

Each mine, noted as a small square in the figure, is represented as 
draining into the stream at a node point, defining N node points. With
out action t9 control pollutant effluent, the ith mine produces pollu
tants at a rate of Pi(t) kilograms per hour at time t (hours) where 
i = 1, 2, ••• , N. For example, the pollutant might be acid and Pi(t) 
would specify the total acidity of the effluent from mine i. Negative 
values of Pi(t) would specify an alkaline condition. Also the stream 
carries a fluid flow, exclusive of pollutant, of Qi(t) (kg per hour) at 
node point i at time t. The value of Qi(t) is assumed to be unaffected 
by actions to control stream pollution levels. 

In addition to pollutant inputs from mine sources, the stream has 
natural pollutant inputs occurring throughout its length. These natural 
inputs are assumed to be distributed continuously between nodes, but the 
stream reach between each pair of nodes may have its own unique input 
rate. Let Pin(t) be the natural pollutant input rate in kg per hour 
occurring between nodes i-1 and i. For example, a natural acid 
input rate of -.05 kg per hour between two nodes would indicate an 
alkaline condition alleviating part of any potential acid mine drainage. 

A survey of possible methods for controlling mine drainage pollution 
indicated that these methods can be classified into three categories as 
far as the optimization model is concerned. These categories are: 

1. abatement at the mine site, 
2. treatment at the mine site, and 
3. treatment in the stream channel. 

Abatement is assumed to reduce the pollutant flow but not necessarily 
eliminate it. That is, site i produces a flow of pia(t) if abatement 
is performed at site i, where pia(t) < Pi(t) for all t. Examples of 
abatement are flooding or sealing of deep mines; covering, leveling, 
compacting, burying, or grading of gob piles; and grading, covering, or 
replanting of strip mines. All of these methods have the potential for 
reducing pollutant flows, but their effectiveness will vary from site 
to site. 

Treatment, whether in the stream channel or at a site, is assumed to 
reduce pollutant flow to zero (without affecting the stream flow exclu
sive of pollutant; i.e., values of Qi(t)), but treatment will not affect 
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a condition where the stream pollutant measure is already negative. 
Using our acid mine drainage example again, the treatment facility will 
neutralize an acid stream until it has zero total acidity, but it will 
not affect an alkaline stream. The assumption is being made here that 
once the decision is made to install a treatment facility the most eco
nomical solution is to remove all acid conditions but do not change 
alkaline conditions. The effect of a treatment facility is shown 
graphically in Figure C.2. The performance of a treatment facility can 
be represented mathematically by a clip function, L(x), 

where L(x) 
::: J 0 if x ~ 0 

\ x if x < o. 

Thus, L[Pi (t)] would represent the output of a mine source having a 
treatment facility. 

w 
I- 2 
<{ 
0:: 
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lJ... ~ 0 
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Figure C.2. Effect of instream treatment facilities 

Three decision variables are used at each node to specify the pollution 
control measures to be used, if any. They are: 

d.a 
l 

= J 1 if abatement is done at site i 

\ 0 if otherwise 
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d.t 
l 

if site treatment is done at site i 

if otherwise 

{

l if instream treatment is done at site i 
dis= 0 

if otherwise 

Site treatment, if implemented, is regarded as being capable of treating 
all pollutant effluent before it reaches the stream. Also, the assump
tion is made that instream treatment facilities treating all of the 
fluid passing through a node adjacent to a mine site could be located 
at any node; moreover, a mine site having an instream treatment facility 
would treat the effluent from its local mine source before its effluent 
enters the stream channel. 

CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS AND CRITERION 
FUNCTION FOR MINIMUM COST :tv[)DEL 

The minimum cost model selects values for the three decision variables, 
defined above, at each node in order to maintain stream quality through
out the watershed while minimizing total cost. The constraint equations 
guarantee that quality is maintained, and the criterion function speci
fies the minimum cost objective. The constraint equations are presented 
first. 

The quality standard specifies that the pollutant concentration must be 
less than Qs in parts per million (ppm) throughout the watershed. We 
will regard this to mean that the standard can be satisfied by having a 
quality of Qs or better at each node. This assumption implies that 
satisfactory quality just downstream of node i together with a natural 
pollutant input between nodes i and i+l will not violate the standard 
so long as quality is maintained just down stream of node i+l. If 
pit(t) is the total pollutant flow rate at node i (after considering 
all upstream sources, natural pollutant inputs, and abatement and treat
ment procedures), then 

(C.l) 
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for i = 1, 2, •.• , N and for all values oft. Note that this quality 
standard must be met continuously throughout time. 

The principal task in constructing the constraint equations is to specify 
Pit(t). Consider the node i. Decisions with respect to the source are 
specified by the variables dia and dit· The mine pollution output rate 
after considering the abatement decision is given by 

Including the site treatment decision, the pollution output rate from 
a mine source is defined as piS(t), and is given by 

dit1[diapia(t) + (1 - ~a)Pi(t)] 

+ [1 - dit][diapia(t) + (1 - dia)Pi(t)] 

i = 1, 2, ••• , N (C.2) 

In addition to the site decisions, ~a and ~t, the pollutant flow from 
node i is a result of the interaction among the pollution flow rates, 
pit(ti - Ti_1 ) just downstream of node i-1, the natural pollutant input 
rate Pin(t), and the instream processor decision dis· Ti-i is the time 
delay for a particle of water to flow from node i-1 to node i and is 
assumed to be constant for ~11 values oft. The value of pit(t) is 
given by 

where 

disL[Pin(t) + Pi!i(t - Ti-i) + Pis(t)] 

+ [1 - dis][Pin(t) + pi~i(t - Ti-i) + piS(t)] 

pt(t)=O. 
0 

i = 1, 2, ••• , N (C.3) 

Substitution of c.3 into C.l gives the complete set of constraint 
equations. Notice that these constraint equations are nonlinear f'unc
tions of the decision variables dia, dit, dis• 

In order to specify the minimum cost criterion f'unction, several cost 
variables need to be defined. All costs incurred by these pollution 
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control measures are assumed to be equivalent alUlual costs which include 
recovery of capital, operating and maintenance costs. If abatement is 
performed at site i, a cost of cia is incurred. Annual treatment costs 
involve two cost components; i.e., a variable cost that is directly 
proportional to the alUlual amount of pollutant processed and the equiva
lent annual cost exclusive of the variable cost component. An example 
of the variable cost component would be the cost of chemicals for 
neutralization of acid. For treatment processors the following cost 
variables are used: 

c.t = 
J. 

annual cost for a treatment processor at mine site i 
exclusive of the variable cost (dollars), 

annual cost for an instream treatment processor at node 
i exclusive of the variable cost {dollars), and 

Cv = variable cost to treat one unit of pollution {dollars 
per kg). 

To determine the variable annual costs for treatment, the following addi
tional annual pollutant loads are required as input: 

annual pollutant load emitted from source i without 
site abatement (kg), 

Aia = annual pollutant load emitted from source i with site 
abatement {kg) 

Ain = annual natural pollutant input between nodes i-1 and i 
{kg). 

Note that values for Ain and Aia may be negative indicating a flow of a 
substance that can "neutralize" the pollutant. The assumption is made 
that the effluent Aia from a mine site after abatement is either con-
tinuously positive or negative and does not alternate between positive 
and negative values. Similarly, the assumption is made that any nega
tive pollutant inputs to the stream for all values of dia, dit, dis 
will not cause the stream at a particular location to alternate between 
positive and negative states. This assumption is made so that the above 
annual pollutant inputs can be added at instrea.m treatment processors to 
calculate annual variable treatment costs. Recall that only positive 
values of pollutant flow are treated at a treatment processor. 

Using the costs and annual pollutant flows defined above, the total 
resource allocation cost, Ct, can be calculated by 
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Ct" i~l [a;_"cia + a;_t[cit + cv((i - a;_a)Ai - di"L(-A1a))] 

+ dis [ci s - CvL (-Ai t)J] (C .4) 

where Ait is the annual pollutant load passing stream node i considering 
the upstream decision variables dja, djt, djs; for j = 1, 2, ••• , i. 

Values for Ait are calculated in a manner similar to pit(t). First, the 
annual inputs from individual mine sources are given by Ais and calcu-
lated by 

Ais = dit1[diaAia + (1 - dia)Ai] + (1 - dit)[diaAia + (1 - dia)Ai] 

i = 1, 2, ••• , N (C.5) 

These values of Ais are inserted in the following expression for Ait· 

t where A = 0. 
0 

i = 1, 2, ••. , N (c .6) 

Equations C.4 and C.l with their inputs C.2, c.3, C.5, and C.6 complete 
the formulation of the minimum cost version of the DSS model. Equation 
c.4 is the criterion function, and the value of Ct given by that equa
tion is to be minimized by choice of values for dia, dit, dis, for 
i = 1, 2, ••• , N. Of course, the constraint equations given by C.l 
must be satisfied for all values of Ct considered. 

CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS AND CRITERION FUNCTION 
FOR THE MAXIMUM EFFECTIVENESS MODEL 

The purpose of the maximum effectiveness model is to allocate a fixed 
budget in the most effective manner. The effectiveness measure has been 
designed to indicate the relationships between pollution levels, envi
ronmental impact, and land use in the vicinity of the watershed. These 
relationships are reflected in the effectiveness measure using two con
cepts which are: 
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1. The basic value of a st~eam based upon maximum pollution 
concentration level. 

2. The relative importance of the stream between two nodes 
based upon its land use. 

The above concepts are applied to individual stream reaches between 
adjacent stream nodes to compute a reach effectiveness measure which is 
the product of its relative importance and its basic value. Total water
shed effectiveness is assumed to be the sum of the individual reach 
effectiveness measures. These concepts are described in more detail 
below and illustrated by examples. Following the examples the mathe
matical notation is developed for the criterion function and constraint 
equations. 

The basic value of a stream reach is a number between zero and ten that 
indicates the reach's value based on observable effects from pollution 
concentrations. These effects include phenomena such as aquatic life, 
aesthetics, and water supply processing which are assumed to be related 
to the maximum pollution concentration experienced. To portray the 
variation in basic value, maximum pollution concentrations are classi
fied into intervals within which the observable effects are assumed to 
be constant. Table C.1 illustrates the variation of basic value with 
pollution concentration. 

For each stream reach between two nodes, the basic value is determined 
and is weighted by the relative importance of the stream reach to give 
the effectiveness measure for this same stream reach. Relative impor
tance is a quantity varying between zero and ten that specifies the 
importance of controlling pollution levels in each stream reach between 
adjacent nodes, land use in the v_icini ty of the stream reach, and the 
impact of pollutioll Oll this land use. Also, the length of the reach 
can be considered in assigning relative importance values. The distri
bution of relative importance values throughout the watershed is deter
mined in several steps. The first step is to select the most important 
stream reach (as defined by the stream between two adjacent nodes). The 
most important stream reach is given a relative importance value of ten. 
Then all other stream reaches are assigned values consistent with the 
dif'f"erence between their importance and the importance of the most · 
important stream reach. 

The application of the above concepts is illustrated by the stream por
trayed in Figure C. 3. The predominate land uses are noted in the 
figure. The most important reach with respect to the impact of pollu
tion is the reach between nodes 1 and 2; thus, this reach is assigned 
a relative importance of 10.0. The other reaches are evaluated to have 
relative importances of 7.0 downstream of node 4, 5.0 between nodes 2 
and 3, and 2.0 between nodes 3 and 4. Using these relative importances, 
the effectiveness measures for each stream reach can be obtained by 
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Table C .1. ILLUSTRATIVE VARIATION OF BASIC VALUE WITH 
MAXIMUM POLLUTION CONCENTRATION 

(ppm) 

Maximum pollution 
concentration Observable effects Basic value 

> 10 

8-10 

6-8 

4-6 

<4 

Recreation 

Fish cannot survive, noticeable 
odor, strong discoloration, water 
treatment costs increased by 100%. 

Game fish cannot survive, high 
scavenger fish mortality, notice
able odor, water treatment costs 
increased by 5CY/o. 

High game fish mortality, scavenger 
fish will not reproduce, water 
treatment costs increased by 25%. 

Game fish will not reproduce. 

Aquatic life unaffected. 

Agriculture 
4 

Industrial 

Figure c.3. Single stream with adjoining land uses 
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determining basic values for each reach and multiplying these basic 
values by their respective relative importances. For specified values 
of dia, dit, and dis, let the maximum pollution concentrations be 6.8, 
5.9, 5.5, 6.1 ppm starting at the head of the stream (node 1) and pro
ceding downstream. Then using Table C.l, the basic values for each 
reach are 4, 7.5, 7.5, and 4, respectively. Multiplying by the reach 
relative importances, the individual reach effectiveness measures are 
4o.o, 37-5, 15.0, and 28.0, respectively. Summing these reach effec
tiveness measures, the stream effectiveness measure is 120.5. 

Having presented an example, the mathematical notation necessary to use 
the effectiveness measure will now be defined. 

Let Ej =the basic value for the.jth maximum pollutant concen
tration interval, 0 S EJ S 10; j = 1, 2, ..• , N*; 

N* = total number of pollutant concentration intervals; 

Qj = the upper limit on the maximum pollutant concentra
tion for the jth interval; j = 1, 2, ••• , N*; 

Ri relative importance of the stream reach between nodes 
i and i + 1, i = 1, 2 , .•• , n; 0 S R i S 10 ; 

Ei effectiveness of pollution control actions on the 
stream reach between nodes i and i+l, 
i = 1, 2, ••• , N. 

To compute the basic value of reach i, the maximum pollutant concentra
tion over all time values is determined, and this value is used to 
determine the pollutant concentration interval. That is, the value of 
j is determined for reach i such that 

(c. 7) 

using this value of j then 

(C .8) 
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After determining values of Ei for i = 1, 2, .•• , N; then, the total 
watershed effectiveness, E, is computed by 

The above equation is the criterion function for the maximum effective
ness model. 

Since the constraint for the maximum effectiveness model is the total 
annual cost budget, B, then the total resource allocation cost, Ct, 
given by equation c.4 can be used in the constraint equation. It 
follows that 

(C.10) 

ANALYSIS OF THE DYNAMIC SINGLE-STREAM MODEL 

Analysis of the minimum cost and maximum effectiveness models formulated 
in this section shows that both optimization problems have the following 
characteristics: 

1. set of admissable decisions is discrete, 

2. number of possible decisions is sN, 

3. constraint equations and criteria functions are nonlinear 
functions of the decision variables. 

Note that the number of possible decisions will be overwhelming with 
values of N as large as 20 or 30. Even with only 10 mine sources the 
the number of possible decisions is in excess of one billon. 

In addition to the characteristics mentioned above, another factor com
plicating any solution procedure is the dynamic stochastic nature of 
pollutant and stream flows. That is, the functions Pi(t), pin(t), 
Pia(t), and Qi(t) for i = 1, 2, ••• , N are time varying and stochastic. 
These functions will be difficult to handle in equations such as C.l 
and C.2 even if they are regarded as deterministic. Since these func
tions are strongly influenced by precipitation patterns, they are in 
fact stochastic. One way of handling their stochastic nature is to 
adopt a conservative approach by selecting very long time traces from 
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the Pollutant Source and Hydrologic Models; or, even better, analyses 
of the pollutant source models can be conducted to indicate which pre
cipitation patterns give the maximum pollution concentrations. In this 
way, confidence can be gained in the fact that quality constraints will 
be maintained in the minimum cost model (equation C.l) and that effec
tiveness measures will be properly calculated (equation c.7). The 
basic assumption being made is that optimizing in this manner will 
yield a solution that provides quality and/or effectiveness measures 
at least as good as the worst case analyzed so frequently that any 
violations can be ignored. 

Going one step further, a much less cumbersome and more useful optimi
zation algorithm can be obtained by completely suppressing the dynamic 
stochastic nature of the functions Pi(t), Pin(t), Pia(t), and Qi(t). 
This approach will be cal].ed the "deterministic worst-case analysis." 
The basic idea inherent in this approach is to select a set of single 
values from the functions Pi(t), Pin(t), Pia(t), Qi(t), i = 1, 2, ••• , N; 
that represents the most adverse situation from a quality viewpoint. 
Then, an optimal solution using these values should almost always give 
better quality or more effectiveness in actual practise than considered 
in the solution procedure. 

Two models have been developed to evaluate the deterministic worst-case 
approach. These models are the DWMC and DW:ME models defined in the 
introduction to this appendix. Both models can analyze a basin having 
multiple streams with tributaries, and the method for representing mine 
sources and streams in this basin is described in the following section. 
The deterministic models are described in detail in subsequent sections. 

BASIN MINE SOURCE AND STREAM DESIGNATION SYSTEM 

In this section, notation used to define the basin stream network, mine 
sources, pollutant flows, and pollution control costs is defined. This 
notation is used in both of the deterministic worst case optimization 
programs, and standard FORrRAN symbols are used to designate variables 
to avoid use of an additional set of mathematical notations. 

The basin is assumed to have mine sources draining into a stream net
work having a hierarchy of at most level three. That is, the basin 
outlet is a third-level stream being fed by second-level streams, and 
the second-level streams are fed by first-level streams. Note that only 
second-level streams can feed the third-level stream and that only one 
third-level stream is permitted. Of course, basins with only a single 
stream or with only a hierarchy of level two can be represented by the 
optimization models. In these cases the basin outlet stream would still 
be a level three stream and there would be no level one streams. In 
the single stream case there would only be a single level three stream. 
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A set of nodes are denoted along each stream and there' exists three 
different functions that can be performed at each node; i.e., a pollu
tion source, an instream treatment site, or a stream confluence. All 
nodes are source nodes or possible points at which pollutants may enter 
the stream from mines • Any pollutant flow from mines is assumed to 
enter the stream at the node location. In addition natural pollutant 
inputs may occur between stream nodes. These natural pollutant inputs 
may be positive, increasing pollutant concentrations, or negative, 
neutralizing pollutant concentrations. Quality checks are made at each 
node to determine whether pollutant concentrations are less than the 
standard or to determine the effectiveness of a given resource alloca
tion. These quality checks are always made just downstream of each 
node. 

Treatment nodes are possible locations for instream treatment facilities 
removing pollutants from the entire stream flow. The DSS model per
mitted all nodes to have the potential for an instream treatment 
facility; however, economies with respect to the number of alternatives 
to evaluate are achieved by evaluating only the most likely locations. 
It should be noted that the models can be operated with all nodes being 
treatment nodes if the additional computer time is considered worth
while. A mine source at a treatment node is assumed to feed the in
stream treatment facility directly, if the decision is made to implement 
the facility; thus, the source at an instream treatment site would not 
degrade stream quality. 

In addition, some nodes, called confluence nodes, are fed by another 
lower level stream. An example is shown in Figure c.4 where nodes 4 
on second level stream number 1, 2 on the third level stream, and 4 on 
the third level stream are confluence nodes. Note that the confluence 
is located between the node and the next upstream node. Also, nodes 5 
on second level stream number 1 and 3 on the third level stream are 
treatment nodes. 

Each stream is designated by its level and streams having the same level 
are numbered. Thus, for level l streams, the streams are numbered one 
through NS(l) where NS(l) is the total number of level one streams. 
Similarly, level two streams are numbered one through NS(2). There is 
only one level 3 stream; i.e., NS(3) = l. Also, the variable KL is used 
to designate the lowest level stream represented in the basin. If the 
basin has only two levels in its stream network, then NS(l) = O and 
KL= 2. Moreover, a single stream network would have NS(l) = NS(2) = O 
and KL = 3. 

As depicted in Figure c.4, the nodes on each stream are numbered start
ing with the most upstream node. Thus, node I on stream J is upstream 
of I+l on stream J. Using the three coordinates; i.e., node number I, 
stream number J, and stream level K; an individual node is uniquely 
specified within the basin by the ordered triple (I,J,K). The array 
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First level 
stream No.I 

Second level 
stream No.I 

• Source or confluence node 

[•I Possible instream 
treatment site 

5 

6 

Second level 
stream No.2 

Third level 
stream No.I 

Figure C.4. Illustration of stream and node designation 

ND specifies the number of nodes on each stream. Values for ND are 
specified as input data and are defined by 

ND(J,K) = number of nodes on stream J of level K. 

Several arrays are employed to permit tracing from a level one stream 
to the basin outlet, or backwards from the basin outlet to the stream 
heads. The array JN permits tracing upstream and is prepared as input 
data to the optimization models. 'Values for JN are defined by 
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JN(I,J,K-1) I
NF if node I on level K stream J is a con
fluence node where NF is the level K-1 

= stream feeding J, and 

0 if (I,J,K) is not a confluence node 
for K = 2,3. 

Also JN(I,J,O) will be defined to be zero. 

Note that the last node or node ND(NF,K-1) on stream NF would be the 
next upstream node feeding node (I,J,K). Also note that the first 
node on any stream is not permitted to be a confluence node since there 
is no need for two streams in this case. 

To permit tracing downstream through the stream network, the optimization 
programs create two arrays from the array JN. The array NFN gives the 
nodes receiving flow from level 1 and 2 streams, and values for NFN are 
defined by 

NFN(J,K) confluence node on the level K+l stream receiving 
flow from level K stream J. 

Since there is only one level 3 stream, all level two streams feed level 
three stream number one. The array NFS gives the level 2 streams re
ceiving flow from level l streams, where 

NFS(J) =level 2 stream receiving flow from level l stream J. 

Potential instream treatment sites are designated in a manner similar 
to that used to denote confluence nodes. Treatment nodes are specified 
by the array INT, where 

INT(I,J,K) I
NT if node (I,J,K) is a potential instream 
treatment site where NT is the instream 
treatment site number, and 

0 if otherwise 

NT can take on the values between one and NINST where NINST is the total 
number of instream treatment sites considered. 

At each node a set of variables is used to depict the stream flow, 
pollutant flows, and costs associated with each pollution control 
measure. Recall that the deterministic worst case optimization models 
are based on the assumption that pollutant and stream flows are selected 
to represent the most adverse situation from a pollution viewpoint. It 
is assumed that the worst case has been identified for the variables 
defined below. The stream flow at each node is given by 

Q(I,J,K) =stream flow at node (I,J,K) exclusive of pollutant. 
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Input values for Q(I,J,K) are in cubic meters per second, and the pro
gram converts these amounts to kilograms per hour for the computational 
procedure. The pollutant flow rates for each mine source are given as 
input by 

P(I,J,K) =pollutant flow emitted from the source at node 
(I,J,K) without implementation of any pollution 
control measures (kilograms per hour), and 

PA(I,J,K) pollutant flow emitted from the source at node 
(I,J,K) if abatement is implemented (kilograms 
per hour). 

Also, the natural pollutant inputs are specified as input data by 

PN(I,J,K) =pollutant input to the stream between nodes 
(I-1,J,K) and (I,J,K) due to natural sources 
(kilograms per hour). 

If I=l, PN(I,J,K) represents all of the natural pollutant input above 
the first node. If (I,J,K) is a confluence node, PN(I,J,K) is the 
natural pollutant input between (I-1,J,K) and (I,J,K) plus the natural 
pollutant input between stream (J,K) and the last node on stream 
JN(I,J,K-1). 

Corresponding to these "instantaneous" pollutant flow rates given above, 
a set of mean annual pollutant flows are required to calculate treatment 
variable costs. These annual pollutant flows are specified as input 
data by 

AP(I,J,K) =mean annual pollutant load emitted by the source 
at node (I,J,K) if no pollution controls are 
implemented (kilograms) 

APA(I,J,K) =mean annual pollutant load emitted by the source 
at node (I,J,K) if abatement is implemented 
(kilograms) 

APN(I,J,K) = mean annual pollutant input due to natural 
sources between node (I,J,K) and the next up
stream node (or nodes when (I,J,K) is a con
fluence node) in kilograms. 

In addition to pollution and stream flows, a set of costs for each 
alternative control measure at each node is specified as input. The 
array C gives the equivalent annual costs for abatement and treatment 
(exclusive of variable chemical costs), and values for the array C are 
defined by 
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C(ID,I,J,K) = 

annual costs to abate the mine source at 
(I,J,K) for ID = 1 ($) 

annual cost to implement a treatment processor 
for the mine source at (I,J,K) for ID = 2($) 

The equivalent annual costs to implement instream treatment processors 
are specified by the array CI, where 

for 

CI(NT) = equivalent annual fixed cost to implement instream 
treatment at instream treatment site number NT ($) 

NT l, 2, .•. , NINST; and 

CI(O) o. 

The variable chemical cost for treatment processors is given by VC, in 
dollars per kilogram, specified as input data. 

DETERMINISTIC 1iwORST-CASE" MAXIMUM 
EFFECTIVENESS (DWME) MODEL 

In this section, the DWME model is described, and the algorithm for 
determining the maximum effectiveness solution is presented. This 
algorithm is performed by program N!AXEF to determine a maximum effec
tiveness solution. To simplify the understanding of MAXEF, the same 
notation is used to describe the algorithm as is used in the program. 
Thus, FORTRAN variable names are employed in this section. Computer 
program flow charts and input data instructions are contained in a later 
section of this appendix. 

Criterion Function and Constraint Equation 

The DWME model is specified by its criterion f'unction and constraint 
equation. These equations are obtained simply by converting the cor
responding equations for the DSS model to represent a network of streams 
and to incorporate the 11worst-case" pollutant and stream flows defined 
in the previous section. 

The DWME analogue of the criterion f'unction given by c.9 is 

3 NS(K) ND(J,K) 
EFF L L L E(I ,,T ,K) , (C.ll) 

K=KL J=l I=l 
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where E(I,J,K) =effectiveness of pollution control actions on 
the stream reach between node (I,J,K) and the 
next downstream node on stream J. 

EFF = total basin effectiveness of a set of pollution 
control actions. 

If (I,J,K) is the last node on stream J; i.e., I= ND(J,K), then the 
next downstream.node is interpreted to be the outlet of stream J. 
Individual reach effectiveness values are determined by 

E(I,J,K) = R(I,J,K) • EJ(I,J,K) 
K = 1,2,3; J = l, ••• ,NS(K); I= l, ••• ,ND(J,K) 

(C.12) 

where R(I,J,K) relative importance of the stream reach between 
node (I,J,K) and the next downstream node on 
stream J, 0 < R(I,J,K) < 10; 

EJ(I,J,K) = 

- -
basic value of the stream reach between node 
(I,J,K) and the next downstream node on stream J. 
0 S EJ(I,J,K) S 10. 

To compute the basic value of a stream reach, the pol1ution conce.utra
tion ~a result of a set of control actions is determined and compared 
with a set of pollution concentration intervals and their correspond
ing basic values, specified as input data. That is, M is determined 
so that it satisfies 

where QJ(M) = 

PLT(I,J,K) ( ) 
QJ(M-l) < PLT(I,J,K) + Q(I,J,K) S QJ M ' (c.13) 

upper limit on the pollution concentration for the 
Mth interval (input values are in parts per million 
(ppm) but QJ(M) values are converted later to 
decimal ~actions), 

QJ(O) = 0 

NI total number of pollution concentration intervals 

M = 1, 2, •• o, NI, and 
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PLT(I,J,K) =pollutant flow rate in kilograms per hour just downstream 
at node (I,J,K) resulting from a specified set of control 
actions. 

This value of M is used to specif'y the individual reach basic values by 

EJ(I,J,K) = BV(M), (c.14) 

where BV(M) = basic value for pollution concentration interval M. 

In order to determine the pollution flow from a set of control actions, 
values of PLT(I,J,K) must be determined. PLT(I,J,K) is the deterministic 
"worst-case" multi-stream analogue of pit(t) given by equation C.3, or 
the total pollutant flow just downstream of node (I,J,K). Pollutant 
may reach each node from one or more of the following sources: 

1. flow past next upstream node, 
2. natural flow originating downstream of next upstream node, 
3. tributary if (I,J,K) is a confluence node, and 
4. mine source at (I,J,K). 

The flow past the next upstream node is given by PLT(I-1,J,K), and the 
case where I,J,K is at the head of a stream is handled by defining 

PLT(O,J,K) 0 

for J = 1,2, ••• ,NS(K); 

K 1,2,3. 

The natural flow is given by PN(I,J,K). Pollutant flow from a tributary 
is represented by 

PT(J,K) =pollutant output rate of stream J of level K 
(kilograms per hour); 

where PT(J,K) PLT(ND(J,K),J,K) if J > 0 and K > O, 

PT(O,K) = O; 

PT(J,O) O; 
PT(O,O) = O; 

J = 1,2, •.• ,NS(K); and 

K = 1,2,3. 
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Also, pollutant output from a source is defined by 

PS(I,J,K) = pollutant output rate from source (I,J,K) given 
the site abatement and treatment decisions 
(kilograms per hour). 

In addition, pollutant may be removed from the stream by implementing 
an instream processor. Decisions to do so are specified by 

\ 

0 if instream processor site NT is implemented 
DINT(NT) = 

1 if otherwise. 

NT= 1,2, ••. ,NINST. 

If the node (I,J,K) cannot have an instream processor, then 
NT= INT(I,J,K) = 0 and DINT(O) = 1. Then necessity for defining 
DINT(NT) = 0 if the instream processor is implemented will be apparent 
when the optimization procedure is presented. Using the above relation
ships, the pollutant flow just downstream of node (I,J,K) is given by 

PLT(I,J,K) = DINT[INT(I,J,K)]•[PN(I,J,K) + PLT(I-1,J,K) + PS(I,J,K) 

+ PT(JN(I,J,K-1),K-l)] + (1 - DINT[INT(I,J,K)]) 

• L[PN(I,J,K) + PLT(I-1,J,K) + PS(I,J,K) 

+ PT(JN(I,J,K-1),K-l)] (C.15) 

for I= 1,2, .•. ,ND(J,K); 

J 1,2, ••• ,NS(K); and 

K 1,2,3. 

Recall that L(X) is the clip function defined earlier. 

The four equations above require values for the pollution output rate 
from a mine source after allowing for the site abatement or treatment 
decisions. Let these decisions be represented by 

DA(I,J,K) 

\ 

1 if abatement 
(I,J,K), and 

0 if otherwise 

is performed at mine source 
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DT(I,J,K) l 
l if site treatment 
(I,J,K), and 

0 if otherwise. 

is to be performed at site 

The deterministic "worst-case" multi-stream analogue of equation C.2 
is used to compute values for PS(I,J,K). Thus, 

PS(I,J,K) DT(I,J,K) • L(DA(I,J,K) • PA(I,J,K) + [1-DA(I,J,K)J • P(I,J,K)) 

+ [1-DT(I,J,K)] • (DA(I,J,K) · PA(I,J,K) + [1-DA(I,J,K)] 

• P(I,J,K)) 

Equations C.11 through C.16 can be used to compute values for the 
criterion function of the DWME model. The cost constraint is 

(c .16) 

TTC :S BUD , ( C .1 7) 

where BUD= maximum allowable annual pollution control cost ($), 
and 

TTC annual pollution control cost expected as a result of 
decisions represented by DINT, DA, and DT arrays. 

The total pollution control cost is calculated using the multi-stream 
"worst-case" analogue of equation C.4. That is, 

3 
TTC = L 

NS(K) ND(J,K) 
L L (CS(I,J,K) + [1-DINT(INT(I,J,K))J 

K =KL J = 1 I= 1 

• [CI(INT(I,J,K)) - VC · L[-APLT(I,J,K)]J) 

where CS(I,J,K) 

APLT(I,J,K) = 

annual cost of pollution control decisions at 
mine source (I,J,K) in dollars; 

annual pollutant load in kilograms passing 
stream node (I,J,K) considering the upstream 
decision variables given by the DINT, DA, and 
DT arrays; and 

APLT ( 0 , J, K) = 0 • 
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Values of CS(I,J,K) are given by 

CS(I,J,K) = DA(I,J,K) · C(l,I,J,K) + DT(I,J,K) · [C(2,I,J,K) 

+ VC · ([1-DA(I,J,K)] ·AP(I,J,K) 

- DA(I,J,K) • L[-APA(I,J,K)])J 

Values of APLT(I,J,K) are determined in a manner quite similar to 
PLT(I,J,K). That is, 

(c.19) 

APLT(I,J,K) = DINT[INT(I,J,K)] • (APN(I,J,K) + APLT(I-1,J,K) + APS(I,J,K) 

+ APT[JN(I,J,K-1),K-l]) + [1-DINT(INT(I,K,K))J 

• L(APN(I,J,K) + APLT(I-1,J,K) + APS(I,J,K) 

+ APT[JN(I,J,K-1),K-l]); 

where APT(J,K) =annual pollutant output of stream J of level K 
in kilograms, [APT(J,K) = APLT(ND(J,K),J,K) if 
J > 0 and K > 0] ; 

APT(O,K) = O; 
APT(J,O) = O; 

(C.20) 

APS(I,J,K) = annual pollutant output rate from source (I,J,K) 
given the site abatement and treatment decisions 
(kilograms); 

I= 1,2, .•• ,ND(J,K); 
J = 1,2, .•• ,NS(K); and 
K = 1,2,3. 

The values for the annual source outputs are given by 

APS(I,J,K) = DT(I,J,K) • L(DA(I,J,K) ·APA(I,J,K) + (1-DA(I,J,K)) 

• AP(I,J,K)) + (l-DT(I,J,K)) · (DA(I,J,K) • APA(I,J,K) 

+ (1-DA(I,J ,K)) · AP(I,J ,K)) (c .21) 

for I= 1,2, .•• ,ND(J,K); 
J = 1,2, ••• ,NS(K); and K = 1,2,3. 
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Equations C.18, c.19, C.20, and C.21 can be used to evaluate the DWME 
cost constraint. 

Optimization Algorithm 

As pointed out by the DSS model, the criterion function and constraint 
equations for the DWME model are nonlinear f'unctions of discrete vari
ables, viz., the DINT, DA, and DT arrays. Thus, available optimization 
algorithms such as linear programming, nonlinear programming, game 
theory, decision theory, geometric programming, and stochastic program
ming are inappropriate. Dynamic progrannning is a possible solution 
method, but preliminary investigations indicated that computer require
ments for a dynamic progrannning would be more extensive than the method 
selected. This conclusion results from the requirement to determine 
the optimal resource allocation function at each node for all admis
sible cost values. The algorithms developed as a result of this 
research (for the DWME and DWMC models) are modifications and exten
sions to the partial enumeration method for discrete optimization prob
lems formulated by Lawler and Bell. i 

The Lawler-Bell algorithm is designed to solve discrete optimization 
problems of the following form: 

Minimize go(X)' 

Subject to gll(X) - gl2(X) 2:. o, 

g2l(x) - g22(X) 2:. 0' 

~ (X) - ~(X) 2:, O, 

xj 0 or l; j = 1,2, •.• ,n; and 

where the restriction is applied that each of the f'unctions g0 (x), 

gll(X), ..• , ~(X) is monotone nondecreasing in each of the variables 

x1' x2 ' •.• ' Xn. 

The basic concept behind the Lawler-Bell algorithm involves ordering 
each possible vector X and then proceeding through the list of vectors 

iE. L. Lawler and M. D. Bell, "A Method for Solving Discrete Optimiza
tion Problems," Operations Research, Vol. 14, No. 6, Nov.-Dec. 1966, 
pp. 1098-1112. 
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to evaluate each vector which could be optimal. Naturally, those 
vectors which could not be optimal are skipped. A lexicographic or 
numerical ordering is obtained by giving each vector the integer value 

( ) X 2n-l + n-2 0 n X = 1 x22 + • • • + xn2 • 

In addition to the numerical ordering, a vector partial ordering is 
obtained by regarding 

X < Y if and only if Xj S Yj for j 1,2, ••• ,n 

Note that X ~ Y and Yi X are not equivalent expressions. Let X* denote 
the first vector following X in the numerical ordering where 

X f X*. 

Lawler and Bell show that X* can be obtained from X readily on a digital 
computer by 

1. regarding X as a binary number, 
2. subtracting 1 from X, 
3. logically "or" X and X-1 to obtain X*-1, and 
4. adding 1 to obtain X*. 

The :procedure described by Lawler and Bell to identif'y the optimal solu
tion involves :proceeding through the list of :possible solutions and A 

keeping a record of the least costly solution currently identified. X 
denotes this solution, and g0 (x) is the nti.nimum criterion function value. 
Procedure starts with X = (O,O', .•. ,o) and ends when X = (1,1,1, ••• ,1). 
Letting X denote the vector that is currently being examined, the fol
lowing rules indicate which vector is evaluated after X: 

A 

1. If g0 (x) 2:: g0 (x), skip to X*. Since X* is the first 
vector in numerical order following X where X i X*, 
then X+l,X+2, ••• ,X*-l are all greater than or equal to 
X in the vector partial ordering. Also, because g0 (x) 
is monotone nondecreasing, none of the vectors 
X+l,X+2, ••• ,X*-l can have values of g0 (X) less than 

A 

go(X). 
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2. 

? _,. 

4. 

5. 

If X is a feasible solution satisfying all co~straints 
and g0 (x) < g0 (x), then Xis substituted for X. 

If X is a feasible solution satisfying all constraints, 
skip to X*. Because g0 (x) is monotone nondecreasing, 
none of the vectors X+l, X+2, ... , X*-1 can have values 
of the criterion f'unction less than g0 (x). 

If gil(X*-1) - gi2(X) l 0 for any i=l,2, ..• ,m, skip to 
X*. Note that Y = X*-1 maximizes gi1 (Y) and Y = X 
maximizes -f5i2 (Y) for any vector between X and X*-1. 

Thus, if gi1 (X*-l) - gi2 (x) lo, then no vector Y between 
X and X*-1 can satisfy constraint i. 

Skip to X+l if conditions 1, 3, and 4 do not apply. 

Lawler and Bell give representative compute times to solve typical prob
lems to illustrate the potential efficiency of their method. Using the 
procedure listed above, they solved problems involving as many as 30 
binary variables with compute times ranging from 10 to 20 minutes on an 
IBM 7090. However, third generation computers are considerably faster 
than an IBM 7090. Although the increase in compute time for increasing 
numbers of variables appears to be less than an exponential function, 
it increases at a faster rate than a linear f'unction. Thus, there 
appears to be an upper limit on the number of nodes than can be analyzed 
in a single problem, and it is important to select an algorithm that is 
rapid. 

With emphasis upon this efficiency objective, the following extensions 
were accomplished in constructing the DWME optimization algorithm: 

1. The number of possible alternatives at each mine source 
to be evaluated in the optimization algorithm was reduced 
from four to three. This modification saves considerable 
computer time because 4n is much larger than 3n where n 
is the number of possible mine sources. 

2. The criterion f'unction and constraint equations were 
modified so that the criterion function is equivalent to 
a nondecreasing function of each of the decision variables 
that is to be minimized. 

3. The decision variables for a stream network were trans
formed so that they could be expressed as a vector X. 

4. A procedure was developed for determining the next feasi
ble solution subsequent to any point in the numerical 
ordering of the decision vector X. Note that condition 4 
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in the Lawler-Bell procedure defined above only allows 
for a test to be made to determine if decision vector 
values can be skipped and does not identify exactly the 
next feasible solution. 

5. The last decision vector, noted as XL, that needs to be 
evaluated in the numerical ordering to find the optimal 
solution was identified to reduce the number of iterations 
required. That is, decision vectors beyond XL in the 
numerical ordering will not be optimal. 

These extensions listed above are described next in the following dis
cussion of the optimization algorithm. 

Reduction of the Number of Alternatives at Each Mine Source -

The objective of reducing the total number of possible alternatives is 
to decrease the number of iterations by the optimization program to 
identify an optimal pollution. To illustrate the potential for :improve
ment, consider a basin having three sources and no potential instream 
processing sites. Four alternatives exist at each source when one con
siders all possible combinations of site treatment and site abatement. 
Letting the variable 1'iJS denote these alternatives 

1 
0 if no pollution control actions are to be performed 

1'iJS = 1 if abatement but no source treatment is to be performed 
2 if treatment but no abatement is to be performed 
3 if both treatment and abatement are to be performed 

Thus, direct enumeration of all possible combinations of control actions 
gives 43 or 64 alternatives to be considered. However, the pollutant 
output of a mine source, say (I,J,K), can have, at most, three possible 
values which are P(I,J,K), PA(I,J,K), and zero kilograms per hour if 
site treat~ent is performed. Thus, from a source output viewpoint there 
are only 3 or 27 alternatives to be considered as opposed to 64 origi
nally. 

Zero pollutant output can be obtained in two ways; i.e., site treatment 
alone and site treatment combined with abatement; and there are no 
interactions to be considered in evaluating these two ways with regard 
to stream quality. Obviously, the preferred alternative would be site 
treatment or site treatment combined with abatement depending on which 
is cheapest. Thus, the zero pollutant output alternative would be both 
site treatment and abatement if the annual cost of this alternative is 
less than site treatment alone. That is, if 

C(l,I,J,K) + C(2,I,J,K) - VC. L(-APA(I,J,K)) < C(2,I,J,K) + VC • AP(I,J,K) 
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select site treatment and abatement for the zero pollutant output 
alternative. Otherwise, select site treatment alone. 

From a mine output viewpoint, there are further potential reductions in 
alternatives to be considered. Some mines may cost more to abate than 
to treat. This may occur when sealing or other abatement procedures 
are potentially very expensive. Thus ignore the alternative of abate
ment alone if 

C(l,I,J,K) 2:: C(2,I,J,K) + VC •AP(I,J,K). 

The result of the tradeoffs described above to reduce the number of 
basin alternatives is recorded in several arrays for ready reference 
during the optimization procedure. In addition to no pollution control, 
two control actions are considered and they are identified by the de
cision variable ID, where 

ID 

0 if no pollution control is to be implemented at a 
source 

1 to identify the lowest cost pollution control alter
native (usually involving abatement alone), and 

2 to identify the pollution control alternative involv
ing treatment 

Three arrays are employed to completely specify pollution control alter
natives, their costs, and their pollutant output rates. These arrays 
are RALT, CALT, Pl and APl; where 

RALT(ID,I,J,K) =value of MS for pollution control alternative 
ID at source (I,J,K); 

CALT(ID,I,J,K) annual cost in dollars for pollution control 
alternative ID at source (I,J,K); 

Pl(I,J,K) =instantaneous pollutant output rate in kilo
grams per hour for pollution control alterna
tive l; i.e., ID= l; and 

APl(I,J,K) annual pollutant output in kilograms for 
pollution control alternative 1. 

Note that the pollutant output rate for pollution control alternative 2; 
i.e., ID= 2, is zero kilograms per hour and that the pollution output 
rate in the absence of pollution control action is P(I,J,K) kilograms 
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per hour. Values for the above arrays can be obtained by the relations 
shown below: 

If C(l,I,J,K) < VC • (AP(I,J,K)+ L(APA(I,J,K))), 

then RALT(2,I,J,K) 3 
CALT(2,I,J,K) = C(l,I,J,K) + C(2,I,J,K)- VC • 1(-APA(I,J,K)) 
RALT (l,I,J ,K) 1 
CALT(l,I,J,K) = C(l,I,J,K) 

Pl(I,J,K) PA(I,J,K) 
APl(I,J,K) = APA(I,J,K). 

If C (l,I,J ,K) 2: C (2,I,J ,K) + VC • AP(I,J ,K) , 

then RALT(l,I,J,K) 

CALT(l,I,J,K) 

Pl(I,J,K) 

= RALT(2,I,J,K) = 2 

= CALT(2,I,J,K) = C(2,I,J,K) + VC ·AP(I,J,K) 

0.0 

APl(I,J ,K) = 0.0 • 

Otherwise, 

RALT(2,I,J,K) = 2 

CALT(2,I,J,K) = C(2,I,J,K) + VC •AP(I,J,K) 

RALT(l,I,J,K) = 1 

CALT(l,I,J,K) 

Pl(I,J,K) 

C(l,I,J,K) 

PA(I,J,K) 

APl(I,J,K) = APA(I,J,K). (c .22) 

In addition to reducing the alternatives to be considered at a mine 
source, another case exists where the alternatives upstream of an active 
instream processor should be limited. Recall that abatement costs might 
be so inexpensive that treatment at a mine source should always be 
coupled with abatement. For the same reason, sources with inexpensive 
abatement costs providing influent to an active instream processor 
should involve abatement (or treatment and abatement) to achieve minimum 
system cost. In this case, no pollution control would be more expensive 
than abatement, but treatment and abatement may be implemented to achieve 
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better stream quality. This situation is identified by the array BS, 
where 

BS (I ,J ,K) 

-1 when RALT(2,I,J,K) = 3 and the source at 
(I,J,K) provides influent to an active instream 
processor, and 

0 if otherwise. 

Modification of the Criterion Function and Constraint Equations -

Recall that the decisions at each instream treatment site are specified 
by the DINT array as defined on page 203; however, the decision alterna
tives at each mine source have been redefined in the previous section. 
The decision variable ID specifies the decision at each node, but the 
significance of this variable must be checked to insure that it con
forms to the Lawler-Bell algorithm. 

A requirement of the Lawler-Bell algorithm is that the criterion function 
is to be minimized, and it must be nondecreasing in each of the decision 
variables x1 ,x2, ••• ,xn• Before the source and instream treatment de
cisions are reordered to correspond to elements of the vector X, the 
maximum effectiveness optimization problem must be transformed to 
satisfy the above requirement. If the criterion function; i.e., 
equation C.ll, is multiplied by -1, then the maximization problem is 
transformed to a minimization problem. Recognition of this 11trick11 

implies that the Lawler-Bell algorithm will work for a maximization 
problem where the criterion function is a nonincreasing function of 
each decision variable. 

However, the criterion function as defined in equation C.ll is an in
creasing function of the decision variable at each mine source noted by 
ID as defined above. Consequently, the decision at each mine source is 
specified by 

2 if no pollution control is to be imple
mented at source (I,J,K) 

1 if the lowest cost pollution control 
D(I,J,K) = 2-ID = alternative (usually abatement) is imple

mented at (I,J,K), and 

0 if the pollution control alternative 
involving treatment is implemented at (I,J,K) 

Note that the criterion function will be a nonincreasing function of 
each element in the D array and that it already is a nonincreasing 
function of the DINT array elements, defined on page 203, specifying 
decisions at each instream treatment site. 
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To incorporate the newly defined decision variables in the criterion 
f\mction, equation C.16 giving the pollutant output rate from source 
(I,J,K) must be rewritten. Using the definitions given in equation 
c.22, 

PS(I,J,K) = 

P(I,J,K) if D(I,J,K) = 2 

Pl(I,J,K) if D(I,J,K) = 1 

0.0 if D(I,J,K) = 0 (c.23) 

Thus, the criterion function is evaluated using equations C.22, c.23, 
C.15, C.13, C.14, C.12, and C.11. The optimization program uses 
Function EFFECT to evaluate the criterion function, and the procedure 
for EFFECT is described in Figure C.8 starting on page 303. 

The cost constraint is modified in a similar manner. That is, the cost 
to control pollution at a mine source given by equation c.19 is replaced 
by 

I 
CALT(2,I,J,K) if D(I,J,K) = 0 

CS(I,J,K) = CALT(l,I,J,K) if D(I,J,K) = 1 

0 if D(I,J,K) = 2 (C.24) 

In addition, the annual pollution output from a mine source given by 
equation c.21 becomes 

AP(I,J,K) if D(I,J,K) = 2, 

APS(I,J,K) = APl(I,J,K) if D(I,J,K) = 1, and 

0.0 if D(I,J,K) = 0 (c.25) 

Hence, the cost constraint is evaluated using equations C.22, C.24, 
c.25, c.18, c.19, and c.20. 

Construction of the Solution Vector X and Identification of the Next 
Vector to be Evaluated -

Having defined the decisions variables, the next step in developing the 
DWME optimization algoritbm is to define a solution vector X consisting 
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of these decision variables. Note that the decision variable at each 
mine source can assume three possible values; thus, the solution vector 
X consists of both binary and tertiary elements necessitating a new pro
cedure for specifying the next vector, i.e., X*, to be evaluated. Both 
the solution vector X and the procedure for identifying the next vector 
to be evaluated are defined in this section. 

As specified before, the vector X has n elements or 

where n = number of instream processors plus the number of mine sources. 

That is, 

3 NS (K) 
n NINST + L L ND(J ,K) • 

K=KL J=l 

Xm represents the decision at an instream processor or the decision at 
a mine source. Hence, 

Xm = D(I,J,K) 

or 

Xzn = DINT(NT) 

These decision variables are assigned as elements of the vector using 
the following rules: 

1. If Xzn = DINT(NT), then Xm+l = D(I,J,K); where NT= INT(I,J,K). 
That is, the instream processor decision variables are 
placed to the left of their corresponding mine source 
nodes. 

2. The decision variables for each stream always appear 
together and ordered so that ~+l is upstream of ~ 
assuming Xm represents the decision at a mine source. 
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3. If Xrn represents the most upstream node of stream J of 
level K and J > 1, then Xm+l represents the most down
stream node of stream J-1 of level K. 

4. If Xm represents the most upstream node of stream 1 of 
level K and K > KL, then Xmtl represents the most down
stream node of stream NS(K-1) of level K-1. 

The above rules are designed to order these decision variables so that 
the downstream decisions are recorded to the left of upstream decisions. 

To illustrate the application of the above rules, consider a basin con
sisting of one level-three stream, two level-two streams, and two level
one streams. Each stream has two nodes, and the downstream nodes of 
each level-two stream have potential instream processor sites. Then 

X = [D(2,l,3), D(l,1,3), DINT(l), D(2,2,2), D(l,2,2,), DINT(2), D(2,l,2), 

D(l,1,2), D(2,2,l), D(l,2,1), D(2,l,l), D(l,l,l)]. 

The Lawler-Bell algorithm examines vectors in sequence by ordering each 
possible solution vector and working from the first to the last solution 
vector. This order is achieved by assigning a number to each solution 
vector and placing the vectors in numerical order. This numerical value 
for a solution vector is given by 

n(X) so 

Xis evaluted before Y if n(X) < n(Y). 

As specified by Lawler-Bell, the elements of the solution vector must 
be binary, thus n(X) is just a binary number. For the DWME optimization 
model, n(X) must give a numerical value to X where some elements are 
binary and some elements are tertiary. Thus, 

where 

n 
n(X) = L Xrn • ~; 

m=l 

bm n-m-b 
~ = 2 · 3 m, and 

bro= number of binary elements to the right of xm, i.e., 
:XW.+l' smt2'•••,Xn 
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note that the function n(X) assigns integral values to the possible 
vectors X ranging from 0 to n0 . To illustrate the numerical ordering 
provided by n(X), consider a system composed of a single stream having 
two nodes, and the upstream node has a potential instream treatment 
site. Thus, 

xi = o, 1, or 2 

0 or 1 

O, l, or 2 

A listing of each possible vector in numerical order is shown below: 

x n(X) x n(X) 

(o,o,o) 0 (l,l,l) lO 
(0,0,1) 1 (l,l,2) ll 
(0,0,2) 2 (2,0,0) 12 
(O,l,O) 3 (2,0,l) l3 
(0,1,1) 4 (2,0,2) 14 
(O,l,2) 5 (2,l,O) l5 
(l,O,O) 6 (2,1,1) l6 
(1,0,1) 7 (2,l,2) 17 
(l,0,2) 8 
(l,l,O) 9 

In the optimizing algorithm, we must be able to take an arbitrary 
vector X and find the next vector in the numerical ordering. That is, 
we must be able to regard X as a number, i.e., the function n(X), and 
add one to X giving Y so that n(Y) = n(X) + 1. The following procedure 
is used to add one to X: 

1. Starting from the rightmost element of X, i.e., xn, find 
the first element noted as xa where xa is less than its 
maximum possible value. That is, Xa < 2 if xa is tertiary 
and xa = 0 if xa is binary. 

2. Add one to xa, or Ya= xa + 1. 

3. Set Ya+l,Ya+l,···,Yn all equal to zero. 
Set Y1 = xl, Y2 = ~, •.• , Ya-1 = xa-1· 

The proof that the above procedure always gives n(Y) = n(X)+l is done 
by induction on a. If xa is the rightmost element, then it is obvious 
that n(Y) = n(X)+l. If a = n-1, then Yn-l = Xn-1 + l, Yn = O, and Xn 
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equals its maximum possible value. Since 

and nn-1 

n-2 
n(X) + 1 L Xm ·nm f- Xn-1 • nn-1 + Xn + 1 

m=l 

Xn + 1, then 

n-2 
n(X) + 1 = L xm ·nm +(xn-1 + 1) • nn-1 and 

m=l 

n(Y) = n(X) + 1 . 

To show n(Y) = n(X) + 1 for all values of a, assume that n(Y) = n(X) + 1 
for a and then show that this assumption implies n(Y) = n(X) + 1 for 
a-1. Thus we assume that 

a-1 n 
n(X) + 1 = L Xm . nm + xa • na + 

m=l 
E :xm·nm+1 

m= a+l 

a-1 
= L Xm • nm + (xa + l)na 

m=l 

n(Y) 

when xa is less than its maximum value and Xa+1,xa+2, •.• ,xn are all 
equal to their maximum values. Note that the above expression must also 
be valid for the case where Xa is equal to its maximum value if it is 
true when Xa is less than its maximum value. For the a-1 case assume 
that xa,xa+1, ••• ,xn are all equal to their maximum values and xa-1 is 
not. Expanding the expression for n(X), 

a-2 
n(X) + 1 E 

m=l 

n 
Xm • nm + xa-1 • na-1 + L xm • nm + 1 . 

m=a 
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Based on our assumed relationship for the a case, 

n(X) + 1 

Note that (Xa+l) · na 
Thus, 

n(X) + 1 

a-2 
L Xm · nm + xa-1 • na-1 + (xa + l)na · 

m=l 

na-1 because xa is equal to its maximum value. 

a-2 
L ~ • nm + (xa-1 + l)na-1 ' 

m=l 

which proves that the procedure for adding one to X is valid. 

This procedure for adding one to X to find the succeeding vector in the 
numerical ordering must be extended to handle two additional cases. 
These cases occur when~ represents a mine source at (I,J,K), and they 
are: 

l. If RALT(l,I,J,K) = 2, then the decisions Xrn = 0 and 
~ = 1 are identical since abatement is more expensive 
than treatment. Thus, the decision Xm = 1 may be skipped. 

2. If BS(I,J,K) = -1, then the decision represented by Xrn = 2 
is not permitted since an instream treatment processor 
downstream of (I,J,K) is active and no pollution control 
at (I,J,K) is more expensive than abatement. 

The extended procedure incorporating the above cases for proceeding 
from X to Y, the next vector in the numerical ordering, is shown below: 

1. Set m = n. 

2. Set (I,J,K) 
If Xrn = 2, go 
If ~ = 1, xm 
go to step 5. 
If Xm = 1 and 
step 5. 

node coordinates for Xm· 
to step 5. 
represents a mine source, and BS(I,J,K) = -1, 

Xrn represents an instream processor, go to 
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3. :x;n is less than its maximum value. 
Set Ym = Xm + 1. 
If Ym = 1, Xm represents a mine source, and RALT(l,I,J,K) 2, 
set Ym = 2. 

4. Go to step 6. 

5. Xm is equal to its maximum value. 
Set Ym = O. 
m - 1 ~ m. (The operation a + b ~ a means add b to a and 
record the sum as the new value of a.) 
Go to step 2. 

6. Set Yl = x1,Y2 = x2,···,Ym-l = Xm.-1· The next vector in 
the numerical ordering has been determined. 

Regard XQ, if encountered in the above procedure, as equal to zero. 

In addition to the numerical ordering, the vector partial ordering is 
important since X < Y implies that Y cannot have greater effectiveness 
than X. The vector partial ordering is defined by 

X < Y if and only if :xm::;: Ym form= 1,2, ••. ,n. 

For example, if X = (1,1,2) and Y = (2,0,0), then Xi Y and Y { X, but 
n(X) < n(Y). 

As before, let X* denote the first vector following X in the numerical 
ordering where 

Xi_ X*. 

The basic procedure for determining X* is outlined below: 

1. Starting from the rightmost element of X, i.e., xn, find 
the first nonzero element. Designate this element as xa· 

2. Set xa* equal to the maximum value of xa• Also, set all 
elements to the right of xa* equal to the maximum values 
of their respective elements. Set xm* = Xm for 
m = 1,2, •.. ,a-1. 

3. Add one to X*. 
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Note that the vector X* obtained at the completion of step 2 above 
satisfies 

X < X*. 

This is true since there is no element of X* (as determined by step 2) 
which proceeded past its maximum value in the numerical ordering between 
X and X*. By adding one to X* in step three, xa* becomes zero and 
smaller than xa. Thus X 1_ X*. 

More explicitly, the procedure for determining X* is outlined below: 

1. Set m = n. 

2. Set (I,J,K) =node coordinates for the decision variable 
:xm· If :xm > O, go to step 5. 

3. Set :xm* = 2 if xm represents a mine source and BS(I,J,K) 1 -l. 
Otherwise, set xm* = 1. 

4. m - 1 _, m. 
Go to step 2. 

5. If Xro represents a mine source and BS(I,J,K) 1 -1, set 
Xm* 2. 
Set xb* = xb for b = 1,2, ..• ,m-l. 

6. Replace X* with the next vector in the numerical ordering 
subsequent to X*. 

7. The procedure is complete, i.e., X 1_ X*. 

Several examples are shown below to illustrate the procedure. 

Example 1: 

x = (o,1,1,0,2,1,o), 

where x3 represents an instream treatment facility. 

Then X* (0,1,1,1,o,o,o). 

Example 2: 

x = (0,1,1,1,o,o,o), 
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where x3 represents an instream treatment facility. 

Then X* (o,2,0,o,o,o,o). 

Example 3: 

x = (0,1,1,1,2,1,o), 

where x4 represents the mine source at node (2,1,3), RALT(2,2,1,3) = 3, 
BS(2,l,3) = -1, 

x3 represents the mine source at node (3,1,3), and BS(3,l,3) -1. 

Then X* (o,2,0,o,o,o,o). 

Example 4: 

x = (0,1,1,2,o,o,o), 

where x3 represents the mine source at node (3,1,3) and BS(3,l,3) = -1. 

Then X* = (o,2,0,o,o,o,o). 

Determination of the Next Feasible Solution -

The value of X* obtained in the ;procedure described above may be more 
effective than X, but X* may not be a feasible solution since it could 
violate the cost constraint. At this ;point in the Lawler-Bell algorithm, 
a check is made to determine whether X* is feasible. If so, the ;pro
cedure outlined in extension 3 above is repeated. Otherwise, checks are 
made to determine if more vectors could be ski;p;ped to find a feasible 
solution. This search for a feasible solution would involve many 
iterations. 

A much more efficient method is used by the DWME algorithm where a 
;procedure has been developed which identifies ;precisely the next feasi
ble solution in the numerical ordering beyond an arbitrarily selected 
;point. Since this ;procedure does not require much more computational 
effort than to evaluate the cost constraint, the overall efficiency of 
the optimization algorithm has been clearly enhanced. Subroutine 
NEFE3E is used to specify the next feasible solution. The method 
employed by NEFE3E is outlined in this section, and a flowchart of the 
subroutine is ;presented in Figure C.10 on ;page 309. 

The basic idea inherent in the ;procedure to identify the next feasible 
solution makes use of the lexicographic nature of the numerical order
ing of ;possible values for X. Tqe numerical ordering given by n(X) is 
lexicographic because addition of one to an element, e.g., xa, increases 
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the numerical value of X by more than the possible contribution of all 
elements to the right of xa. This is true because 

where Xa+l,xa+2,•••,xn all have their maximum possible values. 

Because of this lexicographic property, the next feasible solution pro
cedure can start with the leftmost element, i.e., x1 , determine its 
value for the next feasible solution and then do likewise for elements 
on the right. To specify this basic procedure, let 

X (x1,x2, .•• ,xn) =the current solution (not necessarily 
feasible) 

X* (x1*,x2*, •• ,,xn*) =the next feasible solution vector 
equal to or a~er X in the numerical 
ordering. 

Note that X* = X if X is feasible. Consider the determination of x1* 
to illustrate the procedure. Compute the cost of the decision x1 under 
the assumption of no pollution control costs to the right of x1, and 
note this cost as TTC. If TTC is less than BUD, the maximum allowable 
pollution control expenditure, then allocate TTC out of BUD and 
set x1* = x1 • If TTC is greater than BUD, then x1* must be greater than 
x1 to achieve a feasible solution. If x1* is forced to be greater than 
x1 , no intervening feasible solutions between X and X* are skipped if 
x2,x3, ••• ,xn are all set to zero. Setting x1* to be greater than x1 if 
required is permitted because of the lexicographic nature of the numeri
cal ordering and the assumption that no pollution costs are incurred as 
a result of decisions to the right of x1. After x1* is determined, x2* 
is determined, but now the allowable budget is BUD - TTC. Again, the 
lexicographic nature of the numerical ordering permits a serial alloca
tion of available budget in this manner. 

The calculation of TTC when x1 is a decision variable that represents a 
mine source is straightforward; however, instream treatment processor 
decisions are complicated by the fact that upstream pollution control 
decisions change treatment variable costs. Increasing pollution con
trol upstream will always decrease treatment variable costs; however, 
most upstream pollution actions will increase total system cost. An 
exception is made when upstream abatement will decrease total cost, and 
this situation is identified when B3(I,J,K) = -1. The principle that 
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TTC will represent the minimal increase in total system cost will be 
invoked to calculate 'ITC for an instream processor decision. Conse
quently, the cost TTC when xl represents a treatment processor consists 
of the sum of the following components: 

1. CI(NT), the instream treatment processor fixed cost. 

2. VC · APINS (NT) , where APINS (NT) is the annual pollutant 
flow past instream processor NT under the assumption the 
only upstream pollution control actions taken will be 
when abatement reduces total system cost, i.e., 
BS(I,J ,K) = -1. 

3. The total cost to perform abatement at each upstream node 
where BS(I,J,K) = -l. This cost is computed by Function 
CABAT (see Figure C .6 on page 296 for flow chart of 
CABAT). 

At upstream nodes, the calculation of costs to determine values of xm* 
must consider interactions with active downstream treatment processors. 
Two arrays are used to determine if a decision variable is upstream of 
an active downstream treatment processor. These arrays are: 

KNINT(I,J,K) 

KSINT(NT) 

{

1 if mine source at 
an active treatment 

0 if otherwise 

(I,J, K) is upstream of 
processor, 

1

1 if the instream processor site NT is up
stream of another active instream processor, 
and 

0 if otherwise 

These arrays are maintained by subroutine TONE whenever an instream 
processor is initiated and subroutine TOFE when an instream processor 
is deactivated. Moreover, these subroutines maintain the array BS to 
specify when abatement or treatment and abatement is required at up
stream nodes. See Figures C.11 and C.12 for flowcharts of these 
routines. If a decision variable is upstream of an active instream 
processor, then function CSAVE can be used to determine the reduction 
in treatable annual pollutant flow at the downstream treatment site that 
can be realized by a particular decision at the upstream site. The 
value returned by CSAVE can be used in determining the savings in treat
ment costs by virtue of a pollution control decision at the upstream 
site. CSAVE uses an array APST to maintain a running balance of the 
annual pollution flow past each instream treatment site, where 
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APST(NT) annual pollution flow in kilograms past treatment 
site NT based on the current values of X*. 

The values for APST(NT) are initially set equal to APINS(NT), and then 
they are altered as values for X* are determined at upstream nodes. Of 
course, CSAVE only recognizes a reduction in treatable or positive 
values of APST(NT). 

With the above mechanisms for handling interactions with instream pro
cessors, the computations for determining a value for Xm* can be 
specified. Let TTC now represent the total allocated pollution control 
cost for decisions x1*,x2*, .•. ,x~_1 ; thus, the cost calculations for Xm* 
determine the increase in TTC such that TTC < BUD and xm* > Xm.· Also, 
let TC represent the trial total allocated pollution control cost for 
the decision represented by Xm*, and TTC will become equal to TC if 
TC < BUD. 

If Xm represents the decision at instream processor NT, the following 
procedure is used to specify Xm*: 

1. If Xm = 1 (or DINT(NT) = 1), go to step 8. 

2. Set (I,J,K) equal to the node coordinates for NT. 

3, Compute the trial allocated cost, i.e., 
TC= TTC + CI(NT) + APINS(NT) · VC + CABAT(I,J,K,IS) if 
APINS(NT) > O; otherwise 
TC= TTC +-CI(NT) + CABAT(I,J,K,IS). 
(The variable IS is only used to improve the efficiency 
of the computer program and is not necessary to understand 
the basic computational procedure.) 

4. If KSINT(NT) = O, go to step 6. 

5, Set SAVE equal to the savings in treatable annual 
pollution flow; i.e., SAVE= CSAVE(-1,I,J,K,IS,NX); 
where NX is determined by function CSAVE and is the 
active downstream site treating flow from NT. 
TC - VC • SA VE -; TC • 

6. If TC :5, BUD, go to step 9. 

7, The budget will not permit NT to remain active; thus, 

Xm* = 1 or DINT(NT) = l 

CALL TOFE(NT,I,J,K) 
CALL ZOE(I,J,K) 
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Subroutine ZOE sets the decision variables 
X:m.+1,Xm.+2,···Xn to zero to avoid skipping any feasible 
solutions. The computations are complete. 

8. xm* = 1 or DINT(NT) = 1 
The computations are complete. 

9. The budget will permit NT to remain active. 
TTC = TC 
APST(NT) = APINS(NT) 
If KSINT(NT) = 1, set APST(NX) - SAVE-7 APST(NX). 
x.m* = 0 
The computations are complete. 

If Xm represents the decision at the mine source located at (I,J,K), 
the following procedure is used to specify xm*: 

1. If X:m = 2, go to step 10. 

2. If X:m = 1, go to step 6. 

3. TC= TTC + CALT(2,I,J,K) 
If KNINT(J,J,K) = O, go to step 5. 

4. (I,J,K) is upstream of an active instream treatment 
facility. Set SAVE equal to the savings in annual pollu
tion flow if treatment is implemented at this site. 
SAVE= CSAV(O,I,J,K,IS,NX) 
TC - VC • SA VE -7 TC 
If BS(I,J,K) = -1, TC - CALT(l,I,J,K)-7 TC. 

5. If TC < BUD, go to step 8. 
xm* will be at least one, so set Xm = 1. 
Call subroutine ZOE to set x.m+1,xm+2, ..• ,xn equal to 
zero so that no feasible solutions are skipped. 

6. If B3 (I,J ,K) = -1, go to step 10. 
TC= TTC + CALT(l,I,J,K) 
If KNINT(I,J,K) = O, go to step 7. 
Compute the annual savings in pollution flow at the down
stream processor; i.e., SAVE= CSAV(l,I,J,K,IS,NX) 
TC SAVE · VC -7 TC • 

7. If TC::::_ BUD, go to step 10. 
The budget will not permit pollution control action at 
this site. 
X:m = 2. 
Call subroutine ZOE to set x.m+1,xm+-2, ••• ,xn to zero. 
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Go to step 10. 

8. Increase the resource allocation by 
TTC = TC 
If KNINT(I,J,K) = O, go to step 10. 

9. Update the annual pollution flow at the downstream treat
ment site 
APST (NX) - SA VE ~ APST (NX). 

10. xm* = Xm· 

Specification of the Last Decision Vector to be Evaluated -

In addition to providing for a more rapid method of searching the list 
of decision vectors, savings in computational effort can be gained by 
recognizing when f'urther searching will not uncover a more effective 
solution. The Lawler-Bell algorithm requires that the entire list of 
decision vectors be examined; thus, the search can certainly terminate 
when xo becomes greater than zero or n(X) = no. Actually the search 
can terminate prior to this point, and the stop criterion is described 
below. 

The last decision vector in the numerical sequence would be made up of 
maximum values for each decision variable. The physical significance 
of this vector is that no pollution control action would be taken, and 
the cost of this vector would be zero. Another decision vector exists 
in the numerical sequence, called XL, where all vectors beyond XL merely 
reduce control action specified by XL without adding any new control 
action. If XL is feasible, there is no need to evaluate decision 
vectors beyond XL since the criterion function or system effectiveness 
will be nonincreasing at that point. 

The stopping decision vector, XL, can be determined by allocating the 
pollution control budget to the rightmost elements of the decision 
vector. All other elements would be set to their maximum values. It 
follows that decision vectors past XL in the numerical sequence will 
only reduce the allocation specified by XL. Let XL= (x1L,x2L, ••• ,XnL); 
and let XL be made up of decision elements at mine sources, where 

DL(I,J,K) =value of the stopping decision vector element at 
the mine source (I,J,K) 

and decision elements at instream treatment processors, where 

DINTL(NT) = value of the stopping decision vector at the 
instream treatment site NT. 
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The procedure for determining values of these elements is summarized 
below: 

1. Set TTC = O.O. 
TTC will be used to accumulate the allocated budget. 
I = 1 
J = 1 
K = KL 
PUL = 0.0 
PUL will be used to accumulate annual natural pollutant 
flow. 

2. If K = KL, go to step 3. 
NF= JN(I,J,K-1) 
If NF < O, go to step 3. 
This is a confluence node. Add in flow from the tributary. 
PUL + PI'L(NF ,K-1) --> PUL, where 
PI'L(J,K) =pollutant output from stream (J,K) 

3. Set TTCl = TTC + CALT(2,I,J,K) 
If TTCl >BUD, go to step 10. 

4. DL(I,J,K) = 0 
TTC = TTCl 
PUL + APN(I,J ,K)--> PUL 
NT= INT(I,J,K) 
If NT ::;_ o, go to step 6. 

5. This node has a potential instream treatment site. 
TTCl = TTC + CI(NT) + VC • PUL if PUL > O; otherwise 
TTCl = TTC + CI(NT) -
If TTCl > BUD, go to step 10. 
DINTL(NT) = 0 
TTC = TI'Cl. 

6. If I> ND(J,K), go to step 7. 
I+ l~ I 
Go to step 2. 

7 PTL(J,K) = PUL 
PUL = O.O 
If J > NS(K), go to step 8. 
J + 1-__, J 
I = 1 
Go to step 2. 

8. If K > 3, go to step 9 
J 1-
I = 1 
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K+l->K 
Go to step 2. 

9. There is sufficient budget to implement each possible con
trol action in the entire basin. Computations are complete. 

10. The budget has been allocated. Set the remaining decision 
vector elements to their maximum values. Computations 
are complete. 

Note that large pollution control budgets will give lower values of X1 
in the numerical ordering. However, a large budget will also give 
lower values of X for the first feasible pollution. Thus, an interest
ing interplay exists between budget size and the set of solutions to be 
evaluated. 

Overall Computational Procedure for DWME Model -

Program MAXEF determines the maximum effectiveness solution for the 
basin. MAXEF incorporates the extensions described above to the Lawler
Bell algorithm in determining the optimal solution. This optimal set 
of decisions is recorded in the two arrays whose elements are defined 
below: 

O(I,J,K) optimal value of D(I,J,K) 

OINT(NT) =optimal value of DINT(NT). 

To determine the optimal solution, the most effective or maximum value 
of the effectiveness function is recorded in the variable EF. As new 
feasible decision vectors are found with greater effectiveness than EF, 
EF is increased, and the decision vector is stored in the 0 and OINT 
arrays. Note that there is likely to be more than one solution that 
can give the same value for EF. As new feasible solutions are uncovered 
with effectiveness measures equal to EF, the lowest cost solution is 
retained in the 0 and OINT arrays. The cost for the solution currently 
recorded as optimal is recorded in the variable TC. 

The procedure followed by MAXEF in determining an optimal solution is 
outlined below: 

1. Initialize variables 

TC = 1031 

EF = -103l 
Set the D and DINT arrays to zero values. 
Compute the elements of the stopping vector, i.e., the 
values of the DL and DINTL arrays. 
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2. Call subroutine NEFESE to determine the c-next:=_feasible 
solution which is recorded in the D and DINT arrays. 
NEFESE also sets TTC = cost of feasible solution given 
by D and DINT arrays. 

3. Compute the effectiveness of this solution using function 
EFFECT, and record the effectiveness in EFF. 

4. If EFF < EF, go to step 5. 
If EFF = EF and TTC >TC, go to step 5. 
Record a new optimal solution in the 0 and OINT arrays. 
EF = EFF 
TC = TTC. 

5. Using the procedure outlined in extension 3, skip to the 
next decision vector in the numerical ordering which 
could have greater effectiveness than EF. Record this 
decision vector in the D and DINT arrays. 

6. Check to determine whether the decision vector in the D 
and DINT arrays is past the decision vector made up of 
elements from the DL and DINTL arrays in the numerical 
ordering. If so, go to step 8. 

7. Go to step 2. 

8. The optimal solution is recorded in the 0 and OINT arrays. 
Its effectiveness is EF and cost is TC. 

A description of program MAXEF appears in Figure c.5 starting on page 
258. 

Deterministic "Worst-Case" Minimum Cost (DWMC) Model -

In this section, the DWMC model is presented, and the optimization 
method for finding the minimum cost solution to achieve a fixed quality 
standard is described. A considerable amount of the notation and method 
for this optimization model is based on the notation and equations 
explained earlier for the DWME model. As much as possible, the same 
variable names are used for both optimization models to facilitate the 
understanding of both programs. Thus, references will be made to equa
tions developed earlier. 

A complete description of the model is obtained in three steps. First, 
the criterion function and constraint equations are specified to present 
the model. Next extensions to the Lawler-Bell algorithm are presented 
and outlined. The overall proced~re used by program ALCOT is then 
described. Finally, computer program descriptions, input data instruc
tions, and flow charts are contained in a later section of this appendix. 
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Criterion Function and Constraint Equations 

The minimum cost model uses an expression for the total pollution con
trol cost as its criterion function and expression for the allowable 
pollution concentration at each node as the constraint equations. The 
corresponding expressions developed for the maximum effectiveness model 
can be used with one significant modification. Recall that the partial 
enumeration algorithm requires a nondecreasing criterion :function of 
each decision variable for a minimization problem. Since the decision 
variables, as defined for the DWME model, would decrease cost as they 
are increased, their meaning must be inverted for the minimum cost 
model. Hence, the following definitions are used for DWMC model: 

il if 
DINT(NT) = 

0 if 

D(I,J,K) ID = 

instream processor NT is implemented where NT > 0 

otherwise 

2 if the pollution control alternative 
involving treatment is implemented at 
(I,J,K) 

1 if the lowest cost pollution control 
alternative (usually abatement) is performed 
at mine source (I,J,K), and 

0 if no pollution control actions are taken 
at mine source (I,J,K) 

Incorporating the above definitions into the expression for total 
system cost; i.e., equation C.18, the criterion function for the DWMC 
model becomes 

3 NS(K) ND(J,K) 
TTC .L: .L L: [cs(I,J,K) + DINT(INT(I,J,K))·(CI(INT(I,J,K)) 

K=KL J=l I=l 

- VC • L(-APLT (I ,J ,K)) )] (C.26) 

The annual cost of pollution control decisions at mi"ne source (I J K) 
' ' ' CS(I,J,K), is now specified by 

CS(I,J,K) I
CALT(2,I,J,K) if D(I,J,K) = 2 

CALT(l,I,J,K) if D(I,J,K) = 1 

0 if D(I,J,K) = 0 
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Also, the annual pollutant load passing stream node (I,J,K) becomes 

APLT(I,J,K) = (1-DINT(INT(I,J,K)))·(APN(I,J,K) + APLT(I-1,J,K) 

+ APS(I,J,K) + APT(JN(I,J,K-1),K-l)) +DINT(INT(I,J,K)) 

• L(APN(I,J,K) + APLT(I-1,J,K) + APS(I,J,K) 

+ APT(JN(I,J,K-1),K-l)) (C.28) 

The annual pollution output from a mine source is an input to the above 
equation and is specified 

APS(I,J,K) I 
0 if D(I,J,K) = 2, 

APl(I,J,K) if D(I,J,K) = 1, and 

AP(I,J,K) if D(I,J,K) = O. (c.29) 

Equations C.26 through c.29 constitute the DWMC model criterion f'unction 
which is to be minimized. Function TCOST is used by the DWMC model to 
compute values of system cost given the decision arrays D and DINT, and 
a flowchart at TCOST is shown in Figure C.22 on page 436. 

The constraint equations for this DWMC model are derived from the 
objective of maintaining the maximum pollutant concentration below a 
specified level. Let 

QS = maximum allowable pollution concentration in ppm. 

Thus, 

PLT(I,J,Kt < QS. 10-6 
PLT(I,J,K) + Q I,J,K) -

for I= 1,2, ••. ,ND(J,K); 

J = 1,2, ••. ,NS(K); and 

K = KL, KL + 1,3 (c.30) 
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Using the decision variable definitions specified above, in equation 
C.30, the pollution flow just downstream of node (I,J,K) is 

PLT(I,J,K) = (1-DINT(INT(I,J,K)))·(PN(I,J,K) + PLT(I-1,J,K) + PS(I,J,K) 

+ PT(JN(I,J,K-l),K-1)) + DINT(INT(I,J,K))·L(PN(I,J,K) 

+ PLT(I-1,J,K) + PS(I,J,K) + PT(JN(I,J,K-l),K-1)) 
(c .31) 

for I 1,2, ..• ,ND(J,K); 

J 1,2, ..• ,NS(K); and 

K = KL, KL + 1,3. 

The pollution output rate from source (I,J,K), required for the above 
equation, is given by 

1

0 if D(I,J,K) = 2 

PS(I,J,K) = Pl(I,J,K).if D(I,J,K) = 1 

P(I,J,K) if D(I,J,K) = 0. 

The constraints for the DWMC model are given by equations c.30, C.31, 
and C .32. 

Optimization Algorithm 

The criterion function and constraint equations defined above are 
already in a suitable form for application of a partial enumeration 
optimization algorithm. The requirement for a nondecreasing criterion 
function of each decision variable in a minimization problem has been 
satisfied. Also, the rules for ex.pressing the set of decision vari
ables, i.e., the D and DINT arrays, as elements of a vector X can be 
applied directly from the DWME algorithm. 

In a manner similar to the DWME algorithm, several extensions to the 
Lawler-Bell algorithm have been developed to substantially reduce com
putation effort. These extensions include a method for specifying the 
next feasible vector in the numerical ordering and a method for desig
nating the stopping vector in the numerical sequence. Moreover, a 
method for decomposing the basin system into subsystems has been 
developed for the minimum cost algorithm. This decomposition permits 
substantial additional reductions in the number of iterations. The 
instream treatment facilities, when implemented, are natural points at 
which this decomposition is made. 
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Decomposition at Instream Processors 

The interaction between decisions upstream of an active instream 
processor and the remainder of the basin is nil. In that case the pol
lutant output of the instream processor node is fixed at zero, and the 
decisions which minimize the criterion function are those which give a 
minimum cost solution upstream of the instream processor regardless of 
the decisions in the remainder of the basin. Consequently, once a 
minimum cost solution upstream of an instream processor has been found, 
this solution will be optimal whenever the instream processor is imple
mented. 

Implementation of this decomposition at active instrea.m. processors is 
facilitated by the basic numerical order, or lexicographic order, in 
which the possible solutions are enumerated. That is, once an instrea.m. 
processor is implemented, its decision variable X:rn in the decision 
vector X is changed from zero to one; and all decisions to the right of 
Xfil, i.e., Xfil+l,Xfil+2,···'Xn' must cycle completely through their numeri
cal sequence from each element having a value of zero to each element 
being equal to its maximum value. More explicitly, once the instream 
processor is activated, then 

1. Its decision variable X:rn in the decision vector X is 
changed from zero to one; 

2. All decision variables to the right of :xm must cycle 
through all alternatives from 

(:xm+1 = O, Xfil+2 = O; ••. ,Xn = o) to 

(Xm+l = X:+1' Xm+-2 = xiii+2, ••• ,Xnm) 

where x m = maximum value of decision vector element a a 

3. The remainder of the decision vector to the left of x.rn 
is held constant until 

is reached. 

The least cost feasible solution occurring while the nume'.pical sequence 
from (xm = O, xm+l = o, Xn = o) to (xm+1,xfil+2, ••• ,xnm)-is being searched 
is an optimal upstream solution to the instream processor. This is true 
because the vector (:xm+l,Xm+2,···,xn) contains all the nodes upstream 
of Xm· Although this vector may have nodes in addition to those 
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upstream of xm, all possible combinations of those nodes upstream of Xm 
and those not upstream of xm but to the right of Xm are searched. 

To capitalize on this decomposition, the first time that an instream 
processor is activated, the optimal upstream solution is determined as 
each upstream decision vector is searched. Then the next time the in
stream processor is activated, its optimal upstream solution is immedi
ately implemented and used until the processor is deactivated. 

The mechanism for implementing this decomposition by program ALCOT is 
described below. Four variables are used in the process of determining 
the optimal upstream solution, and they are: 

where 

had an optimal 

OI(L) = f
l if instream processor 1 has 
upstream solution calculated 

lo if otherwise, 

IO(I,J,K,L) =optimal value of D array for source (I,J,K) 
and upstream solution to the instream processor 
L, 

IOI(NT,L) optimal value of DINT array for instream pro
cessor NT and upstream solution to instream 
processor L, 

L 

I 

J 

K 

CIST(L) = total cost of solution recorded in IO and IOI 
arrays for upstream solution to instream pro
cessor L; 

= 1,2, ••• ,NINST; 

1,2, .•• ,ND(J,K); 

1,2, ••• ,NS(K); 

= KL, Klr!-1, 3; and 
NT 1,2, ••• ,NINST. 

When instream processor 1 is activated, subroutine TON is called to 
prepare upstream variables. TON can determine whether L has an optimal 
upstream solution calculated by the value of OI(L). The first time the 
processor is activated, TON sets BS(I,J,K) = -1 for each upstream node 
where abatement is cheaper than no pollution control due to savings in 
treatment variable costs. Also, TON initializes CIST(L) to a large 
number. As program ALCOT determines feasible basin solutions having 
lower cost than CIST(L), then these solutions are stored in the IO and 
IOI arrays; and the value of CIST(L) is adjusted. Later, when ALCOT 
progresses sufficiently through the numerical sequence of the solution 
vector to deactivate instream processor L, then ALCOT calls subroutine 
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TOFF to record the fact that the upstream solution for L in the IO and 
IOI arrays is optimal by setting OI(L) = 1. Also, TOFF resets 

BS(I,J,K) = 0 

D(I,J,K) = 0 

for any upstream node where 

BS(I,J,K) = -1. 

Once the above procedure has been completed, subsequent activations of 
the instream processor will be accompanied by immediate jumps to the 
optimal upstream solution. Two additional arrays are employed by pro
gram ALCOT to freeze the upstream solution at its optimal value. 
These variables are: 

BS(I,J,K) 

BT(NT) = 

1 if the decision variable for source (I,J,K) 
is not being varied because it is frozen as part 
of an optimal upstream solution, 

0 if no restrictions are being placed on the 
decision variable for source (I,J,K), and 

-1 if abatement or treatment and abatement must 
be performed at source (I,J,K) because it is 
upstream of an active instream processor and no 
control is more expensive than abatement. 

1 if the decision variable for instream proces
sor NT is frozen as part of an optimal upstream 
solution, and 

0 if no restrictions are being placed on the 
decision variable for instream processor NT. 

If subroutine TON is called after instream processor NT is activated 
and an optimal upstream solution has been calculated, i.e., OI(NT) = 1, 
then TON sets the values in the D and DINT arrays upstream of NT to the 
optimal values recorded in the IO and IOI arrays. In addition, each 
node upstream of NT has its values in the BS and BT arrays set to one. 
The BS and BT arrays prevent any changes to elements of the D and DINT 
arrays upstream of NT. Later, when NT is deactivated, the entries in 
the D, DINT, BS, and BT arrays upstream of NT are set to zero. 
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The procedures noted above to take advantage of possible decompositions 
at active instream processor sites necessitate changes in the procedure 
to skip solutions that are obviously nonoptimal. Recall that a proce
dure is specified on page 219 for skipping from an arbitrary vector X 
to a vector X* which is the first vector subsequent to X in the numeri
cal ordering which could be optimal. That is, X* is the first vector 
subsequent to X in the numerical ordering where 

X f X*. 

This procedure requires another procedure to determine the next vector 
in the numerical ordering in which blocked and redundant solutions are 
skipped. The amended procedure for finding Y the next vector in the 
numerical ordering subsequent to X is outlined below: 

1. Setm=n. 

2. If Xrn represents an instream treatment facility, go to 
step 7. 

3. Set (I,J,K) = node coordinates for Xm· 
If BS(I,J,K) = 1, go to step 6. 
If Xm = 2, go to step 5. 

4. Xrn is less than its maximum value. 
Set Ym = :isn_ + 1. 
If Ym = 1 and RALT(l,I,J,K) = 2, set Ym = 2. 
Go to step 10. 

5. :xm_ is equal to its maximum value. 
If BS(I,J,K) = -1, set Ym = l; otherwise set Ym = o. 
m - 1 ~ m. 
Go to step 2. 

6. :xm_ is frozen at its current value. 
Set Ym = Xm• 
m - l~ m 
Go to step 2. 

7. Set NT= the instream treatment number for Xrn· 
If BT(NT) = 1, go to step 6. 
If Xrn = 1, go to step 9. 

8. Xrn is less than its maximum value. 
Set Xrn = 1. 
Go to step 10. 
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9. xm is equal to its maximum value. 
Set Xm = O. 
m - l~ m 
Go to step 2. 

10. Set Yl = x1,Y2 = x2, ••• ,Ym-l = Xm-1· 
The next vector in the numerical ordering has been deter
mined. 

The procedure for determining X*, which is the first vector subsequent 
to X in the numerical ordering that could be optimal, is listed below. 

1. Set m = n. 

2. If :xm represents an instream treatment site, go to step 7. 

3. Set (I,J,K) =node coordinates for the decision variable 
Xm· 
If BS(I,J,K) = 1, go to step 6. 
If BS(I,J,K) = -1 and x..m = 1, go to step 5. 
If Xm = O, go to step 5, 

4. Xm is greater than its minimum value. 
* Set Xm = 2. 

Go to step 10. 

5. xm equals its minimum value. 
* Set x..m = 2. 

m - l~ m 
Go to step 2. 

6. xm is frozen at its current value. 
* Set Xm = Xm• 

m - l~ m 
Go to step 2. 

7. Set NT= the instream treatment site number for decision 
variable Xm. 
If BI'(NT) = 1, go to step 6. 
If Xm = 1, go to step 9. 

8. :xm is equal to its minimum value. 
Set x; = 1. 
m - l~ m 
Go to step 2. 
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9. 

10. 

~ is greater than its minimum value. 
Set X: 1. 

* Set xb xb for b = 1,2, ..• ,m-l. 
Replace X* with the next vector in the numerical ordering 
subsequent to X*. 

Determination of the Next Feasible Solution -

For the same reasons as implemented in the DW.ME algorithm, a procedure 
has been developed for the DWMC algorithm to determine the next feasible 
solution in the numerical ordering given an arbitrary decision vector 
X. A considerable number of iterations can be saved by proceeding 
directly to the next feasible solution in one step. Let, 

x = 

X* 

the current solution (not necessarily 
feasible); and 

the next feasible solution vector 
equal to or after X in the numerical 
ordering 

The vector X* is determined in the algorithm by subroutine NEXFES (see 
Figure C.17 for a flowchart of NEXFES). 

The procedure for determining the next feasible solution relies heavily 
upon the lexicographic nature of the numerical ordering and is illus
trated by considering the problem of determining x1*. Let Q,MAX be the 
maximum pollutant that can be emitted from the node represented by x1 
without violating the quality constraint. In calculating QMAX, assume 
that treatment is being performed at all upstream nodes. If the 
decision implied by x1 emits pollutant at a rate less than or equal to 
QMAX, then x1* must equal x1 because intervening feasible solutions in 
the numerical ordering would be skipped otherwise. For example, the 
solution with treatment being applied at each upstream node would be 
skipped if x1* > x1. The other cases occur when the decision implied 
by x1 emits more pollutant than QMAX. When this occurs, x1* must be 
greater than x1, but x1* is set to the smallest value such that the 
pollutant output is less than or equal to QMAX. Also, if x1* is forced 
to be greater than x1 , then x2,x3, ••• ,xn are all set to zero for subse
quent computation in the procedure. Setting these variables to the 
right of x1 to zero when x1* is greater than x1 is required because of 
the lexicographic nature of the numerical ordering and to avoid skipping 
intervening feasible solutions. Subroutine 'ZD, flowcharted in Figure 
C.25, is used to set decision variables to zero. 
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After x1* is determined, then x2* is determined in the same manner but 
based upon the value of x1*. Thus, QMAX must be calculated considering 
the quality standards at the nodes for x2 and x1 and the node for x1 
receives pollutant at the rate specified by x1*. The lexicographic 
nature of the numerical ordering permits this sequential solution pro
cess. 

A minor change in the previously defined variable PN(I,J,K) simplifies 
calculations performed by subroutine NEXFES considerably. Recall that 
the calculation of QMAX for a specified node is based upon all upstream 
decision variables having treatment specified. Then the only pollutant 
input to the specified node would be natural pollutant that was not 
removed by instrearn treatment processes. Let this natural pollutant 
input be 

PN(I,J,K) =natural pollutant input to node (I,J,K) in kilo
grams per hour from all upstream sources assuming 
all instream treatment processes are activated. 

Note that this definition implies that PN(I,J,K) is the natural pollutant 
flow just upstream of (I,J,K). The definition of PN(I,J,K) has been 
changed solely for the convenience of the program and all subsequent 
references to PN(I,J,K) will conform to the revised definition unless 
input data formats are being discussed. Natural pollutant input data 
values will be the incremental inputs between nodes as defined previously. 

Using the above definition, the value of QMAX can be readily calculated. 
QMAX represents the maximum input from a specified node that can be 
tolerated at the node and at all downstream nodes. Thus, a relationship 
for determining the maximum additional pollutant flow that can be 
accepted at a node without violating the quality standard is used. Let 
PLT(I,J,K) be the total pollutant flow including natural pollutant that 
exists just downstream of node (I,J,K) and let PM(I,J,K) be the maximum 
additional pollutant flow that can be accepted at the node. Using these 
variables and Q(I,J,K), one obtains the equation, 

PLT(I,J,K) + PM(I,J,K) 
PLT(I,J,K) + PM:(I,J,K) + Q(I,J,K) 

QS • 10-6 or 

PM(I,J,K) QS · 10-6 

l _ QS • l0-6 • Q(I,J,K) - PLT(I,J,K), 

(c .33) 

if the node does not have an active instream treatment facility. With 
an instream treatment facility, PM(I,J,K) can be as large as desired. 
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As outlined earlier, the procedure for determining the next feasible 
solution involves a recursive procedure starting with x1* and working 
toward xn*· The method for performing one step in the recursive pro
cedure; given the results of computations defining x1*,x2*, .•• ,Xm-1*; 
is outlined below. The procedure operates more efficiently when Xm 
represents an instream processor if both xm* and Xm+l* are determined 
in the same recursive, step. In this case, note that Xm.+1* will always 
represent the mine source decision for the same node as Xm*· 

l. Set (I,J,K) equal to the node coordinate for Xm 
NT= INT(I,J,K) 

2. 

PC= PN(I,J,K) 
PE additional pollutant that could be released if an 

instream treatment facility were not used. 
PE = 0.0 
If NT = O, go to step 3. 

Xm represents an instream treatment facility. 
If PC < 0, go to step 3. 
If Xm ;- 1, FC = o.o 
If 4n = O, PE = PC. 

3. PLT(I,J,K) = FC 
If this decision variable is frozen, i.e., if BS(I,J,K) = 1 
or BT(NT) = 1, go to step 11. If this mine source already 
has treatment specified and pollutant would not be released 
by an inactive instream treatment facility, i.e., if 
D(I,J,K) = 2 and PE= O.O, go to step 11. 

4. Initialize Q,MAX to a large number. Examine each node be
tween (I,J,K) and the basin outlet to determine Q,MAX 
using equation c.33. 

5. If natural pollutant would not be released by an inactive 
instream treatment facility; i.e., PE= o, go to step 6. 
If Q,MAX > PE, go to step 6. 
Activate -NT by 
a. calling subroutine TON, 
b. setting Xm* = 1. 
c. setting Xm+l* = 0 if BS(I,J,K) 0 
d. calling subroutine 'If). 

Stop, the procedure is complete. 

6 . Q,MAX - PE ~ Q,MAX 
If Xm* represents an instream treatment facility, 
set Z = Xm+l; otherwise, set Z = Xm· 
If Z > O, go to step 8. 
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PL= P(I,J,K) 
If QMAX > PL, go to step 10. 
PL= Pl(I,J,K) 
Call subroutine ZO 
If QMAX >PL, go to step 7. 
z = 2 -
PL = 0.0 
Go to step 10. 

7. z = 1. 
If RA.LT(l,I,J,K) > 1, Z = 2 
Go to step 10. 

8. If Z = 2, go to step 9. 
PL= Pl(I,J,K) 
If QMAX ~ PL, go to step 10. 
Call subroutine ZO 
z = 2 

9. PL = O.O 

10. If :xm* represents an instream treatment decision, 
Xm* = ~ and Xm+l* = Z; otherwise, Xm* = Z. 
Set PLE = pollutant released from this node based upon 
xm* (and x:&t-1 if NT> 0). Adjust downstream values of 
PLT(I,J,K) for this value of PLE. 
This procedure is complete. 

11. Set xm* = Xm.· 
If Xm* represents an instream treatment decision, 
* Xm+l = Xm+l• 

This procedure is complete. 

Determination of the Stopping Vector -

The stopping vector, XL, is the last vector in the numerical ordering 
of X that needs to be evaluated in searching for the optimum decision 
vector. In the cases evaluated by the DWMC model, extending the 
Lawler-Bell algorithm by efficient selection of a stopping vector per
mitted reductions in computer effort by several orders of magnitude. 

The basic concept behind the calculation of elements of the stopping 
vector is based upon calculating the maximum admissible pollutant flow 
at a node; i.e., the maximum possible pollutant flow from all feasible 
decision vectors. Let POUT be this maximum possible pollutant flow at 
the next upstream node from the basin outlet, and let PLTix!AX be the 
maximum allowable flow based on the quality standard QS. Consider the 
following relationship to illustrate the potential economies of a 
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stopping vector. If (I,J,K) are the coordinates of the basin outlet 
node, then x1L = O if POUT+ P(I,J,K) ~ PLTMAX, where x1L is the first 

element of xL. The above relationship is based upon the observation 
that the optimal solution would certainly not include expenditures for 
pollution control if they were not required to meet the quality standard. 
In addition the above relationship states that no feasible decision 
vector would merit pollution control expenditures at this node. The 
potential for making substantial cuts in computer effort is also illus
trated by the above relationship since setting x1L to zero cuts the 
number of possible decision vectors into one third of its previous 
value. 

To extend the above illustration, several additional relationships are 
employed. First, inequalities are needed to specify the situations 
where x1L = 1 and x1L = 2. Also, procedures are used to specify the 
stopping vector elements at upstream nodes and at instream treatment 
facilities. In going to upstream nodes, the definition of the upper 
limit on the allowable pollution flow must change to account for the 
value of downstream stopping vector elements. For example, setting 
x
1

L = O implies that the outlet node will emit pollutant at the rate of 

P(I,J,K); thus, the maximum allowable pollutant at the next upstream 
node must be sufficiently low so that an effluent of P(I,J,K) from the 
last node will be feasible. 

The maximum allowable pollutant is, of course, affected by natural 
pollutant flows. In this procedure for determining the stopping vector, 
the natural pollutant flows are more readily used in the following form: 

PNT(I,J,K) = total natural pollutant flow past node (I,J,K) 
assuming no instream processors are activated 
upstream. 

In fact all pollution flows used in this procedure are computed relative 
to the natural pollution flow of PNT(I,J,K) as an origin. That is, the 
absolute flows are POUT+ PNT(I,J,K) and PLTMAX + PNT(I,J,K). 

The stopping vector x1 is actually recorded by program ALCOT using the 
following array elements: 

DL(I,J,K) = value of the stopping decision vector at mine 
source (I,J,K) 

DINTL(NT) = value of the stopping decision vector at instream 
treatment site NT. 

The relationships presented below are employed by program ALCOT in 
determining elements of the arrays DL and DINTL. These relationships 
are used to determine the stopping vector element at the node (I,J,K); 
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thus, (I+l,J,K) is the next downstream node and its stopping vector 
element or elements have already been determined. Let PLTMAX be the 
maximum allowable pollutant flow that was used in determining the 
stopping vector elements at node (I+l,J,K). Then, PLTMAX at node 
(I,J,K) is determined by 

Min[PLTMAX - PP, 1 ~s Q~ 1•0~~-6 • Q(I,J ,K) - PNT(I,J ,K)J _, PLTMAX, 

(c .34) 

where PP= pollutant produced at node (I+l,J,K) based upon stopping 
vector decisions at that node. 

Note that the pollutant flows are regarded as being relative to the 
natural pollutant flow which would occur if no upstream instream pro
cessors were employed. Subroutine PTMX takes an allowable pollutant 
flow at a node, such as PLTMAX, and computes the maximum flow less than 
or equal to the allowable flow which would occur. In the procedure, 
PrMX computes POUT, the maximum admissible flow at node (I-1,J,K) that 
is less than or equal to PLTMAX. If (I,J,K) is the head of a stream, 
POUT is regarded as zero. Assuming that (I,J,K) is not a potential 
instream processor site, then 

DL(I,J,K) = 
DL(I,J,K) = 

DL(I,J,K) = 

0 if POUT + P(I,J ,K) ::;_ PLTMAX; 
1 if FOUT+ Pl(I,J,K) < PLTMAX <POUT+ P(I,J,K) 
AALT(l,I,J,K) < 2, and-
2 if otherwise. 

and 

(c .35) 

If (I,J,K) is a possible instream processor site, then a check must be 
made to determine whether the maximum pollutant flow will merit the con
sideration of an instream processor. To perform this check, compute 
POUT without restrictions from upstream decisions; i.e., without con
sidering PLTMAX as computed by equation c.34; then the only restriction 
on POUT is that it is an admissible flow at node (I-1,J,K). Assuming 
that mine source treatment is always cheaper than instream treatment, 
the only case in which the maximum flow will merit activating the in
stream processor is when POUT > PLTMAX, where PLTMAX is determined by 
c.34. This is true because in any other case a feasible solution can 
be obtained by mine source treatment. 

In order to initiate the above procedure at the outlet of a stream, 
some special rules need to be invoked to obtain an initial value of 
PLTMAX, and they are discussed below. If the stream is the basin out
let stream; i.e., the level 3 stream, then PLTMAX can be based purely 
on the quality standard. That is, 
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PLTMAX 
QS • lo-s 

l _ Q.S •l06 ·Q.(I,J,K) - PNT(I,J,K), ( c .36) 

where (I,J,K) is the basin outlet node. PLTMAX is not based purely on 
the quality standard if the stream is a level 2 or a level l stream. 
Designate this stream as stream (J,K) where K equals 1 or 2. Then, 
PLTMAX is determined from calculations made by subroutine PI'MX to deter
mine the maximum allowable flow pour at the confluence node receiving 
flow from stream (J ,K). As requried, PTMX records the flow to a con
fluence node in the variables POD, the input from the tributary, and 
PJD, the input to the confluence node from upstream; thus, 

rour POD + PJD • 

Then, program ALCOT sets PLTMAX equal to PJD for calculations upstream 
to a confluence node, and ALCOT stores POD for later use by setting 
PLT (J ,K) = POD. 

The reader can refer to the flow chart of program ALCOT, Figure C.14, 
for a detailed presentation of the computational procedure for deter
mining values of the DL and DINTL arrays given maximum admissible flows. 
The method for determining the maximum admissible flows is presented in 
the following discussion. 

Subroutine PTMX is given an upper limit, PLTMAX, on pollutant flow past 
a particular node, (IM,JM,KM), and the subroutine is to calculate the 
maximum pollutant flow, POur, which meets quality standards and is less 
than PLTMAX. PI'MX uses a recursive procedure to determine POur starting 
from the head of level one streams and working downstream to (I,J,K). 
The procedure employed treats confluence nodes in a completely different 
manner than it treats nodes void of stream confluences. The procedure 
for nodes not having stream confluences is described first, and then 
the method is extended to account for stream confluences. 

The basic method for determining rour at nodes without stream confluences 
involves calculating a maximum pollutant flow, called PMAX, and using 
the value of PMAX to determine the corresponding value of PMAX at the 
next downstream node. The following relationships are used to specify 
PMAX at node (I,J,K) given the value of PMAX at node (I-l,J,K). Let 

. [ QS·W~ J QST Min PU, l _ Q.S ·l0-6 ·Q.(I,J,K) - PNT(I,J,K) , 
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where PU is initially set equal to PLTMAX. QST represents the upper 
limit on pollution flow at node (I,J,K). Also, let 

QSN = QST + PNT(I,J,K) - PN(I,J,K), 

where QSN is the upper limit on pollution flow which can be emitted 
from node (I,J,K) when maximum control actions are exerted upstream • 
. Recall that PN(I,J,K) is the natural pollution flow under the assump
tion that all upstream instream processors are activated. 

If P(I,J,K) > QSN, then PMAXO = PMAX 

If P(I,J,K) + PMAX S QST, then PMAXO = P(I,J,K) + PMAX (C .37) 

If Pl(I,J ,K) > QSN, then PMAXO ~ PMAXO 
If Pl(I,J,K) + PMAX S QST, then Max[PMA.Xo, Pl(I,J,K) + PMAX] ~ PMAXO 

(c.38) 

after evaluating the above expressions, 

Max(PMAX,PMAXO) ~ PMAX • (c .39) 

The above relationships, if satisfied, clearly lead to a new value of 
PMAX and they must be evaluated in the order shown. However, the 
result is unclear if one or more of the three conditions listed below 
exist: 

l. P(I,J,K) S QSN 

and P(I ,J ,K) + PMAX > QST, 

or 2. Pl(I,J,K) S QSN 

and Pl(I,J,K) + PMAX > QST, 

or 3. PMAX > QST 

(c .4o) 

(C.41) 

(c .42) 

In other words, there may exist a pollution flow less than PMA.X at the 
next upstream node which could result in a larger maximum flow rate at 
(I,J,K). The three cases depicted by c.40, c.41, and c.42 are called 
uncertain maxima until the existence of pollution flows less than PMAX 
is known. 



Once an uncertain maximum is encountered, the procedure is halted tem
porarily until the uncertain maximum can be clarified. Clarification 
of the uncertain maximum is performed by setting PU in the equation for 
Q,ST to a new value and restarting the procedure at the stream head. 
The new value of PU is 

PU Q,ST - P(I,J,K) (c .43) 

if equation c.40 generated the uncertain maximum or 

PU Q,ST - Pl(I,J,K) (C .44) 

if equation c.41 generated the uncertain maximum or 

PU == Q,ST (C.45) 

if otherwise. When the uncertain maximum is first encountered, sub
routine PTMX calls subroutine PTMAX in an attempt to resolve the uncer
tain maximum. Assuming that PT MAX can determine the maximum flow less 
than PU without creating a new uncertain maximum, then PTMAX sets PTMl 
equal to this maximum flow. The uncertain maximum is resolved by one 
of the three relationships below. 

1. If equation c.40 generated the uncertain maximum, then 

PMAXO == Max[PTMl + P(I,J,K), PMAX] ( c .46) 

and the procedure is restarted at equation c.38. 

2. If equation C.41 generated the uncertain maximum, then 

Max[PMAXO, PTMl + P(I,J,K)l _, PMAXO (C.47) 

and the procedure is restarted at equation c.39. 

3. If equation C.42 generated the uncertain maximum, then 

Max(PMAXO, PTMl) _, PMAX (c .48) 
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The procedure described above may generate a number of uncertain maxima, 
and information concerning these uncertain maxima is recorded on an 
uncertain maximum list. That is, in the event PrMAX encounters a new 
uncertain maximum, an entry on the uncertain maximum list is created. 
This entry records the situation as it existed when the original uncer
tain maximum wa& created. The values stored are: 

[MUI(L), MUJ(L), MUK(L)] = objective coordinates for entry L 
on the uncertain maximum list. 

PUL(L) = upper limit on pollution flow rate to be used in 
formula for QST for entry L on the uncertain 
maximum list. 

PMAL(L) = maximum pollution flow rate for entry 1 on the 
uncertain maximum list. 

PMALO(L) maximum pollution flow rate corresponding to 
PMAXO for entry 1 on the uncertain maximum list. 

MU= number of entries on the uncertain maximum list. 

The objective node for each entry is the node to which the procedure 
was directed when the 1th uncertain maximum occurred; thus, 
[MUI(l), MUJ(l), MUK(l)] is always the node for which PrMX is computing 
the maximum pollution flow less than or equal to PLTMAX. That is, 
MUI(l) = IM, MUJ(l) = JM, and MUK(l) =KM. Note that [MUI(L+l), 
MUJ(L+l), MUK(L+l)] is the node at which the 1th uncertain maximum 
occurred. After storing an entry on the uncertain maximum list, PrMX 
then calls PTMAX again in an attempt to resolve the newest uncertain 
maximum. Once PrMAX is successful in resolving an uncertain maximum 
by equation C.46, C.47, or C.48, PI'MX then restarts its basic procedure 
in an attempt to resolve the last entry on the uncertain maximum list 
using equations c.37, c.38, and c.39. 

In the event (I,J,K) is also a potential instream processor, then checks 
are made to determine whether activating the instream processor will 
increase the value of PMAX. In any event, PMAX must be less than or 
equal to PU, the upper limit on pollution flow rate. Recall that PMAX 
and PU are relative to an origin at PNT (I ,J ,K). Thus, the output of an 
instream processor would be -PNT(I,J,K) regardless of the input so long 
as the input is positive. The assumption is made that proper selection 
of upstream decision variables can always be made to yield a positive 
input. The following relationship is used at an instream processor to 
determine a new value for PMAX. 

If PMAX < -PNT(I,J,K) and Q.ST > -PNT(I,J,K), then -PNT(I,J,K)-> PMAX 
(c.49) 
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Calculation of PMAX values downstream of a confluence node is a more 
complex process. The confluence node is characterized by the fact that 
there may be a large number of possible pollution flowrates from both 
the tributary and the main stream. Accordingly, subroutine PI'MX builds 
a list of the possible flow rates that are input to a confluence node. 
Each confluence node is designated in the list by the tributary stream 
feeding the confluence node, and each tributary stream is either a 
level 1 or a level 2 stream. The variables used to tabulate the list 
of possible inputs to confluence nodes are defined below. 

POlDIS(I,J) = Ith admissible output pollutant flow from 
level 1 stream J. 

P02DIS(I,J) = Ith admissible output pollutant flow from 
level 2 stream J. 

PJlDIS(I,J) Ith admissible pollutant flow from the main 
stream and input to the confluence node 
receiving flow from level 1 stream J. 

PJ2DIS(I,J) Ith admissible pollutant flow from the main 
stream and input to the confluence node 
receiving flow from level 2 stream J. 

Each of the above arrays is ordered so that the Ith admissible pollut
ant flow is greater than the I+lst admissible flow. In understanding 
the procedure, it is important to note that the first value computed 
as output from a stream and as input from the main stream to a con
fluence node will always be the most unconstrained value or largest 
value. The computational procedure already provides for calculating 
values of POlDIS(l,J) P02DIS(l,J), PJlDIS(l,J), and PJ2DIS(l,J). 
Smaller flow values, or values for values of the subscript I greater 
than 1, have to be computed by special request as needed. 

Subroutine CONO is used by PTMX to determine the output value of PMAX 
from a confluence node. If insufficient values for the node input dis
tribution values are available, then CONO generates an entry to the 
uncertain maximum list and restarts the computational procedure for 
PT:MX with a value of PU slightly lower than the last tabulated value 
of an input distribution array; i.e., POlDIS, P02DIS, PJlDIS, or PJ2DIS. 
Thus, PI':MX will compute the next lower input distribution value. 
Assuming that the confluence node (I,J,2) in question receives flow 
from level 1 stream NF, then the procedure used by CONO to determine 
if sufficient node input distribution values have been calculated is 
summarized below: 

1. Set Q,ST upper limit on pollution flow from confluence 
node (I,J,2) 

QSN = QST - PN(I,J,2) + PNT(I,J,2) 
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CHK = lowest possible input from stream J to the 
confluence node 

CHK QST - QSN 
CHO lowest possible output from stream NF 
CHO PN[ND(NF,l), NF, l] - P.NT[ND(NF,l), NF, lJ 
PP= P(I,J,2) 

If PP< QSN, go to step 2 
PP-;;;- Pl(I,J,2) 

If PPS QSN, to to step 2 
pp = o.o. 

2. Set NO = number of values tabulated in the array POlDIS 
for stream NF 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

NU = number of values tabulated in the array PJlDIS 
for stream NF 

PCK = QST - PP 
If POlDIS(NO,NF) < CHO, go to step 4 
If POlDIS(NO,NF) + PJlDIS(l,NF) s_ PCK, go to step 4. 

Set POlDIS(NO,NF) EPSN -7 PU, where EPSN is a small number 
Go to step 6. 

If PJlDIS(NU,NF) < CHK, go to step 7 
If PJlDIS(NU,NF) + POlDIS(l,NF) S PCK, go to step 7. 

Set PJlDIS(NU,NF) - EPSN-7 PU, where EPSN is a small 

Return to subroutine PTMX. 
Record current situation in uncertain max:imurn list. 
Restart procedure to calculate another value for the 
POlDIS or PJlDIS array. 
Procedure is complete. 

number. 

7. Sufficient values have been computed for the POlDIS and 
PJlDIS arrays. 
Compute maximum output from this confluence node. 

The basic elements of the procedure to compute the stopping vector X1 
include the above method for determining the maximum output from a con
fluence node and the maximum output from nodes not having stream con
fluences. When the procedure finally reaches the node (IM,JM,KM), then 
P.rMX has completed the calculation of the maximum flow at this node; 
thus, POUT is set eq_ual to PMAX, and the computations are complete. 
Then, program ALCOT uses this value of POUT in determining the elements 
of the stopping vector or the DL and DINTL arrays. See the flowcharts 
of program ALCOT and subroutines PTMX, PTMAX, and CONO in Figures C.14, 
C.20, C.19, and c.15 for more details concerning this procedure. 
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Overall Procedure of the DWMC Algoritl:un -

The basic computational procedure followed by program ALCOT in deter
mining the least cost solution for satisfying the quality constraint of 
QSppm is described in this section. .The optimal set of decisions is 
recorded in the two arrays whose elements are defined below: 

O(I,J,K) 

OINT(NT) 

optimal value of D(I,J,K) 

= optimal value of DINT (NT) 

To identify when a better solution is found, the least cost value of 
the currently recorded optimal solution is recorded in the variable TC. 
As new feasible decision vectors are found with less cost than TC, the 
value of TC is updated, and the decision vector is stored in the 0 and 
OINT arrays. 

The procedure followed by ALCOT in determining an optimal solution is 
summarized below. 

1. Initialize variables 

TC = 103l 

Set CIST(NT) = 103l and OI(NT) = 0 for NT= 1,2, ••• ,NINST. 
Set D and DINT arrays to zero values. 
Compute the elements of the stopping vector; i.e., the 
elements of the DL and DINTL arrays. 

2. Call subroutine NEXFES to determine the next feasible 
solution which is recorded in the D and DINT arrays. 

3. Call £'unction TCOST to compute the total cost for the 
decision vector given by the D and DINT arrays. Record 
the result in the variable TTC. 

4. If TC < TTC, go to step 5. 
Record a new optimal solution in the 0 and OINT arrays. 
Set TC TTC. 

5. Set NT 1. 

6. If OI(NT) I 0 or DINT(NT) I 1, go to step 7. 
If CIST(NT) < TTC, go to step 7. 
Record a new optimal upstream solution for instream pro
cessor NT in the IO and IOI arrays. 
Set CIST(NT) = TTC. 

7. If NT> NINST, go to step 8; 
otherwise, NT+ l~ NT, and go to step 6. 
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8. Using the procedure outlined in extension 2, skip to the 
next decision vector in the numerical ordering which 
could have less cost than TC. Record the decision 
vector in the D and DINT arrays. 

9. Check to determine whether the decision vector given 
by the D and DINT arrays is past the vector given by 
the DL and DINTL arrays in the numerical ordering. 
If so, go to step 11. 

10. Go to step 2. 

11. The optimal solution is recorded in the 0 and OINT arrays, 
and its cost is TC. 

PROGRAM MAXEF 

Purpose 

Program MAXEF determines the maximum effectiveness resource allocation 
to control mine drainage pollution within a watershed for a specified 
budget constraint. 

Method 

A stream network is defined and decision nodes indicated. At each mine 
source decisions can be made to treat or not to treat, to abate or not 
to abate; and all possible combinations of these decisions are considered. 
At each potential instream processor site, the site may be implemented or 
not used. The cost and effectiveness of each decision at each node is 
determined. For a given maximum budget allocation, the most effective 
feasible pollution control scheme for the network is then determined 
using a modification of the Lawler-Bell alogrithm. Effectiveness is 
calculated as a f'unction of the maximum pollutant concentration along 
each reach between decision nodes. 
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Definition of Variables 

AP(I ,J ,K) = 

APl(I ,J ,K) = 

APA(I ,J ,K) = 

APN(I,J,K) 

APINS(NT) = 

APST(NT) 

BS(I,J,K) = 

BUD = 
BV(J) = 

C(l,I,J,K) 
C(2,I,J,K) 

CI(NT) = 

CALT(ID,I,J,K) = 

D(I,J,K) = 

D(I,J,K) 

DINT(NT) = 

DINTL (NT) == 
DL(I,J,K) = 

DOUT = 

EF = 
EFF = 

INT (I ,J ,K) = 

Annual pollutant load emitted from source I on stream 
J of level K (kg). 
Annual pollutant load emitted from source I on stream 
J of level K when source allocation alternative 1 is 
selected (kg). 
Annual pollutant loading emitted from source I on 
stream J of level K after abatement (kg). 
Annual pollutant load at node I on stream J of level 
K due to natural sources (kg). 
Annual pollutant flow at potential instream treatment 
site NT under the assumption all upstream sources have 
no pollution control measures (kg). Exception is made 
at those sources where cost to abate is less than 
variable cost of treatment. 
Annual pollutant flow just upstream of potential 
treatment site NT (kg). 

1

-1 if abatement or treatment must be performed at 
site (I,J,K), 
0 otherwise. 
Maximum allowable resource cost. 
Basic value for the Jth maximum pollution concentra
tion interval. 
Cost to abate source I on stream J of level K. 
Fixed cost to treat at source I on stream J of level 
K. 
Fixed cost to perform instream treatment at instream 
treatment site NT. 
Cost of resource allocation alternative ID for source 
(I,J,K). 
Allocation alternative selected for source (I,J,K). 

1

2 if no mine drainage control measures are to be 
performed at source (I,J,K). 
1 if cheapest control measure is to be performed at 
source (I,J,K). 
0 if treatment is to be performed at source (I,J,K). 

lo if instream treatment is to be performed at instream 
treatment site number NT, 
1 if otherwise. 
Value of DINT(NT) in stopping vector. 
Value of D(I,J,K) in stopping vector. 

{
True if next solution vector is to be written out. 
False if otherwise. 
Optimal value of pollution control effectiveness. 
Trial value of pollution control effectiveness. 

\

NT if node (I,J,K) is a treatment node where NT is 
the treatment site number. 
0 if otherwise. 
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JN(I,J,K) = 

KBW = 
KL = 
KLA = 

KNINT (I ,J ,K) = 

KNT = 

KNTLIM = 
KOPr = 
KOUT = 

KSINT(NT) = 

KU = 

MNINST = 

MNO = 

MNOS = 

MNS = 

MS = 

ND(J,K) = 
NFN(J,K) 

NFS(J) = 
NI = 
NINST 

NS(K) = 
NSO = 
O(I,J,K) 

OINT(NT) 
P(I,J,K) 

= 

= 

= 

1

0 if node I on level K+l stream J is not a confluence 
node. 
NF otherwise where NF is the stream of level K feeding 
node I on level K+ 1 stream J. 
KU-KL+l. 
Level of the lowest level stream represented. 
KL+ 1. 

(

1 if node (I,J,K) feeds an active instream treatment 
site. 
O, if otherwise. 
Number of times the criterion function has been 
evaluated. 
Upper limit on the value of KNT for this run. 
Value of KNT when the optimal solution was evaluated. 
The interval between output of solution vectors. 

(

1 if instream treatment site NT feeds an active 
instream site, and 
0 if otherwise. 
Level of the highest level stream represented. 
Dimensioned value of all arrays subscripted by instream 
treatment site number. 
Dimensioned value of the node number subscript in all 
arrays subscripted by node number. 
MNO•MNS. 

Dimensioned value of the stream number subscript in 
all arrays subscripted by node number. 
0 if neither abatement nor treatment is to be performed. 
1 if abatement but no source treatment is to be per-
formed. 
2 if source treatment but no abatement is to be per
formed. 
3 if both abatement and source treatment is to be 
performed. 
Total number of nodes on stream J of level K. 
Confluence node on level K+l stream receiving flow 
from level K stream J. 
Level 2 stream receiving flow from level 1 stream J. 
Total number of pollution concentration intervals. 
Total number of possible instream treatment site 
locations. 
Total number of streams of level K. 
3•MNOS. 
Optimal allocation alternative selected for source 
(I,J,K). 
Optimal value of DINT(NT). 
Pollutant loading emitted from source I on stream J 
of level K (kg/hr). 
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Pl(I,J,K) 

PA(I ,J ,K) 

PL(I) = 

PN(I,J,K) 

PS (I) = 
Pr(J,K) = 
Q(I,J,K) 

QJ (J) = 

R(I,J,K) = 

RALT(ID,I,J,K) 

TC = 
TTC = 
vc = 

Pollutant output for resource allocation alternative 
1 for source (I ,J ,K) (kg/hr). 
Pollutant loading emitted from source I on stream J 
of level K after abatement (kg/hr). 
Level of Ith stream to process. 
Natural pollutant incremental flow occurring at node 
(I ,J ,K) (kg/hr). 
Ith stream to process. 
Pollutant input from stream J of level K, K = 1,2. 
Stream flow at node (I,J,K) excluding the pollutant. 
(Input as cubic meters per second converted to 
(kg/hr)). 
Upper limit on the maximum pollution concentration for 
the Jth interval (ppm as input-converted to decimal 
fraction). 
Relative importance of the stream reach between nodes 
(I+l,J,K) and (I,J,K). 
Value of MS for source (I,J,K) for resource allocation 
alternative ID (ID = 1 for lowest cost alternative, 
ID= 2 for alternative involving source treatment). 
Cost of maximum effectiveness solution. 
Trial total cost value. 
Annual variable cost to treat one unit of pollution 
($/kg). 
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Input Data: 

Card Number 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 

NI+2 
NI+2 

NI+3 
(see note 1) 

NI+5-KL 

NI+6-KL 
(see note 2) 

NI+7-KL 

NI+8-KL 

Variable Nrune Columns Used Format 
NS(l) 1-5 Integer 
NS(2) 6-10 Integer 
NS(3) 11-15 Integer 
vc 16-25 Real 
MNO 26-30 Integer 
MNS 31-35 Integer 
Note: Columns 36-45 are blank 
NINST 
MNIST 
KOUT 
NI 
BUD 
BV(l) 
QJ(l) 

• 
BV(NI) 
QJ(NI) 

ND(l,l) 
ND(2,l) 
ND(3,l) 

. 
ND(NS(l) ,1) 
ND(l,2) 

. 
ND(l,3) 

. 
ND(NS(3),3) 
JN(l,1,1) 
JN(2,l,l) 
JN(3,l,l) 

. 
JN(ND(l,2) ,1,1) 
JN(l,2,1) 
JN(2,2,l) 
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46-50 Integer 
51-55 Integer 
56-60 Integer 
1-5 Integer 
6-15 Real 
1-10 Real 

11-20 Real 

1-10 Real 
11-20 Real 

1-5 Integer 
6-10 Integer 

11-15 Integer 

Integer 

( 5NS ( 1) -4) - 5NS ( 1) Integer 
1-5 Integer 

1-5 Integer 

(5NS(3)-4)~5NS(3) Integer 
1-5 Integer 
6-10 Integer 

11-15 Integer 

(5ND(l,2)-4)~5ND(l,2) Integer 
1-5 Integer 
6-10 Integer 



. 
(see note 3) JN(ND(1, 3) ,1,2) ( 5ND (1, 3 ) -4 ) - 5ND (1, 3 ) Integer 

NI+8+NS(2)-KL P(l,1,1) 1-10 Real 
PA(l,1,1) 11-20 Real 
AP(l,l,l) 21-30 Real 
APA(l,1,1) 31-40 Real 
Q,(1,1,1) 41-50 Real 
PN(l,1,1) 51-60 Real 
APN(l,1,1) 61-70 Real 
INT(l,1,1) 71-75 Integer 

NI+9+NS(2)-KL c(1,1,1,1) 1-10 Real 
c(2,1,1,1) 11-20 Real 
R(l,1,1) 21-30 Real 

NI+lo+NS(2)-KL P(2,l,l) 1-10 Real 
PA(2,l,l) 11-20 Real 
AP(2,l,l) 21-30 Real 
APA(2,l,l) 31-40 Real 
Q,(2,1,1) 41-50 Real 
PN(2,l,l) 51-60 Real 
APN(2,l,l) 61-70 Real 
INT(2,l,l) 71-75 Integer 

NI+ll+NS(2)-KL c(1,2,1,1) 1-10 Real 
c(2,2,1,1) 11-20 Real 

(see note 4) R(2,l,l) 21-30 Real 
NI+7+NS (2 )-KL CI(l) 1-10 Real 

+2W CI(2) 11-20 Real 
CI (3) 21-30 Real 

. 
CI ( 8) 71-80 Real 

NI+7+NS(2)-KL 
+2W+NIN CI(9) 1-10 Real 

. 
(see note 5) CI(NINST) (10 NINST-80 NIN)-(10 NINST-80 NIN) Real 
NI+ 8+NS (2 )-KL 

+2W+NIN KOPT 1-10 Integer 
(see note 6) KNT 11-20 Integer 

KNTLIM 21-30 Integer 
NI+9+NS(2)-KL 

+2W+NIN EF Integer 
(see note 7) TC Integer 

D Integer 
BS Integer 
0 Integer 
KNINT Integer 
DINT Integer 
KS INT Integer 
OINT Integer 
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Notes: 

1. 

2. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

The number of the first ND array card depends upon the value 
of NI 

The number of ND array cards is variable, depending on the number 
of stream levels. For a 3-level network there are three ND 
array cards; for a 2-level network there are two ND array cards; 
for a 1-level network there is one ND array card. These input 
data instructions assume a 3-level network. 

The number of JN array cards depends upon the total number of 
streams of all levels. JN array cards are sequenced numerically 
according to the lowest level streams, next lowest level, etc. 
Note that if there is only a level-three stream in the network, 
this sequence of cards is skipped. If there are only level-two 
streams and a level-three stream, there is only one JN array 
card. If there are level-one streams, a JN array card is provided 
for each level-two and level-three stream. The above input data 
instructions assume three stream levels exist. 

There are two cards entered for each node using the format speci
fied for the following inputs: P(I,J,K), PA(I,J,K), AP(I,J,K), 
APA(I,J,K), Q(I,J,K), PN(I,J,K), APN(I,J,K), INT(I,J,K), C(l,I,J,K), 
C(2,I,J,K), and R(I,J,K). The nodes are entered in sequence start
ing with the first node on the first stream of level KL. Nodes for 
this stream are entered, the next stream of level KL is entered, 
one node at a tiIDe. After recording the data for all level KL 
streams, then level KL + 1 streams are entered. The last node 
entered is the last node on the level 3 stream. A total of 

3 NS (K) 
W = L: I: ND(J,K) nodes are entered on 2W cards. 

K:=KL J=l 

{ 

1 if NINST > 8 
NIN= O 

if otherwise 

For the initial run of a basin to be analyzed, set KOPT and KNT 
to zero. 

7. This sequence of cards is not used on an initial run and is only 
used when a run restarts after KNT solution vectors have been 
evaluated. If an optilD.al solution is not realized within KNTLl.M 
iterations, a sequence of cards will be punched. The first card 
punched contains current values of KOPT and KNT, to which a value 
of KNTLl.M must be added for subsequent runs. The remaining cards 
are placed behind the one containing the new values of KOPT, KNT, 
KNTLl.M to restart the run. The previous KOPT, KNT, KNTLl.M card 
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is removed and the program may be restarted using the new data. 
The new data give values for the D, BS, O, KNINT, DINT, KSINT, 
OINT arrays as shown. 

Connnon Areas and Contents 

CCMMON/KST/KNINT, KSINT, APINS, BUD, APST 

COMMON/ZER/MNS 

CO:MMON/EFF /BV, QJ, NI 

COMMON/NEX/MNOS, MND, NS, ND, D, INT, DINT, BS, R, NFN, NFS, PN, Pl, 
Q, P, KL, KU, KBW, KLA 

CCMMON/TCO/JN, PT, AP, APl, CALT, er, vc, APN 

CCMMON/TONN/NSO, RALT 

Subroutines Required 

Function CABAT - calculates cost to perform abatement at all nodes up
stream of (I,J,K) where abatement is cheaper than treatment variable 
cost. 

Function CSAV - determines the savings in annual pollutant load at a 
downstream instream processor if decision ID is implemented at source 
(I,J,K). If ID< o, then the decision is to implement a new instream 
processor is activated at (I,J,K). 

Function EFFECT - determines the effectiveness of the solution vector 
given by the D and DINT arrays. 

Subroutine ERROR - used to abort the run, operate a traceback in the 
sequence of routines called, and force a core dump when an error is 
detected in the program. 

Subroutine NEFESE - used to determine the next feasible solution. The 
current solution provided by the DINT and D arrays is obtained if it 
is feasible. 

Subroutine TOFE - processes upstream decision and status variables 
when an instream treatment processor is deleted. 

Subroutine TONE - processes upstream decision and status variables 
when an instream treatment processor is implemented. 

Subroutine ZOE - zeroes out all decision variables that are lower 
order than (I,J,K). 
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Set KU = 3 
Set KL= l 

Read NS(l), NS(2), NS(3), VC, MNO, MNS, NINST, MNIST, KOUT 

Read NI, BUD 

Read BV(I), QJ(I) for I= 1, ••• NI 

Is NS(2) = O? 
Are there level 2 streams? 

Yes 

Is NS(l) = O? 
Are there level 1 streams? 

Yes 

KBW = KU - KL + 1 
KLA.=KL+l 
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No 

Set K = KL 

Set KK = NS (K), 

Read ND(J,K), 
Number of nodes on stream J of level K, 
for J = l,KK 

Is K = KU? 

Yes 

Is KL= 3? Yes 
Is level 3 the lowest level? 

No 

Set K = KL 

M = NS(K+l) 

Set J = 1 

L = ND(J, K+l) 
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J= 

K= 

JN(I,J,K) 
Read JN(I,J,K), I= 1,1 
0 unless (I,J,K) is a confluence node 

J + 1 

K + 1 

No 
Is J=M 

Yes 

No 
Is K = 2 

Yes 

Initialize variables 
TC = 1030 EF = -1030 CFAC = 3.6 x 106 

Set DOUT = .TRUE., LOUT = 0 

Convert QJ array from parts per million to 
a decimal frgction 

QJ(I) = 10- • QJ(I), I= l,•••NI 
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I= I+ 1 

Set K = KL 

NSl = NS (K) 

Set J = 1 

IIDl = IID(J,K) 

Set I = 1 

Read P(I,J,K), PA(I,J,K), AP(I,J,K), APA(I,J,K), 
Q(I,J,K), PN(I,J,K), APN(I,J,K), INT(I,J,K), 
C(l,I,J,K), C(2,I,J,K), K(I,J,K) 

No 
Is I = IIDl? 
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J = J + 1 

K = K + 1 

No 
Is J = NSl 

Yes 

No Is K = KU 

Yes 

Read input data for instream 
treatment sites 

Read CI (NT), for NT = 1, NINST 
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Yes 

Determine values for arrays 
:NFS and NFN 

Is KL = 3? 

No 

Set K = KLA 

NSl = NS(K) 

Set J = 1 

NDl = ND(J ,K) 

Set I = 1 
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a Yes 
~~----! 

Yes 

NF = JN(I,J,K - 1) 

Is NF :S 0? 
Is node I on level K stream J 
not a confluence node 

No 

Node (I,J,K) is a 
confluence node 

NFN(NF, K - 1) I 

Is K -/ 2? 
A:re we looking at a confluence 
node on a level 3 stream? 

No 

NFS(NF) = J 
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I I+ 1 
No 

---J=J+l 
No 

K = K + 1 
No 

@~----....... 
Initialize decision arrays at each node 

D(I,J,K) = O, BS(I,J,K) = O, 

KNTNT(I,J,K) = O, O(I,J,K) = 0 
I = l,•••ND(J,K) 
J = l,•••NS(K) 
K = KL,•• •KI.J 

Initialize decision variables for instream treatment 
sites. 

DINT(NT) O, OINT(NT) = O, KSINT (NT) O, NT = 1, • • •MNIST 
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---

STOP = .FALSE. 
STOP is .TRUE. when stopping vector 
elements will specify no pollution 
control 

TTC = O.O 
TTC is the total cost expended in 
calculating stopping vector elements 

HEF = O.O 
HEF is the highest possible effec
tiveness 

Determine values for APINS(NT) at each potential 
treatment site, determine last feasible solution 
to be evaluated, and determine the decision 
alternatives for each source. 

Set K = KL 

Set J = 1 

PU = O.O 
PUL = O.O 

PUL is annual natural pollutant flow with all in
stream processors active. PUL is only used in 
calculating the value of TTC. PU is total annual 
pollutant flow with no pollution control measures 
(with exception of abatement when it is cheaper 
than variable treatment cost). 
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Yes 

Yes 

Set I = l 

Does K = KL? 

No 

NF = JN(I ,J, K-1) 

Is NF S 0? 

No 

PU= PU+ PT(NF,K-1) 
PUL = PUL + PTL(NF,K-1) 

PT(J,K) is pollutant output from stream J of level 
K corresponding to PU. PTL(J,K) is pollutant output 
from stream J of level K corresponding to PUL. 
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Yes 

AAPA = Max(O.O,APA(I,J,K)) 

Is 
C(l,I,J,K) > vc•[AP(I,J,K) - AAPA' 
i.e., is cost of abatement and site treatment 
at (I,J,K) greater than cost of site treat
ment alone? 

No 

Site alternative 2 will involve both treat
ment and abatement 

RALT(2,I,J,K) = 3 
CALT(2,I,J,K) = C(l,I,J,K) + C(2,I,J,K) 

+ VC • AAPA 
IRA.LT= 3 

Site alternative 2 will involve treatment only 
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Yes 

RA.LT(2,I,J,K) = 2 
CALT(2,I,J,K) = C(2,I,J,K) 

+ VC • AP(I,J,K) 
IRA.LT = 2 

Is 
C(l,I,J,K) ( CALT(2,I,J,K), i.e., 
is cost of abatement less than cost 
of pollution control alternative 
involving treatment? 

No 

Site alternative 1 will involve treatment 
RA.LT(l,I,J,K) = 2 
CALT(l,I,J,K) = CALT(2,I,J,K) 
Pl(I,J,K) = O, APl(I,J ,K) = 0 

Site alternative 1 will involve abatement 
RA.LT(l,I,J,K) = 1, CALT(l,I,J,K) = C(l,I,J,K) 
APl(I,J,K) = APA(I,J,K), Pl(I J K) = PA(I J K) 
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No 

PU= PU + APN(I,J,K) 

Accumulate annual natural pollutant 
load 

Is IRALT = 3, i.e., is abatement 
cheaper than treatment variable cost? 

Yes 

PU= PU+ APA(I,J,K) 

Accumulate annual pollutant load after 
abatement 
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PU= PU+ AP(I,J,K) 

Accumulate annual pollutant load from 
source (I,J,K) 

HEF is the highest possible effective
ness. 
HEF = HEF + BV (1) * R(I,J,K) 

NT = INT(I,J,K) 

No Is NT ) O? 

Yes 

APINS(NT) = PU 

DL(I,J,K) is the element of the stopping vector 
at source (I,J,K). DINTL(NT) is the element of 
the stopping vector at instream treatment site 
NT. The procedure below computes values for 
these elements. 

Yes 
Is STOP = • TRUE.? 
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Yes 

TTCl = TTC + CALT(2,I,J,K) 

Is TTCl )BUD, i.e., is 
budget exceeded in calculating 
stopping vector elements? 

No 

TTC = TTCl 
DL(I,J,K) = 0 

Stopping vector element at this 
source will specify maxim.um 
pollution control. 
PUL = PUL + APN(I ,J, K) 
Accumulate annual natural 
pollutant load. 

STOP = .TRUE. 
Recalculate TTCl for a lower cost alter

--~~~--iM native at source (I,J,K) 
TTCl = TTC + CALT(l,I,J,K) 

Yes Is TTCl ) BUD, i.e., 
is budget exceeded in calculating 
stopping vector elements? 
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DL(I,J,K) = 1 

&-- DL(I,J,K) = 2 

No 
Nr > 0? 

Yes 

DI:NTL(NT) = 1 

Q Yes 
~,..,.. ___ "'"4 __ Nr_s--..-o_?-~ 

No 

TTCl = TTC + CI (NT) 
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Yes 
PUL S 0? 

No 

TTCl = TTCl + VC • PUL 
PUL = 0 

TTCl ) BUD, i.e., is 
budget exceeded in calculating stopping 
vector elements? 

No 

TTC = TTCl 
DINTL(NT) = 0 

------~ DINTL(NT) = 1 
STOP = .TRUE. 

No 
I = ND(J,K)? 
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0 

Yes 

No 
K=K+li---... 

Is K = 3? 

No 

PT(J,K) PU 
PTL(J,K) PUL 

Is J = NS(K)? 

Yes 

Is K = KU? 

Yes 

Write stopping solution vector 

Write HEF, maximum possible 
effectiveness 
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Read KOPT,KNT, KNTLIM 

Yes Is KNT I o, i.e., is 
this a restart case? 

No 

Initialize KNINT and KSINT arrays 
by the following procedure 

Set K = KL 

Set J = 1 

Set I 1 

NT= INT(I,J,K) 
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,.... _______ Y_e_s ________ ~ Is NT ~ 0? 

No 

Call subroutine TONE(NT,I,J,K). KSINT 
and KNINT arrays are adjusted by 
subroutine TONE to specif'y that all nodes 
upstream of NT are upstream of an active 
instream processor 

Is I ND(J,K) ? 

Is J = NS(K) ? 

Yes 

Is K = KJJ ? 

Yes 
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Read EF, TC 

Read D(I,J,K), BS(I,J,K), 
C(I,J,K), KNINT(I,J,K) 

I = l,•••ND(J,K) 
J = 1, •••NS (K) 
K= KL,•••KIJ 

Read DINT(NT), KSINT(NT), 
OINT(NT) NT = 1, • • ·MNIST 

Determine whether the stopping vector 
has been reached by the following 
procedure 

Set K = 3 

Set J = NS(K) 
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Yes 

Yes 

I 

Set I = ND(J,K) 

ID= D(I,J,K) 
IL= DL(I,J,K) 

Is IL ( ID, i.e., is the allocation 
alternative selected for source (I,J, 
K) greater than the allocation alter
native for (I,J,K) in the stopping 
vector? 

No 

Is ID ( IL, i.e., is the stopping 
still beyond the current solution 
vector? 

No 

No 
Is I = l ? 

Yes 

No 
J = J - l Is J = 1 ? 
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No 
Is K = KL ? 

1--------IM 
Yes 

Yes 

KNT=KNT+l 

Is KNT ) KNTLIM ? 

No 

Call NEFESE(TTC) 
Determine next feasible solution 
and store this solution in the D 
and DINT arrays. The cost of 
this solution is recorded in TTC 

Compute effectiveness 
Call function EFFECT(X) 

EFF = EFFECT(X) 

Is the effectiveness of this solution greater 
than that of the best solution previously 
computed ? 
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8.,._Y_e_s__, 

8-Y_e_s_ 

Is the effectiveness of this solution 
vector less than all previously computed 
solution vectors; i.e., is 

EFF < EF ? 

No 

Is 
EFF = EF and TTC ~TC, i.e., is the 
effectiveness of this solution vector 
equal to the maximum effectiveness 
value computed and is the total cost 
of this solution vector at least as 
great as the cost of the previously 
determined maximum effectiveness 

No 

Record new maximum effectiveness solution 

EF = EFF 
TC = TTC 

KOPr = KNT 
DOUT = • TRUE. 
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Yes 

Write out maximum effectiveness 
solution vector number KNT 

Set O(I,J,K) = D(I,J,K) 

for I ::: l,•••, ND(J,K) 
J = l, • • •, NS ( K) 
K== KL,•••, KU 

Set OINT(NT) = DINT(NT) 
NT == l, • • •, NINST 

Is EF (REF ? 
optimal value of pollution control 

effectiveness less than highest possible 
effectiveness? 

No 

Write out optimal solution vector number 
KOPr 
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LOUT = LOUT + 1 
Accumulate count of solution vectors 
computed since previous writing of a 
solution vector 

Yes Is LOUT ( KOUT and 
is DOUT = .FALSE.? 

No 

Write out the solution vector. DINT values are 
noted by the symbols TO, Tl; D values by the 
symbols MO, Ml, M2. II separates streams of 
different levels. I separates streams of the 
same level. DOUT is a flag which forces the 
next vector to be written. Thereafter every 
KOUTth vector is written. 

DOUT = • FALSE. 
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No 
Is LOUT ~ KOUT "l 

Yes 

LOUT= 0 

Skip solutions which have 
less effectiveness than EF 
by the following procedure. 

ZERO = • TRUE • 

Set K = KL 

Set J = 1 

Set I = 1 
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Yes 
Is ZERO= .FALSE.? 

No 

Yes 
Is D(I,J,K) I 0 

No 

NT = INT(I,J,K) 

No Is (I,J,K) a potential treatment site, 
i.e., is NT~ O? 

Instream treatment 
is being performed 
at site NT 

Yes 

Yes 

Is DINT(NT) 

No 

ZERO = • FALSE. 
DINT(NT) = 0 

O? 

Call TO:NE(NT,I,J,K) to perform necessary 
bookkeeping at nodes upstream of NT as a 
result of activating NT 
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Yes 

Call 
ERROR 

Yes 

Is BS(I,J,K) f -l, i.e., is the 
source at (I,J,K) permitted to 
exist without abatement after 
sidering downstream treatment 
facilities? 

No 

Is D(I,J,K) = 2, i.e., is no mine 
drainage control to be performed at 
(I,J,K)? 

First nonzero decision variable 
encountered 

D(I,J,K) = 0 
ZERO = • FALSE. 
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Yes 

Yes 

Is BS(I,J,K) I -1, i.e., is the source 
at (I,J,K) permitted to exist without 
abatement after considering downstream 
treatment facilities? 

No 

Is D(I,J,K) = 1, i.e., is the lowest 
cost alternative to be implemented at 
(I,J,K)? 

No 

Set D(I,J,K) = 1 

Is D(I,J,K) ~ 2? 
Is no pollution control to 
be implemented at (I,J,K)? 
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Yes 

No 

D(I,J,K) = D(I,J,K) + 1 

Is D(I,J,K) ~ 2? 

No 

Is RA.LT (l,I,J,K) = 2, i.e., is the 
lowest cost pollution control alter
native to include treatment? 

Yes 

D(I,J,K) = 2 
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No 

D(I,J,K) = 0 

NT= INT(I,J,K) 

Is node (I,J,K) a potential 
treatment site, i.e., is 

NT > O? 

Yes 

Yes Is DINT(NT) Io, i.e., is 
instream processor site NT 
not implemented? 

No 

DINT(NT) = 1 

Call TOFE(NT,I,J,K) to deactivate the 
instream processor and perform necessary 
bookkeeping for upstream nodes 
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J = J + l 

K = K + 1 

DINT(NT) = 0 

Call TONE(NT,I,J,K) to initiate 
the instream processor and per
form necessary bookkeeping. 

No 
14------1 Is I ND(J,K)? 

Yes 

No Is J = NS(K)? 

Yes 

No 
Is K - KU? 

All feasible solutions have 
been evaluated, vector KOPT 

is optimal 

Yes 

Punch EF, TC, and the following arrays 
to permit restarting at this point: D, 
BS, o, KNINT, DINT, KSINT, OINT. Write 
out effectiveness of best solution to 
this point by the following procedure. 
FU will be used to accumulate the pol
lutant flow under the optimal solution. 
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O(I,J,K) =J 

No 

PU = PU + P(I,J,K) 

No 

Set K = KL 

Set J = 1 

Set I = 1 

Is I = l? 

Yes 

PU= 0 

Is 
O(I,J,K) =J 1 ? 

No 

PU = PU + Pl(I,J ,K) 
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Yes 
Is K = KL ? 

No 

NF= JN(I,J,K-1) 

No Is (I,J,K) a confluence node, i.e., 
is NF ) 0 ? 

Yes 

PU= PU+ PT(NF,K-1) 
Add in the flow frarn the tributary NF 

Add in the natural pollutant 
PU= PU+ PN(I,J,K) 

NT = INT(I ,J, K) 

Yes Is there an instrea:rn treatment site 
at this node, i.e., is NT )0 ? 
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Does the optimal solution specify 
that NT should be activated, i.e., 
is OINT(NT) = O? 

Yes 

No positive pollution 
is possible 

Is RJ S 0? 

No 

PU= 0 

Yes 

No 

Yes Is ND(J,K) I I 
or KI 3 ? 

No 

Store the accumulated pollution 
at the end of the stream, i.e., 

PT(J,K) '= PU 

CONC = PU/(PU + Q(I,J,K) 
QUAL = CONC • 106 
Calculate concentration 
and stream quality for 
this node 
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JS JS+l 

Calculate effectiveness by 
the following procedure 

Set JS 1 

Yes 
Is QJ(JS) ~ CONC ? i-----. 

No 

Yes No 
14--~ Is JS NI ? i------tM 

EFFF = BV(JS)·R(I,J,K) 
Optimal value of effectiveness at 
each node 
JS is smallest integer such that 

QJ(JS) ~ CONC 
JS = NI if QJ(L) < CONC for 

L = 1, ••• , NI 

Find optimal decision for the mine 
source at (I,J,K) using O(I,J,K) and 
RALT(ID,I,J,K) 
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I= I+ l 

J = J + 1 

K = K + 1 

No 

No 

No 

Write out quality and effec
tiveness for optimal decision 
at node (I,J,K). 

Is I = ND(J,K) ? 

Yes 

Is J = NS(K) ? 

Yes 

Is K = RU ? 
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Function CABAT(II,JJ,KK) 

CABAT calculates cost to perform abatement at all 
nodes upstream of (II,JJ,KK) where abatement is 
cheaper than treatment variable cost. This 
cost is accumulated in TC. IilN is the number of 
entries on the tributary list. 

No 

TC = O.O, 
J = JJ, 

IilN = o, 
K = KK 

I = II, 

Yes 

BS(I,J,K) = -1, i.e., is 
abatement cheaper than treat
ment variable cost at this 

Yes 

TC= TC+ CALT(l,I,J,K) 
Add in cost of abatement 

Is K :S KL 

No 

NF = JN(I,J,K-1) 
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No Is this a confluence node, 
i.e., is NF> O? 

Yes 

NN=NN+l 
increment the length of the 
tributary list 

No ...-----1 Is NN > 30 ? 

I= I - l 

Yes 

Call ERROR 
The program permits only 
30 storage locations for 
the tributary list 

PS(NN) = NF 
PL(NN) = K - 1 

NF is the tributary stream 
number 
K - 1 is the stream level 

No 
Is I = 1 ? 
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Yes 

CABAT = TC 

Return 

Is NN S' 0? 
all tributaries 

No 

Remove a stream from the 
tributary list. 

J = PS(NN) 
K = PL(NN) 
I = ND(J ,K) 

NN=NN-1 
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Function CSAV(ID,II,JJ,KK,ISl,NX) 

IA = ID, I = II, 
CSAV = O.O, 

J = JJ, 
NX = 1 

K = KK 

CSAV = savings in annual pollutant load 
at downstream processor NX if decision 
ID is implemented at (II,JJ,KK). If 
ID< o, then a new instream processor 
is implemented at (II,JJ,KK) 

Is IA< o, i.e., is an instream 
processor activated at (I,J,K) ? 

NT = INT (I , J, K) 
PS = APINS(NT) 

No 

Is PS > 0? 

PS o.o 

Is BS(I,J,K) = -1, i.e., is 
the source at (I,J,K) feeding 
an active instream processor 
and is some form of pollution 

Return control required at (I,J,K) ? 

Yes 

PS = APl(I,J, K) 

PO = AP(I,J,K) 
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No 

No 

No ____ _, Is IA = 1 ? 

Yes 

PO= APl(I,J,K) 

PS = PO - PS 
PS is actual saving in 
pollutant 

NDl = ND(J, K) 

NT= INT(I,J,K) 

Is (I,J,K) a potential instream 
treatment site, i.e., is NT > 0? 

Yes 

Is NT active, i.e., is DINT(NT) = 0? 
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Return 

NX = NT. NX is the downstream processor 
number. 

PCK= APST(NT); APST(NT) is annual pollu
tant flow just upstream of potential 
treatment site NT. 

Yes 
Is PCK S 0 ? 

No 

CSAV = min ~PCK,PS} 
CSAV is annual savings in pollutant load 
at a processor downstream of (I,J,K) 

Return 
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I= I+ 1 Is I ND ? 

Yes 
No 

Is K= KU ? 

Yes 

Call ERROR 
Not possible to move to 
level K + l stream 

I = NFN(J,K) 

NFN(J,K) is confluence node on level 
K + 1 stream receiving flow from 
level K stream J. 

No 
Is K = 1 ? 

Yes 

J = NFS(J). NFS(J) is level 2 stream 
receiving flow from level l stream J 

No 
Is K = 2 ? 

Yes 
J = l 

K = K + l 
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Function EFFECT(X) 

EFFECT computes the effectiveness of 
the decision vectors D and DINT. The 
variable EFF will be used to accumu
late the effectiveness 

EFF = 0.0 

Set K = KL 

Set J = 1 

FTC will be used to accumulate the 
pollution flow in stream J 
PTC = O.O 

Set I = 1 

Yes 
r-------t Is K ( KL ? 

No 

No 

NF= JN(I,J,K-1) 

Is(I,J,K) a confluence node, 
i.e.,isNF)O? 

Yes 
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No 

PTC = PTC + PT(NF,K-1) 

Add in pollutant input from the tribu
tary stream NF of level K-1 

PTC = PTC + PN(I ,J, K) 

Add in natural pollutant load occurring 
at node (I,J,K) 

Is D(I,J,K) ~ 2, i.e., 
is no control measurJ- to be performed 
at (I,J,K) ? 

Yes 

PTC = PTC + P(I,J,K) 

Add in pollutant load emitted from 
source (I,J,K). 

Is D(I,J ,K) = 1 ? 

cheapest control alternative to be 
performed at I,J,K)? 
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Pl'C = Pl'C + Pl(I,J, K) 

Add in pollutant output for resource 
allocation alternative 1 at source 
(I,J,K) 

NT= INT(I,J,K) 

No Is NT) O, i.e., is (I,J,K) a 
potential treatment node? 

!::\ No vi------' 
Yes 

Is DINT(NT) = o, i.e., is instream 
treatment to be performed at (i,J,K)? 

Yes 
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JS = JS + 1 

No Is 
JS = NI? 

Yes 

JS= NI 

No 
---1 Is PTC ) 0 ? 

Yes 

PTC = 0 

Determine the pollution concentra
tion at node (I,J,K) 
CONS = PTC/ (PTC + Q(I ,J, K)) 

Set JS = 1 

Is QJ(JS) ~CONS, i.e., is interval 
JS the maximum pollution concentra-

No tion interval containing CONS? ......... :..;;;..._-..._ 

Yes 

EFF = EFF + BV(JS)·R(I,J,K) 
Increment effectiveness for 
this reach 
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~~•---~--1...._I ____ I __ + __ 1_:~~---N-0-----1,I_s __ I __ =___,ND.--(_J_,_K_)? 

EFFECT = EFF i...----t 

Return 

No 
J = J + 1 

Yes 

Yes 
Is K ? KU ? 

No 

Store the output of this stream 
PT(J,K) = PTC 

Is J=NS(K)? 

Yes 

K = K + 1 
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Subroutine ERROR 

Write 
ERROR DETECTED IN EXECUTION 

Call ERRTRA 

Write 
BUFFERS ARE CLEARED 
ten times 

Force an ABEND with a traceback 
J = 60 000 
1 = K(J) 

Figure c.9 Subroutine ERROR 
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Subroutine NEFESE(TCOST) 

NEFESE determines the next feasible 
solution. If the current solution 
provided by the DINT and D arrays is 
feasible, that solution is obtained. 
TCOST is the total cost of the next 
feasible solution. 

ZERO = .FALSE. 
TTC = 0 

Set K = 3 

Set J == NS (K) 

Set I ND(J,K) 

Figure C.10 Subroutine NEFESE 
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No 

Yes 

No 
Is ZERO = .TRUE. ? 

Yes 

Call ZOE(I,J,K). 
Zero out all decision 
variables of lower order 
than node (I,J,K). Zero 
out node (I,J,K) 

ZERO = .FALSE. 
NT = INT(I,J ,K) 

Is (I,J,K) a potential instream 
treatment site, i.e., is NT > O? 

Yes 

Is DINT(NT) = 1, i.e., is instream 
processor NT not implemented? 

Figure C.10 Subroutine NEFESE 
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No 

Determine whether we can afford 
to keep NT active by the follow
ing procedure. 

TC= TTC + CI(NT) 
CI(NT) is fixed cost to perform 
instrea.m treatment at site NF. 

Is APINS(NT) > 0 ? 
Is annual pollutant flow past NT 
without treatment by NT positive? 

TC = TC+ VC•APINS(NT) 
Add in variable cost to treat by NT 

Figure C.10 Subroutine NEFESE 
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No 
Is KSINT(NT) = 1, i.e., is there 
an active instream processor down
stream of site NT? 

Yes 

ID= -1 
SAVE = CSAV(ID,I,J,K,ISI,NS) 

Determine annual savings in pollutant 
load at downstream instream processor 
if decision ID is implemented at node 
(I,J,K). 

TC = TC - SAVE * VC 

TC= TC+ CABAT(I,J,K) 
Add in cost to perform abatement at all nodes 
upstream of (I,J,K) where abatement is cheaper 
than treatment variable cost. 

Figure C.10 Subroutine NEFESE 
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C\ Yes V'....--i 
Is TC~ BUD, i.e., is 
budget constraint satis.
fied? 

No 

Cannot afford to keep NT active 

DINT(NT) = 1 
Call TOFE(:NI,I,J,K) 

Delete instream treatment 
processor at NT and perform 
necessary bookkeeping on up
stream variables 

ZERO = • TRUE. 
D(I,J,K) = 0 

Set D(I,J,K) to zero to avoid skipping 
feasible solutions. Setting ZERO to 
.TRUE. will set all decision variables 
to the right of (I,J,K) to zero. 

Figure C.10 Subroutine NEFESE 
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TTC = TC 

APST(NT) = APINS(NT) 
Annual pollutant flow just upstream 
of potential treatment site NT 
equals annual pollutant flow past 
NT without any upstream pollution 
control other than abatement where 
it is cheaper than treatment vari
able cost. 

Is KSINT(NT) = 1, i.e., 
is there an active instream processor 
downstream of NT? 

Yes 

APST(:NX) = APST(NS) - SAVE 
:NX is instream processor downstream 
of node (I,J,K) 

KNI = KNINT(I ,J ,K) 

Figure C.10 Subroutine NEFESE 
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equal 0. GT.O. Q 
~---------1 _D_(_I_,_J_, K_)_-_1_?_ i----,..\J 

No 

Pollution control alternative involving 
treatment is implemented at (I,J,K) 

ID= 0 
ID = 0 denotes that treatment is to be 
performed 

TC= TTC + CALT(2,I,J,K) 
Add in cost of control alternative in
volving treatment. 

Is KNI = 1, i.e., 
is there an active processor downstream 
of (I,J ,J)? 

Yes 

SAVE = CSAV(ID,I,J,K,IS,NX) 
TC = TC - SA VE · VC 

Figure C.10 Subroutine NEFESE 
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No 
BS(I,J,K) = -1, i.e., 

is pollution control in
volving at least abatement 
required at (I,J,K)? 

Yes 

TC = TC - CALT(l,I,J,K) 
Subtract cost of lowest cost 
alternative 

Yes Is TC S BUD, i.e., 
is budget constraint met? 

No 

Cannot afford treatment. Zero out 
decision variables to the right of 
(I,J,K) to avoid skipping feasible 
solutions. Examine possibility of 
performing lowest cost pollution 
control. 

ZERO = .TRUE. 
D(I,J,K) = 1 

Figure C.lO Subroutine NEFESE 
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No 
r-------1 Is BS(I,J,K) -1 ? 

Yes 

D(I,J,K) = 2 means that no control is 
being implemented. BS(I,J,K) -1 
implies that abatement of treatment 
should be performed at (I,J,K). 
Logical contradiction 

call ERROR 

Yes 
Is BS(I,J,K) = -1 ? 

No 

ID= 1 
TC= TTC + CALT(l,I,J,K) 

Figure C.10 Subroutine NEFESE 
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No 

Yes 

Is KNI:NT(I,J,K) = O, i.e., 
is (I,J,K) upstream of an 
active instream processor? 

Yes 

SAVE= CSAV(ID,I,J,K,JS,NS) 
TC = TC - SAVE·VC 

Is budget constraint met, 
i.e., TC$ BUD ? 

No 

Cannot afford lowest cost pollution 
control alternative. Zero out 
decision variables to the right of 
(I,J,K) to avoid skipping feasible 
solutions. 

ZERO= .TRUE., D(I,J,K) 2 

Figure C.10 Subroutine NEFESE 
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No 

I = I - 1 

J= J - l 

K= K - 1 

Expend the cost TC 
TTC = TC 

Is (I,J,K) upstream of an active 
instream processor, i.e., is 

KNINT(I ,J ,K) = 1 

Yes 

APST(:NX) = APST(NS) - SAVE 

No Is I 1 ? = 

Yes 

No 
Is J = 1 ? 

Yes 
No 

Is K= 4 - KBW ? 

Yes 

TCOST = TTC 

Return 

Figure C.10 Subroutine NEFESE 
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Subroutine TOFE(NT,II,JJ,KK) 

Subroutine TOFE performs bookkeeping on all 
states and decision variables as a result 
of deactivating instream processor NT at 
(II ,JJ, KK). 

NN = o, I = II, J = JJ, K = KK 
DINT(NT) = l 

Is K = 1 ? 

No 

Kl = K - 1 

NR = INT(I,J,K) 

No Is node (I,J,K) a potential instream 
treatment site, i.e., is NR > O? 

Figure C.ll Subroutine TOFE 
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Yes 

No 

Record that NR is no longer upstream 
of an active instream processor, i.e., 

KSINT(NR) = 0 

Is DINT(NR) = o, i.e., is instream 
treatment to be performed at site 
NR? 

Set BS(I,J ,K) = 0 
KNINT(I ,J, K) = 0 

Record that (I,J,K) is no longer 
upstream of an active instream 
processor 

Yes 
Is K ~ KL ? 

No 

NF = JN(I,J ,Kl) 

Is this node a confluence node, 
i.e. , is NF > O? 

Yes 

Create an additional entry on 
the tributary list 

NN=NN+l 

Figure C.11 Subroutine TOFE 
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Return 

No 
--------ris NN > 30? 

Yes 

No more than 30 tributaries can be 
stored by the program 

Call ERROR 

PS (NN) == NF == tributary stream number 
PL(NN) Kl == stream level 

I == I - 1 
No 

Is I 1 ? 

Yes 

1---.- Yes 

Is NNSO ? 
all tributaries 

been examined? 

No 

Remove an entry from the tributary list 
J= PS(NN) 
K == PL(NN) 
I == ND(J ,K) 

NN=NN-1 

Figure C.11 Subroutine TOFE 
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Subroutine TONE(NT,II,JJ,KK) 

Subroutine TONE performs bookkeeping 
on all upstream status and decision 
variables as a result of implement
ing instream processor NT at (II,JJ, 
KK) 
NN = O, 

Yes 

I = II, J = JJ, 
FIRST = .TRUE. 

Is K $ 1 ? 

No 

Kl = K - 1 

K = KK 

Record that (I,J,K) is upstream of an 
active instream processor 

KNINT(I,J ,K) = 1 

No 
FIRST = • FALSE. 

NR = INT(! ,J, K) 

Figure C.12 Subroutine TONE 
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No Is (I,J,K) a potential in
stream treatment site, i.e., 
is NR > O? 

Yes 

Record that NR is upstream 
of an active instream pro
cessor 

KSIN'r(NR) = 1 

Is DIN'r(NR) = 1, i.e., is instream 
processor NR site not implemented? 

Yes 

Is RALT(2,I,J,K) i 3 ? 
Is control alternative involving 
treatment not to include abatement? 

Figure C.12 Subroutine TONE 
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No 

Yes 

Is D(I,J,K) = 2, i.e., is 
no pollution control to be 
implemented at (I,J,K) 

Yes 

D(I,J,K) = 1 
Revise decision. Choose 
abatement at (I,J,K) to 
reduce cost 

BS(I,J ,K) = -1 
to note that pollution 
control involving abate
ment must be performed 
at (I,J,K) 

Is K ~ KL ? 

No 

NF= JN(I,J,JG.) 

Figure C.12 Subroutine TONE 
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No Is (I,J,K) a confluence node, 

No 

i.e., is NF > 0? 

Yes 

NN=NN+l 
Increment the count of the 
number of tributaries remain
ing to be evaluated. 

Is NN > 30 ? 
The program permits only 
30 storage locations 
tributary streams 

Yes 

Call ERROR 

PS (NN) = NF 
PL(NN) = Kl 

NF is the tributary stream number 
Kl is the stream level 

Figure C .12 Subroutine TONE 
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~1--~--.__r_-_-_r~--1__, I = 1 ? 

Return 

Er Yes 

Is NN $. 0 ? 
Have all tributary 
been examined? 

No 

J = PS(NN) 
K = PL(NN) 
I= ND(J,K) 

NN:::NN-1 
Remove an entry from 
the tributary stream 
list 

Figure C.12 Subroutine TONE 
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Subroutine ZOE(I,J,K) 

ZOE zeroes out all decision variables 
in the solution vector to the right 
of (I,J,K) 

No 

Set KB= K 

JH = NS(KB) 

Is KB = K ? 

Yes 

JH = J, i.e., 
skip all streams to the 
left of ( J, K) 

Set JB = JH 

NDl = ND(JB,KB) 

Figure C.l3 Subroutine ZOE 
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No Is KB ~ 
and JB = J1I? 

Yes 

NDl = I , i • e • , 
skip all nodes to the left 
of (I,J,K) 

No 

Set IB = NDl 

NT = INT(IB,JB,KB) 

Figure C.13 Subroutine ZOE 
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No 

Yes 

Is this node a potential 
treatment site, i.e., is 
NT > 0? 

Yes 

Is DINT(NT) = 0 ? 

No 

Zero out the decision 
at this processor 

DINT (NT) = 0 

Call TONE(NT,IB,J13,KB) 
to process upstream vari
ables since NT is acti
vated 

Zero out the decision at 
this node 

D(IB,JB,KB) = 0 

Is IB = 1? No 

Yes No 
Is JB = 1? 

Yes 

Is KB= KL ? 
No 

Yes 

Return 

IB = IB - 1 

• I JB=JB-1 

KB=KB-1 

Figure C.13 Subroutine ZOE 
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PROGRAM ALCOT 

Purpose 

Program ALCOT determines the least cost resource allocation to control 
mine drainage pollution for a fixed quality standard within a water
shed. 

Method 

A stream network is defined and decision nodes indicated. At each mine 
source decisions can be made to treat or not to treat, to abate or not 
to abate, and all possible combinations of these decisions are con
sidered. At each potential instream processor site, the site may be 
implemented or not used. The cost and effect on stream quality of each 
decision at each node is determined. For a given level of maximum 
allowable pollution concentration at each node, the least cost feasible 
pollution control scheme for the network is then determined using a 
modification of the Lawler-Bell algorithm. 
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Definition of Variables 

AP(I,J ,K) = 

APl(I,J,K) 

APA(I ,J, K) = 

APN(I,J,K) 

BS(I,J,K) = 

BT(NT) = 

C(l,I,J, K) = 
C(2,I,J, K) = 
CI(NT) = 

CALT(ID,I,J,K) = 

CIST(NT) = 

D(I,J,K) = 

D(I,J,K) = 

DINT(NT) = 

ID = 

INT(I,J,K) 

IO(I,J, K,NT) = 

IOI (NT ,I) 

JN(I,J ,K) = 

KBW = 
KL= 

Annual pollutant load emitted from source I on stream 
J of level K(kg). 
Annual pollutant load emitted from sauce I on stream 
I of level K when source allocation alternative 1 is 
selected (kg). 
Annual pollutant loading emitted from source I on 
stream J of level K after abatement (kg). 
Annual pollutant load at node I on stream J of level 
K due to natural sources (kg). 

{ 

1 if source (I ,J, K) is not being examined. 
-1 if some form of pollution control must be performed 
at this source 
O otherwise. 

{
l if treatment site NT is not being examined. 
0 if otherwise. 
Cost to abate source I on stream J of level K. 
Fixed cost to treat at source I on stream J of level K. 
Fixed cost to perform instream treatment at instream 
treatment site NT. 
Cost of resource allocation alternative ID for source 
(I, J, K). 
Minimum total cost for solution upstream to treatment 
processor NT. 
Allocation alternative selected for source (I,J,K). 

1
2 if treatment is to be performed at source (I,J,K). 
l if lowest cost pollution control alternative is to 
be performed at source (I,J,K). 
O if no pollution control measures are to be performed 
at source (I,J,K). 

{

l if instrea.m treatment is to be performed at instrea.m 
treatment site number NT. 
0 if otherwise. 

{
l for lowest cost alternative. 
2 for alternative involving source treatment. 

lNT if node (I,J,K) is a treatment node where NT is 
the treatment site number. 
0 if otherwise. 
Optimal values of D array for source (I,J,K) and 
upstream solution to instream processor NT. 
Optimal values of DINT array for treatment site NT 
and upstream solution to instream treatment processor 
I. 

f 

O if node I on level K+l stream J is not a confluence 
node. 
NF otherwise wh~re NF is the stream of level K feeding 
node I on level K+l stream J. 
KU-Klrl-1 
Lowest level stream represented, (KL=l if 3 stream 
levels are used, KL=2 if 2 stream levels are used, 
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KLA = 

KNT = 

KOPI' = 
KOUT 

KSINT(NT) 

KU = 
MDIS(I,K) = 

.MNIST = 

MNO = 

MNS = 

MS 

ND(J,K) = 
NDIS(I,J,K) = 

NFN(J,K) = 

NFS(J) = 
NINST = 

NS(K) = 
O(I,J,K) 

OINT(NT) = 

OI(NT) = 

P(I,J,K) 

Pl(I,J,K) = 

PL(I) = 

KJF3 if l stream level is used). 
KL+l. 

Number of times the criterion function has been 
evaluated. 
Value of KNT_when the optimal solution was evaluated. 
the interval between output of solution vectors 

l
l if instream processor site NT is upstream of an 
active instream processor. 
0 if otherwise. 
Highest level stream (must be 3) 
Maximum number of pollutant flows that can be stored 
for confluence nodes receiving flow from level K 
streams. I = l for output from the level K stream, 
I = 2 for upstream flow on the level K+l stream. 
Dimensioned value of the first subscript of the IOI 
array. 
Dimensioned value of the node number subscript of all 
arrays subscripted by node number. 
Dimensioned value of the stream number subscript of 
all arrays subscripted by node number. 
0 if neither abatement nor treatment is to be per
formed. 
1 if abatement but no source treatment is to be per
formed. 
2 if source treatment but no abatement is to be per
formed. 
3 if both abatement and source treatment are to be 
performed. 
Total number of nodes on stream J of level K 
Number of admissible pollutant flows calculated for 
the confluence node receiving flow from level K 
stream J. I = l for level K stream J output flow, 
I = 2 for upstream flow on level K+l stream receiving 
flow from level K stream J. 
Confluence node on level K+l stream receiving flow 
from level K stream J. 
Level 2 stream receiving flow from level I stream J. 
Total number of possible instream treatment site loca
tions. 
Total number of streams of level K. 
Optimal allocation alternative selected for source 
(I,J,K). 
Optimal value of DINT(NT). 

ll if this instream treatment has had an optimal up
stream solution calculated. 
O if otherwise. 
Pollutant loading emitted from source I on stream J 
of level K ( kg/hr ) • 
Pollutant output for resource allocation alternative 
l for source (I,J,K) (kg/hr). 
Level of Ith stream to process. 
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PLT(I,J,K) = 

PN(I,J,K) 

PNT(I,J,K) 

PS(I) = 
PT(J,K) 
Q(I,J,K) 

RALT(ID,I,J,K) = 

TC = 
~C= 

~= 

Total pollutant load just downsteam of node I on 
stream J of level K given resource allocation speci
fied by D and DINT arrays (kg/br). 
Cumulative natural pollutant load occurring at node 
(I,J,K) without mine drainage assuming all instream 
processors are used (kg/br). Note that input values 
are incremental flows between (I,J,K) and the next 
upstream node. 
Natural pollutant flow at node (I,J,K) assuming no 
instream processors are used. 
Ith stream to process. 
Pollutant input from stream J of level K,K=l,2 
Stream flow at node (I,J,K) excluding the pollutant 
(input as cubic meters per second converted to kg/br). 
Quality standard expressed as maximum pollutant con
centration (ppm). 
Value of MS for source (I,J,K) for resource allocation 
alternative ID. 
Optimal value of total cost. 
Trial total cost value 
Annual variable cost to treat one unit of pollution 
($/kg). 
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Input Data: 

Card Number Variable Name Columns J.!sed, Forma.:t 
l NS(l) 1-5 Integer 
l NS(2) 6-10 Integer 
l NS(3) 11-15 Integer 
l vc 16-25 Real 
1 MNO 26-30 Integer 
l MNS 31-35 Integer 
1 QP 36-45 Real 
1 NINST 46-50 Integer 
l MNIST 51-55 Integer 
1 KOUT 56-60 Integer 
2 ND(l,l) 1-5 Integer 
2 ND(2,l) 6-10 Integer 
2 ND(3,l) 11-15 Integer 

2 NDtNS (1) ,1) (5NS(l)-4)-5NS(l) Integer 
4-KL ND(l,2) 1-5 Integer 

. 
4-KL ND(NS(2),2) (5NS(2)-4)-5NS(2) Integer 
5-KL ND(l,3) 1-5 Integer 
(see note l) . . 
5-KL ND(NS(3),3) (5NS(3)-4)-5NS(3) Integer 
6-KL JN(l,1,1) 1-5 Integer 

JN(2,1,1) 6-10 Integer 
JN(3,l,l) 11-15 Integer . . . 

6-KL JN(ND(l,2),1,1) (5ND(l,2)-4)-5ND(l,2) Integer 
JN(l,2,1) 1-5 Integer 
JN(2,2,1) 6-10 Integer 

(see note 2) . 
• 

6+NS(2)-KL JN(ND(l,3),1,2) (5ND(l,3)-4)-5ND(l,3) Integer 
7+NS (2)-KL P(l,1,1) 1-10 Real 

PA(l,l, 1) 11-20 Real 
AP(l,l~l) 21-30 Real 
APA(l,1,1) 31-40 Real 
Q,(1,1,1) 41-50 Real 
PN(l,1,1) 51-60 Real 
APN(l,1,1) 61-70 Real 

7+NS(2)-KL INT(l,1,1) 71-80 Real 
8+NS(2)-KL c(1,1,1,1) 1-10 Real 
8+NS (2)-KL c(2,1,1,1) 11-20 Real 
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9+NS (2)-KL 

10tNS(2)-KL 
10tNS(2)-KL 
(see note 3) 
6+2wt-NS (2)-KL 

6+2wt-NS(2)-Kir!-NIN 
(see note 4) 
7+2wt-NS(2)-Kir!-NIN 
(see note 5) 

&!-2wi-NS (2 )-KL+ NIN 
(see note .6) 

Notes: 

P(2,l,l) 
PA(2.l.l) 
AP(2,l,l) 
APA(2,l,l) 
Q(2,l,l) 
PN(2,l,l) 
APN(2,l,l) 
INT(2,l,l) 
c(1,2,1,1) 
c(2,2,1,1) 

CI(l) 
CI(2) 

• 
• 
• 

1-10 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
71-80 
1-10 

11-20 

1-10 
11-20 

CI (NINST) (10NINST-9-80NIN-10NINST-80NIN) 

KOPT 
KNT 
KNTLIM. 
DL,DINTL,TC, 
D,BS ,O,IO,IOI, 
DINT,BT,OI, 
KS INT, OINT, CIST 
arrays 

1-10 
11-20 
21-30 

Real 
Real 
Real 
Real 
Real 
Real 
Real 
Real 
Real 
Real 

Real 
Real 

Real 

Integer 
Integer 
Integer 

1. The number of ND array cards is variable, depending on the number 
of stream levels. For a 3-level network there are three ND array 
cards; for a 2-level network there are two ND array cards; for a 
1-level network there is one ND array card. These input instruc
tions assume a 3-level network. 

2. The number of JN array cards depends upon the total number of 
streams of all levels. JN array cards are sequenced numerically 
according to the lowest level streams, next lowest level, etc. 
Note that if there is only a level-three stream in the network, this 

sequence of cards is skipped. If there are only level-two streams 
and a level-three stream, th.ere is only one JN array card. If there 
are level-one streams, a JN array card is provided for each level-two 
and level-three stream. The above input data instructions assume 
three stream levels exist. 

3. There are two cards entered for each node using the formal speci
fied for the following inputs.: P(I ,J, K), PA(I ,J, K), AP(I ,J, K), A 
APA(I,J,K), Q(I,J,K), PN(I,J,K), APN(I,J,K), INT(I,J,K), C(l,I,J,K), 
and C(2,I,J,K). The nodes are entered in sequence starting with 
the first node on the first stream of level KL. After the nodes 
for this stream are entered, the next stream of level KL is entered 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

one node at a time. 
streams, then level 
entered is the last 

After recording the data for all level KL 
KL+l streams are entered. The last node 
node on the level 3 stream. A total of 

3 NS (K) 
w= L: L ND(J,K) nodes are entered on 2w cards. 

K=KL J=l 

(

1 if NINST > 8 
NIN= 

0 if otherwise 

For the initial run, KOPI' and KNT should be set to zero. 

This sequence of cards is not used on an initial run and is only 
used when a run restarts after KNT solution vectors have been 
evaluated. If an optimal solution is not reached within KNTLIM 
iterations, a sequence of cards will be punched. The first card 
punched contains current values of KOPT and KNT, to which a value 
of KNTLIM must be added for subsequent runs. The remaining cards 
are placed behind the one containing the new values of KOPT, KNT, 
KNTLIM to restart the run. The previous KOPT, KNT, KNTLIM card 
is removed and the program may be restarted using the new data. 
The new data give values to the TC, D, BS, o, IO, IOI, DINT, BT, 
OI, KBINT, OINT, CIST arrays as shown. 

Common Areas Referenced 

COMMON/ZER/MNS, BT 

CCMMON/NEX/MNOS, MNO, NS, ND, D, INT, DINT, BS, FLT, NFN, NFS, PN, Pl, 
Q., P, KL, KU, KBW, KLA 

CCMMON/TCO/JN, PT, AP, APl, CALT, CT, VC, APN 

CO:MMON/PTT/PNT, MAXMU, KFN 

COMMON/TOF/OI, CIST, KSINT 

CO:MMON/TONN/NSO, RALT, IO, IOI 

COMMON/DIS/NDIS, POlDIS, P02DIS, PJlDIS, PJ2DIS, MDIS 
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Subroutines Required 

Subroutine CONO - determines whether sufficient input pollution values 
to a confluence node have been determined to specify the maximum output 
from the node that is less than or equal to a specified upper limit. 
If so, the maximum node output less than the specified upper limit is 
calculated. 

Subroutine ERROR - used to abort a run when undesirable conditions 
occur, and ERROR generates a traceback calling sequence. 

Subroutine NEXFES - determines the next feasible solution. 

Function NON - returns a one if node (I,J,K) is upstream of node (IM, 
JM,KM), and a zero otherwise. 

Subroutine PTMAX - attempts to resolve an uncertain maximum at the node 
(IS,JS,KS) by determining the maximum flow less than or equal to PU. If 
another uncertain maximum is encountered, processing is stopped. P'IMAX 
only examines the flow along the stream (JS,KS). 

Subroutine PI'MX - computes the maximum pollution flow rate past a given 
node which is less than or equal to PLTMAX. PTMX resolves uncertain 
maxima. 

Subroutine STORE - stores confluence node pollution distribution values 
in array PDIS. 

Function TCOST - computes the total resource cost. 

Subroutine TOFF - processes upstream decision and status variables when 
an instream treatment processor is deleted. 

Subroutine TON - processes upstream decision and status variables when 
an instream treatment processor is implemented. 

Subroutine ZO - zeroes out all decision variables that are lower order 
than node (I,J,K). 
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Yes 

Is NS(l) f 0? 
Are there level 
1 streams? 

Program ALCOT 

KU= 3, KL = 1 

Read input data 

Read NS(L), NS(2), NS(3), VC, MNO, 
MNS, Q,S, NINST, MNIST, KOUT 

Is NS(2) Io, i.e., 
are there level 2 streams? 

No 

KL= 3 

KBW = KU - KL + 1 
KLA=KL+l 
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K = K + 1 

Yes 

Set K = KL 

KK = NS(K) 

Read ND(J,K), J = l,•·•KK 

No 
Is K = KIJ ? 

Yes 

3, i.e., 
are there no level 
1 and 2 streams? 

No 

Set K = KL 

M = NS (I\+l) 

Set J = 1 
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L = ND(J ,K+l) 

Read JN(I,J,K), I 1, • • •L 

J = J + 1 No Is J = M ? 

Yes 

K = K + l 
No Is K = 2 ? 

,__ _____ ... Yes 

Compute constants and initial values 
MNOS = MN0°MNS, NSO = 3•MNOS, MN4 = MNO + 4, 
MIOI = MNIST•MNIST, MIO = MNIST•NSO 

It is assumed that there are no more than 4 
instream treatment sites per stream. 

Initialize variables 
TC = 1030, CFAC = 3.6 x 106 
DOUT = .TRUE., LOUT = 0 

TC is used to record the minimum pollution 
control cost for solutions satisf'ying the 
quality standard. DOUT is true when the 
next solution vector will be printed. 
LOUT is used to count the number of solu
tion vectors computed since the last out
put of a solution vector. 
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J = J + 1 

K= K+ 1 

I = I + 1 

No 

No 

No 

Set I = 1 

Set K = 1 

MDIS(I,K) = 30 

Set J = 1 

NDIS(I,J,K) = 0 

Is J = MNS ? 

Yes 

Is K= 2 ? 

Yes 

Is I = 2 ? 

Yes 

Set K= KL 

Initialize MDIS and NDIS 
arrays 
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I= I+ 1 

J = J + 1 

NSl = NS (K) 

Set J = 1 

NDl = ND(J ,K) 

Read input data for· node (I,J,K) • 
. Read P(I,J,K), PA(I,J,K) AP(I,J.K), 

APA(I,J,K), Q(I,J,K), PN(I,J,K), 
APN(I,J,K), INT(I,J,K), C(l,I,J,K), 
C(2,I,J,K) 

Convert stream flow from cubic meters 
per second to kilograms per hour 

Q(I,J,K) = CFAC·Q(I,J,K) 

No 
Is I = NDl ? 

Yes 
No 

Is J = NSl ? 
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K = K + 1 
No 

Is K = KU ? 

Yes 

Read input data for the instream 
treatment sites 
Read CI (NT), NT = 1, • • •NINST 

Is KL =-= 3 ? f::\ Yes 
ul~ Axe there no level 1 and 

2 streams? 

No 

Set K = KLA 

NSl = NS (K) Compute values for NFN 
'--------,.------ and NFS arrays 

Set J = l 

NDl = ND(J, K) 

Set I l 
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NF= JN(I,J,K-1) 

No Is NF > o, i.e., 
is (I,J,K) a confluence node? 

Yes 

NFN(NF, K-1) = I 

Is K f 2 ? 
Is this a level 3 stream 

NFS(NF) = J 
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Convert QP from parts per million 
to a decimal fraction 

QP Q,S • lo-6 
QP = Q,S/(1.-QP) 

Compute the maximum allowable pollutant 
quantities at each node and determine 
the decision alternatives for each source 
by the following procedure. 

Set K = KL 

NSl = NS (K) 

Set J = 1 
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NDl = ND(J,K) 
PU = o.o 
PUL = O. 0 

Set I = 1 

TQ = Q(I,J,K) • QS 
Q(I,J,K) = TQ 

By the following procedure, convert input 
incremental natural pollutant flow to total 
natural pollutant flow under the assumption 
that all instream treatment processors are 
used. Value computed for node (I,J,K) is 
flow just upstream from the node, and PU is 
used to accumulate this value. PUL is the 
total natural pollutant flow assuming in
stream treatment processors not used. 
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No 

Yes 

Is NT> 0 and PU> o, i.e., 
is the upstream node a potential 
instream treatment site and is 
the natural pollutant input to 
that node positive? 

Yes 

PU = o.o 

Is K = KL ? 

No 

:NF= JN(I,J,K-1) 

No Is :NF > o, i.e., 
is this a confluence node? 

Yes 

PU = PU + PI'(:NF ,K-1) 
PUL = PUL + PI'L(:NF,K-1) 
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No 

Yes 

No 

TPN = PN(I ,J, K) 
PU= TPN + PU 
PUL = TPN + PUL 
PN(I,J,K) = PU 
PNT(I ,J, K) = PUL 
NT = INT(I ,J, K) 

Is I = NDl ? 

Yes 

Is K = KU ? 

No 

PT(J,K) = PN(I,J,K) 

Store the natural pollutant out
put from this stream. 

Is NT > 0 and PU > o, i.e., is 
(I,J,K) a potential instream treat
ment site and is PU > 0 ? 

Yes 

PT(J ,K) = O.O 
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Yes 

A.APA= Max(O.O,APA(I,J,K)) 

Is 
C(l,I,J,K) > VC•(AP(I,J,K) - AAPA), i.e., 
is abatement cost greater than variable cost 
of treatment? 

No 

Site alternative 2 will involve both treatment 
and abatement 

RALT(2,I,J,K) = 3 
CALT(l,I,J,K) = C(l,I,J,K) + C(2,I,J,K) 

+ VC•AAPA 

Site alternative 2 will involve 
treatment only. 

RALT(2,I,J,K) 2 
CALT(2,I,J,K) = C(2,I,J,K) 

+ VC•AP(I,J ,K) 
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Yes 
----' Is C(l,I,J,K) < CALT(2,I,J,K) 

No 

Site alternative 1 will involve treatment 
RALT(l,I,J,K) = 2 
CALT(l,I<J ,K) = CALT(2,I,J ,K) 
Pl(I,J,KJ = O, APl(I,J,K) = 0 

Site alternative l will 
involve abatement 
RALT(l,I,J,K) = 1 
APl(I,J,K) = APA(I,J,K) 
CALT(l,I,J,K) = C(l,I,J,K) 
Pl(I,J,K) = PA(I,J,K) 

I = NDl ? 

Yes 

Is K = 3 ? 
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Record the natural pollutant output 
of this stream (assuming no instream 
processors implemented) 

PrL(J,K) = RJL 

J=J+l Is J = NSl '? 

Yes 

K = K + 1 
No Is K = KU '? 

Yes 

Read KOPr, KNT, KNTLIM 

Is this a restart case, i.e., 
is KNT f 0 '? 

No 

Set K = KL 

NSl = NS(K) 

Set J = 1 

NDl = ND(J,K) 
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I I+ l 

J = J + l 

K = K + 1 

Set I = l 

Initialize stopping vector 
DL(I,J,K) = 0 

Is I = NDl ? 

Yes 

Is J= NSl ? 

Yes 

K= KIJ ? 

Yes 

Determine the last feasible solution 
that needs to be considered by the 
following procedure. This solution 
is known as the stopping vector. 
DL(I,J,K) is the mine source deci
sion at node (I,J,K) for the stopping 
vector. Similarly, DINTL(NT) is the 
instream processor decision for pro
cessor NT. Initialize variables. 

FINITY = 1030 
MAXMU = 0 

MAXMU is the maximum number of entries 
in the uncertain maximum list. 
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PLTMAX is the 
allowable u:p:per 
limit on :pollu
tion f'low. 

No 

No 

Set K = 3 

NSl = NS(K) 
J = NSl 

NDl = ND(J ,K) 
I= NDl 

Is K = 3 ? 

Yes 

PL'JMAX == FINITY 

Is K < 3 ? 

Yes 

PL'JMAX = PTL ( J, K) 
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PL'IMAX = min{PLTMAX, Q(I,J,K) - PNT(I,J,K)} 
NODE = .FALSE. 

NODE is used to conrrnunicate to subroutine 
P'IMX that (I,J,K) is a confluence node 

Yes 

No 

Is K ::; KL ? 

No 

NF= JN(I,J,K-1) 

(I,J,K) a confluence node, 

is NF > O? 

Yes 

NODE = .TRUE. 

NT = INT(I,J ,K) 

Is NT> o, i.e., 
is (I,J,K) a potential in
stream processor site? 
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POUT = O.O 

No 

Yes Is I = 1 ? 

No 

Call PI'MX(I-1,J,K,FINITY,POUT) 
POUT is the maximum possible flow 
past (I-1,J,K) 

Is POUT > PLTMAX, i.e., 
will maximum flow merit activating 
the instream processor? 

Yes 

DINTL(NT) = 1 
DL(I,J,K) = RALT(2,I,J,K) - 2 
NT = 1, PLTMAX = FINITY 

DINTL(NT) == 0 
NT= 0 

POUT = Is I = 1 ? 
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Call PIMX(I-1,J,K,PL'IMAX,POUT) 
POUT is the maximum flow past (I-1,J,K) 
that is less then or equal to PL'IMAX 

PCK = PL'IMAX-POUT 
PO = P(I,J,K) 

Is PCK < PO, i.e., 
is difference between upper bound 

Yes at (I,J,K) and maximum admissible 
flow at (I-1,J,K) less than un
controlled pollution at mine from 
(I,J,K) ? 

No 

DL (I , J, K) = 0 
No action required in the stopping 
vector 

PL'IMAX = PLTMAX-PO 
Decrease upper bound by PO 

PP = Pl (I , J, K) 

Is PCK < PP, i.e., 
is PCK less than flow with moderate 
cost treatment alternative? 
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No 

DL(I,J,K) 1 

Is RALT(l,I,J,K) > 1), i.e., 
does the moderate cost alternative 
involve treatment? 

Yes 

DL(I,J,K) == 2 

PLTMAX == PLTMAX-PP 

DL(I,J,K) 2 

Is K = KL? 
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Is NF > o, i.e., 
is (I,J,K) a confluence 
node? 

Yes 

No 

Yes Is NT >O, i.e., 
is (I,J,K) an active in
stream treatment site? 

PTL(NF,K-1) 
= FINITY No 

PTL(NF,K-1) = POD 
PLTMAX = PJD 

POD and PJD are determined by subroutine 
Pl'MX if NODE is true to specify the split 
in pollution reaching (I,J,K) that comes 
from the tributary and upstream on stream 
(J ,K) 
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Write out MA.:XMU and the NDIS array 

Yes 

Read the DL and DINTL arrays 

Write out the stopping vector, 
i.e., the DL and DINTL arrays 
Write out KOPT, KNT, KNTLIM 

Is this a restart case, 
i.e., is KNT f 0? 

No 

Initialize decision arrays if starting 
from scratch 
D(I,J,K) = O· 

' BS(I,J,K) = o; O(I,J,K) 
K= 1,3; J = 1, • • ·MNS; I = 1, • • •MNO 

IO(I,J,K,NT) = O; I = 1, • • • MNO 

= 

J = l,•• •MNS; K = 1,2,3; NT= l,•••MNIST 

IOI(NT,I) = O; I 
NT = 1, • • •MNIST 

l,• • ·MNIST; 
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Initialize decision variables for instream 
treatment sites 
DINT(NT) = O, BT(NT) O, CIST(NT) = TC 
OINT(NT) = O, OI(NT) = O, KSINT(NT) = 0 for 
NT = 1, • • •M:NIST 

Read interim solutions from cards. Cards are 
obtained as output from previous run of the 
program in case an optimal solution has not been 
achieved. A new value of KNTLTh'.l must be punched 
on the first card of the output of the previous 
run. The new value of KNTLTh'.l gives the last 
value of KNT for the succeeding run. 

Read TC 
Read D(I,J,K), BS(I,J,K), O(I,J,K) for 
I = 1, • • • MNO ; J = 1, • • • MNS ; K = 1, 2 , 3 
Read IO(I,J,K,NT) for I= l,•••MNO 
J = 1, • • •MNS; K = 1,2,3 NT = 1, • .. MNIST 
Read IOI(NT,I) for I= l,•••M:NIST; 
NT = 1, • • •MNIST 
Read DINT(NT), BT(NT), OI(NT), KSINT(NT), 
OINT(NT), CIST(NT) for 
NT = 1, • • •M:NIST 
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Determine whether the stopping 
vector has been reached by the 
following procedure. 

Set KB = 1 

K=4-KB 
NSl = NS (K) 
NS2 = NSl + 1 

Set JB = 1 

J = NS2 - JB 
NDl = ND(J,K) 

Set IB = 1 

ID= D(NDl-IB+l,J,K) 
IL= DL(NDl-IB+l,J,K) 
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Is IL< ID, i.e., 
is the value of the stopping 
decision vector at (I,J,K) 

Yes less than the value of the 
allocation alternative selected 
for (I,J,K) or has the stopping 
vector been passed? 

Yes 

IE = IE+l 

JB = JB+l 

KB = KB+l 

No 

Is ID < IL ? 

No 
No Is IE = NDl ? 

Yes 
No Is JE = NSl ? 

Yes 
No Is KB = KEW ? 

Increment the count of the number 
of rotation vectors evaluated 

KNT=KNT+l 

Is KNT > KNTLIM, i.e., 
has the number of times the criterion 
function has been evaluated exceeded 
the maximum permitted for this run? 
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Call NEXFES 
to find the next feasible solution. 
NEXFES records the solution in the D 
and DINT arrays 

Compute total resource cost 
TrC = TCOST(X) 

Is TTC < TC, i.e., 
is the cost of this solution less 
than the previous minimum cost? 

Yes 

Record the new optimal solution 
TC = TTC, KOPT = KNT, DOUT = • TRUE . 
DOUT being set to .TRUE. forces this 
solution to be written out 

Write out that solution KNT is optimal 

O(I,J,K) = D(I,J,K) for I= l,•••MNO; 
J = 1, • • ·MNS; and K = 1,2,3 
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No 

No 

OINT(NT) = DINT(NT) 
NT = 1, • • •M:NIST 

Determine whether a lower cost 
upstream solution to an in
stream processor has been found 
by the following procedure. 

Set NT = 1 

OI(NT) = 0 and DINT(NT) = 1, i.e., 
is an optimal upstream cost for this 
instrea.m processor being computed? 

Yes 

Is TTC < CIST(NT), i.e., 
is this solution lower cost than pre
viously recorded? 
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NT = NT+l 

Write out KNT, NT 
Record this lower cost solution 

CIST(NT) = TTC 
DOUT = • TRUE. 

IO(I,J,K,NTl = D(I,J,K) for 
I = 1, • • •MNO J = 1, • • ·MNS 

and K = 1,2, 3 

No 

IOI(NT,I) = DINT(I) for 
I = 1, • • •NINST 

Is NT = NINST ? 

Yes 

LOUT = LOUT + 1 
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No 

Is LOUT 2'. KOUT or DOUT = • TRUE. ? 

This is an output test 'Which guarantees that 
every KOUTth solution vector will be written 
out, as well as the next vector when DOUT is 
true. 

Yes 

Write out the solution vector. DINT values 
are noted in the program printout by the 
symbols TO, Tl; D values by the symbols MO, 
Ml, M2, II separates streams of different 
levels; I separates streams of the same level 

Write KNT, TTC 

DOUT = .FALSE. 

Is LOUT 2'. KOUT ? 
No 

Yes 

Reset the counter of solution 
vectors computed since the last 
KOUTth vector was written 

LOUT= 0 
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Yes 

Skip to the next solution vector 
which may have lower cost than 
TTC by the following procedure. 

ZERO = • TRUE. 

Set K = KL 

NSl = NS(K) 

Set J = NSl 

NDl = ND(J ,K) 

Set I = 1 

Is ZERO= .FALSE., i.e., has a nonzero 
decision been encountered? 

No 

Is this mine source decision free to 
vary and is the current decision specify
ing some pollution control action, i.e., 
is 

D(I,J,K) I O and BS(I,J,K) I l? 
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e:--N_o _ __, 

NT = INT(I ,J, K) 

Is NT > o, i.e., 
is node (I,J,K) a potential 
instrea.m treatment site? 

Yes 

Is DINT(NT) = 0 or BT(NT) = 1 ? 
Is treatment not to be performed at site 
NT, or is the decision variable for in
strea.m processor NT frozen as part of an 
optimal upstream solution? 

No 
ZERO = • FALSE. 

The first nonzero decision has been encountered 
DINT(NT) = 0 

Call TOFF(NT,I,J,K) 
to perform necessary book.keeping on upstream 
variables since NT is deactivated. 
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No 

Yes 

Is BS(I,J,K) = -1, i.e., 
is some form of pollution con
trol required at (I,J,K)? 

Yes 

Is D(I,J ,K) = 1 ? 
Is the lowest cost alternative 
to be implemented at (I,J,K)? 

No 

D(I,J,K) = 1 
ZERO = .FALSE. 

First nonzero decision 
has been encountered 

D(I,J,K) = 0 
ZERO = • FALSE. 

First nonzero decision 
has been encountered 
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First nonzero decision variable has already 
been found. 

Yes Is BS(I,J,K) = l ? 

No 

Yes Is BS(I,J,K) =J -1 ? 

No 

Is D(I,J,K) = 1, i.e., 
No is lowest cost control alterna-

tive to be performed? 

D(I,J,K) = 1 
D(I,J,K) is equal 
to its maximum 
value. Set 
D(I,J,K) to low
est possible value 

Yes 

D(I,J,K) = 2 
D(I,J,K) is not equal to its 
maximum value. Increase 
D(I,J,K) by one 

Is D(I,J,K) :?'. 2 ? Yes 
Is control alternative involving treatment to 
be implemented? 
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No 

D(I,J,K) = D(I,J,K) + 1 

Use the decision alternative with the next 
highest value 

Is D(I,J,K) = 1 and 
RALT (l,I,J,K) >1 

Does the lowest cost alter
treatment? 

Yes 

D(I,J,K) = 2 

D(I,J,K) 0 

NT= INT(I,J,K) 

Is NT > O? Is node (I,J,K) a 
potential treatment site? 
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Yes 

Yes 

DINT(NT) = 0 
Call TOFF(NT,I,J,K) 
TOFF performs book
keeping on upstream 
variables required 
since NT is deacti
vated 

I= I+l 

J = J+l 

K = K+l 

Is BT(NT) = l, i.e., 
is the decision variable for in
stream processor NT frozen as 
part of an optilllal upstream solu
tion? 

No 

Is DINT(NT) I 0 ? 
Is instream treatment to be per
formed at site NT? 

No 

No 

No 

No 

DINT(NT) = l 
Call TON(NT,I,J,K) 
TON performs book
keeping on upstrea~ 
variables required 
since NT is activated 

Is I= NDl ? 

Yes 

Is J = NSl ? 

Is K= KIJ ? 
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Write KOPT 
All feasible solutions have 
been evaluated, and the optimal 
solution is printed out. 

Punch solution onto cards to enable pickup 
from this point. 
Write KOPT, KNTLIM, TC 
Write DINTL(NT), NT = 1, • • •NINST 
write DL(I,J,K), D(I J,K), BS(I,J,K), 
O(I,J,K) for I= l,•••,MNO; J = l,•••,MNS; 
and K == 1 12,3. 
Write IO~I,J,K,NT) for I= l,•••,MNO; 
J = l,•••MNS; K = 1,2,3; NT= l,•••MNIST 
Write IOI(NT,I) for I= l,•••,MNIST; and 
NT = 1, • • •MNIST 
Write DINT(NT), BT(NT), OI(NT), 
KSINT(NT), OINT(NT), CIST(NT) for 
NT = l, • • •MNIST 
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Write out optimal solu
tion vector. Calculate 
and write out optimal 
decision at each node and 
resulting stream quality. 

Set K = KL 

NSl = NS (K) 

Set J = 1 

NDl = ND(J,K) 

Set I ""' l 
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Is IOD =/ 0? 

No 

No 
Is I = 1 ? 

Yes 

PU will be used to accumulate 
stream flow 

PU = O.O 
Initialize PU 

IOD = O(I,J ,K) 

Yes 
i----'Is IOD I 1 ? 

No 

· PU= PU+ P(I,J,K) FU= PU+ Pl(I,J,K) 

___ .._Y,;;;,jes-.-1 Is K = KL ? 

No 

NF= JN(I,J,K-1) 

No 
~---1 Is (I,J,K) a confluence node, 

i.e., is NF> 0 ? 
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INSIND = OINT(NT) 
OINT(NT) is the 
value of the 
optimal decision 
vector at site NT 

Yes 

PU= PU+ PI'(NF,K-1) 

Add in natural pollution 
POUT= PU+ PN(I,J,K) 

NT = INT(I,J,K) 

Is NT > o, i.e., 
is there an instream treatment 
site at this node? 

Is INSIND = O, i.e., 
is the instream treatment site 
not active? 
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Yes 

PU=min{ PU, -PN(I ,J, K)} 

No positive pollution possible 

Yes 
Is POUT :s 0 ? 

No 

POUT = O.O 

Is PN(I,J,K)<O? 
natural pollutant 
(I,J,K) negative? 

No 

PU = O.O 

All natural pollutants were previously 
accumulated under the assumption that 
all instream processors were turned on. 
Must now retrieve the natural pollu
tion quantity which was zeroed at the 
instream processor. 

Is PN(I,J ,K) < O? 
No 

PU= POUT 
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Yes 
Is I I NDl or K = 3 ? 

No 

Store the accumulated pollution 
at the end of the stream 

PT(J, K) = POUT 

Convert from allowable pollutant flow to 
pollutant stream flow in ppm 

QT = Q(I,J ,K)/Qg 
QUAL = (POUT . 10 ) I (POUT + QT) 

Is IOD > l't 

No 

MS RALT(l,I,J,K) 

Find optimal MS values at 
each node by the following 
procedure 

Is IOD > 0 ? 

No 

MS= 0 
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MS = RALT(2,I,J,K) 

Write out optimal MS value 
and quality at the node (I,J,K) 

I I + 1 No Is I = NDl ? = 

Yes 

J = J + 1 
No Is J = NSl ? 

Yes 

K= K+ 1 
No 

Is K= KU ? 
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Subroutine CONO(Q,ST, PO; Pl, NDIS, POlDIS, PJlDIS, 
NREP, PL'IM, FUS, Q.SN, CHO) 

Yes 

CONO determines whether suf'ficient input pollu
tion values to a confluence node have been de
termined to specify the maxilD.um output from the 
node that is less than or e~ual to a specified 
upper lilD.it. If so, the maxilD.um node output 
less than the specified upper lilD.it is calcu
lated. 

Calculate the lowest possible pollutant flow 
to the node from the main stream. 

CHK = Q,ST - Q,SN 

Is Q,SN < o, i.e., 
is upper lilD.it on pollution flow 
from (I ,J, K) with maxilD.um control 
exerted upstream negative? 

PP= PO 
PO is pollutant flow without abatement 

SMALL= 1030 

Is PP 5 Q,SN, i.e., 
source at this conflu

ence node emit pollutants 
without control and still 
satisfy the upper lilD.it Q,ST? 
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Is PP~ QSN, i.e., 
can the source at this confluence 

Yes node emit pollutants with lowest 
cost control alternative and still 
satisfy the upper limit on flow from 
from the node, QST? 

No 

pp= o.o 

NO= NDIS(l) 
NU= NDIS(2) 

NO = number of values tabulated in array POlDIS 
for stream NF 

POlDIS is an array of input pollutant flow to 
the node from the tributary 
NU = number of values tablulated in the array 

PJlDIS for stream NF 
PJlDIS is an array of pollutant input flows to 
the node from sources upstream. of the main 
stream 

PCK = QST - PP 

PCK is the max pollutant flow to the confluence 
node from the main stream and/or the tributary 
QST = upper limit on pollution flow from conflu-

ence node (I,J,K) 

Figure C.15 Subroutine CONO 



Yes 

Is POlDIS(NO) ~ CHO, i.e., is 
the NO admissible output pollutant 
flow from the tributary no greater 
than lowest possible output for 
the tributary? If so, all possible 
values of flow from the tributary 
have been computed. 

No 

Yes Is POlDIS(NO) + PJl.DIS(l) ~ PCK,i.e., 
is a lower value of POlDIS unnecessary? 

No 

Note that a lower input pollution value to the 
confluence node from the tributary is needed. 

~N=l 

Calculate the upper limit on the required value 

PUS = POlDIS(NO) - EPSN 

Set flag to note that additional inputs to the 
confluence node are required 

~~=l 

Note: the arrays POlDIS 
and PJlDIS are 
ordered so that 
larger values 
appear first 

Figure C.l5 Subroutine CONO 
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Yes 

Yes 

Is 
PJlDIS(NU) ~ CHK, i.e., 

have all possible values of flow 
from the main stream been computed? 

No 

Is 
PJlDIS(NU) + POlDIS(l) ~ PCK, i.e., 

is a smaller value for PJlDIS unnecessary? 

No 

Note that a lower input pollution value to the 
confluence node from the main stream is required. 

KFN = 2 

Compute the upper limit on the required value 

ros = PJlDIS (NU) - EPSN 

Set flag to note that additional inputs to the 
confluence node are required 

NREP = 1 

PLTM = SMALL 

SMAX = SMALL 

Set IA= 1 

Set IB 1 

Figure c,..15 Subroutine CONO 



No 

SUM = POlDIS(IB) + PJlDIS(IA) 

Is 
SUM: 7S PCK and SUM > SMA.X, i • e. , 
does a larger upper bound satis
fying PCK exist? 

Yes 

SMAX = SUM 

Is CON= .TRUE., i.e, is this 
No confluence node the node being 

analysed by the main program to 
determine the stopping vector 
value? 

IB 

Yes 

Record the input from the tributary 

POD = PClDIS ( IB ) 

Record the input from the main stream 

PJD = PJlDIS(IA) 
(Note that the last values recorded for 
these inputs will be when 

PP= 0) 

IB+l No Is IB = NO 

Yes 
IA= IA+l No Is IA = NU ? 

Figure C.15 Subroutine CONO 
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No Is SMAX = SMALL ? 

Yes 

There are no flow values downstream 
of the confluence node less than PCK 

Call ERROR 

SMAX = SMAX + PP 

Is SMAX ) PLTM ? 
Is the current value of SMAX greater than 
the previously calculated maximum output 

from the confluence node? 

Yes 

Record the new maximum 

PLTM = SMAX 

Figure C.15 Subroutine CONO 



Set the flag to indicate 
maximum output from this 
node has been determined 

NREP = 0 

1-+~~~~~~--4 
Yes Is PP :s 0 ? 

No 

Is PP > Pl ? 
pp= 0 Is this the no pollution 

control case? 

Yes 

pp= Pl 

PCK = QST - PP 

Figure C.15 Subroutine 
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Subroutine ERROR 

Error is used when logical inconsistencies are 
discovered in the program execution. An error 
message is generated and the run is terminated: 
Write 

ERROR DETECTED IN EXECUTION 

Call ERRTRA 

Write ten times 
BUFFERS ARE CLEARED 

J = 600000 
L = K(J) 

Figure C.16 Subroutine ERROR 



Subroutine NEXFES 

NEXFES determines the next feasible solution. 
If the current solution specified by the D 
and DINT arrays is feasible, that solution is 
obtained. ZERO is true when all lower order 
decisions are to be set to zero. 

ZERO = • FALSE. 

Set K = 3 

NSl = NS (K) 
J = NSl 

NDl = ND(J, K) 
I= NDl 

Figure C.17 Subroutine NEXFES 
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No 

No 
Is ZERO= .TRUE. ? 

Yes 

Call ZO(I,J, K) 
Zero out decisions at (I,J,K) 
and all lower order decisions 

ZERO = • FALSE. 

PC = PN(I,J ,K) 
NT = INT(I,J ,K) 

PE is the additional pollutant that would be 
released if a stream treatment site were not 
used. Only natural sources are used in cal
culating PE. 

PE = O.O 

Is NT > o, i.e., 
is (I,J,K) a potential instream 
treatment site? 

Figure C.17 Subroutine NEXFES 
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No 

No 

Is PC > 0 and DINT(NT) = 1 ? 

Yes 

PC = o.o. Instream treatment is to 
be performed at site (I,J,K). 
Natural pollutant load becomes zero. 

Is PC > 0 and DINT(NT) 0 ? 

Yes 

PE= PC 
Instream treatment not to be performed 
at site (I,J,K) 

PLT(I,J ,K) = PC 
PLT(I,J,K) is total pollutant load just down
stream of the site, but PN(I,J,K) is the 
natural pollutant load just upstream. Initi
alize PLT(I,J,K) to account for natural 
pollutant flow 

Figure C.17 Subroutine NEXFES 
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Yes 

Is BS(I,J,K) = 1 
or is D(I,J,K) = 2, PE= O, i.e., 
is site (I,J,K) not being examined, 
or is no additional pollutant to be 
emitted by (I,J,K)? 

No Is K = 1 ? 

Yes 

JJ(l) = J, JJ(2) = NFS (J), 
JJ(3) = 1, II(l) = I, 

The arrays II and JJ 
define a path from 
(I,J,K) to the basin 
outlet. 

II(2) = NFN(J,l), II(3) = NFN(JJ(2),2) 

No Is K = 2 ? 

Figure C.17 Subroutine NEXFES 
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JJ(2) = J' JJ(3) = 1, 
II(2) = I, II(3) = NFN(J,2) 

JJ(3) = 1, II(3) I 

Determine maximum allowable pollution load 
from this site and record the result in 
cy.fAX. Start at the basin outlet. 

KK = 4 

KK=KK-1 
IH = ND(JJ(KK),KK)+l, NT= IH - II(KK) 

Figure C.17 Subroutine NEXFES 
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f::\ No 
~1..---1 

0,-_N_o __ 

Set IM= l 

NZ= INT(IH-IM, JJ(KK), KK) 
Q,E = PLT(IH-IM, JJ(KK), KK) 
Q,E is the total pollutant flow 
just downstream of (IH-IM,JJ(KK), 
KK) 

Is this node an instream treatment site, 
i.e. , is NZ > O? 

Yes 

Is instream treatment being performed at 
this site, i.e., is DINT(NZ) = l? 

Yes 

Is QE > 0 ? 

No 

QE = -QE 

Figure C.17 Subroutine NEXFES 
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Yes 
Is QMAX ~ QE ? 

.._~~~~~~~..,.,..No 

Q}1AX = 1030 

QF = Q(IH-IM,JJ(KK) ,KK) - QE 

Yes Is Q}1AX ~ QF ? 

No 

QMAX = Q,F 

IM= IM+l No Is IM = NI.? 

Figure C.17 Subroutine NEXFES 
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No Is KK == K ? 

Yes 
Yes Is PE == 0 ? 

No 

Yes Is Q}1AX ;:::; PE ? 

No 

Call TON(NT,I,J,K) to process upstream 
variables as a result of implementing an 
instream treatment facility. 

DINT(NT) = 1 
Zero out all lower order decision variables 
so that intervening feasible solutions are 
not skipped. 

No 

ZERO = • TRUE • 

Is BS(I,J,K) = 0 ? 

Yes 

Abatement or treatment is not required 
at this site 

D(I,J,K) = 0 

Q}1AX = Q}1AX - PE 

Figure C.17 Subroutine NEXFES 
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Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Is D(I,J,K) > 0 ? 

No 

PL = P(I ,J ,K) 

Is Q}1AX ?: PL ? 

No 

PL= Pl(I,J,K) 
ZERO = .TRUE. 

Zero out all lower order decision 
variables to avoid skipping a 
feasible solution 

Is Q}1AX ?: PL 

No 

D(I,J,K) = 2 Is 

Is PE = 0 ? 

No 
PL = o.o 

Figure C.17 Subroutine NEXFES 
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Yes 

Yes 

Is D(I,J,K) = 2 ? 

No 

PL = Pl (I , J, K) 

Is QMAX 2'. PL ? 

No 

ZERO = • TRUE. 
Zero out all lower order decision 
variables to avoid skipping a 
feasible solution 

D(I,J,K) = 2 

Is PE = 0 ? 

No 

PL = O.O 

Adjust downstream pollutant load for 
this decision 

PLE = PL+ PE 

Figure C.17 Subroutine NEXFES 
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No 

No 

Set KK = K 

IL = II (KK) 
IH = ND(JJ(KK),KK) 

Set IM = IL 

PCK = PLT(IM,JJ(KK) ,KK) 
NT = INT(IM,JJ(KK) ,KK) 

Is NT > o, i.e., 
is node (IM,JJ(KK),KK) an instrea.m treatment 
site? 

Yes 

Is DINT(NT) = 1, i.e., 
is instream treatment being performed at 
this site? 

Yes 
less than 0 Is PCK reater than O 

Figure C.17 Subroutine NEXFES 
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PLE = min{PLE,-PcK} 

PLT(IM,JJ(KK),KK) = PCK + PLE 

IM= IM+l No Is IM= IH ? 

Yes 

KK = K+l 
No Is KK = 3 ? 

Yes 
Yes 

I = I-1 
No Is I = 1 ? 

Yes 

J= J-1 
No Is J= 1 ? 

Yes 

K= K-1 
No Is K = KL ? 

Yes 

Return 

Figure C.17 Subroutine NEXFES 
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Function NON(I,J,K,IM,JM,KM) 

NON returns a one if the node I,J,K is up
stream of the node (IM,JM,KM); otherwise, 
a zero is returned 

Yes 

Yes 

Increment 

IABS (IM) 
IABS (JM) 
IABS(KM) 

II 

IS = 
JS = 
KS 
I, JJ = J, KK = K 

Is KK = KS ? 

No 

Is KK = 1 ? 

No 

to the third level stream 

II = NFN(JJ,KK) 
JJ = 1 

Is KS = 2 ? 

No 

JJ = NFS(JJ), KK = 2 

Figure C.18 Function NON 
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No 

Yes 

Increment to the second level stream 
II = NFN(JJ,KK) 
JJ = NFS (JJ) 

Stream levels are now the same 

JJ = JS ? 

Yes 

Is II > IS ? 

No 

NON= 1 

Return 

NON= 0 

Return 

Figure C.18 Function NON 
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Subroutine PJMAX(IS,JS,KS,II,JJ,KK,I.S,FU,PIM, 
PIMO, QPT, QCK, QSN, PZ, FUl) 

Subroutine PlMAX attempts to resolve an Wlcertain maximum a~ the node 
(IS,JS,KS) by determining the maximum flow less than or equal to FU. 
PlMAX only examines the flow along the stream (JS,KS). If another un
certain maximum is encoWltered, processing is stopped, I.S is set to 
one, and (II,JJ,KK) is set to the node coordinates where the uncertain 
maximum occurred. QCK is the admissible pollution at that point, QST 
is the minimum of QCK and FU, PZ is the source pollution being evalu
ated at the uncertain maximum and FUl is the new upper pollution limit 
to resolve the uncertain maxim=. PIM is the maxim= pollution less 
than or equal to FU. LS is zero when PIM applies to node (IS,JS,KB). 
Both (IS,JS,KS) and (II,JJ,KK) are coded to show where the uncertain 
maxim.a occurred. If IS is less than zero or II is less than zero, then 
alternative zero caused the Wlcertain maximlilll. Similarly, JS less than 
zero or JJ less than zero implies alternative one, and KS less than 
zero or KK less than zero implies alternative two. If all node coor
dinates are positive, the uncertain maximum is at a confluence node, 

IE = lS , I = l 
JE = JS , J = I JE! 
KE = KS K = I KEI 
Kl= I KEI - 1 
PUL = FU 
!'MAX = o.o 

PNTl= PNT (I,J,K) 
QC= Q(I,J,K) - PNTl 
QS = min(QC,FU) 

QS is the maximum allowable pollu
tion flow at this node 

QN = QS + PNTl - PN(I,J,K) 
QN is the maximum permissible load
ing at this node with complete up
stream control 

Yes Is Kl< KL 

No 

NF = JN(! ,J ,!Cl) 

Yes 
Is NF :s O 

No 

Confluence node reached. 
PO= P(I,J,K) 
PA = Pl(I,J ,K) 
IL= ND(NF,Kl) 

CHO= PN(IL,NF,!Cl) - PNT(IL,NF,Kl) 

Yes 
Is Kl = 2 

No 

Figure c.19 Subroutine PTMAX 
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Call CONO(Q,S, PO, PA, NDIS(l,NF,ICL), POlDIS(l,NF), 
PJ1DIS(l,11F), NREP, PLTM, IU2, QN, CHO) 
PL™ will be the maximum flow past the con
fluence node if NREP = 0 

Call CONO(Q,S, PO, PA, NDIS(l,NF,Kl), P02DIS(l,NF), 
PJ2DIS(l,NF), NREP, PLTM, IU2, QN, CHO) 
NREP will be the maximum flow past the con
fluence node if NREP = o. 

Yes Is NREP = 0 ? 

No 

Uncertain maximum at the 
LS = 1, 

ro1 = ro2, 
JJ= IJsl, 

Return 

confluence node 
PTM = FMAX II = Ir 

KK= KSI 

IMAX= PLTM 

IMAXO = IMAX . 

Figure C.19 Subroutine PI'MAX 
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Yes Has the uncertain maxi.mum at (IS,JS,KS) been 
encountered, i.e., is 

-I = IE ? 

Is 
P(I,J,K) > QN, i.e., 

does pollutant loading with no control imply 
that the upper limit will be exceeded regard
less of upstream flowJ 

No 

PCK = P(I,J ,K) + IMAX 

Yes Is PCK>Q,S,i.e., 

Yes 

has another uncertain maxi
mum been encounterell? 

No 

IMA.XO = PCK 

Has the uncertain maxi.mum at (IS,JS,KS) been 
encountered, i.e., is 

I = IE and -J = JE ? 

No 

P = Pl(I,J,K) 
Evaluate low cost alternative by the follow
ing procedure 

Figure C.19 Subroutine PI'MAX 
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No 

Can the upper limit QP be satisfied with 
maximum upstream control, i.e., is 

P~Q.N? 

Yes 

PCK = P + IMAX 

Has another uncertain maximum been 
encountered, i.e., is 

PCK > QP ? 

No 

Determine the maximum flow satisfying the 
upper limit QP 

IMAXO = min!PcK,IMAXO) 

Has the uncertain maximum at (IS,JS,KS) been 
reached, i.e. , 

I = IE and - K = KE ? 

No 

Has another uncertain maximum been encountered, 
i.e., is 

IMAX > QP ? 

Yes 

K = -K 

Record the necessary variables for 
the uncertain maximum 
II=I, JJ=J, KK=K 
LS = l, PIM = IMAX 
Pl'MO = PMAXO, QPT = QS 
QCK = QC, QPN = Q.N 
PZ = P, PUl = QS - P 

Return 

Figure c.19 Subroutine PI'MAX 
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Record the necessary variables for resolving 
the uncertain maximum 

LS = O, PTM = IMAX 
Pl'MO = IMA.XO 

Return 

Figure C.19 Subroutine PI'MAX 
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Subroutine PTMX(IJ,JJ,KK,PL'IMAX,POUT) 

PTMX computes the maximum pollution flow rate past node (II,JJ,KK) 
which is less than or equal to PLTMAX. PTMX resolves uncertain maxima. 

KCN(J,K) = Value of KF'N for confluence node being fed by stream (J,K). 
KCN(J,K) = 0 if admissible pollution values for the confluence 
node are not being calculated. 

KF'N = 

1 if admissible pollution flow to a confluence node from a lower 
level stream is being calculated. 

2 if admissible pollution flow to a confluence node from the 
node's stream is being calculated. 

0 if pollution flow to a node that is not a confluence node is 
being calculated. 

MDIS(I,K) = Maximum number of pollutant flows which can be stored for 
confluence nodes receiving flow from level K streams. Set I = 1 
for output from level K stream, I = 2 for upstream output on 
level K+l stream receiving flow from level K streams. 

MU = Number of entries on the uncertain maximum list. 

(MUI(I),MUJ(I),MUK(I)) =Objective node coordinates for the Ith entry 
on the uncertain maximum list. 

NDIS(I,J,K) = Number of admissible pollutant flows calculated for con
fluence node receiving flow from level K stream J. Set I = 1 
for level K stream J output and I = 2 for upstream output on 
level K+l stream receiving flow from level K stream J. 

PJlDIS(I,J) = Ith admissible output pollutant flow just upstream from 
confluence node receiving flow from level 1 stream J. (Note that 
PJlDIS(I,J) 2: PJlDIS(I+l,J). 

PJ2DIS(I,J) = Level 2 analogue of PJlDIS(I,J). 

FMAL(I) = Maximum pollution flow rate at the time the ith entry on 
uncertain maximum list was encountered. 

IMAX = Maximum flow rate less than or equal to PLTMAX. (IMAX is used 
in determining POUT). 

POUT= Pollution flow rate retur~ed as maximum value at node (II,JJ,KK) 
less than or equal to PLTMAX. 
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POlDIS(I,J) = Ith admissible output pollutant flow from level 1 stream 
J. (Note that POlDIS(I,J,) is greater than or equal to 
POlDIS(I+l,J).) 

P02DIS(I,J) = Level 2 stream analogue of POlDIS(I,J). 

PI'M = Maximum pollution flow rate less than or equal to RT. (PTM 
is used in resolving uncertain maxima). 

RT = Upper limit on pollution flow rate currently being used. 

RTM(I) =Upper limit on pollution flow rate at time ith entry on un
certain maximum list was encountered. 
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Initialize 
KCN(J,K) 
KFN = O, 
KM = KK, 

variables 
O, J=l,•••M.NS, K=l,2 
IM. = II, JM. = JJ, 
PU = PLTMAX, MU = 0 

Is the main program evaluating a 
confluence node, i.e., does 

NODE = • TRUE. ? 

Yes 

IM. = IM.+l 

K = KL, J = 1, I = l 

NSl = NS(K) 

NDl = ND(J, K) 

Is MU = 0 ? 

Yes 
No 

IMAX= 0 

Is MU-:/ 0 ? 

No Yes 

Figure C.20 Subroutine PTMX 
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Yes 

No 

Is (I,J,K) upstream of IM, JM, KM, i.e., is 
NON(I,J,K,JM,JM:,KM) = l ? 

Yes 

PNTl = PNT(I,J,K) 
QCK = Q(I ,,J, K) - PNTl 
QST = min QCK,FUI 

QST is the upper limit on pollution 
flow at this node 

~N = QST + PNTl - PN(I,J ,K) 
QSN is the maximum pollution input 
from this node when complete control 
is implemented upstream 

Yes 
Is K = KL ? 

No 

Kl=K-l 
NF = JN(I,J,Kl) 

Is this a confluence node, i.e., 
is NF > 0 ? 

Yes 

Have admissible flows been previously computed 
at this node, i.e., is 

NDIS(2,NF,Kl) f 0 ? 

No 

NDIS ( 2, NF, Kl) = 1 

Is Kl = 1 ? 

Yes 

PJlDIS(l,NF) = PMAX 

Figure C.20 Subroutine P'IMX 
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No 

No 
Is IQ = 2 ? 

Yes 

PJ2DIS(l,NF) = W,AX 

Is I = IM and J = JM and K = KM, i.e., 
has an objective node been reached? 

Yes 

Is the uncertain maximum list 
empty, i.e., is 

MU::; 0? 

No 

KFN = KCN(NF,Kl) 

Maximum uncertainty node has been reached 
IM= MUI(MU), JM= MUJ(MU) 
KM = MUK(MU) , RJ = PUL (MU) 
MU = MU - l 
KCN(NF,Kl) = 0 

Yes Is IQ= 2 ? 

No 

Yes Is KFN = 2 ? 

No 

Call STORE(P'IM,POlDIS(l,NF), MDIS(l,l), 
NDIS(l,NF,l)) 

Enter the value PI'M into the array POlDIS 

Figure C.20 Subroutine P'IMX 
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Call STORE(PIM,PJlDIS(l,NF), 
MDIS(2,l), NDIS(2,NF,l)) 

Enter the value PTM into the array PJlDIS 

Yes Is KFN = 2 ? 

No 

Call STORE(PTM,P02DIS(l,NF), 
MDIS(l,2), NDIS(l,NF,2)) 

Enter the value PTM into the array P02DIS 

Call STORE(PIM,PJ2DIS(l,NF), 
MDIS(2,2), NDIS(2,NF,2)) 

Enter the value PTM into the array PJ2DIS 

IL= ND(NF,Kl) 
CHO= PN(IL,NF,Kl) - PNT(IL,NF,Kl) 
CHO is the decrease in natural pollu
tion at the tributary outlet due to 
the use of instrea.m processors 

Figure C.20 Subroutine PTMX 
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Is this node the confluence node being examined 
Yes by the main program, i.e., is 

NODE = • TRUE. and MU == 0 and I = IM and 
J = JM and K == KM ? 

Yes 

No 

CON == • TRUE . 
PO == O. 
PA= o. 

PO= P(I,J,K) 
PA= Pl(I,J,K) 

CON = .FALSE. 

Is Kl = 2 ? 

No 

Call CONO(QST,PO,PA,NDIS(l,NF,Kl), 
POlDIS(l,NF), PJlDIS(l,NF), 
NREP, PlTM, RJ2, Q,SN, CHO) 

to determine the maximum output from this 
confluence node less than QST. The desired 
value is returned in PLTM 

Figure C.20 Subroutine PTI-OC 
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No 

Call CONO( QST ,PO,PA,NDIS (l,NF ,)Q), 
P02DIS(l,NF), PJ2DIS(l,NF), 
NREP, PLTM, FU2, QSN, C"rlO) 

to determine the maximum output from 
this confluence node less than QST. 
The desired output is returned in PL'!M 

Was CONO unable to determine PLTM 
because of insufficient known pollu
tion distribution values at the node, 
i.e., is NREP = l? 

Yes 

Create another maximum uncertainty 
entry to obtain another distribution 
value by the following procedure 

MU=MU+l 

Is MU >MAXMU ? 

Yes 

MAXMU =MU 

Is MU > NMU ? 
NMU is the maximum length of the 
uncertain maximum list. 

Yes 

Call ERROR 

Figure C.20 Subroutine PI'MX 
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FMAL(MU) = IMAX 

KCN(NF,Kl) = KFN 
KFN is determined by subroutine CONO 

MUI(MU) = IM 

Yes 

No 

No 

MUJ(MU) = JM 
MUK(MU) = KM 

Is MU~ l ? 

No 

FMAL(MU) = PTM 

PUL(MU) = PU 
PU= ro2 
IM= I 
JM= J 
KM= K 

Is MU = 0 

Yes 

IM.AX = PLTM 

Is MU >0 ? 

Yes 

PIM= PLTM 

Figure C.20 Subroutine P'I'MX 
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QST = min {QcK,:ru) 
QST is the upper limi~ for pollution flow 
at this node 

QSN = QST + PNTl - PN(I,J,K) 
QSN is the maximum possible pollution to 
be emitted from this node with complete 
upstream control 

PO= P(I,J,K) 

No Is MU ::; 0 ? 

Yes 
IMA.XO ""IMAX 

IMA.XO is the temporary recording of the 
new maximum flow for IMAX 

No 

Yes 

Is MU > 0 ? 

Yes 
PI'MO = PI'M 

PTMO is the temporary recording 
of the new maximum flow form PIM 

Is PO > QSN ? 

No 

Yes Is MU of 0 ? 

No 

Yes Is PO + IMAX > QST ? 

No 

IMA.XO = PO+ IMAX 

Figure C.20 Subroutine PTMX 
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I = -I 
Setting I to a negative value 
note that the uncertain maxi
mum occurred while evaluating 
the no control option. 

RJl = QST - PO 
PUl is the upper limit on 
pollution flow for resolving 
the uncertain maximum 

Call PIMAX(I,J,K,IS,JS,KS,LU, 
PUl, P'lMl, PTMlO, QST, QCK, 
QSN, PO, FU2) 

Attempt to resolve the uncertain 
maximum by calling PTMAX 

Can the uncertain maximum be resolved, 
i.e., is 

llJ=O'? 

No 

Create new entry on uncertain max list 
MU=MU+l 

Is MU > MAXMU ? 

Yes 

MAXMU = MU 

Is MU > NMU '? 
Maximum length of the uncertain 
maximum list in NMU 

Yes 

Call ERROR 

Figure C.20 Subroutine PTMX 
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IMAL(MU) = 
FMAX 

IMALO(MU) = 
FMAXO 

Yes 

MUI (MU) == IM 
MUJ (MU) == JM 
MUK(MU) ~ KM 

Is MU ~ l ? 

No 

FMAL(MU) = PTM 
PMALO (MU) = PTMO 

PUL(MU) = PU 
IM = I, JM = J, KM = K, 
I=IS, J=JS, K=KS, 
JS = IABS (JS ) , KS = IABS (KS ) , 
NDl = ND(JS,KS), NSl = NS(KS) 
PTM = PTMl, Pl'MO = PI'MlO 
PU = PUl, PUl = PU2 

Yes 
Is I < 0 ? 

No 

Yes 
Is J < 0 ? 

Figure C.20 Subroutine PTh1X 
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No 

No 

Yes 
Is K < 0 ? 

Resolve the maximum uncertai.nty 

PCK = PO + PI'Ml 

Is PCK > Q.ST ? 
PI'Ml i.s previously determined 
largest value smaller than 
Q.ST-PO. Thus addi.ng PO to PI'Ml 
should produce a value smaller 
than QST. Error otherwi.se 

Yes 

Call ERROR 

Is MU= 0 and PCK > FMAX ? 

Yes 

FMAXO = PCK 

Is MU > 0 and PCK >PIM ? 

Yes 

Pl'MO = PCK 

Figure C.20 Subroutine PTMX 
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No 

I = -I 
Return the coordinate to a positive value 

Cases where uncertain maxima exist are 
analyzed by the following procedure. 

Is -I IM and J = JM and K = KM ? 

Yes 

Tne current max:irimm uncertainty can 
now be resolved 

Yes 

PCK = PO + PI'M 
PU = PUL(MU) 
QST = min/QCK,PUl 
IM = MUI(MU) 
JM = MUJ(MU) 
KM= MUK(MU 

Is MU = 1 ? 

No 

PI'M = IMAL (MU) 
PI'MO = IMALO(MU) 

MU=MU-1 

Figure C.20 Subroutine P'I'MX 
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No 

No 

Yes 

Is PrM < PCK :'.S QST ? 

Yes 

PIMO = PCK 

IMAX = PMAL(l) 
IMAXO = PMALO(l) 

MU= 0 

Is IMAX < PCK :<;; QST 

Yes 

IMAXO = PCK 

PCK '°' PO + PI'M 

Is PCK >QST ? 

Figure C.20 Subroutine PTMX 
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Yes 

Yes 

P'lMO = PCK 

Evaluate alternative 1 
PO= Pl(I,J,K) 

Is PO >QSN ? 

.No 

Is MU I 0? 

No 

PCK = PO+ IMAX 

Is PCK > QST ? 

No 

FM.A.XO= ma.x{PcK,IMAXO} 

Yes 

J = -J, setting J to a negative value notes that 
the uncertain maxi.mum occurred while evalu
ating alternative 1 

!Ul = QST - PO, !Ul is the upper limit on pollu
tion flow for resolving the uncertain 
maxi.mum 

Figure C.20 Subroutine P'IlilX 
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Call PIMAX(I,J,K,IS,JS,KS,LU,RJl,PTMl,PI'MlO, 
QST, QCK, QiSN, PO, FU2) 

Attempt to resolve the uncertain maximum by 
calling PIM.AX 

No 

No 

Can the uncertain maximum be resolved, 
i.e., is 

LU= O? 

Yes 

Resolve the uncertain maximum 
PCK = PO + PTMl 

Is PCK > QST ? 

Yes 

Call ERROR 
PTMl is previously computed largest value 
smaller than QST-PO. Thus adding PO to 
P'lMl should produce a value smaller than 
QST. Error otherwise. 

No Is MlJ = 0 and PCK >IMAX ? 

Yes 

No Is MlJ > 0 and PCK > PI'M ? 

Yes 

Figure C.20 Subroutine P'IMX 
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No 

Return the coordinate to a positive value 
J = -J 

Cases where uncertain maxima exist 
are analyzed by the following pro
cedure. 

Is I = IM and -J = JM and K = KM ? 

Yes 

Yes 

Current maximum uncertainty can 
now be resolved 

PCK = PO+ PTM 
PU = PUL(MU) 

QST = min{QCK,PU} 
IM = MUI (MU), JM = MUJ(MU), 

KKM = MUK(MU) 

Is MU = 1 ? 

No 

PTM = IMAL(MU) 
PTMO = IMALO(MU) 
MU = MU - 1 

Figure C.20 Subroutine PTMX 
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No 

Yes 

Is PTM < PCK :s QST ? 

Yes 

PTMO = max{PcK,PTMo} 

PMAX = :EMAL ( 1) 
FMAXO = :EMA.LO 

MU= 0 
PMAXO = max{PcK,FMAXo} 

PCK = PO+ PTM 

Is PCK > QST ? 

No 

PTMO = max { PCK, PTMO} 
Evaluate alternative 2 

Figure C.20 Subroutine Pl'MX 
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Evaluate alternative 2 or the 
treatment alternative 

Yes 
34oi....-----

PO= 0 

Is MU I o 

No 

No 

K = -K, setting K to a negative value notes 
that the uncertain maximum occurred 
while evaluating alternative 2 

PUl = QST, PUl is the upper limit on pollu
tion flow for resolving the uncertain 
maxilllum 

Call PIMAX(I,J,K,IS,JS,KS,LU,PUl,PI'Ml,PI'MlO, 
QST ,Q,CK,QSN, PO, PU2) 

Attempt to resolve the uncertain maxilllum by 
calling PIMAX 

Yes Can the uncertain maximum be resolved? 
Is LU = 0 ? 

Figure C.20 Subroutine P'IMX 
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No -----1 Is PTMl > Q,ST ? 

No 

No 

Yes 

Call ERROR 
PTMl is determined by PTMAX 
to be the largest previously 
computed value less than or 
equal to Q,ST 

No 

Is MU= 0 ? 

Yes 

IMAX= PTMl 

Is MU > 0 ? 

Yes 

PTM = PTMl 

K = -K 
Return the coordinate to 
a positive value 

Figure C.20 Subroutine P'IMX 
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Cases where uncertain maxima exist 
are analyzed by the following pro
cedure 

Is I IM and J = JM and -K = KM? 

Yes 

No 

The current maximum uncertainty can 
now be resolved. 

FU = FUL(MU) 
Q,ST = MIN(QCK,PU) 
PTM = MAX(PTM,PTMO 

Is PTM > Q,ST ? 

Yes 

Call ERROR since upper limit on 
pollution was set to prevent this 
case in resolving the maximum un
certainty 

IM = MUI (MU) 
JM= MUJ(MU) 
KM = MUK(MU) 

Is MU = l ? 

No 

MU = MU-1 

Yes 

Figure C.20 Subroutine PI'MX 
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Does an uncertain maximum 
exist, i.e., is 

PTM > QST 

No 

PTM = MAX(PTM,PTMO) 

NT= INT(I,J,K) 

Does a potential upstream 
processor exist at this 
node, i.e., 

NT > 0 ? 

_Y_es __ G 

Process the instream treatment site 
PNTl = -PNT(I,J,K) 

Figure C.20 Subroutine PTMX 
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Is MU = o, FMAX < PNTl ~ Q,ST ? 

Yes 

Implementation of the instream processor 
would permit higher pollution flow 

FMAX = PNTl 

Is 
MU > O, PTM < PNTl ~ Q,ST ? 

Yes 

Implementation of the instrea.rn processor 
would permit higher pollution flow 

PTM = PNTl 

A:re computations complete, i.e., is 
I = IM, J = JM, K = KM, MU = 0 ? 

No 

Yes 
Is I 2'.: NDl ? 

No 

I = I+ l 

Yes 
Is K 2'.: KU ? 

Figure C.20 Subroutine PTMX 
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Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Is NDIS(l,J,K) f 0 ? 

No 

Is K = 1 ? 

Yes 

POlDIS (l,J) = PMAX 

Is K = 2 ? 

Yes 

P02DIS(l,J) = FMAX 

NDIS(l,J,K) 1 

KEi'N = KCN(J ,K) 

Is a pollution distribution value from 
this stream to its confluence node 
being computed, i.e., is KEi'N = l? 

Yes 

KC= K+ 1 

Figure C.20 Subroutine PTMX 
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No 

No 
Is K = 1 ? 

Yes 

JC = NFS (J) 

No 
Is K = 2 ? 

Yes 

JC= 1 

IC= NFN(J,K) 

Is (IC,JC,KC) the objective point currently 
being computed, i.e., is 

IM = IC and JM = JC and KM = KC ? 

Yes 

Skip to the confluence node 

NF = J, KL = K, I = IC, J = JC, 
K=KC, NSl=NS(K), NDl=ND(J,K), 
PNTl = PN.Ij'(I,J,K), QCK = Q(I,J,K) - PNTl 
QST = mi~\QCK,PU~ 
QSN = QST + PNTl - PN(I,J,K) 

Figure C.20 Subroutine PT.MX 
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Yes 
Is J 2'. NSl 

No 

J = J+ 1 
I = 1 

K = K + 1 
J = 1 
I= 1 

Call ERROR 

? 

All possible nodes have 
been investigated and 
node (II,JJ,KK) has been 
passed 

POUT= FM.AX 

Return 

Figure C.20 Subroutine PIMX 
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No 

Subroutine STORE(PLT,PDIS,MDEM,NDIS) 

STORE stores confluence node pollution 
values in array PDIS. Successive values 
in PDIS are nonincreasing. The input 
pollution value to be stored is PLT. 

PLTM = PLT 
NDIS is the current number of values in 
PDIS 

No 

ND= NDIS 

Is PLTM > PDIS(ND) ? 

Yes 

Call ERROR. Successive values 
stored in PDIS must be nonincreasing. 

ND=ND+l 

Will the allowable length of the 
PDIS array be exceeded, i.e., is 

ND >MDEM ? 

Yes 

Call ERROR 

Record the new entry 
PDIS (ND) = PLTM 

NDIS = ND 

Return 

Figure C.21 Subroutine STORE 



Function TCOST(X) 

Function TCOST computes the total resource 
cost for the solution represented by the D 
and DINT arrays. This cost is accumulated 
in the variable TTC. 

TTC = O.O 

Set K = KL 

NSl = NS (K) 

Set J ; 1 

FTC will be used to accumulate the 
annual pollution flow in stream J 

FTC= 0 
NDl = ND(J ,K) 

Set I = 1 

Yes 
Is K :s KL ? 

Figure C.22 Function TCOST 
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NF = JN(I,J ,K-1) 

No Is NF>O,i.e., 

No 

PTC = PTC + AP(I,J,K) 
Add in annual pollu
tion with no pollution 
control 

is node (I,J,K) a confluence node? 

Yes 

PTC = PTC + PT(NF,K-1) 
Add pollutant input from stream 
(NF, K-1) 

PTC = PTC + APN(I ,J, K) 
Add in annual natural pollution at 
(I,J,K) 

ID = D(I,J ,K) 

Is ID > 0, i. e. , 
is pollution control to be 
performed at this node? 

Figure C.22 Function TCOST 
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Yes Is ID = 1 ? 
Is lowest cost alternative to 
be implemented? 

No 

TTC = TTC + CALT(2,I,J,K) 
Add in fixed cost of treatment 
alternative 2 

PTC = PTC + APl(I,J,K) 
Add in pollutant load with lowest 
cost alternative implemented 

TTC = TTC + CALT(l,I,J,K) 
Add in annual cost for lowest cost 
alternative 

NT= INT(I,J,K) 

No Is NT > o, i.e., is node (I,J,K) 

No 

a potential instream treatment site? 

Yes 

Is DINT(NT) = 1, i.e., is instream 
treatment being performed at this 
site? 

Figure C.22 Function TCOST 
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No 

I I + 1 No 

Is PrC > o, i.e., is the 
stream providing any pollu
tant to treat? 

Yes 

Prl = PrC 
FTC = 0,0 

PTl = 0,0 

TTC = TI'C + CI (NT) + VC*Prl 
Increase total cost by fixed 3.."ld 
variable costs of operating in
stream treatment processor. 

Is I = NDl ? 

Yes 

K ~ 3 ? 

No 

Pr ( J, K) = PTC 

~,.,.._N_o __ -1 ~I_s __ J_=-.-N_s_1_? __ 

Figure C.22 Function TCOST 
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K = K + 1 
No 

Is K = KU ? 

TCOST = TTC 

Return 

Figure C.22 Function TCOST 
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Subroutine TOFF(NT,II,JJ,KK) 

TOFF processes upstream decision and status 
variables when an instream processor is de
activated. NT is the processor number and 
(II,JJ,KK) is the node at which NT is 
located. NN is the number of tributary 
streams on the tributary list 

NN = 0 
I = II 
J = JJ 
K = KK 

KEEP = KSINT(NT) 

No Is the upstream solution for this 
treatment processor frozen at the 
optimal value, i.e., is 

OI(NT) = 1 ? 

Yes 

Reset the upstream solution 
and allow it to vary by the 
following procedure 

BS(I,J,K) = 0 
D(I,J,K) = 0 

NR = INT(I,J,K) 

Is this node a potential instream 
treatment site, i.e., is NR > 0 ? 

Yes 

Figure C.23 Subroutine TOFF 
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KSIN'r(NR) 0 
DINT(NR) = 0 

BT(NR) 0 

Is K :::; KL ? 

No 

NF= JN(I,J,K-1) 

Is this node a confluence node, 
i.e., is NF > 0 ? 

Yes 

Increase the length of 
the tributary list 

NN=NN+l 

Is NN > 30 ? 

Yes 

Call ERROR to abort the run 
since the tributary list is 
limited to 30 entries 

Enter the tributary on the 
tributary list 

PS(NN) = NF 
PL(NN) K-1 

Figure C.23 Subroutine TOFF 
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Is I = l ? No 

Yes 

Are there entries on the 
tributary list, i.e., is 

NN > 0 ? 

Yes 

Remove an entry 
J = PS(NN) 
K = PL(NN) 
I= ND(J,K) 

NN = NN-1 

I = I-1 

Is NI' upstream of an active instream 
processor, i.e., is KEEP > 0 ? 

Yes 

KSINT(NI') = l 
OI(NI') = 0 

Call TON(NI',II,JJ,KK) to perform 
necessary bookkeeping since NI' is 
still upstream of an active in
stream processor OI(NI') = l 

Figure C.23 Subroutine TOFF 
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Has a feasible solution been computed 
since NT was activated, i.e., is 

CIST(NT) < ,9.1030 ? 

Yes 

Record that the low cost upstream 
solution recorded for NT is an 
optimal upstream solution 

OI(NT) = 1 

Is NT upstream of an active 
instream processor, i.e., is 

KSINT(NT) = 1 ? 

No 

Zero out the upstream solution 
up to the next active instream 
treatment facility by the follow
ing procedure. FIRST is true 
during the first iteration to 
avoid the treatment processor NT. 
FIRST = • TRUE. 

Is FIRST = • TRUE. ? 
Yes 

No 

NR = INT(I,J,K) 

Figure C.23 Subroutine TOFF 
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Yes 

Has a potential treatment 
been reached, i.e., is 

NR > 0 ? 

Yes 

KSINT(NR) = 0 

Is this treatment processor 
active, i.e, is 

DINT(NR) = 1 

No 

Zero out the decision at 
this node 

D(I,J,K) = 0 
BS(I,J,K) = 0 
FJRRT = • FALSE. 

Is K :5 KL ? 

No 

NF= JN(I,J,K-1) 

No Has a confluence node been encountered, 
i.e., is NF > 0 ? 

Yes 

Increase the length of the 
tributary list 

NN=NN+l 

Figure C.23 Subroutine TOFF 
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Is NN > 30 ? 

Yes 

Call ERROR to abort the run 
since the length of the tribu
tary list has been exceeded 

Enter the tributary on the 
tributary list 

PS (NN) NF 
PL(NN) K-1 

Is I = 1 ? No 

Are there any more entries on 
the tributary list, i.e., is 

NN > 0 ? 

Yes 

Remove an entry 
J = PS(NN) 
K = PL(NN) 
I = ND(J,K) 

NN = NN-1 

Figure C.23 Subroutine TOFF 
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No 

Subroutine TON(NT,II,JJ,KK) 

TON processes upstream decision and status 
variables when an instream processor is 
implemented. (II,JJ,KK) is the node at which 
the instream processor is located, and NT is 
the processor number. Initialize NN, the 
number of upstream tributaries encountered. 

NN = 0 
I = II 
J = JJ 
K = KK 

Is OI(NT) = 1, i.e., 
has an optimal solution been ob
tained for this instrea.m treatment 

i------------~-----+-1Yes 

Record optimal upstream solution by the 
following procedure. 

Figure C.24 Subroutine TON 
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No 

/ 

BS(I,J,K) = 1 
Record that the decision is 
frozen at this node 

Record the optimal upstream solution 
for this source 

D(L,J,K) = IO(I,J,K,IiIT) 
NR = INT(I,J,K) 

Is NR > o, i.e., 
is this node a potential instream 
treatment site? 

Yes 

Record the optimal upstream solution 
for this processor 

DIIiIT(NR) = IOI(NR,IiIT) 
Note that this processor decision is 
frozen 

BT(NR) = 1 
Record that NR is upstream of an active 
instream processor 

KSIIiIT(NR) = 1 

Yes Is K ~ KL ? 

No 

NF = JN(I,J,K-1) 

Figure C.24 Subroutine TON 
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I 

No Is NF> o, i.e., 

No 

I-1 

No 

is this node a confluence node? 

Yes 

NN=NN+l 

Is NN > 30 ? 
There is only room for 
30 tributaries to be 
stored by the program 

Yes 

Call ERROR 

Record the tributary on the tribu
tary list 

No 

PS(NN) NF 
PL(NN) K-1 

Is I = 1 ? 

Yes 

Is NN > 0 ? 
Are tributaries remaining 
to be processed? 

Figure C.24 Subroutine TON 
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Remove the next tributary from the 
tributary list 

J = PS(NN) 
K = PL(NN) 
I = ND(J,K) 

NN = NN-1 

BT(NT) = 0 
KSINT(NT) = 0 

Treatment site NT is f:ree to vary 
Site NT is not upstream of an 
active instream processor 

( Return ) 

CIST(NT) = 1030 
FIRST = .TRUE. 

FIRST is true when processing 
the node containing the newly 
implemented processor 

Figure C.24 Subroutine TON 
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true If .NOT, FIRST 

false 

FIRST = .FALSE. 

NR = INT(I,J,K) 

No Is NR > o, i.e., is 
(I,J,K) a potential treatment node? 

Yes 

KSINT(NR) = l 
Site NR is upstream of an 
active instream processor 

No Is DINT(NR) = 1, i.e., is instream treatment 
to be performed at site NR? 

Figure C.24 Subroutine TON 
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No 

No 

Is RALT(2,I,J ,K) = 3, i.e., is 
abatement and treatment cheaper 
than treatment alone at this 
node? 

Yes 

D(I,J,K) = 1 
BS(I,J,K) = -1 

Require some form of pollution control 
to be performed at (I,J,K). 

Is K ::; KL ? 

NF= JN(I,J,K-1) 

Is NF> O, i.e., 
is this a confluence node? 

Figure C.24 Subroutine TON 
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Return 

Increase the number of entries on 
the tributary list 

NN=NN+l 

Is NN 2: 30 ? 
There is storage capacity for only 
30 tributaries in this program 

Yes 

Call ERROR 

Record the tributary on the tributary list 
PS(NN) NF 

I-1 

No 

No 

PL(NN) = K-1 

Is I = l ? 

Yes 

left 
examined, i.e., is 

NN > O ? 

Yes 

Remove a tributary 

J = PS(NN) 
K = PL(NN) 
I= ND(J,K) 

NN = NN-1 

Figure C.24 Subroutine TON 



Subroutine ZO(I,J,K) 

ZO zeroes out all decision variables that 
are lower order than node (I,J,K). Node 
(I,J,K) is also zeroed out 

No 

KB= K + 1 

Set KK = KL 

KB=KB-1 
JH = NS (KB) 

Is KK = KL ? 

Yes 

JH = J 

JB=JH+l 

Set JJ = 1 

JB=JB-1 
NDl = ND ( JB, KB ) 

Figure C.25 Subroutine ZO 
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No 

No Is KK = KL and JJ = 1 ? 

Yes 

NDl = I 

IB = NDl + 1 

Set II = 1 

IB = IB-1 
NT = INT(IB,JB,KB) 

Is NT > o, i.e., 
is node (IB,JB,KB) a potential 
instrea.m treatment site? 

Yes 

No Is DINT(NT) = 1, i.e., 
is the instrea.m processor active? 

Figure C.25 Subroutine ZO 



No 

No 

Is BT(NT) = 0 ? 
Is treatment site being 
examined? 

Yes 

DINT(NT) = 0 

Call TOFF(NT,IB,JB,KB) 
to deactivate the instrea.m processor 
and process decision variables 

NBSC = BS(I,J,K) 

Is NBSC f l, i.e., 
is this source being examined? 

Figure C.25 Subroutine ZO 
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Yes 

D(I,J,K) 1 

II II+ 1 No = 

JJ = JJ + 1 No 

KK = KK + 1 No 

Is NBSC = -1 ? 
Must abatement be per
formed at this site? 

No 

D(I,J,K) 0 

Is II = NDl ? 

Yes 

Is JJ = J1I ? 

Yes 

Is KK = K ? 

Yes 

Return 

Figure C.25 Subroutine ZO 



APPENDIX D 

COST OF DRAINAGE TREATME!'ifT 

INTRODUCTION 

In the allocation of resources for the control of acid mine drainage 
effects, the preferred allocation is strongly dependent upon the specific 
treatment and abatement methods allowed, as well as the specific costs 
involved for each allowable method. At each mine source or instream 
treatment site, an engineering analysis will choose the cheapest 
(according to an economic criterion and desired effect on acid flow) 
treatment or abatement methods. Moreover, the specific treatment or 
abatement costs will influence the global or basin-wide selection of 
treatment and/or abatement control actions at each site. Realizing 
that input cost data will be required at each site to operate the opti
mization models described in Appendix C, an effort was made to generate 
cost functions for several treatment and abatement techniques which 
would be representative of observed costs, have relatively high confi
dence levels, and be amenable to extrapolation beyond the limits of the 
data base from which they were derived. 

Table D.l is presented to set the context in which these cost functions 
must perform. Table D.l describes, in various systems of units, treat
ment and abatement cost ranges for a variety of techniques. It should 
be noted that these data are abstracted from a 1968 publication based 
on 1951 to 1966 cost figures. These numbers are presented to show the 
relative cost levels on a per gallon basis for treatment methods and 
relative cost for abatement methods. 

Predesign cost estimates are extremely important for determination of 
the feasibility and applications of a proposed treatment project. The 
basic costs which are of interest to the designers are the per gallon, 
per acre or yearly treatment and abatement costs. To construct 
parametric relationships for accurately estimating these costs requires 
large amounts of data, since the total product costs are complex func
tions of a number of variables and the costs are also changed with 
locations and time due to different economic conditions. Usually, in 
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Table D.l. COST AND EFFECTIVENESS OF VARIOUS TECHNIQUES 
FOR CONTROLLING ACID MINE DRAINAGE 

Technique 

Treatment 

Neutralization 
Distillation 
Reverse Osmosis 
Ion Exchange 
Freezing 
Electrodialysis 

At-Source Control 

Water Diversion 
Mine Sealing 
Surface Restoration 
Revegetation 

Effectiveness 
(% acid removal) 

80 to 97 
97 to 99 
90 to 97 
90 to 99 
90 to 99 
25 to 95 

25 to 75 
10 to 80 
25 to 75 

5 to 25 

Cost 
($) 

.10 - 1.3/kgal 

.40 - 3.25/kgal 

.68 - 2.57/kgal 

.61 - 2.53/kgal 

.67 - 3.23/kgal 

.58 - 2.52/kgal 

300 - 2000/acre 
1000 - 2000/acre 

300 - 3000/acre 
70 - 350/acre 

Nate: The above table is outlined from J. Martin and R. D. Hill, 
nMine Drainage Research Program of the Federal Water 
Pollution Control Administration,n Paper presented at the 
Second Symposium on Coal Mine Drainage Research, 
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, May 14-15, 1968. 

order to account for time effects upon costs, time correcting cost 
indexes should be incorporated. 

As suggested by different researchers (12,13), the total treatment 
process costs should be divided into manufacturing costs and general 
expenses. In order to evaluate each of the items, the total capital 
costs should be considered first. For the sake of elucidating the 
basic principles of the cost estimates, Tables D.2 and D.3 itemize the 
important costs that should be considered in the economic studies. 
These two tables are summarized from Reference (12). 

TREATMENT COST MJDEL 

From Table D.l, it could be concluded that neutralization would be the 
crucial first target for economic modelling. Accordingly, several cost 
model structures are presented and evaluated for this treatment process. 
These models are derived from data of the estimated costs of lime 
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Table D .2. ESTIMATION OF CAPITAL INVESTMENT COST 

I. Direct Cost: 
Material and labor involved in actual installation of complete 
facility, about 70 to 85% of the fixed capital investment. 

A. Equipment + Installation + Instrumentation 

B. Building + Process + Auxiliary 

C. Service Facilities+ Yard Improvements 

II. Indirect Cost: 
Expenses which are not directly involved with material and labor 
of actual installation of complete facility 

A. Engineering and Supervision 

B. Construction expense and Contractor's fee 

C. Contingency. 

III. Fixed-capital Investment= Direct Costs + Indirect Costs 

IV. Working Capital (10 to 20 percent of total capital investment) 

v. Total Capital Investment= Fixed-capital Investment+ Working 
Capital. 
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Table D.3. ESTIMATION OF TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS 

I. Manufacturing Cost =Direct Production Cost + Fixed Charge+ 
Plant Overhead Costs 

A. Direct Production Costs (about 60% of total product cost) 

1. Raw Material 
2. Operating Labor (10 to 201/o of total product cost) 
3. Utilities (10 to 20% of total product cost) 
4. Maintenance and Repairs (2 to 10% of fixed capital 

investment cost) 
5. Laboratory Charges (10 to 201/o of operating labor) 

B. Fixed Charges (10 to 201/o of total product cost) 

1. Depreciation (about lofo of fixed capital investment 
depends on life periods) 

2. Local Tax, Insurance and Rent (about 5 to lo% of fixed
capital investment). 

C. Plant Overhead Costs (about 5 to 15% of total production 
cost including general plant upkeep and overhead, payroll 
overhead, packaging, medical services, recreation, salvage 
and so on. 

II. General Expenses =Administrative Costs +Distribution and Selling 
Costs + Research and Development Costs 

III. Total Production Cost =Manufacturing Cost + General Expenses 
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neutralization of acid rnine drainage obtained by West Virginia University, 
Morgantown, West Virginia in 1967. The original data are shown in 
Table D.4. The total costs are assumed to be the sum of plant costs 
(except sludge removal), lime costs, labor costs, cost of sludge dis
posal, maintenance costs, and contingency costs. The cost of hydrated 
lime is taken at $24/ton bagged, $22/ton bulk. The data which are used 
for the basis of the model includes the following items; 

Description % of Total Costs 

A. Direct Production Costs 

1. Raw material (lime) 25 - 50 
2. Labor costs 8 - 12 
3. Utilities (for sludge disposal) 8 - 11 
4. Maintenance 6 - 8 

B. Fixed Charges and Plant Overhead 12 - 30 

C. Contingency and Miscellaneous 5 - 12 

Because of limitations in the data displayed in Table D.4, the cost 
model analysis is limited to two independent variables and relatively 
simple relationships. A reasonable relationship should show total 
treatment costs on a unit volume basis increasing with decrease in 
plant size and increase in acidity concentration. Therefore, it was 
first proposed that: 

T 

where A is input acidity concentration in ppm, 
B is the plant capacity in gal/day, 
T is the treatment cost in cents/kgal, and 
a, a, b are constant. 

(D.l) 

In order to estimate the values for a, a, and b, a plot at log T versus 
log B while holding A constant was generated. Since four sets of data 
are given in Table D.4, four different values for the slope b using 
estimates from a least squares regression analysis, were obtained, and 
then these values were averaged to estimate a mean value of b. In the 
same manner by holding B constant, and plotting log T versus log A, a 
mean value of a was obtained. From the results, Equation (D.1) becomes 

(D.2) 
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Table D .4. ESTIMATED COSTS OF LIME NElYrRALIZATION OF ACID MINE DRAINAGE 
(all costs in cents/1000 gallons) 

-Plant Approximate Approximate Plant cost 
Capacity acidity iron (except sludge Sludge 
(gal/day) concentration content removal) Lime>--* Labor disposal Maintenance Contingencies Total 

300,000 6500 2000 12.0 53 14.o 11.0 6.0 5.0 101 
900,000 6500 2000 11.2 51 12.6 10.5 5.8 5.0 96 

2,700,000 6500 2000 10.4 49 11.8 10.5* 5.5 5.0 92 
8,100,000 6500 2000 9.8 48 11.0 10.5* 5.3 5.0 89 

300,000 3400 1000 9,5 28.0 10.0 8.o 4.o 3.0 62.5 
900,000 3400 1000 8.5 26.0 5.0 7,0 3.0 3.0 52.5 

2,700,000 3400 1000 7,5 25.5 2.5 7.75* 2.5 3.0 48.5 
8,100,000 3400 1000 7.25 25,5 2.0 7,50* 2,5 3.0 47,74 

300,000 1400 650 9.5 12.9 8.o 4.o 3.0 3.0 34.8 
900,000 1400 650 8.5 11.5 4.o 3,5 2.5 3.0 33.0 

2,700,000 1400 650 7,75 11.0 2.0 3.75* 2.0 3.0 29,5 
8,100,000 1400 650 7,25 11.0 1.6 3°75* 2.0 3.0 28.6 

300,000 650 325 8.5 6.1 6.o 2.0 2.5 2.5 27.60 
900,000 650 325 7,5 5,7 3,0 1.8 2.0 2.5 22.50 

2,700,000 650 325 6.75 5.5 1.8 1.9* 1.5 2.5 19.95 
8,100,000 650 325 6.5 5.5 1.0 1.9* 1.5 2.5 18.90 

*These costs allow for excavating some hard rock 
**Cost of hydrated lime taken at $24.oo/ton bagged, $22.oo/t.on bulk 

Sludge 
accumulation 
(acre-ft/yr) 

13 
39 

117 
351 

9.8 
30.1 
91.0 

273.0 

4.9 
15.4 
45.4 

136.5 

2.8 
7,7 

23.1 
68.6 



Ho~ever, the problem of solving for the annual treatment cost is always 
raised. In order to do so, Equation (D.2) must be converted from 
cents/kgal to dollars/yr. This procedure follows: 

Since T is in ~/kgal and B is in gal/day, 

Hence, 

G $/year= ($/100 cents)(T cents/1000 gal)·(365 days/year)(B gal/day) 

G = 365 · 10-5 (T)(B) (D.3) 

Substituting Equation (D.3) into Equation (D.2), we obtained 

(D.4) 

The comparative results from the data and the model are tabulated in 
Tables D.5 and D.6. Table D.5 shows the treatment costs expressed in 
terms of cents per 1000 gallons; whereas Table D.6 indicates the results 
of the total annual costs for a given size of plant. The deviations 
between model and actual results are less than 25% of actual values, 
which is reasonable for predesign cost estimates. 

However, in order to pursue a better model, an additional coefficient 
was incorporated. Several models were evaluated, and the best fit for 
the entire set was determined to be Equation (D.5). 

G = 365 x 10-5 (36.54 + o.0322A)(B) 0 • 932 (D.5) 

Tables D.7 and D.8 present comparisons between data and actual results, 
and these tables show a maximum error in predicting the actual results 
of 11.6% of actual values. 

In comparing the two models represented by Equations (D.4) and (D.5), 
significant improvement is achieved by using Equation (D.5). The maxi
mum deviation of the predicted results from the data is less than 123 
compared to 253 deviation obtained by Equation (D.4). A 123 error in 
predicting costs before a detailed system design is performed should 
be acceptable is most applications. However, one might note that these 
models were derived by finding the best fit to the same data that were 
used to estimate predictive errors; thus, a new data set may give larger 
errors. Also, the linear relationship between the annual costs and the 
acidity seems to fit the data better than using 0.7th power as suggested 
by Equation (D.4). The linear relationship is strongly supported by 
Figure D.l where lime cost is plotted against acid concentration for the 
data listed in Table D.4. 
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Table D.5. ESTIMATED COSTS OF LIME NEUTRALIZATION OF 
ACID MINE DRAINAGE BASED ON EQUATION (D.4) 

(all costs in cents/1000 gallons) 

Plant capacity Acidity Data Model Deviation 
(gal/day) (ppm) result result (%) 

300,000 6500 101 104.80 3.76 
900,000 6500 96 101.27 5.49 

2,700,000 6500 92 90.25 -1.90 
8,100,000 6500 89 83.75 -5.90 

300,000 3400 62.5 66.59 6.54 
900,000 3400 52.5 61.79 17.70 

2,700,000 3400 48.5 57.34 18.22 
8,100,000 3400 47. 75 53.21 11.43 

300,000 1400 34.8 35,78 2.82 
900,000 1400 33.0 33.21 o.64 

2,700,000 1400 39.5 30.81 4.44 
8,100,000 1400 28.6 28.56 -0.03 

300,000 650 27.6 20.91 -24.2 
900,000 650 22.5 19.41 -13.7 

2,700,000 650 19.95 18.0l -9.6 
8,100,000 650 18.90 16.71 -11.6 
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Table D.6. ESTIMATED COSTS OF LIME NEUTRALIZATION OF 
ACID MINE DRAINAGE BASED ON EQUATION (D.4) 

(all costs in dollar per year) 

Plant capacity Acidity Data result Model result Deviation 
(gal/day) (ppm) ($/yr) ($/yr) (o/a) 

300,000 6500 110,593 114,208 3.30 
900,000 6500 315,360 319,497 1.31 

2,700,000 6500 906,660 889,495 -1.89 
8,100,000 6500 2,631,285 2,476,397 -5.87 

300,000 3400 68,437 72,911 6.54 
900,000 3400 172,463 202,987 11.08 

2,700,000 3400 477,968 565,125 18.20 
8,100,000 3400 1,411, 729 1.573,337 11.45 

300,000 1400 38,106 39,179 2.81 
900,000 1400 108,405 109,075 0.62 

2,700,000 1400 390,723 303,671 4.45 
8,100,000 1400 845,559 843,435 -0.01 

300,000 650 30,222 22,898 -24.2 
900,000 650 73,913 63,7415 -13.75 

2,700,000 650 196,607 177,480 -9.73 
8,100,000 650 558,779 494,112 -11.37 
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Table D.7. ESTIMATED COSTS OF LIME NEUTRALIZATION OF 
ACID MINE DRAINAGE BASED ON EQUATION (D.5) 

(all costs in cents/1000 gallons) 

Plant capacity Acidity Data Model Deviation 
(gal/day) (ppm) result result (%) 

300,000 6500 101 104.4 3.26 
900,000 6500 96 96.9 0.9 

2,700,000 6500 92 89.93 -2.250 
8,100,000 6500 89 83.43 -6.23 

300,000 3400 62.5 62.02 -0.78 
900,000 3400 52.5 57.55 -8.620 

2,700,000 3400 48.5 53.40 9.620 
8,100,000 3400 47.75 49.53 3.791 

300,000 1400 34.8 34.65 +l.59 
900,000 1400 33.0 32.16 -2.54 

2,700,000 1400 29.5 29.84 +l.l5 
8,100,000 l400 28.6 27.69 -3.18 

300,000 650 27.6 24.40 -11.59 
900,000 650 22.5 22.64 0.62 

2,700,000 650 19.95 21.00 5.26 
8,100,600 650 18.90 19.49 3.l2 
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Table D.8. ESTIMATED COSTS OF LIME NEUTRALIZATION OF 
ACID MINE DRAINAGE BASED ON EQUATION (D-5) 

(all costs in dollars/year) 

Plant capacity Acidity Data Model Deviation 
(gal/day) (ppm) result result (%) 

300,000 6500 110,593 114,323 3.37 
900,000 6500 315,360 318,282 0.93 

2,700,000 6500 906,660 886,112 -2.23 
8,100,000 6500 2,631,285 2,466,979 -6.24 

300,000 3400 60,477 67 ,897 -0. 76 
900,000 3400 172,463 189,019 9.60 

2,700,000 3400 477,968 526,238 10.10 
8,100,000 3400 1,411, 729 1,465,073 3.75 

300,000 1400 38,106 37,938 -o.44 
900,000 1400 108,405 105,624 -2.56 

2,700,000 1400 290, 723 294,062 1.15 
8,100,000 1400 845,559 818,685 3.18 

300,000 650 30,222 26,708 -11.63 
900,000 650 73,913 74,346 0.60 

2;700,000 650 196,607 207,010 5.29 
8,100,000 650 558,779 576,327 3.14 
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Figure D.l. A plot of acidity concentration vs. lime cost 
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The annual treatment costs are exponentially increased with plant 
capacity. At all levels of acidity, the annual costs increase the most 
rapidly in the data set from 1 x 106 to 3 x 106 gallons per day. 

In order to apply the model represented by Equation (D.5) to arbitrary 
process environments, the following factors which influence the cost 
estimates should be considered with great care. As indicated by the 
data given in Table D.4, the cost of limestone contributes 25 to 50% of 
the total cost. Limestone costs may be an essential factor affecting 
the determination of the total costs. Limestone costs vary with loca
tion of the treatment plant with respect to the nearest lime producer, 
and they also change from time to time. In order to obtain a reasonable 
estimate of the treatment cost, a correction factor for limestone costs 
dependent on location and time, should be taken into account. Construc
tion costs also vary with location and the type of excavation required, 
but this factor is hard to predict. Other costs, such as labor costs, 
plant costs, costs for sludge disposal, maintenance and contingency 
costs are relatively constant with locations, and each of them contrib
utes only a relatively small percentage to the total costs compared to 
the limestone costs. Therefore, only the time effect on the construc
tion costs should be considered. This can be done simply by incorpo
rating the cost indexes, which are available in the literature, into 
the cost estimates. 

EXAMPLE APPLICATION 

An example application is presented in order to illustrate the applica
tion of the cost model and the inclusion of the corrections mentioned 
above. 

Sample Problem 

A treatment plant was built in Morgantown, West Virginia, in 1967. 
This plant could handle 300,000 gallons of water with an acid concen
tration of 6500 ppm per day. The following problems are posed: 

(a) 

(b) 

If the same plant was to be used in 1970, what would the 
annual total cost be? 

If a treatment plant which could handle 900,000 gallons 
of water with an acid concentration of 3400 ppm per day 
were to be built in Central Ohio, what would the approxi
mate annual cost be in 1970? The total cost for treating 
1000 gallons of water with an acid concentration of 
3400 ppm in Central Ohio is estimated to be $.30. 
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Solution to the Problems 

Problem (a): Choosing 1967 as the base year, its cost index is assumed 
to be 100. From the literature, the cost index for 1970 is found to be 
114 (this is only a hypothetic value). 

The annual cost for the plant can be computed from Equation (D.5): 

G 365 x 10-5 (36.54 + 0.0322A)(B) 0
•
932 

= 365 x 10-5 (36.54 + 0.0322 x 6500)(300000) 0
•
932 

$114,188. 

The annual cost for the plant in 1970 would be 

G Cost Index in 1970 
G1970 1967 · Cost Index in 1967 

114,188 x 1.14 

$130,174. 

Problem (b): From Equation (D.5): 

G = 365 x 10-5 (36.54 + .0322 x 3400)(900000) 0
•
932 

= $188,824 

Since the annual cost, G, is the sum of lime cost, labor cost, sludge 
disposal cost, plant cost, maintenance cost and contingency cost, all 
these costs are based on the data obtained in West Virginia. In order 
to correct for the location effect on lime cost, one must calculate: 

(1) From Figure D.2, with acid concentration of 3400 ppm, 
tbe treatment cost for 1000 gallons of acid water is 
about $0.26 in West Virginia; thus, the difference be
tween the total lime costs in West Virginia and Central 
Ohio is, 

(0.3 - o.26)($/kgal)(365 day/yr)(900 kgal/day) 
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(2) For the treatment plant in Central Ohio, the true annual 
cost in 1967 should be corrected to 

188,824 + 13,150 = 201,974* 

(3) In 1970, the total annual cost would be 

G 201,974 x (114/100) 

230,250 

SUMMARY 

This type of mathematical analysis permits the estimation of treatment 
costs based on information concerning acidity and plant size. The re
sults predicted by the model should only be used as preliminary cost 
estimates. As one may note the original data given in Table D.4 do not 
provide sufficient information for detailed cost estimates that are 
sensitive to individual situations. However, by utilizing the cost 
model, designers should be able to determine preferred plant sizes and 
treatment plant locations. 

As pointed out by Peter and Timmerhaus, a "Study Estimate" or "Factored 
Estimate" based on the knowledge of major items has a probable accuracy 
of ±3CP/o (12). Based upon this standard, the cost estimating relation
ship, Equation (D.5), describes the observed results well in that the 
maximum error in the predicted result is less than 12%. Therefore, 
this cost estimating relationship should be used by considering how 
significant factors affect the individual cases in a particular appli
cation. 

*If the lime cost difference between two locations is less than 2CP/o, 
the correction for location effect is unnecessary. As shown in the 
above case, the correction term' only contributes to less than 5% of the 
total costs. 
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